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Welcome

Objectives
The purpose of this handbook is to familiarize system administrators, accounts payable staff, and
standard requisitioners with the functionality available in the Invoicing solution. We hope it will
help you:

l Understand the available functionality in the JAGGAER ONE's Invoicing solution
l Perform desktop receiving and central receiving
l Create and manage invoices from purchase orders
l Create invoices for cases where a PO does not exist in the system (check requests, etc.)
l Set up customizable tolerance parameters for matching to properly manage the matching
process

l Perform manual matching of purchase orders, receipts, and invoices
l Take advantage of automated matching via Invoice Workflow
l Quickly access the “right” invoices for payments

Key Points
l A basic understanding of JAGGAER applications is required.
l This handbook should be used as a supplemental guide to the Handbooks provided with
the JAGGAER suite of products. Many of the fundamental concepts discussed in this book
are detailed in the additional handbooks.

l This handbook will show you how to perform functions in the system. It is important to note
that much of the how, when, and why the system is used is determined by your
organization’s business practices. We suggest that you supplement this document with
your organization’s business practices, goals, and policies.

l Topics in this document range from desktop receiving to invoicing to matching setup.
Depending on your role in the organization, you may only have permissions to perform a
subset of these functions. Typically, if you cannot perform a task, it is either not available in
your site (based on site setup) or is reserved for a different role such as the administrator.
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What you will learn…
The document is organized by the following sections:

l The Basics - Includes an overview of Invoicing in JAGGAER ONE, including introducing
fundamental concepts for using the application and primary areas of navigation and use.

l Receiving Goods and Services - This section focuses on creating and managing receipts.

l Invoicing - This section discusses how to create and manage invoices.

l Matching - This section discusses how to manage the invoice matching process.

l Invoice Workflow and Approval - This section provides information about the invoice
workflow and approval process.

l Customer Branding for Suppliers - This section includes information on configuring your
customer branded portal for suppliers in the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network.

l Reporting and Analysis - This section focuses on Invoicing reporting.

l Setup Tasks - This section focuses on the administrative and setup tasks related to
Invoicing.
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Invoicing Basics

Overview of Invoicing
JAGGAER ONE’s Invoicing solution automates and streamlines the invoicing and receiving
process. Invoicing is fully integrated with the JAGGAER ONE solutions, and allows users to link
purchases to receipts and invoices. Users can enable options to generate electronic receipts and
invoices directly from the purchase order data, reducing errors and accelerating the receiving,
invoicing, and matching processes.

Customers have the option to deploy the receiving functionality or the invoicing functionality, but
it is highly recommended to combine both receiving and invoicing to take advantage of the
matching capabilities in the system.

Key features and benefits of the JAGGAER ONE Invoicing solution:

l Allows requisitioners and shoppers to indicate when items have been received
l Accelerate processing of receipts and invoices
l Establish a single integration point to receive eInvoices from multiple suppliers
l Avoid error-prone manual and redundant data entry
l Realize prompt payment discounts for goods and services
l Reduce the risk of penalties, duplicate payments or overpayment
l Minimize the risk of payment for goods not received, damaged or returned

Navigation and Access
The user interface for JAGGAER ONE products are configured on a per-user basis. The tabs,
screens, and ordering of information is based on 1) what products an organization has enabled
and 2) what parts of the system each user has access to, along with their personal preferences of
presentation. Below are details around where you will find Invoicing functions in the system.

Many invoicing functions are found under the Accounts Payablemenu, which has three main
areas: 1) access to perform common functions or navigate to the specific areas to view invoices
and receipts, 2) pages to allow configuration of Accounts Payable options, and 3) access to
reports specific to Accounts Payable.
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AP Home
The AP Home is a system default dashboard page that is used to perform the majority of
receiving and invoicing-related activities. The default dashboard contains widgets that AP staff
may utilize on a daily basis, such as creating and searching for invoices, as well as viewing
pending approvals and recent invoices. The AP Home page can be customized with different
widgets and personal dashboards for users with appropriate permissions. Click the Configure
this Dashboard hyperlink to navigate to manage AP dashboards.

When a new dashboard is created, it replaces the system default. If multiple dashboards are
active and assigned the AP dashboard type, users with access to more than one of the
dashboards will be able to toggle between them. Users who do not have access to any of the
replacement dashboards will see the system default.
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Accounts Payable - Invoices

l AP Home - Go to the AP Home page.

l View Draft Invoices - Navigate to these areas to see receipts or invoices that have not yet
been finalized and are in a draft state.

l Search For Invoices - Perform an advanced search for invoices that have been created in
the system. This information can be used for manual matching.

l Search AP Requests - Select this link to see a list of AP requests.

l Create New Invoice, Credit Memo - Select this link to create a new invoice or credit
memo.

l View Recurring Invoice Schedules - Organizations can schedule recurring invoices for
common services. Select this link to view the current schedule. See Recurring Invoices.

l View All Returned Invoices - Select this link to see a list of all returned invoices. See
Returned Invoices.

Accounts Payable - Receipts
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l View Draft Receipts - Navigate to these areas to see receipts that have not yet been
finalized and are in a draft state.

l Search For Receipts - Perform an advanced search for receipts that have been created in
the system. This information can be used for manual matching.

l Create New Receipt... - Select this link to create a new receipt.

Accounts Payable - Approvals
The Approvals pages are used to access Invoices, Receipts and AP Requests and Receipts that
are awaiting approval and those that have been recently approved. You can also assign
substitute approvers and view approval notifications from this menu.

Accounts Payable - AP Administration
The AP Administration pages are used to configure options related to invoicing, including
matching setup, determining if the organization would like to allow early payment discounts, allow
item substitutions, allow non-PO invoices, and much more. This tab is available to users with the
AP Configuration or System Configuration permission.
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l On the Configure AP Settings page, you may configure general AP settings including a
number wheel for invoices, supplier configuration settings, PO Auto Close preferences,
receipt reminder emails and more.

l Navigate to theMatching Rules and Tolerance pages to configure matching tolerances, if
used by the organization.

l Navigate to theManage Non-PO Code Rules pages to configure account codes for non-
PO invoices, as well as non-PO invoice code rules.

Accounts Payable - Reports
Navigate to the Reports pages to view Early Payment and Cycle Time reports. This tab is
available to users with one of the following permissions: Administration, AP Configuration or
System Configuration.

If your organization utilizes Digital Mailroom, you can select the link to View Digital Mailroom
Exceptions. See Digital Mailroom.

Invoice Document Configuration
Invoice Configuration. The layout and fields included in your organization’s invoice is
determined via the Setup > Configure Documents > Configure Buyer Invoice Document
page. The invoice is typically set up during implementation, but may require occasional updates
by an administrator.
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Invoicing Widgets for Organization Dashboards
Users with appropriate permissions can create configurable dashboards for the organization or
individual use. See Configurable Dashboards in the Site Basics Handbook or online searchable
help for details. Once a dashboard is in draft status (inactive), you can add a widget that provides
relevant accounts payable information.

The Invoice Summarywidget displays a user's invoices from the last 90 days in a Graph View or
List View.

l Graph view displays a user's Pending, Completed, and Rejected invoices from the last 90
days.

l List View displays the user's 5 most recent invoices from the last 90 days that are in
Pending, Completed, and Rejected status.

l Whichever view is selected while editing an organization dashboard will be the view that
displays to users who have access to the dashboard.
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The Approvalswidget is available for all documents available for approval by the user. The
default view is for invoices, but any type of document for which the user has access can be
selected. You can also choose to view only your approvals, and to group the documents by
approval folder.

The Create Invoicewidget is available to allow easy access for creating invoices and credit
memos from an organization or personal dashboard. A user must have one of the following
permissions to view the widget on a dashboard:

l Create PO Invoice / Credit Memo
l Create Non-PO Invoice / Credit Memo
l Create Receipt
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The Expiring Discountswidget displays a list of invoices in workflow that have discounts that will
expire in a defined period. You can set the widget to display discounts expiring in the next 1 to 10
days.

The Past Due Invoiceswidget displays a list of invoices that are Past Due, Due Today, or Due
this week.

Invoicing Permissions
The following are permissions related to Invoicing. Permissions may be configured at the role or
user level by an administrator. These permissions allow users to create receipts and invoices,
evaluate and approval invoices for payment, and more.

For additional information about enabling permissions at the user level, please see Viewing and
Managing Assigned Permissions in the User Profile in the Site Basics Handbook or online
searchable help. For additional information about enabling permissions at the role level, please
seeManaging Roles in the Administration and Configuration Handbook or online searchable
help.

Invoicing permissions are found in the user profile and in role management under Permission
Settings > Accounts Payable and under Permission Settings > Approvals.

Receipt approval permissions are found in the user profile and in role management under
Permission Settings > Approvals.
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Accounts Payable

These permissions are located in Permissions Settings > Accounts Payable > Accounts
Payable.

Permission Permission Description

AP Configuration This is a high-level permission that provides access to the AP Administration
navigation tab, which is used to choose options related to accounts payable
and determine matching setup. Typically assigned to an AP Administrator.

Create Receipts With this permission, the user can create receipts for the purchase orders to
which they have access. For example, users with My Orders permission can
create receipts only for purchase orders they create. This permission is
typically assigned to a requisitioner receiving his/her items OR Central
receiving personnel.

View Receipts With the permission, the user can view receipts for the purchase orders to
which they have access. For example, users with My Orders permission can
view receipts only for purchase orders they create. This permission is
typically assigned to a shopper who is not responsible for his/her own
receiving.

Reopen Completed
Receipts

Allows the user to reopen a completed receipt. Receipts cannot be reopened
if they have completed invoice against them, they have been exported to an
external system, or they are for a kiosk order. This permission is typically
assigned to central receiving personnel.

Cancel Completed
Receipts

This permission is visible to organizations with Receipt Workflow enabled.
Users with the permission can see and use the Cancel Receipt action on
receipts that have completed the receipt approval workflow.

Resend Receipts to
External System

Users with this permission can see and use the Resend to ERP action for
canceled receipts.

Enable Blind
Receiving – (Hide
Order Quantity
during receiving)

Enable this permission if you do not want the user/role to see the quantity
ordered when creating receipts. This is a common practice when central
receiving is done by shipping dock personnel versus desktop receiving
where the person placing the order is also receiving it. This permission is
typically assigned to a requisitioner receiving his/her items OR Central
receiving personnel.

View My Invoices Provides the ability to a user to view invoices they have created or invoices
created for their orders. In order for the user to have the ability to view all
invoices for a department, the user will require the permission View My
Invoices to be ON and the user's visible departments assigned in Department
Permissions. This permission is typically assigned to a requisitioner or all
users.
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Permission Permission Description

View Organization
Invoices

This permission gives a user ability to search and view all the invoices for the
organization. This may be a permission that the organization chooses to add
to the requester role. This permission is typically assigned to AP staff.

Edit Invoices Allows a user to edit invoices that have been created previously. This
permission is typically assigned to AP staff.

Create PO Invoice /
Credit Memo

Allows a user to create invoices or credit memos manually that are
associated with a PO in the system. This permission does not allow editing of
existing invoices/credit memos. This permission is typically assigned to AP
staff, but in some cases to requisitioners.

Create Non-PO
Invoice / Credit
Memo

Gives the user permission to create invoices that do NOT have a matching
purchase order in the application. This permission is typically assigned to
specific AP staff.

Create Recurring
Invoice

Gives users the ability to create, edit, deactivate and reactivate recurring
invoice schedules. Having this permission also gives users access to the
Recurring Invoice Schedules page.

Update Owner for
PO Invoices

Allows the user to edit the Invoice Owner on an invoice associated with a
purchase order.

Set Invoice as
Payable

Controls the user's ability to set an Invoice to a Payable status. If this
permission is off, the user does not have the option to set the invoice status
to Payable. The user must have Create/Edit Invoice permission the change
the status of an invoice.

Set Invoice as Paid Controls the user's ability to set an Invoice to a Paid status. If this permission
is off, the user does not have the option to set the invoice status to Paid. The
user must have Create/Edit Invoice permission the change the status of an
invoice.

Set Invoice as
Dispute

Controls the user's ability to set an Invoice to a Dispute status. If this
permission is off, the user does not have the option to set the invoice status
to Dispute. The user must have Create/Edit Invoice permission the change
the status of an invoice.

Apply any contract
to invoices

This permission provides the ability for the user to select any contract that is
effective at the time of the invoice date and apply to the invoice line item,
regardless of the user's accessibility to contracts.

Force match
documents

Provides the ability for the user to match documents that are outside the
configured tolerances for the selected documents. This permission is
typically assigned to AP staff and select individuals.

Resend Invoices to
External System

Allows the user to re-submit an invoice to be exported to the external system
(s). The external system must be configured to allow invoice re-sends (see

Setup > General Site Settings > Document Export Settings > document
export > Connection Mgt) and the invoice must have been initially exported
to the external system(s). In this event, the user will see the Resend Invoice
button on the invoice. This permission is typically assigned to System
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Permission Permission Description

Administrators and perhaps a few more individuals.

View Secure
Invoice Import
Attachments

When an organization is configured to restrict the visibility of invoice import
attachments, this permission is required in order for the user to view an
invoice attachment.

View Operational
Reports

This permission gives a user without the Admin Transaction Reports
permission the ability to still access the operational reports (Cycle Time And
Invoice Reports) without seeing the Spend Summary Reports.

View Digital
Mailroom Reports

This permission allows the user the ability to access the Accounts Payable >
Reports > View Digital Mailroom Exceptions page, where they can log into
the Digital Mailroom portal.

Remove invoice
import images

This permission allows the user to remove invoice import images.

Access to Invoice
Capture

Users with this permission can process paper or PDF invoices using the
JAGGAER Digital Capture feature. This permission is only visible for
organizations with the JAGGAER Digital Capture feature enabled.

Invoice Approvals

These permissions are located in Permissions Settings > Approvals > Invoice Approvals.

Permission Permission Description

Edit Pending
Invoice (My Invoice
Approvals)

Provides the ability to edit and update any pending invoices within the
approver's folders. This permission is typically assigned to AP staff and/or
approvers for check requests.

Edit Pending
Invoice (My Invoice
Approvals) -
Account Codes
Only

This permission allows users to edit only the accounting fields on an invoice
within the approver's folders. They are not allowed to edit any other
information on the invoice.

Edit Pending
Invoices (Any
Approval Folder)

Allows the user to edit any pending invoices. This is a Super User privilege
typically assigned to System Administrators and perhaps a few more
individuals. The types of pending invoices that can be edited include:

l Unassigned invoices in a shared folder
l Invoices assigned to another approver's personal workflow folder
l Invoices in a workflow error state in an automated workflow step.

Approve Invoices Provides the ability to approve invoices within an approver's folders. This
permission is typically assigned to AP staff and/or approvers for check
requests.
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Permission Permission Description

Reject Invoices Provides the ability to reject invoices within an approver's folders. This
permission is typically assigned to AP staff and/or approvers for check
requests.

Allow approvers to
take action on
invoice via email

This permission allows the approver to receive an email with the ability to
take action when an invoice is pending in a workflow step/folder to which the
approver is assigned. The email contains a link for the user to approve, reject,
or assign the requisition to themselves. Note: The user must also have
Approve Invoices or Reject Invoices permission to take action on the invoice.

Forward Invoice This permission allows an approver to forward an invoice to another
approver. This permission displays the Forward option in the dropdown list of
available actions on the invoice. This permission is typically assigned to AP
staff and/or approvers for check requests.

Put Invoice on Hold Allows an approver to put an invoice on hold. An invoice that is on hold will
remain in that approver's Invoice approvals folder. This permission displays
the Hold option in the dropdown list of available actions on the invoice. This
permission is typically assigned to AP staff and/or approvers for check
requests.

Expedite Invoice Provides the user with the ability to Expedite an invoice through the Invoice
approval process. A user with this permission can "pull" an invoice through
any pending Invoice workflow steps (that permit expediting). This permission
is typically assigned to an AP staff Administrator.

Assign Substitute
Approver for
Invoice Approvals

Provides the user with the ability to assign a substitute for an invoice
approvals folder. This permission allows for 'Invoice" to be selected as the
type of approval folder when navigating to the Assign Substitute Approvers
page. This permission is typically assigned to AP staff and/or approvers for
check requests.

Add Ad-Hoc
Approver for
Invoice Approvals

Allows an invoice approver to send the document to a user who is not in the
regular approval workflow for a one-time approval. Users with the permission
can select, change or delete an ad-hoc approver while they are an approver
assigned to an invoice. They cannot modify other fields unless they also have
editing permissions. This permission is only visible if the organization has the
Ad-Hoc Approver feature enabled.

Perform Invoice
Ad-Hoc Approvals

Allows users to accept or reject invoices only as an ad-hoc approver and at
no other time. Users with this permission can subscribe to the Invoice
pending Ad-Hoc Workflow approval notification to alert them that they have
been assigned to an invoice as an ad-hoc approver. This permission is only
visible if the organization has the Ad-Hoc Approver feature enabled.
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Permission Permission Description

Restart/Skip
Invoice Workflow
Steps in Error

Provides the ability to restart workflow for any pending invoices in an error
status within an approver's personal Invoice approvals folder. This is typically
necessary with workflow that triggers or receives integration messages. If an
acknowledgment message is not received in the allotted time or after the
defined number of retries, the step goes in to error status. This functionality
allows a user to restart the step, i.e., resend the message. This is a Super
User privilege typically assigned to System Administrators and perhaps a
few more individuals.

Approve/Reject
Invoices on behalf
of another
Approver

Provides the ability for a user to approve or reject an invoice currently
assigned to another approver's personal workflow folder. The approval
actions are recorded for the user on behalf of the managed approver. This is
a Super User privilege typically assigned to System Administrators and
perhaps a few more individuals.

Manage Other
Approver’s Invoice
Approval Folders

Provides the capability for a user to view and manage another approver's
personal and shared invoice workflow folders. With this permission set ON,
the user will be able to search and select approvers within their department
permissions for management. Any action performed on an invoice will have
an audit record created stating the user performing the action on behalf of
the approver. This is a Super User privilege typically assigned to System
Administrators and perhaps a few more individuals. Managing another
approver's invoice approval folders allows the user to perform the following
actions:

l Assign / Remove substitute approver
l Assign the invoice to the user's personal folder
l Return invoices to shared workflow folders
l Assign invoices from shared workflow folders to personal folder
l Forward invoices another approver
l Place invoices on hold
l Add notes to invoices
l Remove workflow notifications
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Permission Permission Description

Expedite Invoices
Through All
Workflow Steps

Provides the capability for the approver to expedite to a workflow step
including the final invoice step. In addition, the user will be able to expedite
past any invoice workflow steps configured as "do not allow by-pass". All
steps skipped as part of expedite will be recorded as part of the invoice's
audit trail. This is a Super User privilege typically assigned to System
Administrators and perhaps a few more individuals.

Set approvals
action column
default to approve

This permission allows the user to click an approve button directly from the
approvals page, without first assigning the document. An approver can
approve an invoice quickly without having to open and view the invoice. With
this permission on, the Action column on the approvals page shows an
Approve button instead of an Assign button. Note: Site administrators are
advised to give this permission with extreme caution when assigning this
permission. If the organization's approval process should involve opening and
examining the invoice before approver, then a user should not be given this
permission. This permission is typically assigned to a select few AP staff.

Receipt Approvals

These permissions are located in Permissions Settings > Approvals > Receipt Approvals.

Permission Permission Description

Approve/Reject
Receipt

Provides the ability to approve or reject receipts within an approver's folders.

Expedite Receipt
Approval Workflow

Provides the user with the ability to expedite a requisition through the receipt
approval process. A user with this permission can "pull" a receipt through any
pending workflow steps that permit expediting.

Expedite Receipt
Approval Workflow
Through all Steps

Provides the capability for the approver to expedite to any workflow step
including the End step (completes workflow). In addition, the user will be able
to expedite past any receipt workflow steps configured as "do not allow by-
pass". All steps skipped as part of the expedite will be recorded as part of the
receipt's audit trail.

Forward Receipt Allows approvers of a receipt to forward a receipt that has been assigned to
them to another user for approval, reassigning it to that user.

Manage Other
Approver's Receipt
Approval Folders

Provides the capability for a user to view and manage another approver's
personal and shared receipt workflow folders. With this permission set ON,
the user will be able to search for and select approvers within their
department permissions (user settings>document access) for management.
Any action performed on a receipt will have an audit record created stating
the user performing the action on behalf of the approver. Managing another
approver's receipt approval folders allows the user to perform the following
folder management actions: Assign the receipt to the user's personal folder,
Assign receipts from shared workflow folders to personal folder.
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Permission Permission Description

Edit My Pending
Receipts

Provides the ability to edit and update any pending receipts within the
approver's folders.

Edit Pending
Receipt (Any
Approval Folder)

Allows the user to edit any pending receipts. The types of pending receipts
that can be edited are the following: Unassigned receipts in a shared folder,
Receipts assigned to another approver's personal workflow folder, Receipts
in a workflow error state in an automated workflow step.

Put Receipts on
Hold

Allows approvers of a receipt to designate a receipt assigned to them as "On
Hold" so that it remains in their workflow approvals folder with the "Hold"
label. The History indicates that the receipt has temporarily been placed on
hold and displays any comment entered by the approver.

Restart/Skip
Receipt Workflow
Steps in Error

Provides the ability to restart workflow for any pending receipts within an
approver's personal Receipt approvals folder. This is typically necessary with
workflow that triggers or receives integration messages. If an
acknowledgment message is not received in the allotted time or after the
defined number of retries, the step goes in to error status. This functionality
allows and admin to restart the step, i.e., resend the message.

Approve/Reject
Receipts on behalf
of another
Approver

Provides the ability for a user to approve or reject a receipt currently
assigned to another approver's personal workflow folder. The approval
actions are recorded for the user on behalf of the managed approver. Please
note that the Approve/Reject Receipts permission is also required.

Approve/Reject
Receipt via email

Allows approvers of a receipt to manage receipts using email, without having
to log into the application. Users must also have Approve/Reject Receipt
permission to use this functionality.

Show Receipt
Workflow in
Sidebar

Allows a user to view workflow on receipts in the new receipt experience view.
This permission applies to organizations that use Receipt Workflow, have
enabled the new receipt experience view, and have the Restrict Document
Workflow View setting enabled.

Notifications
You may choose to enable notifications for certain Invoicing management activities taking place
in your organization through the application.

Notification preferences can be set at the role or user level. You can choose to receive an email,
an in-application notification, both, or none. See Setting Notification Preferences in the User
Profile in the Site Basics Handbook or online searchable help andManaging Roles in the online
searchable help for additional information.

Invoicing notifications are found in the following Notification Preferences sections:
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l Accounts Payable - Contains notifications related specifically to contract activities
(receipts, invoices, etc.).

l Change Requests - Contains notifications related to change request activities (change
request assigned, change request accepted, change request rejected, etc.).

l Form Requests - Contains notifications related to form request workflow (form request
approved, form request rejected, etc.).

l Receipts - Contains notifications related to receipt workflow (receipt approved, receipt
rejected, etc.).

l Administration & Integration - Contains notifications related to administration and
integration (workflow step errors, import/export, etc.).

For a description of a notification, click the associated with the notification, as shown below.

Invoicing Terminology
Following are some common terms used in invoicing processes.

l Receipt: An indication that either goods or services have been received, returned, or
canceled.

l Buyer Invoice: The customer’s version of the invoice. An invoice contains information
about the goods or services delivered from the supplier. An invoice typically contains
shipping and handling and tax information also.

l PO Invoice: An invoice associated with one or more purchase orders in the JAGGAER
application.

l Non-PO Invoice: An invoice that is NOT associated with a purchase order in the JAGGAER
application. A non-PO invoice may contain a PO number if the invoice was distributed to
the supplier external to JAGGAER.

l Adhoc Supplier Invoice: An invoice that was created from a supplier that is not found in
the application. In other words, the supplier does not have a record in the supplier profile.

l Non-PO line: An invoice line that is not associated to a line of a purchase order in the
application. Non-PO lines can exist on a PO invoice or a non-PO invoice.

l Substitute Item: An invoice line that is associated with a line of a PO from the application,
but the catalog number and product description has been updated to reflect an alternate
product that has been shipped and invoiced.

l Invoice Type: Defines the type of document being displayed. Options are Invoice or Credit
Memo.
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l Invoice Source: The creation method of the invoice. Available options are:
l Electronic - cXML and EDI invoices.
l JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network/Supplier Portal - Invoices created by suppliers in
the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network (Supplier's portal).

l Email - Invoices created by supplier users via an email link sent by the customer.
l Manual - Invoices created by users within the customer the system.
l Inventory Management - Invoices created via JAGGAER ONE Inventory
Management.

l Invoice Workflow: Automated process used for the validation and review of invoices and
credit memos. Invoice workflow is required in order to have automated invoicing.

l Receipt Workflow: Automated process used for the validation and review of receipts.
l Credit Memo: A credit memo is created when money is being returned from the supplier. A
credit memo can relate directly to a specific item/PO, or can be separate.

l PO to Invoice "Flip": A purchase order from an organization generates a Sales Order for a
supplier in the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network. A supplier can then "flip" that sales order
into an invoice for the customer.

l Evaluated Receipt Settlement: Enabling the Evaluated Receipt Settlement license gives
organizations the ability to flag suppliers and purchase orders so that the system will
generate invoices automatically from the associated receipts, saving the user from having
to create the invoices from the purchase order. Once a completed receipt against a
flagged purchase order is submitted into the system, an invoice is automatically created.

Roles and Types of Users in Invoice/Receipt
Processing
Within each organization, there are different individuals involved in the receiving and invoicing
process. Below are the types of users that may use the Invoicing solution.

End User/Shopper
This user is responsible for shopping for services and products. When the goods or services are
received, the requisitioner is typically is responsible for creating a receipt. This receipt can be
directly in the system or in some cases, an organization will handle receipts through email, paper
receipts, or phone verification.
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Central Receiving Clerk
This user is responsible for organization or site-wide receiving of items. Oftentimes, this
individual does not validate the quantity and quality of the goods, but typically “marks” that
something was received for an order and then passes the goods to the requisitioner or
department. This person is typically allowed to create receipts and view Organization-wide
purchase orders.

Accounts Payable Clerk
This user is responsible for day-to-day activities in the Accounts Payable department, including
entering and managing invoices, matching invoices to purchase orders and receipts, and creating
payments.

Accounts Payable / Purchasing Administrator
This management role is interested in the overall status of invoices and payments. For example,
this individual is typically interested in how many orders are overdue, how to save money with
early payments, and more. This person also manages the overall configuration options for
accounts payable and matching.

New Invoice Experience
JAGGAER is currently redesigning Invoices and Credit Memoswith a new, modern user
interface.

If the New Invoice Experience feature is enabled for your organization, users may have access to
the new invoice design. The features are similar in both layouts, the difference simply lies in the
way the items are presented.

Users with the Choose your experience setting activated will see a Choose your experience

icon displayed on invoice and credit memo pages that they can use to toggle back and forth
between the new and classic views at any time.

Here is an overview of the new invoice experience. Credit memos have a similar format. What
users see may vary based on organization settings.

Accessing and Creating Invoices
Users can access the new invoice experience by opening an invoice from a search. If the invoice

is displayed in the Classic view, users can click the Choose your experience icon and select
the New invoice experience option.
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To create an invoice manually, navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > Create New
Invoice, Credit Memo... to create an invoice.

Invoices
Invoice information is grouped into tabs at the top. Invoice totals and workflow are displayed in
the sidebar on the right.

Click the tabs to view or add information. Click the Edit or Options icon in a panel to change
information or select options.
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New invoice experience
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Classic experience

Line Items
In the Line Items section, the actions menu for all selected items is the drop-down-menu at the
top right corner of the section. At least one item must be selected to enable the menu. On
purchase orders and individual items, click the action icon to see actions that can be applied to
the purchase order or item.

New invoice experience
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Classic experience
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Workflow
ClickWhat's next in the right sidebar to view workflow. Here you can show or hide skipped steps,
view workflow details and see approvers for a workflow step.

New invoice experience
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Classic experience

Icons
These icons are displayed in the new invoice experience.

l Click to switch between the new and classic invoice experience

l Click to display additional options for items in a panel or page

l Click to edit information in a panel

l Collapse section

l Expand section

l Click to switch between the simple and detailed invoice view

l Click to print the invoice, credit memo, or approval workflow

l Click to view help

l Click to apply viewing filters. You can choose to view Line Items Only, General Only (the
General section on the Summary tab), Discount, Tax, Shipping & Handling Only, or Codes
Only. The icon is blue if a filter is applied.

New Receipt Experience
The New Receipt Experience view provides a new, modern look for receipts.
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l By default, receipts are displayed in the new receipt experience view for everyone.

l Click the Choose Your Experience button located near the right bottom corner of the
page to switch between the new and classic views at any time. The toggle will be removed
in 22.1.

l A Got Feedback? link in the lower right corner of the page allows users to provide
feedback on the new receipt experience. When users click the link, the system will take a
screenshot of the page and users can enter their feedback in the Your Feedback:window,
then click Submit.

Here is an example of the new receipt experience view:
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Here is the same page in the Classic view for comparison.

1. Click an icon or button on the top right corner of a receipt to:

l Show or hide the right sidebar .

l Print the receipt .

l Select a primary receipt action (Save Updates, Submit, Delete). Users can also click
the drop-down menu next to the receipt number on the left for additional receipt
actions.

2. Click the tabs to view or add information.

3. The right sidebar shows receipt details, totals, links to related documents and, if receipt
workflow is enabled for an organization, the approval workflow.

4. For organizations with receipt workflow, the Approvals tab has moved to the right sidebar.
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l The active workflow step is highlighted in blue .

l Click Show skipped steps to view all steps in the workflow.

l Click the name of a workflow step to view approvers of that step.

l Click the actions icon to open the workflow inspector.

5. Users can find line item information in the Line items section:

l Enter receiving information Quantity (for Quantity receipts), Cost (for Cost receipts)
and Status fields.

l Click the copy icon to copy an item.

l Click the remove line icon to delete an item. To remove multiple items, select the
checkbox next to each item to remove and then click the remove selected items
icon at the top right corner of the line item section.

6. Expand Item Details section of a line item to view extra information about it, such as
associated contract numbers, attachments and notes.
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Receiving
The purpose of this lesson is to discuss how receiving goods and services is accomplished in the
Invoicing solution.

Receiving Overview
The receiving capabilities in Invoicing allow requisitioners to track the receipt and return of goods
and services. As items are received, returned or canceled, users generate an electronic receipt
document. Receipts are automatically populated with purchase order data, so requisitioners can
easily reference order information and only need to enter a minimal amount of new data, such as
shipping method, tracking number, quantity received or quantity returned.

There are two types of receipts that can be created: Quantity receipts and Cost receipts. With
Quantity Receipts, the system maintains a running total of goods received, returned or canceled
– a total that it presents when employees create subsequent receipts for the same order. This
helps reduce the risk of payment for under-received, damaged or over-shipped items. Users can
also create receipts for services. For example, as services are provided throughout the year
against an order, employees can create Cost Receipts to track the services delivered.

With receiving you can:
l Create quantity receipts for goods by receiving, returning or canceling all or partial quantity
of items.

l Link receipts to order data when you automatically populate receipts with purchase order
data.

l Enable and optimize centralized or distributed receiving.
l Annotate receipts by adding notes or attaching documents at the receipt or line item level.
l Reopen a receipt if you accidentally make a mistake or need to change information for the
receipt.

l Delete a receipt if you accidentally create a receipt against the wrong PO.
l View History and Comments for a receipt.

Why receive in Accounts Payable?
Receiving through the application can assist the accounting organization by allowing users to
electronically state that they have received goods or services associated with a purchase order,
without having to re-enter information. The receipt information may be used when determining if
invoices should be paid.
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Different ways to receive
Organizations may choose to use centralized or desktop receiving.

Organizations may choose to set receiving thresholds based on the amount of the entire PO or
by line item. The user will then know when a receipt is required based on the organization’s rules
for receiving. Currently a user can determine if they need to receive a product or service through
the application by reviewing their purchase orders within the application. A notification will be
shown if the PO requires a receipt for payment.

Additionally, a Receipt Export file is available that allows organizations to export receipts for
matching in the organization’s ERP system. Note: This may or may not be part of your current
offering.

Permissions and receiving
l If an organization plans on using desktop receiving, it is recommended that one or both of
the following permissions be added to your base requisitioner role: Create Receipts and
View Receipts.

l If an organization plans on implementing central receiving, a new rolewill need to be
created for Central Receiving which includes the following permissions: Create Receipts
and View Organization Orders.

l The Reopen completed receipts permission is required for a user to reopen or delete a
saved receipt.

l See Account Payable Permissions in the Site Basics Handbook or online searchable
help for additional information.

Receipt document configuration
The receipt document format is configured via field management. Most of the document
configuration is done by JAGGAER as part of the organization's implementation. However, there
are adjustments that you may want to make according to your specific business processes over
time. See Receipt Document Configuration for additional information.

Receipt workflow
Receipt Workflow allows organizations to send their receipts through an approval process. If
Receipt Workflow is enabled for your organization, cost and quantity receipts can be submitted
into workflow for approval. See Receipt Workflow for additional information.
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Reviewing Receipt Status from a Purchase
Order Search
A Purchase Order search can be used by requisitioners to determine what orders they placed
have been received. For organizations that use central receiving, the same search technique can
be used to identify what organization-wide purchase orders have been received. This can be
filtered by department, user, or organization-wide. The difference between the two is that users
typically will be allowed to see only their orders, whereas central receiving staff can access
organization-wide orders for receiving purposes.

Step-by-Step
This task assumes that purchase orders have been sent to the supplier and are ready for receipt.
You may have access to new search or classic search.

1. Navigate toOrders > Search > Purchase Orders. By default, all purchase orders to
which you have access for the last 90 days are displayed. This may be only your orders, or
specific department or organization orders.

2. Refine the search results by selecting a date range and applying filters. Here are some
useful options:

l Select filters - Click Add Filter or use theQuick Filter option to apply various
filters to the search results. The following filters are useful for showing receipt
information:

l Department - Use this filter if you are responsible for receiving for your
department. You can select one or more departments from the list. The
departments available for selection are based on your user profile.

l Receipt Status - Use this filter to view orders that have been partially, fully, or
over-received.

l Fully Received - Indicates that the same quantity or cost ordered has
been received.

l No Receipts - Select the No Receipts option to view all orders that
have NOT been received.

l Over Received - Indicates that more items were received than
originally requested.

l Partially Received - Indicates that part of the quantity or cost of the
order has been received.
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l Receipt Required - Indicates a receipt is required for the order. This
setting must be configured by JAGGAER in workflow in order for this
status option to show up. Also, when a receipt is required, the
requisitioner receives an email to indicate this setting. When an invoice
comes in for the PO, it will look to see if there “Receipt required” flag is
enabled and if one has not been entered, a new notification will be sent
to the requisitioner.

l Matching Status - Use this filter to view a list of purchase orders that have
been fully, partially, or not matched.

See Document Search and Export in the Site Basics Handbook or online searchable
help for additional information about searching documents.

l Define a date range - Click the Created Date field in the top left corner of the page
and choose from the available filters to select different date range than the default.

l Select theWithin radio button to choose from a list of date ranges.
l Select the Between radio button to enter a specific date range.
l Select themore options link to look for documents with dates that are
missing.

3. In the search results, use the Configure Columns icon to display columns that show
information related to receiving, such the Shipment Status,Matching Status and Receipt
Status columns.

4. You can also export the receipt results. See Document Search and Export in the Site
Basics Handbook or online searchable help for additional information.

Creating a Receipt from a Purchase Order
In most cases, there will be a 1:1 relationship between a purchase order and a receipt. This is the
case when all of the goods requested are received in an order. Occasionally you may have
multiple receipts for a single purchase order when some of the items requested are on backorder
or came later. This task explores how to create full and partial receipts from a single purchase
order. You can also create receipts for the same supplier from multiple purchase orders.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/2. Basic Tasks/7. Document Search and Export/docsearchandexport.htm
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Step-by-Step
1. Access the PO that is associated with the goods or services being received. Refer to

Reviewing Receipt Status from a Purchase Order Search to learn how to perform a
search for a purchase order.

2. Choose one of these options to create a receipt. In most cases, organizations and
users prefer quantity receipt because this will help with any questions about pricing
for shipping and taxes.

l In the search results, click the action icon next to the purchase
order you want to create a receipt for, then select Create Quantity
Receipt or Create Cost Receipt.

l Open the purchase order by selecting the PO number. From the
actions menu, select Create Quantity Receipt or Create Cost
Receipt.

The receipt will be automatically populated with the PO information, including the
remaining number of items to be received. (Note: If your organization has opted for
blind receiving, theQuantity or Cost field will be empty).

3. Add any additional information required by the organization, such as Packing Slip,
Carrier, Tracking or Notes.

4. Review the line level data. Enter the appropriateQuantity or Cost values for each
line. Select Received for the Line Status, which indicates the item/service was
received. Make additional line level updates if needed.

l To remove a line from the receipt, select the Remove Line icon next
to the item. To remove multiple lines, enable the checkbox for the items
and choose Remove Selected Items from the dropdown above the
item list.

l To add another PO to the receipt, select Add PO from the drop-down
menu next to the receipt number near the top right corner of the page
and add the appropriate information.

5. Click Save Updates and choose one of the following options:
l If your organization does not use Receipt Workflow - Click Complete.
The Receipt Number displays on the screen. When a receipt is
created, the receipt date is saved and indicates the date the goods
were actually received. The receipt Complete Date indicates when the
receipt was entered in the system.

l If your organization uses Receipt Workflow - Click Submit. A receipt
number is assigned to the receipt and it moves to Pending status. The
Receipt Submitted page shows receipt information.
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Creating a Receipt with a Return or
Cancellation
A receipt can also be used to indicate that an item or items will NOT be received (canceled) or
have been returned to the vendor. For example, if the supplier indicates that an item was
discontinued you may want to cancel the item. If an item was received as damaged, you can also
indicate this through a receipt.

Returned receipts or receipt items can be generated from a Quantity receipt only. Canceled
receipts or items can be generated from a Quantity or a Cost receipt. Returned and canceled
receipts are indicated in the system by a negative quantity or cost.

Step-by-Step
1. Access the PO that is associated with the goods or services being received. Refer to

Reviewing Receipt Status from a Purchase Order Search to learn how to perform a
search for a purchase order.

2. Choose one of these options to create a receipt. In most cases, organizations and
users prefer quantity receipt because this will help with any questions about pricing
for shipping and taxes. Note: You can Return items on a Quantity receipt only. You
can Cancel items on a Quantity or Cost receipt.

l In the search results, click the action icon next to the purchase
order you want to create a receipt for, then select Create Quantity
Receipt or Create Cost Receipt.

l Open the purchase order by selecting the PO number. From the
Actions menu, select Create Quantity Receipt or Create Cost
Receipt.

The receipt will be automatically populated with the PO information, including the
remaining number of items to be received. (Note: If your organization has opted for
blind receiving, theQuantity or Cost field will be empty).

3. Add any other information required by the organization, such as Packing Slip,
Carrier, or Tracking. You may want to add Notes to describe the cancellation or
return.

4. The action to return on canceled items is done in the Line Details section of the
receipt.

5. To indicate items as Returned:
a. In a Quantity receipt, enter the value to return in theQuantity field.
b. Select Returned in the Line Status drop-down.
c. Optionally, select a Returned For reason, and an RMA No. return

authorization number).
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6. To indicate items as Cancelled:
a. In a Quantity receipt, enter the value to return in theQuantity field. In a

Cost receipt, enter the value to return in the Cost field.
b. Select Cancelled (or Cost Cancelled) in the Line Status drop-down.

7. Click Save Updates.
8. Indicate other lines as received, returned, or canceled, as appropriate.
9. When all updates are entered, click Save Updates and choose one of the following

options:
l If your organization does not use Receipt Workflow - Click Complete.
The Receipt Number displays on the screen.

l If your organization uses Receipt Workflow - Click Submit. A receipt
number is assigned to the receipt and it moves to Pending status. The
Receipt Submitted page shows receipt information.

Creating a Receipt with an Inventory Return
For organizations with the Inventory Management feature that also use the ordering, invoicing
and receiving features in JAGGAER ONE, users can automatically update inventory levels when
they create a return receipt against a purchase order. This applies only to purchase orders that
are associated with inventory replenishment.

For example, if 10 cases of an item are counted in inventory replenishment and then five of those
cases are returned, then there are five less cases for inventory, and users can create return
receipts that are related to inventory replenishment to automatically update inventory levels.

Step-by-Step
1. Locate and open the purchase order against which you need to create the return receipt.

2. Create a quantity receipt.

3. In the Line Details section, locate the line item you are marking as returned. Enter the
return quantity in theQuantity field and select Returned in the Line Status field. Note: The
Add to Inventory checkbox should be selected by default. Be sure to leave this field
selected.

4. Click Save Updates.

5. Select an option in the Returned For field.

6. Click the Commodity Receiving tab.
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7. Locate the appropriate line item on the tab. Below the Fulfillment Center field, there are
two additional fields that need to be configured.

l Location - Click on the select location... link to select the location from which to
deduct the items.

l Inventory Receipts - Click on this link to select the inventory receipt from which to
deduct the items. When you click the link, an overlay displays the first receipt
created from the purchase order. Generally, this will be the correct receipt.
However, there may be times when a different PO receipt is the correct one. When
this is the case, click on the Show other receipts link and select the correct receipt.

8. Click Save Updates. The action updates both Quantity on Hand and Available Quantity. On
the purchase order, the line status is automatically changed to Partially Received with
Returns.

The Item Inventory will display the following updates:

l The change to Quantity on Hand is reflected on the Inventory History tab.

l The receipt displays in the Physical History > Physical Inventory Details tab in the
Receipt section.

l The receipt displays, with an action of Decremented on the History > Receipt History tab.

You still have the option to adjust the inventory quantity manually. The quantity will only be
automatically adjusted if you take action on the Commodity Receiving tab. If you don't take
those steps, then you can adjust the quantity using the manual process.

Creating a Receipt from the AP Home Page
Customers can create receipts for one or more purchase orders directly from the AP Home page.
This feature allows you to create a receipt quickly, without having to search for and locate the PO
in and Orders search.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > AP Home.

2. Locate the Create Invoicewidget, and complete these fields:

l Type - SelectQuantity Receipt or Cost Receipt as the type of document to create.

l From - This field is automatically populated with PO as receipts can only be created
from purchase orders.

l PO numbers - Enter one or more PO numbers. Multiple PO numbers should be
separated by a comma.

3. Click the Create button. The receipt will be created and will open automatically.

4. Enter or select any required fields. See Creating a Receipt from a Purchase Order or
Creating a Receipt with a Return or Cancellation for details.

5. If applicable, make any necessary changes to items invoiced, pricing, quantities, discounts,
tax, shipping, and handling information. To add another PO to the receipt, click the Add PO
button.

6. Click the Save Updates button to save your changes at any time.

7. When you have finished making changes and are ready to save the receipt, choose one of
these options:

l If your organization does not use Receipt Workflow - Click the Complete button. The
screen refreshes with the Receipt No.

l If your organization uses Receipt Workflow - Click the Submit button on the
Summary tab or select Submit from the Available Actionsmenu. A receipt number
is assigned to the receipt and it moves to Pending status. The Receipt Submitted
page shows receipt information.

Searching and Viewing Receipts
You can review a history of receipts for a particular user, for a specific department, specific
supplier, and more. You may use receipt search results to view what receipts were created each
day, what receipts are available for a specific supplier, what receipts match with a PO or invoice,
and more.

Receipts can be searched for and accessed from the Search Receipts page. It can be found by
navigating to one these paths:
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l Accounts Payable > Receipts > Search For Receipts OR
l Orders > Search > Receipts.

When you search for receipts, results are typically listed by Receipt Number in order of most
recent to least recent.

Search Filters
On the Search Receipts page, choose one or more of these filtering options to narrow down the
documents that are being displayed:

l Select filters - Click Add Filter to display various filters that can be applied to the search
results:

l In the pop up window, the filters that have been applied are displayed under
Selected Filters and filters that can be applied are displayed under Available
Filters.

l Apply or remove filters by selecting or clearing the checkbox next a filter. As you
select filter options, the documents displayed in the search results will be refined.
The filters that are available for selection will vary largely on document type, your
organization’s overall setup and your personal permissions. As filters are selected,
they are displayed under the search fields at the top of the page and in the Selected
Filters section in the Add Filter pop up window.

l Select Clear All Filters to remove all search filters.

l Define a date range - Click the Created Date field in the top left corner of the page to
select a different date range than the default. Choose from the available filters to show
only documents that were created (default setting) within the selected date range:

l Select theWithin radio button to choose from a list of date ranges.
l Select the Between radio button to enter a specific date range.
l Select themore options link to look for documents with dates that are missing.

l You may also choose the type of date, with the default being the document creation
date. For example, to review receipts by the date they were entered by end-users
(or central receiving), choose the Receipt Date filter and choose the Complete
Date, then enter the appropriate date span.

l Sort documents - By default, documents will display in the search results in ascending
order based on Approval Date. Change the sort order by clicking the sort icons on a
column heading to sort data in ascending or descending order.

See Document Search and Export in the Site Basics Handbook or online searchable help for
additional information about searching documents.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/2. Basic Tasks/7. Document Search and Export/docsearchandexport.htm
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Search Criteria
The Search Receipts page contains a number of options. Some key things to consider when
searching for receipt data include:

l Search by basic receipt identifiers such as the Receipt Number, Receipt Name, Packing
Slip Number or Tracking Number. To search for multiple values, separate the individual
numbers by a comma.

l Search by receipt information, including participants, who received the shipment, the PO
Owner, the date, a specific supplier, department, or business unit.

l If you are responsible for receiving for your department, enter or select from Department
values.

l To enter a different date range, you may choose from the available filters for the Created
Date field or select Between to enter a specific date range. You may also choose the type
of date, with the default being the document creation date. For example, to review receipts
by the date they were entered by end-users (or central receiving), choose the Receipt
Date filter and choose the Complete Date, then enter the appropriate date span.

Receipt Search Results
Receipt search results are dependent on the criteria entered and the purchase orders that the
user is allowed to see. You will see receipts where you are recorded as a participant, or based on
either your own orders, organization-orders, or orders for specific department(s). Use these
options to further refine how search results are displayed.

l Click the Expand/Collapse button to remove or display theQuick Filters andMy
Searches tabs next to search results.

l Use the Configure Columns icon to display additional columns with information related
to receiving.

l Change the sort order of a column by clicking the sort icon next to a column header to sort
the documents in ascending or descending order.
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Step-by-Step
1. Choose one of these navigation paths to access the Search Receipts page:

l Accounts Payable > Receipts > Search For Receipts
l Orders > Search > Receipts.

2. Once the search results display, you may choose additional filter options by selecting from
theQuick Filter options in the left panel, or by clicking the Add Filter and Created Date
buttons at the top of the page.

3. Click a Receipt Number to open and view the receipt.

4. Click the action icon next to a receipt to perform an action for that receipt. Click the
action icon next to the Receipts column header to choose an action for multiple
receipts.

5. In search results, notice the Receipt Status column. The receipt status information is the
matched status for items on the receipt's associated purchase order.

6. You may select to save or export the receipt results. See Document Search and Export in
the Site Basics Handbook or online searchable help for more information.

Viewing Receipt History and Comments
When viewing a receipt, you will see tabs for Summary, Approvals (if Receipt Workflow is
enabled), Comments, and History.

l The Summary tab shows key the receipt information. It cannot be edited once the receipt
is final.

l The Approvals tab is only displayed if your organization has set up Receipt Workflow. It
shows the workflow approval steps and the approvers assigned to each step.

l The Comments tab displays notes related to the receipt. Comments can be added via the
Add Comment button. Comments can be seen by other receipt participants who have
permission to view comments.

l The History tab tracks all the actions associated with the receipt. The history can be
exported to a CSV file.
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Step-by-Step
1. Navigate to a receipt via search. See Searching and Viewing Receipts for additional

information. Select the appropriate Receipt Number to open the receipt. The receipt
opens to the Summary tab.

2. Click the Comments sub-tab to view any comments related to the receipt. Select Add
Comment to add a comment to the receipt.

3. If enabled for your organization, click the Approvals tab to view workflow steps and the
approvers assigned to each step.

4. Click the History tab to view all actions performed on the receipt. You may choose to filter
the history by date, or see history for associated documents. Select the Export CSV
button to open a file with the history information.

Reopen and Delete a Receipt
When a receipt is created by a user, a mistake can be made by entering the wrong quantity or the
wrong dollar amount.  A receipt can even be created against the wrong PO. Users may reopen
and delete receipts. The Reopen completed receipts permission is required.

When reopening a receipt, the user will be required to enter a comment on the receipt as to why
they are reopening the receipt. That comment is recorded in the receipt history and will be
viewable to any administrator who wants to see why the receipt was reopened. After entering a
comment to indicate why you are reopening the receipt, the receipt will be in Draft mode again.
With the receipt being in Draft mode, the user is allowed to make edits or delete the receipt
completely.

Note: Some receipts are not eligible to be reopened. A message will display if you are not allowed
to reopen a receipt for any of the following reasons:

l An invoice has been associated with the receipt
l It has been exported to an external system
l The receipt is for a replenishment PO
l The receipt is for a kiosk order
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Step-by-Step

Reopen a receipt

1. Open the receipt. This can be accomplished a number of ways including clicking on
the receipt number after the receipt is created, by searching for receipts, or by
accessing the receipt from an associated document (PR/PO/Invoice).

2. Select the Summary tab.
3. Click Reopen Receipt near the top of the page.
4. A confirmation message displays asking if you want to reopen the receipt. ClickOK.
5. An Add Comment pop-up displays.

a. Select if you want users associated with the document to receive an
email notification about the reopened receipt. You can also add email
recipients to receive a notification.

b. Enter a reason for reopening the receipt, up to 1000 characters.
c. Click Reopen Receipt button.

6. The page refreshes with the receipt in draft status. The Summary tab may be
edited. You can select to Add PO or make any Line Details updates.

7. When you are finished making changes, click Save Updates. and choose one of the
following options:

l If your organization does not use Receipt Workflow - Click Complete.
The Receipt Number displays on the screen.

l If your organization uses Receipt Workflow - Click Submit near the top
right corner of the page. A receipt number is assigned to the receipt
and it moves to Pending status. The Receipt Submitted page shows
receipt information.

Delete a receipt

1. Reopen a receipt as described above.
2. Click the Delete button.
3. A confirmation message displays asking if you want to delete the receipt. ClickOK.
4. The receipt is deleted and you are returned to the View Draft Receipts page.

Cancel a Receipt
Sometimes there is a need to cancel completed receipts, for example, if there is an incorrect
quantity or if the wrong PO number was selected. Users can cancel receipts that have completed
workflow.
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Users with the appropriate permission can re-export canceled receipts to their ERP with the
canceled status so that both systems are synchronized.

Related Permissions
Permission Description Location

Cancel Completed
Receipts

This permission is visible to organizations with
Receipt Workflow enabled. Users with the
permission can see and use the Cancel Receipt
action on receipts that have completed the
receipt approval workflow.

Permission Settings
> Accounts Payable

Resend Receipts to
External System

Users with this permission can see and use the
Resend to ERP action for canceled receipts.

Permission Settings >
Accounts Payable

Users can subscribe to the Receipt Cancelled notification (Notification Preferences > Receipts)
to be informed when one of their receipts is canceled.

Cancel a Receipt

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Receipts > Search For Receipts and open the
receipt to cancel.

l It must have a status of Completed.

l Receipts with a status of Draft, Pending or Rejected cannot be canceled.

l A receipt cannot be canceled if: it is associated with invoices that are in workflow or
have completed workflow, it has replenishment lines, or it has a kiosk count.

2. Under the Actionsmenu, select Cancel Receipt. The Cancel Receipt overlay opens.

3. Enter a reason for the cancellation and click Cancel. On the associated purchase order, the
Status value (Net Received/Open) on the PO Receipts tab is updated based on the
cancellation (Quantity or Cost). Any comments added are displayed in the Comments
section of the receipt and in the History.

Resend Receipt to External System
Once a receipt is canceled, users with the Resend Receipts to External System permission can
resend canceled receipts to the ERP so that both systems are synchronized.
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1. Search for and open a canceled receipt. The Receipt status must be Cancelled and it must
have already been exported to the ERP.

2. From the Available Actions drop down, select Resend to ERP.

3. Select one or more destinations to send the receipt to.

4. ClickOK. The receipt is queued for export.

Submit a Receipt for Approval
If Receipt Workflow is enabled for your organization, cost and quantity receipts can be
submitted into workflow for approval.

Once a receipt is submitted for approval, it enters the approval workflow and approvers assigned
to the workflow step can approve, return or reject the receipt, or choose one of the additional
workflow actions that may be available to them.

After the workflow is complete, the receipt is exported or queued to create an invoice, based on
your organization settings.

Step-by-Step
Receipts in Draft status can be submitted into the workflow for approval, including receipts with
matching status of Fully Matched, Partially Matched, and No Matches.

1. Find receipts in Draft status by navigating to Accounts Payable > Receipts > View
Draft Receipts.

2. Choose one of the following options:

l Submit an existing receipt for approval - Click a receipt name to open an existing
receipt that you want to submit for approval.

l Create a receipt and submit it for approval - Click Create Receipt. In the pop-up
window, selectQuantity Receipt or Cost Receipt in the Type field. Enter a PO
number and click Create.

3. Complete receipt information.

4. When the receipt is ready to go, click Submit in the top right corner of the page.

5. (optional) View Receipt Workflow in the Approvals section in the right sidebar of the
receipt. It shows the workflow approval steps, the workflow step that the receipt is
currently on, the approvers who are responsible for any steps requiring manual approval.
Click an email address link to send approvers an email.
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After a receipt is submitted into the approval workflow a receipt number is assigned to the receipt
and it moves to Pending status.

l Click the Summary, Comments, Attachments and History tabs to view receipt
information. Click the print icon to print the receipt.

l The Receipt tab on purchase orders is updated. The Receipt Line Details section shows
receipt data for Pending and Completed receipts. The Receipt Status column in the
Receipt Summary section displays the workflow status of receipts.

If your organization is set up to export receipts, then once the receipt has completed workflow it
will be exported. If the PO that the receipt is created from has ERS enabled, then once the receipt
has completed workflow it will be queued to create an invoice.

Approving Receipts
If Receipt Workflow is enabled for your organization, cost and quantity receipts can be
submitted into workflow for approval.

Once a receipt is submitted for approval, it enters the approval workflow and approvers assigned
to a workflow step can approve, return or reject the receipt, or choose one of the additional
workflow actions that may be available to them.

Receipts can be reviewed individually, or in some cases an action can be applied to many receipts
at once from an approver's Approvals folder.

Step-by-Step
The actions available to a user or approver are displayed in the Actionsmenu in the top right
corner of a receipt. The actions that can be performed are based on user permissions and the
status of the receipt.

1. Open a receipt from your Approvals folder. See Find Receipts Waiting for Approval for
information on how to find receipts waiting for approval and move them to your Approvals
folder. A receipt must be assigned to you before you can take action on it unless you have
permission to Approve/Reject Receipts on behalf of another approver.

2. Review the receipt(s).

3. When you are ready, select a document, then select one of the following options from the
Actions menu:

Note: Some of these actions can be applied to multiple receipts at once from your
Approvals folder. In this case, select the checkbox next to each receipt you want to
apply the action to, then continue with the steps below.
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Approve, return or reject receipts:

l Approve/Complete & Show Next - Select to approve the receipt and move it to the
next step in the approval workflow, then open the next receipt.

l Approve/Complete Step - Select to approve the receipt and move it to the next
step in the approval workflow, and stay on the open receipt.

l Return Receipt - Allows approvers of a receipt to return a receipt to a Draft status.
The system automatically assigns it to the user who submitted it for approval (i.e.,
the Received By user). The user can then make updates and resubmit it for approval.
By default the Received By user will receive an email and an in-app notification
unless they have unsubscribed to the notification. The receipt must be finalized
again before it can be resubmitted into the workflow.

l Reject Receipt - Select to reject the receipt. This action cannot be undone. Users
will need to create a new receipt and submit for approval. Enter a comment in the
confirmation window and click Reject Receipt.

Other workflow actions

l Return to Shared Folder- Allows approvers of a receipt to send a receipt that has
been assigned to them back to the shared workflow folder so that they are no longer
assigned to the task.

l Place on Hold- Allows approvers of a receipt to designate a receipt assigned to
them as "On Hold" so that it remains in their workflow approvals folder with the
"Hold" label. The History indicates that the receipt has temporarily been placed on
hold, and displays any comment provided by the approver. The Put Receipts on Hold
permission is needed to perform this task.

l Forward to... / Forward - Allows approvers of a receipt to forward a receipt that has
been assigned to them to another approver, which reassigns it to that user. The
receipt must be assigned to you and the Forward Receipts permission is needed to
perform this task.

l Add PO - Provides the ability to add line items from a PO to the receipt. If this option
is selected, a second window opens with a list of POs that can be added to the
receipt. When a PO is selected and saved, all line items from the PO are copied to
the receipt.

l Add Notes to History / Add Notes - Allows approvers of a receipt to add notes to a
receipt. The notes are displayed as comments in the receipt's History and on its
Comments tab. All users who can access the receipt can view the comments.

4. If the action selected opens up an additional overlay, enter or select information as
directed.
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If your organization is set up to export receipts, then once the receipt has completed workflow it
will be exported. If the PO that the receipt is created from has ERS enabled, then once the receipt
has completed workflow it will be queued to create an invoice.

Find Receipts Waiting for Approval
Receipt Workflow allows organizations to send their receipts through an approval process.

If you are designated as a receipt approver, you may be notified of receipts that require your
review, or you may need to find receipts that require approval. If a receipt is not already assigned
to you, it must be moved to your Approvals folder (i.e., assigned) before you can take action on it
unless you have permission to Approve/Reject Receipts on behalf of another approver.

Find receipts waiting for approval

Approvers can be notified of receipts that require their review and approval in several ways.

Action Items

Action Items in the top right banner provides approvers with a summary of the documents
available for review in workflow.

1. Navigate to the top right banner of the application.

2. Click the Action Items icon .

3. In theMy Assigned Approvals section, select the Receipts link to navigate to a list of
receipts in your own approval queue.

4. In the Unassigned Approvals section, select the Receipts link to navigate to a list of
receipts that are waiting assignment/approval.

Notifications

An approver may choose to be notified via an email and/or in-application notificationwhen a
document has been routed to their personal folder or to one of their assigned workflow folders.
The email notification contains a link that takes the recipient directly into the appropriate approval
area. It is important to remember that multiple people may receive the same email if more than
one approver is allowed to approve the same type of order. Access notifications by selecting the

Notifications icon in the top right corner of the banner.

To enable notification preferences so that you are notified when an invoice is routed to an
assigned workflow:
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1. Navigate to your User Profile by clicking the user profile icon in the top right corner of
the banner.

2. Select View My Profile, then select Notification Preferences and navigate to the
Accounts Payable section.

3. Enable the desired notifications for workflow approval. Users may enable notifications that
relate to receipts they submit, and/or notifications related to approval of receipts in
workflow. Note: Notification Preferences are displayed depending on user permissions.

Accounts Payable Approvals

The Approvalsmenu option under Accounts Payable can be used to access Invoices, AP
Requests and Receipts that are awaiting approval. You can also view receipts that have recently
been approved, assign substitute approvers and view approval notifications from this menu.

To find a list of receipts waiting for approval, navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals >
Receipts to Approve.

Note: The same page can also be accessed by navigating toOrders > Approvals >
Receipts to Approve.

AP Home

The AP Home page has an Approvalswidget where you can quickly navigate to the My Receipts
Approvals folder, as well as other approval folders to which you are assigned. You can choose to
view only your approvals, and to group the documents by approval folder.

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Home.

2. In the Approvals box, select the appropriate approval folder, or select to navigate to
specifically assigned or unassigned receipts.

Moving receipts to your Approvals folder (Assign a receipt)
A receipt must be assigned to an approver before they can take action on it, unless you have
permission to Approve/Reject Receipts on behalf of another approver.

When working with shared folders, such as "Receipts to Approve", an approver must indicate to
the system which receipts they will be working with by assigning it themselves, which will place
pending receipts in their Approvals folder. This signifies that the approver is responsible for the
current step of workflow for the item(s).

If multiple approvers are assigned access to a folder, then, by moving an item into the Approvals
folder, the approver is indicating their intent to review (approve or reject) the receipt.
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Step-by-Step
1. Navigate to the Receipt Approvals page in any of the following ways. All receipts requiring

approval are listed on the page within a workflow folder:

l Click the Action Items icon next to your name in the top right of your browser
window and select the Receipts link in the Unassigned Approvals section.

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals > Receipts to Approve

l Navigate toOrders > Approvals > Receipts to Approve.

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Home. In the Approvalswidget, select
options to view all approvals or click a folder name to view receipt approvals for that
folder.

2. If necessary, expand a workflow folder to view the receipts within it.

l Use the filters on the left to filter on a particular criteria, such as a date range or
specific supplier.

l Receipts that have not been assigned to an approver will have an Assign icon
next to them, and Not Assignedwill be displayed in the Assigned Approver column.
If the icon is gray , the document has already been assigned to an approver.

3. To assign one receipt to your approval folder (choose one):

l Click the Assign icon on the receipt row. This will assign the receipt to yourMy
Approvals folder without opening the document.

l Open a receipt by selecting the Receipt No.. On the receipt, go to the Actionsmenu
and select Assign.

4. To assignmultiple receipts to your approval folder:

l Select the checkbox next to each applicable receipt.

l Select Assign from the actions menu.

Assigned receipts are listed in the user’s personal approvals folder. On the Receipt Approval
page, the approver’s name is now listed in the Assigned Approver column.
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Enabling Central Receiving Reminders
This feature allows an organization to send a receipt reminder email to Central Receiving staff to
alert them that an invoice is missing a receipt. This feature does not affect the ability to send
receipt reminders to requisitioners, and can be used in conjunction with this functionality.

A configuration option is available at the organization level that indicates whether or not your
organization would like central receiving reminders. Once this option is enabled, the list of
appropriate users (central receiving staff) is indicated. You must have the AP Configuration or
System Configuration permission to enable central receiving reminders.

Receipt Reminder Emails - This section under Accounts Payable > AP Administration >
Configure AP Settings allows you to configure the frequency of your receipt reminder emails.
Emails are generated after an invoice is entered that requires a receipt. The settings control how
long to wait before emailing the reminder to the buyer, depending on how the invoice was
created.

To configure receipt reminder options, enable Send notifications to central receiving. When
selected, additional options display related to the selected users, frequency and duration of the
reminders. Reminders will be sent to the central receiving user(s) you add to the list rather than
the buyer. Additional options are as follows:

l Select central receiving user(s) - Here you will choose the central receiving user(s) to be
notified each time an invoice is received that requires additional receipts in order to match.

l Number of days after ASN delivery date has passed to send Shipment Due Reminder
email - Enter the number of days to wait after the Advanced Shipping Notice (ASN) date
or PO Requested Delivery Date on a purchase order has passed before sending the
Prepared By or Prepared For user a reminder that a receipt is required if goods and
services have been received. Entering a number in the field activates the feature. If the
field is left blank (default setting), no notification is sent to users even if they have the
appropriate user notification preference enabled (i.e., the Receipt reminder notification).
This notification does not use the settings configured in the other email reminder fields in
this section. Note: This setting can be overridden at the business unit level under Setup
> Organization Structure and Settings > Add/Manage Business Units, on the Receipt
Notification tab of a business unit.

l Number of days after PO delivery date has passed to send Receipt Creation
Reminder email - Enter the number of days to wait after the ASN (Advanced Shipping
Notice) delivery date on a purchase order has passed before sending suppliers a reminder
that a receipt has not been created for goods or services that have been ordered. Entering
a number in this field activates the feature. If the field is left blank (default setting), no
notification is sent to suppliers even if they have the appropriate user notification
preference enabled. This notification does not use the settings configured in the other
email reminder fields in this section.
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l Send initial reminder email for receipts (for electronic invoices) after - This value
controls how many days to wait before reminding users to enter a receipt after a cXML
invoice is created.

l Send initial reminder email for receipts (for manual invoices) after - This value
controls how many days to wait before reminding users to enter a receipt after a manual or
imported invoice is created.

l Send initial reminder email for receipts (for portal invoices) after - This value controls
how many days to wait before reminding users to enter a receipt after an invoice is created
through the supplier portal.

l After the initial reminder, begin sending daily reminder emails after - This value
controls how long to wait after the first reminder is send before sending daily receipt
reminders.

l Stop sending receipt reminder emails after - This value controls how long the system
will continue to send reminder emails.

Receipt Reminder Notifications for Business Units
For organizations with the Multi-Business Unit license, Receipt Reminder Notifications can be
configured differently for each business unit. By default, each business unit will inherit the
organization settings on the AP Configuration page. However, the settings can be overridden for
individual business units on the Receipt Reminder Notification tab of the business unit
configuration. A link is available to Click here to override the receipt reminder settings based
on business unit that will navigate you to the proper page in Business Unit Configuration. See
Creating Business Units in the online searchable help for additional information.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure AP Settings.
The AP Configuration tab displays by default.

2. In the Receipt Reminder Emails section, enable the Send notifications to central
receiving checkbox.

3. The Select central receiving user(s) field displays:
a. Begin entering a user's name and select the appropriate user.
b. Select the search icon to search for users. Once you have selected the

appropriate users, click Add Selected Users.
c. You can select multiple users to receive the notification.
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4. Enter a value for the following as they apply to your organization:
a. Send initial reminder email for receipts (for electronic invoices)

after: for the number of days to wait to remind users to enter a receipt
after a cXML invoice is created.

b. Send initial reminder email for receipts (for manual invoices) after:
for the number of days to wait to remind users to enter a receipt after a
manual or imported invoice is created.

c. Send initial reminder email for receipts (for portal invoices) after:
for the number of days to wait to remind users to enter a receipt after
an invoice is created through the supplier portal.

5. Enter a value for After the initial reminder, begin sending daily reminder emails
after: for the number of days to wait after the first email to begin sending daily
receipt reminders.

6. Enter a value for Stop sending receipt reminder emails after: for the number of
days after invoice creation that should pass for no longer sending a receipt
reminder.

7. Save the page for the settings to take effect.
8. Emails will be sent to these users immediately for outstanding receipts. Note:

Notification Preferences are not required in order for a user to receive receipt
reminder emails. This works different from receipt reminders from a requisitioner,
which must be set up in the user profile.

Evaluated Receipt Settlement
Many organizations would like to invoice suppliers upon receipt of goods. An Evaluated Receipt
Settlement (ERS) feature is available to organizations with the Invoicing solution. The ERS
feature allows the organization to simplify business processes by having the system generate
invoices automatically from receipts, saving the user from having to create the invoices from the
purchase order.

When a Quantity or Cost Receipt is created from a PO that is flagged as ERS, the invoice will
automatically be created once that receipt has been submitted. The receipt information is copied
to the invoice, and the invoice is submitted into workflow automatically. Since no separate
creation of the invoice is required, users cannot create an invoice from a purchase order flagged
as ERS. Likewise, suppliers cannot create and submit a sales invoice to a customer from the
supplier portal if the purchase order is flagged as ERS.

Note: This feature does not apply to credit memos. A user can continue to create a credit memo
from a PO that is flagged as ERS.

You must contact JAGGAER to enable this feature.
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ERS Supplier Class

An Evaluated Receiving Settlement Enabled supplier class is available to associate to suppliers
with whom you have an agreement to invoice upon receipt of goods.

The class must be made available to your organization by JAGGAER. Once it has been made
available, you can select the supplier class to associate to a supplier’s profile, for workflow, and in
advanced supplier search/filters. This will label the suppliers as ERS enabled. When a document
contains a supplier with the supplier class, the ERS process will be followed.

Permissions Associated with ERS

Permissions are available for users to flag requisitions and purchase orders as ERS. The Edit
Evaluated Receipt Settlement (Permissions > Shopping, Carts & Requisitions) allows users to
edit the ERS field on the requisition and the purchase order. This could be useful in the case
where a supplier is or is not flagged appropriately. Another permission for Edit Evaluated Receipt
Settlement (Permissions > Contracts) allows users to edit the ERS on the contract.

Document Configuration

Evaluated Receipt Settlement is a standard field available to be configured on the Requisition
and Purchase Order documents.

l The field is Supplier Level only for the Requisition document, and Header Level only on the
Purchase Order document. The field can be set on both the Status and Summary pages of
the Purchase Order document.

l If configured on the Requisition document, the field will display at the Supplier Group level
if the supplier has the Evaluated Receiving Settlement Enabled supplier class. This
means you can have a requisition with multiple suppliers who may not all have the ERS
class associated.

l If the field is on the document, a user must have the Edit Evaluated Receipt Settlement
permission in order to edit the field.

See Document Setup and Configuration in the online searchable help for additional information
about adding fields to the document configurations.
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Advanced Dynamic Workflow Rules for ERS

Advanced Dynamic Workflow rules are available for requisitions, purchase orders, and buyer
invoices.

l Requisitions and Purchase Orders
l Document Level - Evaluated Receipt Settlement - true/false: This rule can be
triggered if the ERS field exists (or not) on the document.

l Line Level - Supplier Class of Evaluated Receiving Settlement Enabled does or
does not exist.

l Buyer Invoice
l Line Level - Has Evaluated Receipt Settlement PO - true/false: This rule can be
triggered if the PO line is flagged for ERS or not.

l Line Level - Supplier Class of Evaluated Receiving Settlement Enabled does or
does not exist.

See Configuring Advanced Dynamic Workflow in the online searchable help for additional
information about configuring ADW rules.

Search for Documents with the ERS Flag

Advanced search options for requisitions, purchase orders and invoices allow users to find
documents flagged as ERS. In the case of receipts, the advanced search option can find
documents where an error occurred in generating the invoice from the receipt.

l Requisitions and Purchase Orders:With Evaluated Receipt Settlement in the Status
Flags section.

l Invoices: Evaluated Receipt Settlement in the Invoice Source section.
l Receipt: Invoice from Receipt Error in the Receipt Flags section.

See Using Document Search in the Site Basics Handbook or online searchable help for
additional information about using the advanced search criteria for finding documents.

When Creating and Managing Export Templates for Purchase Orders or Requisitions
(Documents > Document Search > Create and Manage Export Templates), you can include
Evaluated Receipt Settlement as a field in the export. See Creating a Customized Document
Search Export Template in the Site Basics Handbook or online searchable help for additional
information.

Invoice Cycle Time Reports

When viewing the Cycle Time Reports (Accounts Payable > Reports), the Source Type now a
selection option for Evaluated Receipt Settlement. This includes the Invoice Create to Invoice
Export report, and the Invoice Submit to Invoice Export report.
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How It Works

When a Requisition or Purchase Order includes a supplier who has the Evaluated Receiving
Settlement Enabled supplier class, an invoice is automatically generated when a Receipt is
created for goods or services received.

The information on the invoice is taken from the receipt as follows:

l The Receipt date is used as the Invoice Date. This is the date the goods were actually
received, not necessarily the date the receipt was created. The date is used with the Due
Date calculation logic based on payment terms.

l If a Packing Slip No is provided on the receipt, it is used as the Supplier Invoice Number. If
there is no packing slip number provided, the Supplier Invoice Number will be "Receipt
Number + ERS" (e.g. 306650-ERS).

l When an invoice is created on the Buyer side from the receipt, a corresponding sales
invoice is created in the supplier portal. The ERS Invoice Number is listed in the Invoice tab
of the supplier side sales order.

l Only the lines with Net Received or Received Status will transfer to the invoice.

An invoice cannot be created manually or via import from a purchase order that is flagged as ERS:

l The Create Invoice selection in Document Actions is not available for flagged documents.
l An invoice cannot be created in the AP Dashboard for the associated purchase order. An
error message will display, letting the user know that the purchase order is not eligible to
have an invoice created.

l A supplier cannot create an invoice from the associated sales order. The supplier will not
see the option to create an invoice in the portal, and they will see an error message if they
attempt to create an invoice from a sales order flagged as ERS.

Other key points:

l You cannot include ERS and non-ERS purchase orders on an invoice.
l You cannot have more than one Purchase Order for an ERS invoice.
l The ERS Flag can be imported in the PO Import message.

Evaluated Receipt Settlement from a Contract
Also, customers with Contract Compliance Tracking with the Evaluated Receipt Settlement
license can flag contracts with an Evaluated Receipt Settlement option. This is useful when
creating an invoice from the contract and not based on a purchase order. For additional
information, see eProcurement and Create a Non-PO Invoice from a Contract in the
Contracts+ Handbook or online searchable help.
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Mapping Receipts to Invoices
Most manufacturing industry procurement orders are large quantities of raw material that are
fulfilled and received over an extended period of time. While a vendor may submit an invoice for
the entire quantity to the customer, processes require businesses to pay the vendor as goods are
received.

Customers can enable a feature that will allow mapping of receipts to invoices as goods and
services are received (Receipt Mapping for Invoices, or RMI). This action can be done manually if
the supplier and other settings are configured appropriately. Also, a workflow object is available
to allow the mapping to occur automatically based on a mapped custom field.

Once the configuration is enabled, customers will associate a supplier class to the appropriate
suppliers, include an RMI field on requisition and purchase order documents, can use search tools
to find RMI documents, and request to add workflow configurations to route documents with the
RMI flag.

Note: This feature does not apply to Credit Memos.

You must contact JAGGAER to enable this feature.

Enabling the Receipt Mapping Feature

You must select the AP Configuration option (Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure
AP Settings) option for Enable Receipt Mapping for Invoices. Once enabled, users can select a
Custom Field for Receipt Mapping for the automatic mapping of receipts to invoices. The
available custom fields in the list meet these criteria:

l Does not allow splits.
l Has placement in custom field configuration.
l Is on the Default active Invoice Doc Config - line level only (Header or Header and Line
fields do not show).

l May or may not have values in custom field configuration.

Receipt Based Invoices Supplier Class

A Receipt Based Invoices Enabled supplier class is available to associate to suppliers with
whom you have an agreement to map receipts to invoices as those goods are received.

JAGGAER must make the supplier class available to the organization, then the organization can
make it active, associate a search preference, associate an icon, etc. This will label suppliers as
RMI enabled. If the supplier has this class associated and is added to the cart, the Receipt Based
Invoices field on the document configuration will be enabled by default for those suppliers, and
the RMI process will be followed.
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Document Configuration

Receipt Based Invoices is a checkbox field available to be configured on the Requisition and
Purchase Order Documents (Setup > Configure Documents). This flag will show as ON for
suppliers that have the supplier class Receipt Based Invoices Enabled. The flag can also be
manually checked or unchecked on the PR and on a draft PO. The field is:

l The field is Supplier Level only for the Requisition document, and Header Level only on the
Purchase Order document. The field can be set on both the Summary pages of the
Purchase Order document.

l If configured on the requisition document, the field will display at the Supplier Group level if
the supplier has the Receipt Based Invoices Enabled supplier class. This means you can
have a requisition with multiple suppliers who may not all have the RBI class associated.

l When a requisition has any line flagged as RBI and the AP configuration setting is turned off
or the supplier class is inactivated, the draft cart cannot be submitted and an error
message will display.

l Once a requisition is submitted, any changes to the setting or the supplier class do not
impact the submitted requisition.

l The PO is not impacted by the Receipt Based Invoice setting being on or off for the
supplier. The values are inherited from the requisition when the requisition is submitted into
workflow.

See Document Setup and Configuration in the online searchable help for additional information
about adding fields to the document configurations.

Advanced Dynamic Workflow Rules for Receipt Based Invoices

Advanced Dynamic Workflow Rules are available for requisitions, purchase orders, and buyer
invoices. Rules are available to evaluate the RMI supplier class or the RMI flag on the document.
You can also configure a rule to evaluate the discrepancy between the mapped receipt line total
and total invoice (price or quantity) and to be notified of the discrepancy.

l Requisitions and Purchase Orders
l Line Level - Supplier Class of Receipt Based Invoices Enabled does or does not
exist.

l Line Level -Mapped Receipts Quantity Discrepancy amount.

l Buyer Invoice
l Line Level - Supplier Class of Receipt Based Invoices Enabled does or does not
exist.

l Line Level -Mapped Receipts Quantity Discrepancy amount.
l Line Level -Mapped Receipts Ext. Price Discrepancy amount. You will enter a
value and select a currency.
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The action of reopening and adding new Receipt Based Invoice PO's to the receipt will trigger the
auto-mapping logic.

A workflow robot is available to notify the Requisition Owner with the discrepancy information.

l A notification for Receipt Mapping Discrepancy Notification is available in the user
profile (Profile > Notification Preferences > Accounts Payable). When enabled and the
workflow robot is triggered, the Requisition owner will be notified.

l The system email for Receipt Mapping Discrepancy Notification (Administer > Email
Management > System Emails: Accounts Payable) is sent to the Requisition owner when
the notification preference is enabled.

See Configuring Advanced Dynamic Workflow in the online searchable help for additional
information about configuring ADW rules.

Search for Documents with the Receipt Based Invoices Flag

Advanced search for requisitions and purchase orders contains a Status Flags option forWith
Receipt Based Invoice. Selecting this criteria will return documents flagged as RBI. If you select
to Export Search Results from the requisition or purchase order search, the Full Export format
includes a Receipt Based Invoice column. The value is indicated as TRUE if the line was flagged
as RBI and FALSE if it was not. See Using Document Search in the Site Basics Handbook or
online searchable help for additional information about using the advanced search criteria for
finding documents.

When Creating and Managing Export Templates for Purchase Orders or Requisitions
(Documents > Document Search > Create and Manage Export Templates), you can include
Receipt Based Invoice as a field in the export. See Creating a Customized Document Search
Export Template in the Site Basics Handbook or online searchable help for additional
information.

How It Works

When this feature is enabled, a tab displays on the Invoice document for Receipts that allows for
manual mapping of receipts to invoices, and allows the user to manage and view all receipts
mapped (automatic or manually) to the invoice. The tab displays the number of associated
receipts in parenthesis. This tab will show only for invoices that have associated PO's with one or
more Receipt Mapped Invoice PO lines.

l The Receipts section indicates receipts associated to the invoice. Select the Receipt No.
hyperlink to navigate to the receipt. If no receipts have yet been associated, a message
displays.
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l The Invoice Line Summary section provides the line information from the Receipt.
Information includes the Invoice Line Number, Product Name, PO Line Number, the Invoice
Line Quantity/Cost, Invoice Line Total, Mapped Receipt Line Total, Discrepancy message
(highlighted), and Receive Status. TheMatch Receipt hyperlink is available for each line to
associate on a line by line basis (if manually adding receipts).

l You can select the Print Preview icon to see a preview of the Receipts tab with links for
the PO number(s) and the Receipt number(s).

l The Receipts tab does not display on a draft invoice. It will only display on a Finalized
invoice in workflow if at least one PO associated with the invoice has RMI flagged lines.

l When an invoice is created from a mix of RMI and non-RMI PO's, the Receipts tab only
displays the PO's that are RMI and the Receipt lines that are associated to the RMI PO.

Requisitions and PO's flagged with Receipt Based Invoices can only contain accounting code
splits by percent of price and percent of quantity; the document cannot contain any splits by
amount.

Auto mapping of receipts to an invoice:

l You must contact JAGGAER to update your Invoice Workflow to include the Automapping
workflow robot in your configuration.

l When a receipt is created for a PO that has at least one line flagged as RBI and has a value
for the Custom Field for Receipt Mapping, that PO will automatically be mapped to an
invoice associated with the same PO and that has the custom field on the invoice
document. For example, if you have chosen a custom field called "Bill of Lading" as the
Custom Field for Receipt Mapping and you add a receipt and put a value in for the Bill of
Lading, that receipt will be automatically mapped to the invoice associated with the PO.

Manually match a receipt to an invoice: (This assumes receipts have been created for a PO, but
the custom field value was not present or mapping is not configured):

1. On the Receipts tab for an invoice, select theMatch Receipt link for the appropriate
Invoice Line to be received. The Receipts overlay opens and displays information about the
related purchase order and invoice along with all potential receipt matches.

2. (optional) Use the search bar to filter receipt search results. Enter a receipt number or a
packing slip/bill of lading number on the receipt to find potential matches. This is a
"fuzzy" search. Users could potentially get several results, as the system will find all
receipts that are similar to the entered values (80% match).

3. All potential receipt matches are listed in the last section of the overlay. They are sorted by
the Receipt Date by default. You can sort by any one of the data categories by clicking the
arrow on the header of a column.
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4. To complete a match, click Select next to the appropriate receipt(s), and then clickMatch
Selected to associate the receipt to the invoice.

Note: If you enter a quantity or amount on the receipt that is more than the unmapped
amount on the invoice, a warning message will be displayed, but it will not prevent a
you from over-mapping the receipt.

5. The receipt and line(s) are reflected on the Invoice tab. Select the Receipt hyperlink to
navigate to the receipt. Select to expand the line information to see the Receipt associated
with the line. Select the Remove hyperlink to remove the receipt line.

6. You cannot map a receipt to more than one invoice.

Reopening Receipts Mapped to Invoices

In some cases, receipts mapped to an invoice can be reopened:

l If the receipt has all RMI PO's associated:
l The Reopen action is always available, regardless of the receipt export status.
l The Reopen action is always available when the receipt has a PO that has an invoice
that has completed workflow.

l If the receipt has a mix of RMI and non-RMI PO's AND none of the invoices have completed
workflow:

l The Reopen action is available when the receipt has not been exported.
l The Reopen action is not available when the receipt has been exported, and a
message indicates the receipt cannot be reopened because it has PO lines from a
non-Receipt Based Invoice type.

l If the receipt has a mix of RMI and non-RMI PO's and at least one of the invoices has
completed workflow:

l The Reopen action is not available. A message is displayed indicating the Receipt
cannot be reopened by the invoice has completed workflow and has lines from a
non-Receipt Based Invoice Type.

The Receipt does not keep a "snapshot" of the PO RBI flag status after it is created and
completed. If the PO RBI status changes, the refresh on the receipt will pick up the latest changes
and the re open will become available or not based on the PO RBI flag status at the time.

For information on reopening receipts not flagged as RMI, see Reopen and Delete a Receipt.

Receipt Workflow
Receipt Workflow is used to send receipts through an approval process. It works in a similar way
to other workflow configurations and includes workflow steps, notifications, and approval
options.
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How it works

If Receipt Workflow is enabled for your organization, cost and quantity receipts can be
submitted into workflow for approval.

l Receipts in Draft status can be submitted into the workflow, as well as receipts with
matching statuses of Fully Matched, Partially Matched, and No Matches.

l When a user is ready to send a receipt for approval, they click the Submit button, which
will send a receipt into the approval workflow.

Note: The Submit button replaces the Complete button for organizations with
Receipt Workflow enabled. The Complete button is displayed on receipts for
organizations that do not have Receipt Workflow enabled.

l After a receipt is submitted into the approval workflow, a receipt number is assigned to the
receipt and it moves to Pending status.

l The Receipt Submitted page shows Receipt Summary information and provides
links to view or print the receipt, view the approval status of the receipt and options
to return to the home page and create a new draft receipt.

l The Receipt tab on purchase orders is updated. The Receipt Line Details section
shows receipt data for Pending and Completed receipts.

l The Approvals section is displayed in the right sidebar on receipts if your organization has
set up Receipt Workflow. It shows the workflow approval steps, the workflow step that the
receipt is currently on, the approvers who are responsible for any steps requiring manual
approval, and email address links that users can click to send approvers an email.

l Approvers can view the receipts submitted for approval in their Approvals folder.
Approvers assigned to the workflow step can approve, return or reject the receipt, or
choose one of the several additional workflow actions that may be available to them.

Approving receipts via mobile

If Receipt Workflow has been enabled on the mobile app for your organization, users with access
to the mobile app can view pending receipts within an approver's assigned folder via the mobile
app, and perform receipt workflow actions. The user must have the permission enabled for the
desired approval action before it is available in the mobile app.

See The JAGGAER Mobile App for more information.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/2. Basic Tasks/5. SciQuest Mobile App/aboutmobile.htm
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Invoicing
This section focuses on creating and managing invoices. Invoices can be created a number of
ways in the application, including:

l Creating an invoice manually from a purchase order (basically “flipping” a PO and making
any necessary adjustments)

l Receiving electronic invoices from your suppliers (via cXML or supplier network)
l Creating an invoice manually that is NOT associated with a purchase order in the
application

With the Invoicing solution's invoicing capabilities, organizations can increase the efficiency and
accuracy of their payable processes. As paper invoices are received, an invoice can quickly be
entered into the system – regardless of whether or not there is a “matching” PO for the invoice.
For suppliers with the capability to send electronic invoices, the system can receive these and
automatically create the invoices in your site.

Like receipts, the system pre-populates invoice documents with data from the purchase order,
which eliminates redundant data entry and reduces the risk of data-entry errors. AP staff can
quickly see whether orders or invoices have been received for each line item, as well as whether
invoices are within your organization’s payment thresholds, both of which expedite the
settlement process and help to reduce the risk of duplicate payments or overpayment.

Important Invoicing Information
There are several pieces of information that are important for an invoice. These include:

l Invoice Date - Date specified that the invoice was created by the supplier.
l Invoice Due Date - Date specified that the invoice is due.
l Supplier Invoice No. - The supplier’s invoice number.
l Completed Workflow Date - The date where the invoice completed the review process
and was fully managed (marked for payment or not).

l Latest Export Date - The date that the invoice or credit memo was last successfully
exported to an external system (ERP system, etc.).

l Invoice Type - Invoice or Credit Memo.
l Terms - Includes information from the supplier’s invoice regarding early payment
discounts.  Note this is not pulled from the supplier profile and does not automatically apply
to the invoice.

l Flex Fields - These are fields available to capture any additional information required by an
organization.

l Payment Information - The system can capture the payment method and date for
reference on the invoice. This can be manually updated or updated via an additional
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integration point.
l Supplier Account Number - You may choose to show this field on the supplier invoice so
that suppliers viewing invoice details through their portal can access the value.

Invoice Attachments Overview
Documents or URL file links can be added as attachments to invoices to supply extra information
about an invoice. They can be added by customers and suppliers to an invoice header or to
invoice line items. Attachments from check requests are also copied to the associated invoice,
and internal attachments can be imported via Digital Mailroom or Invoice Import. Here is an
overview of how they work.

Permissions
Users with access to view an invoice can open and view the attachments in the application, but
they need the appropriate permissions to edit invoice attachments. Users can view attachments
from a supplier but cannot modify or delete them.

See Invoice Attachments Setup for more information about the permissions needed to edit
attachments.

Attachment Types
There are three types of attachments.

Internal Attachments

l Internal attachments can be added to an invoice by a user in the application. Internal
attachments are only visible to other users within the application.

l Attachments that are imported via Digital Mailroom or Invoice Import are automatically
designated as internal attachments.

External Attachments

l External attachments can be added to an invoice by a user in the application and they are
visible to other users within the application.

l External attachments that have been added by a buyer to a buyer invoice are also visible to
suppliers in the supplier portal ONLY if your organization has the Show External Invoice
Attachments on Sales Invoices setting enabled. If your organization has this setting
enabled:
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l Suppliers can view external attachments added by a buyer but cannot modify or
delete them.

l Any changes made to external attachments on a buyer invoice (add, update, delete)
are transferred over to the sales invoice as the updates are made.

Supplier Attachments

l Suppliers can add attachments to a sales invoice header or an invoice line item before
sending it to a customer. Buyers can view attachments from a supplier but cannot modify
or delete them.

l Suppliers can also add a PDF copy of the invoice image to a sales invoice. It is transferred
to the buyer invoice, where it is displayed next to Invoice Image on the invoice header,

and in the Attachments tab, where a crown icon indicates that the file is an invoice
image.

l Supplier attachments are listed on the Summary tab and the Attachments tab. On the
Attachments tab, supplier attachments are indicated by (External - Supplier Uploaded)
next to the attachment.

The Summary Tab
Attachments can be viewed and managed on the Summary tab and Attachments tab on buyer
invoices in the New invoice experience and Classic experience views.

Note: If your organization is using the Updated invoice layout, attachments can also be
viewed and managed on the Note/Attachments page.

On the Summary tab, attachments added to an invoice header are in the Note/Attachments
section. Attachments added to invoice line items are on the line item. The example below shows
attachments on an invoice header.
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New invoice experience view

Classic experience view
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The Attachments Tab
Attachments that users have added, as well as those added by suppliers, can be viewed and
managed on the Attachments tab of invoices.

Note: If your organization is using the Updated invoice layout, the Attachments tab is titled
Attachment Overview.

New invoice experience view
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Classic experience view

A drop-down button for Add Internal Attachment allows you to choose which type of
attachment you are uploading or linking (internal or external). Once added, the following
information displays for attachments:

l Attachment - The name of the attachment or file name.
l Size - The size of the attachment.
l Location - Displays "Document" for attachments added at the header level. If an
attachment is added at the line level, the appropriate line number will display, along with a
more hyperlink for the complete description.

l Visibility - The origin of the attachment:
l Internal - Added as an internal attachment via the UI. Also, attachments on a Check
Request form will be listed on the associated invoice as Internal.

l External - Added as an external attachment via the UI. Note: Suppliers can view
External Attachments added by a buyer if your organization has the Show External
Invoice Attachments on Sales Invoices setting enabled.

l External - Supplier Uploaded - Attachments added by the supplier through the
supplier portal before sending the invoice to the buyer.

l Internal (invoice import) - Added as an internal attachment via Digital Mailroom or
Invoice Import.

l Create Date - The date and time the attachment was associated with the invoice.
l Remove - Drop-down selection, to remove or move an attachment.
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A Remove dropdown selection is available for each attachment. When selected, you have the
option to remove the attachment, move an external attachment to be internal, or move an internal
attachment to be external (depending on user permissions).

A Select Invoice Image button is available to designate PDF attachments as invoice images, or
to remove the invoice image designation from an attachment. Attachments designated as an
invoice image are displayed with a crown icon and are also listed in the top banner of the
invoice screen.

Invoice Image Attachments
In order to distinguish the invoice image from all attachments listed on the Attachments page of
an invoice, customers can indicate a PDF attachment as an invoice image. Attachments
designated as an invoice image are displayed with a crown icon and are also listed in the top
banner of the invoice screen.

l Imported attachments can be designated as invoice images.

l Suppliers can add a PDF copy of the invoice image to a sales invoice. It is transferred to the
buyer invoice, where it is displayed next to Invoice Image on the invoice header, and in the
Attachments tab, where a crown icon indicates that the file is an invoice image.

l A configuration option is available to organization that allows for the first PDF file attached
to an invoice to automatically be marked as an invoice image.

l The Summary tab of the buyer invoice displays External and Internal Attachments, but it
does not show the invoice image icon.

The Select Invoice Image button is used to designate PDF attachments as invoice images, or to
remove the invoice image designation from an attachment. See Invoice Images for more
information.
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Imported Invoice Attachments
Attachments can be imported via Digital Mailroom or Invoice Import. On the Attachments tab,
imported invoice attachments are indicated by Internal (invoice import) next to the attachment.
They are also listed in the Internal Attachment section of the Simple Invoice Entry, Manual
Detailed Entry, and Buyer Invoice Summary tabs. Invoice import files in PDF format are indicated
as invoice images.

Based on user permissions, the imported attachments can be removed from the invoice, or can
be deselected as an invoice image. The Select Invoice Image button on the Attachments tab is
used to designate invoice images, as well as to remove the Invoice Image designation from an
imported attachment.

When an organization is configured to restrict the visibility of invoice import attachments, only
those users with the View Secure Invoice Import Attachments permission enabled can view
imported attachments.

Invoice Images
In order to distinguish the invoice image from all attachments listed on the Attachments page of
an invoice, a PDF attachment can be designated as an invoice image. Attachments designated
as an invoice image are displayed with a crown icon and are also listed in the top banner of the
invoice screen. Only PDF formatted files can be designated as an invoice image.
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l Buyers can designate an attachment as an invoice image. A Select Invoice Image button
is available to designate PDF attachments as invoice images, or to remove the invoice
image designation from an attachment.

l Imported attachments can be designated as invoice images. If your organization has the
Default Internal Attachment PDF as Invoice Image setting enabled, the first PDF file you
attach will automatically be marked as an invoice image.

l Suppliers can also add a PDF copy of the invoice image to a sales invoice. It is transferred
to the buyer invoice, where it is displayed next to Invoice Image on the invoice header,
and in the Attachments tab, where a crown icon indicates that the file is an invoice
image.

The Summary tab of the buyer invoice displays External and Internal Attachments, but does not
show the invoice image icon.

The example below shows the Attachments tab with an attachment designated as an invoice
image.

New invoice experience view
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Classic experience view

In the Classic experience view, when viewing a Draft invoice in Simple Manual Entry, all
attachments indicated as invoice images are displayed as images in the left panel.
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Step-by-Step

Add or remove an invoice image designation

1. Create a draft invoice from a purchase order or follow the instructions to access an
existing invoice via the AP Home page or invoice search. See Manually Creating a PO
Invoice and Invoice Search and Invoice History for additional information.

2. Select the Attachments tab for the invoice, and add Attachments if needed. Note:
If the setting for Default Internal Attachment PDF as Invoice Image is enabled,
the first PDF file you attach will automatically be marked as an invoice image.

3. To mark additional PDF files as invoice images:
a. Click the Select Invoice Image button. An overlay displays.
b. Click the drop-down box, and choose the appropriate files from the list of PDF

files attached to the invoice. Once selected, click the Add Selected button.
The overlay will refresh with the file listed.

c. Click Submit to complete the request to indicate the invoice image.
d. The Attachments page refreshes with the appropriate files indicated as

invoice images.
4. To Remove the invoice image designation from an attachment:

a. Click the Select Invoice Image button. An overlay displays.
b. Click the Remove button next to the file you no longer want designated as an

invoice image. The overlay will refresh with the file removed from the list.
c. Click Submit to complete the request to remove the invoice image indication.
d. The Attachments page refreshes with the invoice image icon removed from

the selected attachments.

Invoice Attachment Actions
Documents or URL file links can be added as attachments to invoices to supply extra information
about an invoice. They can be added by customers and suppliers to an invoice header or to
invoice line items. Attachments from check requests are also copied to the associated invoice,
and internal attachments can be imported via Digital Mailroom or Invoice Import.

Attachments are displayed on the Summary tab and Attachments tab of buyer invoices. Users
with access to view an invoice can open and view the attachments, but they need the appropriate
permissions to edit invoice attachments. Buyers can view attachments from a supplier but cannot
modify or delete them.
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Note: If your organization is using the Classic experience view, the Summary tab is a sub-tab
under the Buyer Invoice tab. If your organization is using the Updated invoice layout, the
Attachments tab is titled Attachment Overview, and attachments can be viewed and
managed on the Note/Attachments page in addition to the Summary and Attachments
pages.

Step-by-Step

View attachments

1. Open the invoice with the attachments you want to view via the AP Home page or invoice
search.

2. Click the Attachments tab or the Summary tab and choose one of these options:

Summary Tab

l On the invoice header - Go to the Note/Attachments section and click on a
document file link to open an internal, external or supplier attachment.

l On an invoice line item - Click on a document file link to open an internal, external or
supplier attachment.

Attachments Tab

l Click on a document file link to open an internal, external or supplier attachment.

l The Location column indicates whether an attachment is on the invoice header or a
line item. Attachments associated with the invoice header will show "Document",
and attachments associated with an invoice line item will show the line item number,
along with amore hyperlink for the complete description.
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Add an internal or external attachment

1. Create a draft invoice from a purchase order or follow the instructions to access an existing
invoice via the AP Home page or invoice search. See Manually Creating a PO Invoice and
Invoice Search and Invoice History for additional information.

2. Click the Attachments tab or the Summary tab and choose one of these options:

Summary Tab

a. In the Note/Attachments section, go to the Internal Attachments or External
Attachments section.

b. Click the Add Attachments button (in the New invoice experience view, click the
Add link).

Attachments Tab

a. Select the Add Internal Attachment drop-down button. Note: If the user does not
have permission to edit internal attachments, the button will display as Add External
Attachment.

b. To add an internal attachment, select Add Internal Attachment from the drop-
down.

c. To add an external attachment, select Add External Attachment from the drop-
down. Note: Suppliers can view External Attachments added by a buyer if your
organization has the Show External Invoice Attachments on Sales Invoices
setting enabled.

3. When adding attachments, you may select to upload a file or include a link.

l If selecting File as the Attachment Type:

l Select the Select files... button.
l Browse and select the appropriate file. The overlay refreshes. Click Select
files... to continue adding attachments.

l When finished, click Save Changes in the overlay.

l If selecting Link as the Attachment Type:

l Enter an optional Page name for the link.
l Provide the URL for the link.
l The page refreshes with files and links as attached.
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Change the internal/external visibility of an attachment

1. Open the invoice you want change via the AP Home page or invoice search.

2. Go to the Attachments tab or the Summary tab and find the attachment you want to
change.

3. Choose one of these options. Once you make the selection, the attachment is immediately
moved to the appropriate Attachment section:

New invoice experience view

l Click the Actions icon next to the attachment and selectMove to Internal
Attachments orMove to External Attachments.

Classic experience view

l Attachments Tab - Click the Actions button next to the attachment and select
Move to Internal Attachments, orMove to External Attachments.

l Summary Tab - Click the drop down arrow next to the attachment and selectMove
to Internal Attachments, orMove to External Attachments.

Remove an attachment

1. Open the invoice you want to change via the AP Home page or invoice search.

2. Go to the Attachments tab or the Summary tab (in the classic view, click Buyer Invoice
tab, then the Summary tab) and find the attachment you want to delete.

3. Choose one of these options:

New invoice experience view

l Click the Actions icon next to the attachment you want to delete and select
Remove.

Classic experience view

l Attachments Tab - Click the Actions button next to the attachment you want to
delete and select Remove.

l Summary Tab - Click Remove next to the attachment you want to delete.

4. Click Yes in the confirmation window.
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Add or remove an invoice image designation

1. Create a draft invoice from a purchase order or follow the instructions to access an existing
invoice via the AP Home page or invoice search. See Manually Creating a PO Invoice and
Invoice Search and Invoice History for additional information.

2. Select the Attachments tab for the invoice, and add Attachments if needed. Note: If the
setting for Default Internal Attachment PDF as Invoice Image is enabled, the first PDF
file you attach will automatically be marked as an invoice image.

3. To mark additional PDF files as invoice images:

a. Click the Select Invoice Image button. An overlay displays.

b. Click the drop-down box, and choose the appropriate files from the list of PDF files
attached to the invoice. Once selected, click the Add Selected button. The overlay
will refresh with the file listed.

c. Click Submit to complete the request to indicate the invoice image.

d. The Attachments page refreshes with the appropriate files indicated as invoice
images.

4. To Remove the invoice image designation from an attachment:

a. Click the Select Invoice Image button. An overlay displays.

b. Click the Remove button next to the file you no longer want designated as an
invoice image. The overlay will refresh with the file removed from the list.

c. Click Submit to complete the request to remove the invoice image indication.

d. The Attachments page refreshes with the invoice image icon removed from the
selected attachments.

Invoice Notes
Internal and external notes can be added to invoices to supply extra information about the
invoice.

Internal Notes

Internal notes can be added to an invoice header or to an invoice line item by a user in the
application. Internal notes are only visible to other users in the application and are not visible to
suppliers.
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External Notes

Both buyers and suppliers can add external notes to an invoice. They can be added to the
invoice header or to an invoice line item. Both buyers and suppliers can see external notes.

l The External Note field displays notes from the supplier or notes added by the buyer, i.e.,
from whoever originated the invoice, if they added a note.

l External notes added by buyers to buyer invoices are transferred to sales invoices and can
be viewed by suppliers in the supplier portal. Suppliers can view notes from a buyer but
cannot modify or delete them.

l Buyers can edit external notes if the invoice is in Draft status, including notes added by a
supplier. However, after the initial upload, they generally do not change on the supplier
side if updated on buyer side.

Note: There are a few situations where the system will automatically update the
External Note field on the invoice header from the buyer invoice to the sales invoice
after the initial upload. If certain fields are updated, such as the Record Date field, the
system updates not only that field but also the External Note field on the invoice
header. It does not update external notes at the line-level.

Where are they displayed?

Internal and external notes can be viewed and managed on the Summary tab on buyer invoices:

l Notes added to an invoice header are in the Note/Attachments section.
l Notes added to invoice line items are on the line item.

In the Detailed Manual Entry view, the External Note field is displayed.

Step-by-Step

Managing external or internal notes on an invoice header or line item

1. Open an invoice. If you are in the Classic experience view, make sure you are on the Buyer
Invoice tab.

2. Click the Summary tab to access both external and internal notes:

l Notes that have been added to the invoice header are displayed in the External
Note and Internal Note fields in the Note/Attachments section.

l Notes that have been added to an invoice line item are displayed in the External
Note and Internal Note fields on the line item.
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3. To add, edit or delete a note:

a. Click the edit button in the Note/Attachments section or on a line item.

b. Enter, update or delete text in the External Note or Internal Note fields.

c. Click Save.

Simple vs. Detailed Invoice Entry
Invoicing users have the option to simplify the invoice manual entry screen by hiding all but the
most important fields and having invoices display in a streamlined, condensed format.

Users can switch between the simple and detailed entry views:

l New invoice experience - Use the toggle in the top right corner of the screen to switch

between simple and detailed entry views.

l Classic experience - Users can choose to switch back to the detailed entry screen using a
link on the upper left of the invoice. The system will remember the user’s preference the
next time an invoice is created.

Note: If you do not want to allow simple invoice entry, you can hide the link via field management.
Please see Field Management for additional information.

The elements that display for Simple Manual Entry are not configurable. Simple entry displays the
most important fields, allowing the invoice data to be presented in a streamlined, condensed
format. You can choose to switch back to the detailed or simple entry screen via a hyperlink.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/9. Setup and Configuration Tasks/General/Field Management/fieldmgmt.htm
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Simple Manual Invoice Entry
New invoice experience view

Classic experience view

The fields that show on the simple entry screen include:
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l Grand Total
l Discount
l Tax 1 and Tax 2
l Shipping
l Handling
l Invoice Number
l Invoice Date
l Due Date
l Invoice Owner
l Supplier Account No.
l Supplier Invoice Number
l Remit To
l Description
l Currency

Attachments

Users can view attachments that are designated as invoice images in the simple entry view.

New invoice experience view - Attachments can be viewed and compared or downloaded from
the Attachments tab.
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Classic experience view - Attachments are displayed in the left panel on the Simple Manual Entry
tab.

Advanced Manual Invoice Entry
New invoice experience view
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Classic experience view

With advanced invoice entry, all of the invoice entry fields are available, as configured for your
organization.

Manually Creating a PO Invoice
Many of the invoices found in the Invoicing solution will be entered into the system manually as
paper invoices are received from the supplier. This task demonstrates how to create an invoice
when a “matching” purchase order exists in the system. Oftentimes, the purchase order number is
found on the invoice. If not, you can search for the purchase order by supplier, department, user,
or other criteria. When creating an invoice, you can choose to view Simple Manual Entry or
Detailed Manual Entry.

Tolerance Issues
Tolerance levels are defined at the organization and supplier level. If an invoice is created that is
outside of the tolerances established, the system will notify you of the issue. In this example, the
invoice is created and the tolerance is manually “overridden.” Matching is still required later, but
this allows you to create/save an invoice with a known issue. For more information on tolerances,
see Configuring Matching Setup and Creating Tolerances.
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Evaluated Receipt Settlement for Invoices
Many organizations would like to invoice suppliers upon receipt of goods. An Evaluated Receipt
Settlement (ERS) feature is available to Invoicing customers. The ERS feature allows the
organization to simplify business processes by having the system generate invoices
automatically from receipts, saving the user from having to create the invoices from the purchase
order.

When a Quantity or Cost Receipt is created from a PO that is flagged as ERS, the invoice will
automatically be created once that Receipt has been submitted. The receipt information is copied
to the invoice, and the invoice is submitted into workflow automatically. Since no separate
creation of the invoice is required, users cannot create an invoice from a purchase order flagged
as ERS. Likewise, suppliers cannot create and submit a sales invoice to a customer from the
supplier portal if the purchase order is flagged as ERS. Credit Memos can be created from ERS
flagged PO's.

For more information about this feature, see Evaluated Receipt Settlement.

Receipt Based Invoices
Most manufacturing industry procurement orders are large quantities of raw material that are
fulfilled and received over an extended period of time. While a vendor may submit an invoice for
the entire quantity to the customer, processes require businesses to pay the vendor as goods are
received. Customers can enable a feature that will allow mapping of receipts to invoices as goods
and services are received (Receipt Mapping for Invoices, or RMI). This action can be done
manually if the supplier and other settings are configured appropriately. Also, a workflow object is
available to allow the mapping to occur automatically based on a mapped custom field.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > AP Home.

2. Locate the Create Invoicewidget and complete these fields:

l Type - Select Invoice as the document type.

l From - Select PO.

l PO numbers - If you know the PO number, enter it in the field. If you do not know the
PO number, click the search icon to search for and select the purchase orders for
which you want to generate the invoice.

3. Enter or select any required fields such as supplier invoice number, quantity, etc. Note: The
requirements and fields vary per organization.

4. Review the Codes section of the invoice, and make appropriate changes. If you have
Invoice Code Favorites set on your user profile, you can select from the configured list.
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5. Any tolerance issues display at the top of the window in yellow highlights. You can create
and save an invoice – even with an issue.

6. In the New invoice experience view , click the Complete button in the sidebar on the right.
In the Classic invoice experience view, click the Complete button at the top of the screen.

7. After an invoice is created the invoice history screen displays. From there, you can
continue entering invoices.

Note: Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.

Creating a PO Invoice with Line Changes
Oftentimes the invoice line items will vary from the original purchase order. Items may be
canceled, added, or substituted. In this case, you will need to make these updates on the invoice.
Note: The organization and supplier must be configured to allow substitutions in order to add
substitute items.

Step-by-Step

Substitute an item

1. Create or open a draft invoice. See Manually Creating a PO Invoice for additional
information.

2. Choose one:

New invoice experience view

a. On the Entry tab, ensure you are in the Detailed entry view by checking the
toggle near the top right corner of the page. The option to substitute is not

available on the Simple entry view.

b. Select actions icon next to the line item you want to substitute and select
Convert To Substituted Items. If this option is not available, it may not be allowed
by your organization or for the supplier.

c. In the Add Non-PO Item overlay, enter the substitute item information, including the
Product Description, Catalog Number, Quantity The overlay will close and items that
have been substituted will display the non-catalog item icon., Price, etc. By default,
the original item’s information displays (description, etc.)

d. Click Save. The overlay will close and items that have been substituted will display
the non-catalog item icon.
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e. When all changes have been made to the invoice, click the Complete button. Note:
Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.

Classic experience view

a. On the Detailed Manual Entry tab or the Buyer Invoice tab, select the checkbox on
the right side of the page for each line item being substituted. Note: The option to
substitute is not available on the Simple Manual Entry tab.

b. In the For selected line items drop-down box, select Convert To Substituted
Items, then click Go. (Note: If this option is not available, it may not be allowed by
your organization or for the supplier).

c. In the Non-Catalog Item form, enter the substitute item information, including the
Product Description, Catalog Number, Quantity, Price, etc. By default, the original
item’s information displays (description, etc.). Select to expand and enter Product
Details, if appropriate.

d. Click Save. The overlay will close and items that have been substituted will display
the non-catalog item icon.

e. When all changes have been made to the invoice, click the Complete button. Note:
Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.
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Remove an item

1. Create or open a draft invoice. See Manually Creating a PO Invoice for additional
information.

2. Choose one:

New invoice experience view

a. On the Entry tab, ensure you are in the Detailed entry view by checking the
toggle near the top right corner of the page. The option to remove is not

available on the Simple entry view.

b. To remove a single item, select actions icon next to the line item and select
Remove.

c. To remove multiple items, select the checkbox next to each item you want to
remove, then select the actions arrow above the Line Items section on the right
and select Remove Selected Items.

d. Click Save. The line items are removed.

e. When all changes have been made to the invoice, click the Complete button. Note:
Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.

Classic experience view

a. On the Detailed Manual Entry tab or the Buyer Invoice tab, select the checkbox on
the right side of the page for each line item being substituted. Note: The option to
remove is not available on the Simple Manual Entry tab.

b. In the For selected line items drop-down box, select Remove Selected Items,
then click Go. The line item(s) are removed.

c. When all changes have been made to the invoice, click the Complete button. Note:
Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.
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Add line item NOT associated with a PO

1. Create or open a draft invoice. See Manually Creating a PO Invoice for additional
information.

2. Choose one:

New invoice experience view

a. Ensure you are on the Entry tab, ensure you are in the Detailed entry view by
checking the toggle near the top right corner of the page.

b. Choose one of these options:

Add item to a different PO or no PO

l Click the actions icon to the right of the Line Items heading (above the
section) and select Add Non-PO Item. The Non-PO Item overlay opens and
the Product Number field is blank.

l In the Add Non-PO Item overlay, complete the PO Number field if you want
to add the item to the PO, and the item will be displayed in that PO section.
Leave the field blank if you do not want to associate the line item to a PO. The
line item will be added to the bottom of the invoice in the section "No PO
Number".

Add item to a PO

l Under Line Items, find the PO section you want to add the item to.

l Click the actions icon actions icon to the right of the PO number and
select Add ad-hoc item. The Add Ad-Hoc Item overlay opens, and the PO
Number field displays the purchase number from the PO section and cannot
be changed.

l Complete item information.

c. Click Save.

d. When all changes have been made to the invoice, click the Complete button. Note:
Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.
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Classic experience view

a. If you are viewing the Simple Manual Entry tab, select the Add Non-PO Item
button on right side of the page.

b. If you are viewing the Detailed Manual Entry tab or the Buyer Invoice tab, add an
item either of these ways:

Add item to a different PO or no PO

l Under Line Item Details, select the Add Non-PO Item button. The Non-PO
Item overlay opens and the Product Number field is blank.

l In the Non-PO Item form, complete the PO Number field if you want to add
the item to the PO and the item will be displayed in that PO section. Leave the
field blank if you do not want to associate the line item to a PO. The line item
will be added to the bottom of the invoice in the section "No PO Number".

l Complete the remaining fields in the overlay.

Add item to a PO

l Under Line Item Details, find the PO section you want to add the item to.

l Click the Add ad-hoc Item to Invoice link. The Add ad-hoc Item overlay
opens, and the PO Number field displays the PO number.

l Complete item information.

c. Click Save and Closewhen you have finished adding all items.

d. When all changes have been made to the invoice, click the Complete button. Note:
Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.

Add a line item from a PO to the invoice

1. Create or open a draft invoice. See Manually Creating a PO Invoice for additional
information.

2. Choose one:

New invoice experience view

a. Ensure you are on the Entry tab. You can be in the or the view.

b. Click the actions icon actions icon to the right of the PO number and select Add
more lines from this PO. An overlay displays items from the PO.

c. In the overlay, select the appropriate items, and click Add. The overlay closes and
the items are added to the invoice under the purchase order number.
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d. When all changes have been made to the invoice, click the Complete button. Note:
Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.

Classic experience view

a. Beside the purchase order number, select the link to Add more lines from this
PO. An overlay displays items from the PO.

b. In the overlay, select the appropriate items, and click Add. The overlay closes and
the items are added to the invoice under the purchase order number.

c. When all changes have been made to the invoice, click the Complete button. Note:
Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.

Modifying Quantity or Price on Invoices
At times, the purchase order quantity or price may change by the time a buyer invoice is created.
You can edit the price and quantity for items on an invoice before it is finalized. As prices and
quantities are updated, the invoice line totals and total invoice amount will update accordingly.

You must have the Edit Pending Invoice (My Invoice Approvals) permission to edit an invoice
in your approval folder; you must have the Edit Pending Invoices (Any Approval Folder)
permission to edit any pending invoices.

Price Changes for Invoices with Forms and Non-Catalog
Items
When editing the price for an invoice with form or non-catalog items, the line and invoice amounts
will update according to the revised values. If the invoice line updated is for a non-catalog item,
the associated non-catalog item information is updated with the appropriate price as well, as
seen when selecting to view the non-catalog item overlay. If the invoice line is associated with a
form (non-catalog or other form), the associated form is not updated; however the line totals and
invoice total reflect the edited values.
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Step-by-Step
1. Create a draft invoice from a purchase order. See Manually Creating a PO Invoice for

additional information.

2. Edit to the price or quantity of an item on either of these tabs:

New invoice experience view

l On the Entry tab, in the or the view, edit the price or quantity
for the appropriate line items.

OR

l On the Summary tab, select the edit icon next to an item to open an overlay. Update
the price or quantity and save changes.

Classic experience view

l On the Simple Manual Entry or Detailed Manual Entry tab, edit the price or
quantity for the appropriate line items.

OR

l On the Buyer Invoice tab, select the edit button for the appropriate line to open an
overlay with item details. Make the updates as appropriate, and select to Save the
line changes and close the overlay.

3. Verify the invoice line item totals and the total invoice amount are updated according to
price and/or quantity changes.

4. Click the Complete button when all changes have been made to the invoice.

Miscellaneous Fees on Invoices
A customer can add non-PO lines to an invoice to capture additional charges or fees associated
with the product or service that are not taxable, such as an Excise fee or Recycling fee. Your
organization may also have configured miscellaneous fees to display on an invoice to include
these charges. Miscellaneous fees are listed in the totals section of an invoice if they have been
enabled by your organization.

See also Configuring Miscellaneous Fees on Invoices
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New invoice experience view

In the New invoice experience, miscellaneous fees are displayed in blue and clicking on the
Miscellaneous Fees valuewill open the Miscellaneous Fees overlay.

Classic experience view

In the Classic experience, clicking the view/edit hyperlink link will open the Miscellaneous Fees
overlay.

In the overlay, a user with appropriate permissions to edit the invoice can adjust the fees as
necessary.
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New invoice experience view

Classic experience view

Miscellaneous Fees and Suppliers

Suppliers see the miscellaneous fees a customer has configured on the sales invoice displayed in
the supplier's portal. When creating an invoice from a purchase order in the supplier portal, the
supplier can add values for the customer's configured fees. The supplier can only add values for
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the customer's configured fees to a portal-generated invoice. If the customer initiates an invoice
that the supplier views as a sales invoice in the supplier portal, the supplier can view the
Miscellaneous Fees entered by the customer, but cannot edit the value. Customers can edit the
values provided by a supplier-generated invoice.

Miscellaneous Fees not Configured by an Organization
Imported invoices can contain miscellaneous fees that are not configured by your organization.
Invoices with such non-configured fees associated will display with a warning message in the UI.

Also, if a previously configured miscellaneous fee field is displayed and populated on a buyer
invoice, and your organization later removes the field from the invoice configuration, a warning
message will display, considering the field as one that is not configured for use.

If a value of 0.00 is entered for any field, including non-configured fields, the fee will no longer
display.

Step-by-Step

Add or Modify Miscellaneous Fees on an Invoice

1. Create or open a draft invoice from a purchase order, or follow the instructions for Invoice
Search and Invoice History to access an existing invoice via the AP Home or invoice
search.

2. Choose one:

New invoice experience view

a. On the Entry or Summary tab, or anywhere miscellaneous fees have been configured
to show), go to totals section on right sidebar.

b. Find the listing for Miscellaneous Fees and click the value. The Miscellaneous Fees
Details overlay opens.

c. In the overlay, edit the values for the appropriate fees.

d. Click Save.
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Classic experience view

a. On the Buyer Invoice > Summary tab, scroll to the bottom to view the totals
section. Click the view hyperlink next to theMiscellaneous Fees value.

OR

b. On any other section of the buyer invoice where the miscellaneous fees have been
configured to show, click the view/edit hyperlink next to theMiscellaneous Fees
value. Organizations determine where miscellaneous fees show via the buyer
invoice and credit memo document configuration. Typically, this information is
located on the Discount, Tax, Shipping & Handling tab of the document.

c. In theMiscellaneous Fees Details overlay, edit the values for the appropriate fees.

d. Click Save.

3. The overlay closes and theMiscellaneous Fees total is displayed in the Totals section of
the invoice.

Payment Terms on Invoices
Payment terms specify when an invoice is paid. For example, a payment term could state that
payment of an invoice is due 90 days after it is received. Payment terms can include discounts for
early payment, for example, a 10% discount will be applied if the invoice is paid within 5 days,
otherwise the full invoice amount is due 90 days after the invoice date. Invoices inherit payment
terms from the purchase order, contract, or supplier fulfillment center but can be overridden while
the invoice is editable.

The way payment terms function will depend on your organization's setup.

Manual Entry

The image below shows the basic payment term fields: the first two fields are used to define any
discount that would be applied for early payment, and the last two fields are used to calculate the
due date for the full invoice amount. If your organization permits manual entry of payment terms,
these fields can be changed while an invoice is editable.
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Organization-Managed Payment Terms

Your organization may have created a list of payment terms and enabled them for use on
invoices. If this is the case, payment terms on invoices look like this, and users can select a
payment term from the drop-down list.

The Terms field will populate with payment terms from the purchase order, contract, or supplier
fulfillment center by default. Selecting an option from the drop-down list will overwrite the
payment term that was previously selected.

If an organization has allowed users to enter payment terms manually, theManually enter
checkbox is displayed and users can click it to manually enter payment terms. The checkbox is
not displayed if an organization does not allow payment terms to be entered manually.

Standard Payment Terms

If your organization has enabled the use of standard payment terms, a Standard Payment Terms
field is displayed with payment terms, and a standard payment term can be selected from the
drop-down list. Here is an example of payment terms on an invoice with standard payment terms
enabled:

In the Standard Payment Terms field, a standard payment term is selected by default with
values inherited from the purchase order, contract, or supplier fulfillment center. The Discount,
Days, Payment Type and Days After fields are read-only fields that display information for the
selected standard payment term. Users can select a different standard payment term while a
document is editable (with the exception of sales orders, which inherit payment terms from the
PO and they are not editable).
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TheOverride Discount Terms checkbox can be used to make the Discount and Days field
values editable and this allows you to change the discount amount for the standard payment
term. The Type and Days After fields remain read-only. If the checkbox is cleared, the payment
terms return to the standard payment term's default settings. This checkbox is displayed in all
locations except on the organization/business unit default settings and on sales orders.

Step-by-Step

Manually enter payment terms

1. Open the document with the payment terms you want to enter or change.

2. Click the Summary tab and find the header section that contains payment terms.

3. In the New PO experience view, click the edit icon . In the Classic experience view, click
the edit button.

4. Complete these fields:

l Discount (optional) - Enter the value of the discount that will be applied to the
invoice total if payment is made before the number of days indicated in the Days
field. This can be a percentage or a specific amount.

l Days (optional) - Enter the number of days after receipt of an invoice that the
discount can be applied. After this number of days, the full invoice amount is due on
the date that has been calculated from values in the Type and Days After field.

l Type - Select a type that determines how the invoice due date will be calculated.
Net is the only option that can be selected if no other payment term types are
enabled. Additional payment types EOM,MFI,Manual and EOQ are available for
selection if they have been activated for use by your organization.

l Days After - Enter the number of extra days that you want to add to the invoice
payment Type to extend the due date of an invoice. The field is required, optional or
not available depending on the payment Type selected.

5. Save your changes.

Enter organization-managed payment terms

1. Open the document with the payment terms you want to enter or change.

2. Click the Summary tab and find the header section that contains payment terms.

3. In the New PO experience view, click the edit icon . In the Classic experience view, click
the edit button.
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4. (optional) To change the payment term that is already selected, choose one of these
options:

l In the Terms field, select a payment term from the drop-down list.

l If manual entry of payment terms is permitted by your organization, click the
Manually enter checkbox and complete these fields:

l Discount - Enter the value of the discount that will be applied to the invoice
total if payment is made before the number of days indicated in the Days field.
This can be a percentage or a specific amount.

l Days - Enter the number of days after receipt of an invoice that the discount
can be applied. After this number of days, the full invoice amount is due on the
date that has been calculated from values in the Type and Days After field.

l Type - Select a type that determines how the invoice due date will be
calculated. Net is the only option that can be selected if no other payment
term types are enabled. Additional payment types EOM,MFI,Manual and
EOQ are available for selection if they have been activated for use by your
organization.

l Days After - Enter the number of extra days that you want to add to the
invoice payment Type to extend the due date of an invoice. The field is
required, optional or not available depending on the payment Type selected.

5. Save your changes.

Enter standard payment terms

1. Open the document with the payment terms you want to enter or change.

2. Click the Summary tab and find the header section that contains payment terms.

3. In the New PO experience view, click the edit icon . In the Classic experience view, click
the edit button.

4. To change the payment term that is already selected, in the Standard Payment Terms
field, select a payment term from the drop-down list.
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5. (optional) To adjust the discount that is applied for early payment, click theOverride
Discount Terms checkbox and complete these fields:

l Discount - Enter the value of the discount that will be applied to the invoice total if
payment is made before the number of days indicated in the Days field. This can be
a percentage or a specific amount.

l Days - Enter the number of days after receipt of an invoice that the discount can be
applied. After this number of days, the full invoice amount is due on the date that has
been calculated from values in the Type and Days After field.

6. Save your changes.

Changing the Invoice Owner on PO-Invoices
Invoices associated with a purchase order inherit the Purchase Order Owner as the Invoice
Owner. In some cases, the Invoice Owner may need to be changed in order to route the invoice
correctly and credit the appropriate person for the invoice. Users with the Update Owner for PO
Invoices permission (Permission Settings > Accounts Payable > Accounts Payable) have the
ability to edit an Invoice Owner on an invoice created from a purchase order.

Users can edit the Invoice Owner at the header level for a single invoice from the invoice
document:

l The Buyer Invoice document configuration must contain the Invoice Owner field at the
header level. The option is not available if Invoice Owner is displayed at the line level only.

l When a user has the permission enabled, a user can change the Invoice Owner by
selecting the edit button for the area where the Invoice Owner field is displayed at the
header level:

l The Invoice Owner will update at header level. The update is also made to each line
of the invoice where the Invoice Owner is the same as the one selected at the
header level. If a line has a different owner than the header, the line value will not
update.

l Changes can be made to invoices in any status.
l If there are recurring invoices associated with the invoice being changed, the user
will be prompted if the Invoice Owner should change for future invoices.

l Because PO Invoices inherit account codes from the purchase order, the account
codes do not change based on changes to the Invoice Owner. For non-PO invoices,
the account codes do change with Invoice Owner changes.
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Updating Business Units and Departments
There are two organization settings related to this feature at Accounts Payable > AP
Administration > Configure AP Settings:

l Set the Invoice Business Unit to the Owner's Business Unit - With this setting enabled,
if an Invoice Owner changes, the Business Unit is automatically updated to the new Invoice
Owner's business unit. This option only displays if the organization has the Multi-Business
Unit license.

l Set the Invoice Department to the Owner's Department - With this setting enabled, if an
Invoice Owner changes, the Department is automatically updated to the new Invoice
Owner's department.

Note: Updating the Business Unit and Department will not trigger department or business unit
approval if that workflow step has previously been completed.

Step-by-Step
1. Search for and open the invoice to be changed.

2. On the Summary tab, locate the section in the Invoice Header were the Invoice Owner is
displayed. Click the edit icon (New invoice experience view) or edit button (Classic
experience view) for that section. An overlay of the section information displays.

a. Click the select a different user... hyperlink under the Invoice Owner name.

b. Search for the appropriate user, and choose the icon (New invoice experience
view) or [select] button (Classic experience view).

c. The overlay refreshes with the updated user's name. Save the changes.

d. The overlay closes, and the invoice page is refreshed with the updated Invoice
Owner. All lines on the invoice that displayed the previous owner now display the
updated owner. Lines that did not display the previous owner are unchanged.

3. If the organization has enabled the configuration to automatically update the Business Unit
and/or Department based on the new Invoice Owner, the Business Unit and/or Department
are updated as well.

4. History for the document reflects the changes.
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Assigning Contracts and Adding Contract
Lines to Invoices
For organizations using the Contract Compliance Tracking feature or Contracts+ solution in
conjunction with Invoicing, contracts will be copied from the purchase order to the invoice when
an invoice is created. During invoice creation and/or invoice approval, the contract assigned to
the purchase order can be changed. Contracts can also be assigned to non-PO invoices via the
invoice or invoice lines. This feature allows for accurate spend analysis by invoicing the correct
contract. If non-catalog items exist on a contract, the contract lines can also be added to a PO or
non-PO invoice.

By default, a user must have the Create PO Invoice/Credit Memo permission to perform this task.
The task assumes that you have completed the Manually Creating a PO Invoice task. Also:

l The list of available contracts is determined by the selected supplier, invoice date and user
permissions.

l If the appropriate contract is not displayed in the list, select Cancel and update the invoice
date.

l In addition to the invoice date, users are restricted to their accessible contracts only. To
increase the list of available contracts, users must have the permission Apply Any Contract
to Invoices. With this permission, users will be able to see contracts outside of their
standard accessible contracts.

When you are assigning a contract to all or selected lines, either from the header or for more than
one line, the Assign Contract to Lines overlay displays with the following options:

l An Assign Contract to Lines overlay displays. The list of available contracts is displayed,
with the current contract selected. Select the appropriate contract.

l You will select an Assign Contract To... option. Depending on which option you select, a
warning message indicates how many lines will be affected.

l All Selected Lines - The contract will be applied to all selected lines. If you chose
the option to assign contract from the invoice header, the contract will be applied to
all lines. If you selected the option at the line level, the contract will be applied only
to those lines you have selected.

l Only Lines with No Contract Assigned - The contract will be applied only to those
lines without a current contract assigned.

To add contract non-catalog items to an invoice, select the Add Lines from Contract button.
You have the option to search all the non-catalog items on a contract and select a quantity to add
to the invoice, as well as add lines not listed on the contract that should be associated with the
contract for the invoice.

Note: Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.
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Contract Payment Terms

When invoices are created from purchase orders, the payment terms on the PO are copied to the
invoice. When creating a non-PO invoice from a contract, the payment terms on a contract will be
copied to the invoice. Also, if a supplier creates a sales invoice in the portal from a contract with
payment terms, those terms will be applied to the invoice and copied to the buyer-side invoice.
Contract payment terms cannot be associated with cXML invoices from suppliers.

For additional information about how contract payment terms are associated to an invoice based
on the contract line items, see Contract Payment Terms in the Contracts+ Handbook or online
searchable help.

Step-by-Step

Assign a Contract to an Invoice Associated with a Purchase Order

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > AP Home.

2. In the Create Invoicewidget and completed these fields:

l Type - Select Invoice as the document type.

l From - Select PO.

l PO numbers - If you know the PO number, enter it in the field. If you do not know the
PO number, click the search icon to search for and select the purchase orders for
which you want to generate the invoice.

3. Click the Create button. The Draft Invoice displays.

4. Enter or select any required fields such as supplier invoice number, quantity, etc. Note: The
requirements and fields vary per organization.

5. Make any necessary changes to items invoiced, pricing, quantities, discounts, tax,
shipping, and handling information.

6. When all changes have been made, Click Save.

7. Assign, change or remove contracts from line items in the Summary tab as follows (choose
view):

New invoice experience view

l Assign, change or remove a contract for all lines - Click the drop down menu next
to the invoice header at the top of the page. Select Assign Contract to All Lines,
then select the appropriate contract and if the contract should be applied to all
(selected) lines or only those with no contract. Click Assign Contract To Lines to

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/3. eProcurement/Contract Compliance Tracking/5. CCT Setup and Administration/ePro-Contract Payment Terms-About.htm
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make the assignment and close the overlay. To remove contracts, select Remove
Contract from All Lines and click Yes in the confirmation window.

l Assign, change or remove a contract for multiple lines but not all lines - Select the
line items you want to change. Click the drop down menu icon next to the Line
Items heading (on the right) and select Assign Contract to Selected Lines. Select
the appropriate contract and if the contract should be applied to the selected lines
or only those with no contract. Click Assign Contract to Lines to make the
assignment and close the overlay. To remove contracts, select Remove Contract
from All Lines and click Yes in the confirmation window.

l Assign, change or remove a contract for a single line - Click the actions icon next
to the line item and select Apply Contract. Select the appropriate contract and if
the contract should be applied to the selected lines or only those with no contract.
Click Assign Contract to Lines to make the assignment and close the overlay. To
remove contracts, select Remove Contract and click Yes in the confirmation
window.

Classic experience view

l Change the contract for all lines - Select Assign Contract to All Lines from the
Available Actions dropdown in the header, and click Go. Select the appropriate
contract and if the contract should be applied to all (selected) lines or only those
with no contract. Click Assign Contract to Lines to make the assignment and close
the overlay.

l Change the contract for multiple lines but not all lines - Select Assign Contract to
Selected Lines from the For selected line items dropdown in the invoice line item
details section, and click Go. Select the appropriate contract and if the contract
should be applied to the selected lines or only those with no contract. Click Assign
Contract to Lines to make the assignment and close the overlay.

l Change the contract for a single line - Click the select contract… link located below
the unit price or for the Contract No. field. Select the appropriate contract from the
contract list and clickOk.

l Remove a contract assignment (and not assign a different contract) - Select
Remove Contract From All Lines from the Available Actions dropdown at the
header level, or Remove Contract From Selected Lines from the For selected line
items dropdown in the line item details section. You will be asked to confirm the
action.

8. Click the Complete button once line items are complete and correct.
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Assign a Contract to a Non-PO Invoice

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > AP Home.

2. From the Create box, select Invoice as the Type of Document. Select Non PO as the From
document.

3. In the Supplier Name field, begin entering a supplier name to see potential matches, or
select the search icon to search for a supplier.

4. Once the supplier is selected, click the Create button. The Draft Invoice is created. Unlike
invoices created from a purchase order, line item information is not pre-populated on Non-
PO invoices.

5. Enter any required or header information for the invoice (Supplier Invoice Number, etc.).

6. Click the Add Non-PO Item button to add details for the invoice. Note: If this link is not
available, non-PO invoicing is not enabled for the supplier or organization-wide. Contact
your system administrator with questions.

a. In the Add Non-PO Item overlay, enter the information for the new item
including the Product Description, Catalog Number, Quantity, Price, etc.

b. You can add a PO Number for your records (that does not exist in the
system).

c. Expand the Product Details section to enter additional information about the
item.

d. If you have multiple items to enter, select Save and Add Another.
e. When finished adding all items to the invoice, select Save and Close.

7. Assign, change or remove contracts from line items in the Summary tab as follows (choose
view):

New experience view

l Assign, change or remove a contract for all lines - Click the drop down menu next
to the invoice header at the top of the page. Select Assign Contract to All Lines,
then select the appropriate contract and if the contract should be applied to all
(selected) lines or only those with no contract. Click Assign Contract To Lines to
make the assignment and close the overlay. To remove contracts, select Remove
Contract from All Lines and click Yes in the confirmation window.

l Assign, change or remove a contract for multiple lines but not all lines - Select the
line items you want to change. Click the drop down menu icon next to the Line
Items heading (on the right) and select Assign Contract to Selected Lines. Select
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the appropriate contract and if the contract should be applied to the selected lines
or only those with no contract. Click Assign Contract to Lines to make the
assignment and close the overlay. To remove contracts, select Remove Contract
from All Lines and click Yes in the confirmation window.

l Assign, change or remove a contract for a single line - Click the actions icon next
to the line item and select Apply Contract. Select the appropriate contract and if
the contract should be applied to the selected lines or only those with no contract.
Click Assign Contract to Lines to make the assignment and close the overlay. To
remove contracts, select Remove Contract and click Yes in the confirmation
window.

Classic experience view

l Change the contract for all lines - Select Assign Contract to All Lines from the
Available Actions dropdown in the header, and click Go. Select the appropriate
contract and if the contract should be applied to all (selected) lines or only those
with no contract. Click Assign Contract to Lines to make the assignment and close
the overlay.

l To change the contract for multiple lines, but not all lines - Select Assign Contract
to Selected Lines from the For selected line items dropdown in the invoice line
item details section, and click Go. Select the appropriate contract and if the
contract should be applied to the selected lines or only those with no contract. Click
Assign Contract to Lines to make the assignment and close the overlay.

l To change the contract for a single line - Click the select contract… link located
below the unit price or for the Contract No. field. Select the appropriate contract
from the contract list and clickOk.

l To remove a contract assignment (and not assign a different contract) - Select
Remove Contract From All Lines from the Available Actions dropdown at the
header level, or Remove Contract From Selected Lines from the For selected line
items dropdown in the line item details section. You will be asked to confirm the
action.

8. Click the Complete button at the top of the screen.

Add Contract Lines to a PO or Non-PO Invoice

1. Follow the instructions for creating a PO or Non-PO Invoice, or access the draft invoice to
which you want to add contract lines.

2. Enter any required or header information for the invoice (Supplier Invoice Number, etc.).

3. Click the Add Lines from Contract option to display an overlay where an applicable
contract for the supplier can be selected.
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4. Select the appropriate Contract Number in the overlay, and click Next.

5. In the Line Items or Line Items to Add section of the overlay:

a. If a message displays that there are no items on the contract, there are currently no
non-catalog contract items configured on the contract. You can enter item
information to add items to the invoice associated with the contract, but this will
NOT add the items to the actual contract document. See step b.ii. below.

b. If line items are displayed:

i. If you do not see an expected line item displayed, click Search Items on
Contract to search all the items listed on the contract.

ii. Enter the appropriateQuantity for items that should be included on the
invoice. Leave the Quantity as -0- for any items that should not be on the
invoice.

iii. If line items should be included that are not displayed for the contract, click
the Add Additional Lines To Invoice hyperlink. Complete the required
information, and click the Add Item button. Repeat as needed for additional
line items. Note: These items will be associated with the contract on the
invoice, but will NOT be added to the actual contract as non-catalog items.
Any additions to items on the contract must be made in the contract
document. See Configuring Contract Goods and Services (Forms, Non-
Catalog and Other Items) in the Contracts+ Handbook or online searchable
help for more information.

6. When all contract items and additional items are listed, click the Add Lines button to close
the overly and add the lines to the invoice.

7. Click to Save the invoice information.

8. Proceed with any necessary edits or additions to the invoice per previous instructions
above, and click Save.

9. When all invoice information is entered, select Complete at the top of the screen to submit
the invoice into workflow.

Purchase Order Invoice and Open Amounts
As part of the Invoicing integration with eProcurement, the invoices and credit memos associated
to a purchase order can be viewed from the purchase order. On a purchase order, the Invoices
tab will provide a summary of all invoices and credit memos issued against the purchase order. In
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addition to the summary list of invoices and credit memos, the Invoices tab will provide a
purchase order line level summary of the quantities and costs invoiced and open amounts. This
provides Accounts Payable or the end user a quick view as to how much of a purchase order line
may be outstanding for payment.

The Invoice tab for a purchase order is divided into an Invoicing Summary section and a Line
Details section.

By default, all invoices, including those DMR and OCR invoices that were imported in Draft status
as "Not Ready for Matching" are included on the page. A Hide 'Not Ready for Matching
Invoices' flag displays at the top of the Invoices tab and is not checked by default, indicating
these invoices are listed on the page. When the flag is enabled, any DMR/OCR imported invoices
that are not ready for matching will not display.

New experience view
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Classic experience view

Invoicing Summary

The Invoicing Summary section lists all the invoices and credit memos issued against the
purchase order. Key information for the invoices and credit memos is displayed in the summary:
Invoice number, Due Date, Type, Status, Invoice Total. The invoice total displayed in the Invoicing
Summary section is the total amount of the invoice or credit memo (including taxes, shipping and
handling). Click the Invoice Number to open the invoice. In the Classic experience view, select the
quick view icon to see the invoice summary page. In the New invoice experience view, the
grand total for all invoices is displayed in the right sidebar. In the Classic experience view, the
grand total for all invoices is displayed in the Total field below the Invoicing Summary. Note:
Canceled invoices or credits will display as 0.00 and will not count toward the grand total for the
PO.

Invoice Line Details

The Line Details section displays all the purchase order’s lines and provides a summary of invoice
and credit quantities and costs. For each purchase order line, the requested order quantity and
extended price are displayed to give the user a point of reference as to how much has been
ordered. The default column labels are Qty / UOM Ordered and Extended Price. The columns
labeled Invoice Qty / Cost and Status display the following information; Net Invoiced amount
and Open Amount. The cost displayed in the Invoice Qty / Cost is the extended cost only. It does
not include the taxes, shipping and handling on the invoices.

l Net Invoiced amount - The summary quantity and cost of all invoices and credits issued
against the purchase order line. Net Invoiced calculation: Net Invoiced = (sum of all
invoices) – (sum of all credits). The Net Invoiced amount will display as a negative in the
event that the amount credited for the line exceeds the amount invoiced.
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l Open - The quantity and cost that remains to be invoiced. An open amount may also
indicate that a credit has been received as a discount to the original order. An open amount
may stay until the PO has been adjusted to reflect the credit (discount) received. For the
Open amount calculation, the Order Quantity and Extended Price is used the starting point
and the Open amounts will increase or decrease depending on the amount that has been
invoiced and credited for the purchase order line. Open calculation: Open = ordered + (sum
of all credits) – (sum of all invoices). An Open amount that exceeds the order amount may
be the result of an over-credit (net of all credit memos exceeds the invoices received).

Examples

Example 1 – Fully Invoiced

In this example, the purchase order has been invoiced in full. The Line Details section shows PO
line 1 with a status of Net Invoiced quantity and cost matching the order quantity and extended
price.

New invoice experience view

Classic experience view
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Example 2 – Partially Invoiced

The purchase order has been partially invoiced. PO Lines 2 and 3 have a status of Net Invoiced
with the quantity and cost matching the order quantity and extended price for those items. PO
line 1 has outstanding quantity and cost to be invoiced, and is shown with the Open status.

New invoice experience view

Classic experience view
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Example 3 – Partially Invoiced with Credit

In this example, the purchase order has been partially invoiced for 2 of the 3 items on the PO.
Later, one of the invoiced items had to be returned due to damage and a credit was issued for the
original invoice. The credit was for PO Line 3 item, which now has a status of Open. The purchase
order line summary indicates that 2 items are pending to be invoiced. If the items are not going to
be shipped and invoiced, the PO line should be adjusted to reflect the corrected order amount.

New invoice experience view

Classic experience view
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Example 4 – Fully Credited with No Invoices

The purchase order has been fully credited; however, no invoices have been received. In this
case, the Open amount exceeds the order amount due to none of the original order being
invoiced and a credit received. The purchase order line summary is indicating that the
organization may have an outstanding (missing) invoice or that the organization owes payment.

New invoice experience view

Classic experience view

Allow Suppliers to Create an Invoice Via
Email Link
Suppliers can send invoices to customers electronically, via the Customer Branded Portal, fax or
mail. Suppliers then generate the invoice through automated process or manually, and many
suppliers must log into their portal to complete the invoice action. Customers can also allow a
supplier to create an invoice without having to separately log into the portal or use another
process. For PO-based invoices, customers can choose to send an email from the purchase order
to the supplier's primary remittance contact or can use a workflow process that will automatically
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send an email to the supplier when the PO is distributed. A system email contains a link that
allows the supplier to complete the details needed to submit the invoice to the customer. For
Non-PO Invoices, the customer can configure an email that includes a placeholder that suppliers
use to fill in the line information in order to submit the invoice.

Invoices received from a supplier in this manner will be considered an Email source type invoice.
The Email source can be selected as an invoice type for searches, workflow, and reporting.

Configure the Supplier
Two settings are available in the Supplier Profile > About > System Settings: AP
Configuration section:

l Enable PO based Email Invoices: If enabled, you can manually send or use a workflow
process to send a system email from a distributed Purchase Order in order for the supplier
to complete and submit an invoice from the email link.

l Enable Non-PO based Email Invoices: If enabled, you can manually send an email from
the supplier's profile that allows the remittance contact to create and submit a non-PO
invoice from the email link.

In addition, if enabled for your organization, this setting is displayed on supplier profiles:

l Enable Non-PO Generic Link Email Invoices: The setting allows users to include a link
(URL) in emails sent from the supplier's profile and allows them to create a Non-PO invoice
by copying and pasting the link in a browser window. The setting can be enabled or
disabled for individual suppliers on their supplier profile. Note: This is a different function
than sending the email from within the application from the supplier's profile with a
configured email.

Emails for Supplier Invoices via Email
System Emails are sent for the PO invoice and confirmation, as well as the Non-PO invoice
confirmation. You can manage the content for system emails at Administer > Email
Management > System Emails, under the Accounts Payable list:

l PO based Email Invoice Notification - This email is sent to the supplier Primary
Remittance Contact when the customer selects to send the email from the purchase order,
or when a workflow process is invoked (if configured).

l PO based Email Invoice Confirmation - This email is automatically sent to the supplier
user who creates and submits a PO-based invoice from an email.

l Non-PO based Email Invoice Confirmation - This email is automatically sent to the
supplier user who creates and submits a non-PO invoice from an email.
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The email for Non-PO based invoice creation can be configured at the point you send the email to
the supplier from the supplier profile. Or, you can configure a template under Supplier Email
Templates (Suppliers > Communication > Email Templates). The content of the email must

include the placeholder . SeeManaging Supplier Email
Templates in the online searchable help for additional information about creating templates.

Note: The organization system setting to Exclude URL links in Document-based Emails
must be OFF for the placeholder to appear in the email to the supplier (Setup > General Site
Settings > System Settings and Configuration: Email Setting section).

Using the PO based Invoice From Email feature:

l The supplier must have a primary remittance contact with a valid email address before
enabling this feature.

l The supplier setting for Enable PO based Email Invoicesmust be checked.
l Contact JAGGAER to update your workflow process to include the step that will
automatically send an invoice to the primary remittance contact once the PO is distributed.

l To manually send an email to a supplier for a PO Invoice: From Document Actions on a
Purchase order, select Send Create Invoice Email to the Supplier. The system email
(noted above) will be sent to the supplier's primary remittance contact as listed in the
supplier profile. A confirmation message will display that the email was sent.

Using the Non-PO based Invoice From Email feature:

l The supplier must have a primary remittance contact primary remittance contact with a
valid email address before enabling this feature.

l The supplier setting for Enable Non-PO based Email Invoicesmust be checked.
l Optional but recommended: Configure an Email Template for suppliers to create non-PO
based invoices from the email:

l Go to Suppliers > Communication > Email Templates and select to create a new
template.

l Configure the template information as appropriate for your organization.
l The content of the email must include placeholder Non-PO Invoice Creation Link.
SeeManaging Supplier Email Templates in the online searchable help for
additional information about creating templates.

l From the Available Actions in Supplier Search, or from Supplier Actions on the Supplier
Profile, select Send Supplier Email:

l For Select Contact Types, select Remittance.
l Note: If you select a different contact type, the supplier validation for the
email address will fail when they attempt to create the invoice from the link.

l Enter the Email information as appropriate.
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l If you have configured an Email Template, select the configured template. You can
make edits to the template if appropriate for this particular supplier. You must
include the placeholder Non-PO Invoice Creation Link.

l If you have not configured an email template, enter a Subject and content as
appropriate. You must include the placeholder Non-PO Invoice Creation Link.

l You can also request that JAGGAER provide your organization with a URL to include in
emails sent to a supplier outside of the application that will enable the supplier to create a
Non-PO Invoice by selecting the link. This is a different function than sending the email
from within the application from the supplier's profile with a configured email. Contact
JAGGAER for details.

When the supplier user receives the email and selects the link:

l PO Based Invoices:
l The supplier clicks the button for "Click here to submit an Invoice for the referred
PO". The Purchase Order Number is listed in the submitted line of the email by
default.

l The Invoice Date, Invoice Owner, and Remit To address is displayed and is read-
only. The Supplier can modify the Due Date and enter a Supplier Invoice No.
The Supplier Invoice No. is not required.

l The PO lines are listed with amounts, and the supplier can modify the unit price,
quantity, delete a line, and add Discount, tax, shipping & handling charges.

l The supplier must click the reCAPTCHA checkbox before clicking Submit.
l A confirmation page displays that an invoice has been created along with the Invoice
Number.

l On the confirmation page, an Add Attachments button is displayed in the
confirmation message window of the email. Clicking it opens the Add Attachments
window where suppliers can add files or URL links as attachments to the invoice.

l When Save Changes is clicked, the attachments are added to the invoice and
displayed under the Attachment heading on the invoice confirmation
message.

l Suppliers can click a file link to open the file, click the Add Attachments button
again to add more attachments, or click the Remove button delete an
attachment from the invoice.

l The maximum file size is 1000 KB. Multiple files/links can be added. All
framework supported file types allowed.

l The attachments are imported into the invoice record in the application when
the invoice is processed and can be viewed on the Invoice Attachments tab.

l The supplier user will receive a confirmation email that the invoice was created.
l If the supplier attempts to click the link again, the supplier can continue invoicing
until the PO is fully invoiced. When it is fully invoiced, a message will display that the
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PO is fully or over-invoiced along with the invoice numbers already created.
l If the supplier has access to a portal, they can view the invoice in the portal.

l Non-PO Based Invoices:
l The supplier clicks the button for "Non-PO Invoice Creation Link".
l The supplier must enter their email for validation purposes. This must be the primary
remittance contact email as listed in the supplier's profile, regardless of who the
email was sent to.

l The supplier must click the reCAPTCHA checkbox before clicking Validate.
l The page refreshes with the Invoice Date and Remit To address displayed as read-
only. The Supplier can modify the Due Date and must enter a Supplier Invoice No.
The Supplier Invoice No. is not required.

l The Lines section contains entry boxes for Product Description, Unit Price and
Quantity, and must click Add Non-PO Item to add the line.

l When finished entering items, the supplier must click the reCAPTCHA checkbox
before clicking Submit.

l A confirmation page displays that an invoice has been created along with the Invoice
Number.

l On the confirmation page, an Add Attachments button is displayed in the
confirmation message window of the email. Clicking it opens the Add Attachments
window where suppliers can add files or URL links as attachments to the invoice.

l When Save Changes is clicked, the attachments are added to the invoice and
displayed under the Attachment heading on the invoice confirmation
message.

l Suppliers can click a file link to open the file, click the Add Attachments button
again to add more attachments, or click the Remove button delete an
attachment from the invoice.

l The maximum file size is 1000 KB. Multiple files/links can be added. All
framework supported file types allowed.

l The attachments are imported into the invoice record in the application when
the invoice is processed and can be viewed on the Invoice Attachments tab.

l The supplier user will receive a confirmation email that the invoice was created.
l If the supplier has access to a portal, they can view the invoice in the portal.
l The link in the email does not expire and can be used repeatedly.

Create a Credit Memo
Credit memos are created when money is owed back to the buyer. Credit memos are created in
the same manner as invoices except they are marked as credits instead of debits. Credit memos
can be associated with a specific item and/or purchase order OR can be a “general” credit memo
and not be associated with a specific purchase order.
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A credit memo can be created through the UI from the Accounts Payable pages, or via a Credit
Memo request. See Requests for more information about creating a credit memo from a request.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > AP Home.

2. Locate the Create Invoicewidget and complete these fields:

If you know the PO number

l Type - Select Credit Memo as the document type.

l From - Select PO.

l PO numbers - If you know the PO number, enter it in the field. If you do not know the
PO number, click the search icon to search for and select the purchase orders for
which you want to generate the invoice.

If you do not know the PO number

l Type - Select Credit Memo as the document type.

l From - Select Non-PO.

l Supplier name - If you know the supplier name, enter it in the field. If you do not
know the supplier name, click the search icon to search for and select the
suppliers for which you want to generate the invoice.

3. Click the Create button. When complete, the draft Credit Memo displays. If the credit
memo was created from a purchase order, line item information is populated from the
purchase order. If the credit memo was not created from a PO, line item information is not
pre-populated.

4. Enter any required or header information for the credit memo (Supplier Invoice number,
etc.).

5. To add lines to the credit memo, select Add Non-PO Item. Note: If this link is not available,
non-PO invoicing is not enabled for the supplier or organization-wide. Contact your system
administrator with questions.

a. In the Add Non-PO Item overlay, enter the information for the new item including
the Product Description, Catalog Number, Quantity, Price, etc.
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b. You can add a PO Number for your records (that does not exist in the system).

c. Expand the Product Details section to enter additional information about the item.

d. If you have multiple items to enter, select Save and Add Another.

e. When finished adding all items for the Invoice, select Save and Close.

6. Enter or select any required fields such as supplier invoice number, quantity, etc. Note: The
requirements and fields vary per organization.

7. Click to Save changes.

8. In the New invoice experience view , click the Complete button in the top right corner of
the page. In the Classic invoice experience view, click the Complete button at the top of
the screen.

9. After a credit memo is created the credit memo history screen displays. From there, you
can continue entering invoices or credit memos.

Note: Credit memos created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.

Non-PO Invoice Configuration
Customers can automatically apply accounting codes and workflow to non-PO invoices based on
configurable rules. When a rule is triggered for a given non-PO invoice, the custom fields are
populated automatically. You can create custom rules for items such as supplier account number
and username. Required fields can be automatically populated and non-PO invoices can be
processed without manual intervention. This information also allows organizations to route
invoices to the appropriate approver instead of using a catch-all approval step for non-PO
invoices.

Organizations configure to allow non-PO invoices or non-PO items on invoices at the organization
and supplier level. If the option is configured, the organization has additional configuration
options for non-PO accounting codes and rules to apply to invoices.

Invoicing administrators can create accounting strings on the Non-PO Config tab on the AP
Administration > Manage Non-PO Code Rules page. Rules for those accounting strings can be
based on:

l Business Unit
l Department
l Invoice Owner
l Supplier Name
l Supplier Account Number
l Supplier Number
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Rules may be imported and exported, or entered manually. Also, the organization must have
splittable custom field accounting codes on the invoice configuration document to use this
feature. See Invoice and Credit Memo Configuration Invoice and Credit Memo Configuration in
the online searchable help for additional information. Contact JAGGAER if you have questions
about configuration requirements for Non-PO invoices.

Note: You have the ability to hide the PO field on non-PO invoices through field management. For
additional information, please see the Field Management topics in the online searchable help.

Non-PO Invoice Custom Fields
Non-PO invoice custom fields are populated based on the Invoice Owner's profile values,
associated contract custom field values, and default non-PO rules.

l If the invoice contains lines associated with a contract that has custom field values
associated, those values will be displayed on the invoice if they are different from the
Invoice Owner codes.

l If the Invoice Owner changes, the system will evaluate the non-PO invoice rules. If the rule
applies, the codes will be assigned as per the rule. If the rule does not apply, the Invoice
Owner's code favorites will apply if the AP Configuration Setting to Update Invoice
Custom Field values based on Invoice Owner is enabled.

Step-by-Step

Creating Non-PO Invoice Accounting Group Codes and
Splits

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Manage Non-PO Code
Rules > Non-PO Config.

2. The Invoice Configuration Group dropdown represents the number of splittable
groups on the buyer invoice configuration. A user will be able to set up rules based
on each splittable group. For example, if the invoice configuration has 3 splittable
groups, the dropdown menu will reflect those 3 options.

3. Upon selection of an Invoice Configuration Group, you will see the Accounting
Code List for the group. Select an accounting code to view the details.

a. Select Edit to change the Nickname, the code or to add/edit splits.
b. Select Delete to delete the value from the list.
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4. To add a new account code configuration, click the Add New button. An overlay
displays.

a. Enter a Nickname for the group.
b. Select the appropriate Code value that defines the group.
c. To select multiple codes, you must select to add split. Enter the

appropriate codes and split values, by currency or percentage.
d. Click to Save the codes.

5. Select to import or export accounting code group splits on the Accounts Payable
> AP Administration > Manage Non-PO Code Rules > Non-PO Config >

Import/Export tab.
a. Select to Export to see existing accounting code configurations.
b. To import accounting group codes and splits for non-PO's, you may use

the blank template provided or use the Export file to make changes.
Download the template by selecting the click to download... link next
to the CSV Template. Use this file to populate the appropriate codes
and splits, as you would input in the application.

c. When your file is ready, select Validate as the action. Enter a
description for the file and click the Submit button. The validation file
displays on the right side of the screen. If there are any issues, they will
be listed on the right side of the screen. These issues should be
corrected before importing the data.

d. After the file is validated and found to be without errors or warnings,
click the Click to import… link under the file name in the Recent
Activity area. A validation window displays. Click OK. The data will be
updated and the import can be viewed via the application.

Creating Non-PO Invoice Code Rules

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Manage Non-PO Code
Rules > Non-PO Code Rules > Rules Management.

2. If no rules are configured, select the Add Rule button to configure a new rule. If
some rules are configured, select the insert rule button.

a. Select the Accounting Codes for the rule. In the Accounting Codes
panel, click the Select hyperlink. If one is already displayed, click
Change or Remove as appropriate. An overlay displays with the list of
accounting groups. Select the appropriate value.

b. Enter the Document-Level Rules for this group. Select the appropriate
value for Add a new rule for, and click Go. Follow the instructions in
the overlay to define the conditions under which you want the
Accounting Codes to be automatically applied to the invoice.

c. Update Rule Info as appropriate. Select the Edit hyperlink for the Rule
Info panel. Enter a Rule Name, Display Name, Rule Description, and
make Active when ready.
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3. You may choose to import and export Non-PO Code Rules on the Import/Export
sub-tab.

4. Once configured, all Active rules will apply the accounting codes in the groups as
defined in the configuration.

5. All changes are logged in the History tab.

Creating a Non-PO Invoice
The Invoicing solution allows organizations to capture ALL invoices in the system, regardless of
whether or not there is a matching purchase order in the application. Since not all purchase
orders may originate in JAGGAER ONE, this provides a more comprehensive way to invoice. Also,
this allows check requests to be entered after an invoice is received.

Organizations can create non-PO invoices and credit memos for suppliers that are not found in
the application. In other words, if a Catalog Administrator did a supplier search, the supplier would
not show up. This functionality is optional and the field on the Create Invoicewidget can be
disabled via field management if your organization does not want any invoices created from
suppliers not in the system.

Note: Allowing a non-PO invoice is optional. To perform this task, a user must have the Create
Non-PO Invoice/Credit Memo permission and the organization must allow non-PO invoices.

Associating Purchase Order Lines to Non-PO Invoices
Users can select a purchase order line to associate with an invoice line. When associating the PO
line, the description, commodity codes, and account codes are pulled from the purchase order
and displayed for each invoice line associated.

Key points about this option:

l The Commodity Code field should be displayed on both the Purchase Order and Buyer
Invoice document configurations.

l The same Accounting Codes should be configured on both the Purchase Order and Buyer
Invoice document configurations. However, if the accounting codes differ between the two
document types, the codes in common will show on the invoice for the PO line.

l If the commodity code from the PO was mapped to a specific custom field, the associated
PO line on the invoice will keep the default mapped value for the mapped custom field from
the purchase order.

l Changing the commodity code on the PO line after associating the PO line to the invoice
will not change the custom field value on the Invoice PO Line.

l Any custom field values on the line in the purchase order that are now associated to an
invoice will not be changed by non-PO code rules, user code favorites, or user custom field
values. Because these values originated from the PO and have already gone through
approvals and budget validations, the values will remain with the line.
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Associating Contracts to Non-PO Lines
If your organization has the Contract Compliance Tracking or Contracts+ license, you can add
items from a contract to a non-PO invoice. Adding the item from the contract will copy over the
appropriate item information and associate the contract with the line item. Additional non-PO
lines can also be added to the invoice that can be associated with a contract on the invoice
without adding the item to the contract.

When viewing a draft non-PO invoice, a user will see a button to Add Lines from Contracts. The
button only shows if there is a contract available to be used for that supplier. When selected, an
overlay allows the user to select from available contracts, select the quantity of items listed on
the contract, and add additional lines to the invoice for the contract. A Search Contract Non-
Catalog Items link allows users to search for specific items listed on the contract. See Assigning
Contracts and Adding Contract Lines to Invoices for additional information.

Note: There is a maximum limit of lines that can be assigned to an invoice at once. Once you have
reached this limit, a warning message will appear.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > AP Home.
2. From the Create Invoicewidget, select Invoice as the Type of Document. Select

Non PO as the From value.
3. In the Supplier Name field, begin entering a supplier name to see potential matches.

Or, select the search icon to search for a supplier.
4. To create an invoice for an ad-hoc supplier, enter the Supplier Name in the field

(matches will display).
5. Once the supplier is selected (or an ad-hoc supplier name entered), click the Create

button. The page refreshes and displays the Draft invoice. Unlike invoices created
from a purchase order, line item information is not pre-populated for a non-PO
invoice.

6. Enter any required or header information for the invoice (Supplier Invoice number,
etc.).

7. Select Add Non-PO Item to add details for the invoice. Note: If this link is not
available, non-PO invoicing is not enabled for the supplier or organization-wide.
Contact your system administrator with questions.

a. In the Add Non-PO Item overlay, enter the information for the new
item including the Product Description, Catalog Number, Quantity,
Price, etc.

b. You can add a PO Number for your records (that does not exist in the
system).

c. Expand the Product Details section to enter additional information
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about the item.
d. If you have multiple items to enter, select Save and Add Another.
e. When finished adding all items for the Invoice, select Save and Close.

8. If you would like to associate a purchase order line to the invoice, in the New invoice
experience view, click the actions icon to the right of the PO number and select
Add more lines from this PO. In the Classic experience view, select Associate to
PO Line in the For selected line items dropdown above the invoice lines, and click
Go.

a. The purchase order search displays in a separate window, with the
supplier populated as read only. Enter other search criteria as
appropriate.

b. From purchase order search results, you can select to view details
about the purchase order if needed.

c. Click [select] from the purchase order results to see the lines available
for selection.

d. Click [select] for the line to associate with the invoice. The overlay
closes and the invoice line is refreshed with the selected line
information from the PO, including the description, commodity code,
and account codes.

9. If you would like to add a contract item to the invoice, select the Add Lines from
Contract option. An overlay displays.

a. Select from the available contracts for the supplier, and click Next.
b. The items from the contract display. Set the quantity for each item you

want to add to the invoice. You can edit the price if needed.
c. If there are other items you need to add to the invoice for this contract,

select to expand Add Additional Lines to Invoice.
i. Provide a Description, Catalog Number, Quantity, Price,
and Packaging information.

ii. If you want to add more lines, select the Add Item button
at the end of the row. A warning message will display if
you reach the limit of the number of items to add per
invoice. Note: This action does NOT add the items to the
contract.

iii. When you are finished adding lines, select the Add Lines
button in the overlay.

iv. The overlay closes and the contract item information is
displayed on the invoice, associated with the contract.

10. Enter/edit other invoice details as appropriate.
11. Review the Codes section of the invoice, and make appropriate changes. If you

have Invoice Code Favorites set on your user profile, you can select from the
configured list.

12. When finished with all edits, select Save.
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13. Click the Complete button at the top of the screen when all changes have been
made.

Note: Invoices created manually are automatically set to an in process setting.

Returned Invoices
Invoice approvers have the option of returning an invoice to the invoice creator or invoice owner.
This may be necessary if further explanation or edits are needed before an invoice can be
approved. If an invoice is returned to you, the user, you will receive a notification. From the
notification, you can access the returned invoice, make any necessary modifications and submit
it back in to workflow.

Step-by-Step

Return an Invoice
1. You will receive the Invoice Returned notification informing you that an invoice has

been returned. How you receive the notification is dependent on how it is set up in
your user profile. You may receive the notification by email, in-application notice or
both. You can also access returned invoices via the Action Items drop-down.

l Email Notification - The email notification is sent to the email address
in the user profile. In the email click on the Click here to view returned
invoices button and you will be taken to the Draft invoices page.

l In-application Notification - In addition to or instead of an email
notification, you may choose to receive an in-application notification.

Notifications are accessed by selecting the Notifications drop-
down in the top right navigation next to your user name. Select the
Notifications icon, then look for the notification under Accounts
Payable.

l In-application Action Items - Access invoices returned to you through

the Action Items drop-down in the top right navigation next to
your user name. Click on the Action Items flag, then selectMy
Returned Invoices under the Invoices section. You will be navigated
to the Draft invoices page.

2. Returned invoices are located in the Returned Invoices section. Click on the invoice
number to open an invoice.

3. Edit the invoice as you would any other draft invoice.
4. When you have completed the edits, locate the workflow links in the top-right

corner. Click on the Complete link to submit the invoice back in to workflow.
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View All Returned Invoices
Users with the AP Configuration permission have access to the View All Returned Invoices
page, from which they can search for and view all returned invoices that have not been
resubmitted to workflow.

1. Go to Accounts Payable > Invoices > View all Returned Invoices. The page
will display.

2. Enter search criteria in the provided fields.

l User Information: Enter first name, last name, email, business unit
and/or department. The search will return invoices associated with the
users whose information matches the submitted criteria.

3. Returned invoices are located in the Returned Invoices section. Click on the invoice
number to open an invoice.

4. Edit the invoice as you would any other draft invoice.
5. When you have completed the edits, locate the workflow links in the top-right

corner. Click on the Complete link to submit the invoice back in to workflow.

Disputing an Invoice
The invoice Dispute option gives organizations the ability to notify their suppliers when there is a
problem with an invoice. When this option is set, and a message configured, the invoice supplier
will automatically be notified through the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network and the invoice pay
status will be changed to Dispute. Once the dispute is settled, you can change the invoice pay
status from Dispute to the original pay status. In order to perform this action, the user must have
the Set Invoice as Dispute permission.

In order to use this feature with a supplier, that supplier must meet the following criteria (if one or
more of these criteria are not set an error message will display that tells the user why the invoice
cannot be disputed):

l The supplier must exist as a supplier within the customer organization.
l The supplier must have a registered portal with the customer organization.
l The supplier must have the Enable Supplier Portal option enabled in the supplier profile
(located in About > System Settings > AP Configuration).

l The supplier must have at least one user set to receive notifications for disputed invoices.
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Step-by-Step
1. Locate and open the invoice.

2. Choose one:

l New invoice experience view - Click the drop down icon next to the Invoice
heading at the top of the page and selectMark as Dispute.

l Classic experience view - In the Available Actionsmenu, selectMark as Dispute,
then click Go.

3. A pop-up window will display. Enter a subject and message that will be sent to the supplier
explaining the dispute.

4. Click the Add Message button. The invoice pay status will be changed to Dispute and a
message will be sent to the appropriate supplier contact.

5. Once you have resolved to dispute with the supplier, select Resolve Dispute from the
same actions menu. Note: If the invoice has been sent through workflow and workflow has
been completed, this option will not be available.

Managing the Check Request Process
Check requests, which are also referred to as back-end or after-the-fact payments, are a
common part of the purchasing and accounts payable process. If this type of ordering is offered
in your organization, following is a suggested best practice for managing this process.

1. Create a form type. On this form type, indicate that the check request setting is
enabled. If you do not want check requests to be added to the cart with other types
of items or requests, you should also enable the Do Not Mix setting.

2. Create a form to be used by end-users to request back end payments. This form
should be attached to the newly created form type. Determine what fields you would
like added to this form through the form configuration (layout tab). When the
following fields are entered by the end user, they automatically populate the
associated invoice:

a. Remit to address
b. Supplier invoice number
c. Invoice date
d. Due date (Need by Date)
e. Payment method
f. Payment terms
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g. FOB
3. Activate the form and begin using it. Whenever the form is used, the information

entered in the fields is automatically populated at the header level on the invoice,
therefore eliminating double data entry.

When a Check Request generates an invoice, the Due Date shown on the invoice is calculated
according to the following criteria:

The Form Request... The Invoice Created From Form Request...

Contains a Need By
Date

Contains an Invoice
Date

Both fields are passed to the invoice.

No Need By Date No Invoice Date The Create Date becomes the Invoice Date.

The Due Date is the Invoice Date + Net Days if
terms are specified.

If the terms are not specified, the Create Date
becomes the Due Date.

Contains a Need By
Date

No Invoice Date The Create Date becomes the Invoice Date.

The Need By Date is passed from the Form
Request and becomes the Due Date,
irrespective of the terms.

No Need By Date Contains an Invoice
Date

The Invoice Date is passed from the Form
Request.

The Due Date is the Invoice Date + Net days if
terms are specified.

If terms are not specified, the Create Date
becomes the Due Date.

For additional information, please see Forms Setup and Management in the online searchable
help.

Invoice Search and Invoice History
Invoice search can be used to view invoices for a particular user, for a specific department,
specific supplier, or with a specific status. It can be used to view what invoices were created each
day, what invoices were created for a specific supplier, what receipts “match” with a PO or
invoice, what invoices are marked as Payable, Canceled, etc.

You can search for invoices and view invoice history from the AP Home page, from the Accounts
Payablemenu options, or from anOrders search.
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Step-by-Step
Keep in mind, the results of the invoice search are dependent on the criteria entered and the
invoices that the user is allowed to see – either the user's invoices, organization-wide invoices or
invoices for a specific department.

Search from AP Home

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > AP Home.

2. In the Document Searchwidget:

l Simple Search - Select the type of document to search. Enter in criteria such as
invoice number, PO number, supplier name or supplier invoice number, then enter or
click the search icon to see results based on your criteria. If you chose to search All
documents, you may need to Refine Search Results to be the Invoice type on the
left side of results.

l Advanced Search - Select the Advanced Search hyperlink. Select the appropriate
document type, or All Documents. Enter in search criteria and select Search to see
results.

Search from Accounts Payable or Orders
Choose one of these options to find invoices. On the search results page you can refine and save
your search results, and initiate actions for invoices. You may have access to the enhanced
search or the legacy search pages.

1. Choose one of these navigation paths to open the Search Invoices page.

l Accounts Payable > Invoices > Search for Invoices.
l Orders > Search > Invoices

Invoices that match the search criteria and that you have access to are displayed on the
search results page.

2. Refine or save the search results, or initiate actions, by applying one or more of the options
mentioned below.

l Open an invoice - Click an invoice number to open an invoice document.

l Select filters - Click Add Filter to see a list of filters that can be applied to the
search results. Click the checkbox next to a filter to apply it. Click the Clear All
Filters button to remove all filters and start again. AccessQuick Filters andMy
Searches in the side panel by clicking the icon in the top left corner of the page.
Quick Filters allow you to easily apply filters to the search results. The My Searches
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tab contains your saved searches. Select the toggle again to hide the side panel.

l Use filters to view invoice documents by various attributes such as type
(credit memo or invoice), invoice source (manual, electronic from a supplier,
from a supplier portal, or from Supplies Manager), invoice status in workflow,
and status of matching.

l To view orders those have been partially, fully, or over invoiced, select the
Matching Status filter.

l To view invoices pending match as part of the automated match process of
invoice workflow, select the Status Flag filter, then select Pending Auto-
Match.

l Define a date range - The default search shows documents created in the last 90
days. Click the Created Date field in the top left corner of the page to enter a
different date range. You will see these options:

l Select theWithin radio button to choose from a list of date ranges.
l Select the Between radio button to enter a specific date range.
l Select themore options link to look for documents with dates that are
missing.

l Actions - Action icons are displayed to the left of invoices in the search results if
you have the appropriate permissions. Click the icon to choose an action such as
Mark as Payable,Mark as Paid, andMark as in Process. You can initiate an action
for a single invoice or for multiple invoices at once.

l Single invoice (default) - Click the action icon next to a record and select an
action from the drop-down menu.

l Multiple invoices - The action icon in the column header works as a toggle
to show or hide the multiple selection option. First, click the icon in the
column header and select Show Multiple Selection. Checkboxes are
displayed next to each invoice. Select the checkbox next to each invoice you
want to initiate the action for, then click the action icon a second time and
select an action from the drop down menu. Select Hide Multiple Selection
from the menu to return to row selection.

l Save search as a favorite - Click the Save As icon at the top of the page to save
your search as a favorite. Additional options are available from the drop down menu.

l Pin filters and columns - Select the Pin Filters icon at the top of the page and then
select Pin Filters or Pin Columns to save settings and they will be selected by
default the next time you access the page.
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l Configure columns - Click the configure columns icon to add or remove the
columns that are displayed in the search results. This is a great way to view
additional invoice data.

l The Pay Status column shows the following statuses.
l In Process - The invoice has not been processed, but has been
created.

l Payable - The invoice has been processed and marked as Payable (OK
to pay).

l Marked as Paid - The invoice has been processed and marked as Paid.
l Canceled - The invoice was canceled.

l Click the sort icons on a column heading to sort data in ascending or
descending order.

l Export search results - Click the Export button to export the filtered search in a
format that you can use for reporting. See Exporting Document Searches in the
Site Basics Handbook or online searchable help.

Recurring Invoices
Your organization may have the need for specific invoices to be generated on a regular basis.
JAGGAER ONE allows you to schedule recurring invoices; or invoices that are generated regularly
in a date range (start date, end date) and recurrence pattern (monthly, weekly) that you specify.
In order to create recurring invoices, you must have the Create Recurring Invoice permission.

Recurring invoices are created directly from an existing invoice and most details from that invoice
are copied in to future invoices. There are a few exceptions; the buyer invoice number and
supplier invoice number are not carried over as new invoice numbers will be created with each
recurrence. Rejected invoice lines are not included in the recurring invoice. Finally the invoice
source of the original invoice is not copied as the source for a recurring invoice will always be
Recurring.

Once recurring invoices have been created they can be managed from the Recurring Invoice
Schedules page.

Note: If the invoice has a Cancelled payment status or is already a recurring invoice, this option is
not available.
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Step-by-Step

Create Recurring Invoices
1. Locate and open the invoice from which to create the recurrence. If the invoice is

already a recurring invoice will display at the top of the
document. You can click on the corresponding View Details link for details about the
schedule and the occurrences of the invoice.

2. Choose one:
l New invoice experience view - Click the drop down icon next to the
Invoice heading at the top of the page and select Creating Recurring
Invoice.

l Classic experience view - From the Actions drop-down menu, select
Create Recurring Invoice, then click Go.

The Create Recurring Invoice overlay displays.

3. Enter a Name for the recurring invoice.
4. Enter an optional Description.
5. Select an option in Schedule Type field:

l Monthly - This schedule type will create a recurring invoice
once per month. If you select Monthly, theMonthly Schedule
field displays. In that field, you can choose From Start Date,
which will create the first invoice on the start date you specify
and create subsequent invoices on the same day each month.
The second option is to schedule the invoice By Week and Day.
When you choose this option, you can then choose the monthly
week (first, second, last, etc.) and day of week in which to
create the invoice. For example, if you choose First in the
Monthly Week field andMonday in the Day of Week field, the
invoice will be created on the first Monday of every month.

l Weekly - This schedule type will create the invoice once per
week. If you select weekly, the days of the week will display.
Click the checkbox beside the appropriate day.

6. Select an option in the Time Zone field. This manages the time zone for the start
date and end date.

7. In the Start Date field, configure the day and time that the application should begin
creating the recurring invoice. Click the calendar icon to set the date and time.

8. Select an option in the End By field (required). If you choose No End Date, the
invoices will continue to be created on the schedule that you specified until the
recurrence is deactivated. If you choose End By, the End Date field will display and
you can configure the date and time to end the recurrence. Click the calendar icon
to set the date and time.
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9. Due Date - Choose one of the following drop down options:
l Payment Terms Due Date - Select this option to populate the due
date from the net payment terms on the invoice. This is the default
setting.

l First Day of the Following Month - Select this option to set the due
date for the first day of the next month. For example, if the most recent
invoice was created on May 1, the next invoice will be due on June 1. If
the Exclude Weekends setting is active and the first day of the month
falls on a weekend, the due date will be on the business day prior to the
weekend.

l Last Day of the Month - Select this option to set the due date for the
last day of each month. Since the number of days in a month vary, this
could be on the 28th, 29th, 30th, or 31st. If the Exclude Weekends
setting is active and the last day of the month falls on a weekend, the
due date will be on the business day prior to the weekend.

l Days Past Invoice Date - Select this option to set the due date for
every X number of days, i.e., every 15 days. The Days Past Invoice Date
field is displayed and users enter the number days that should elapse
before the next invoice is due. If the Exclude Weekends setting is active
and the scheduled date falls on a weekend, the invoice will be due on
the business day prior to the weekend.

The Exclude Weekends checkbox is displayed if the First Day of the Following
Month, Last Day of the Following Month or Days Past Invoice Date options are
selected above. Selecting the checkbox is optional. If the checkbox is selected, the
Next Due Date scheduling will not include weekend dates. If the date that the next
invoice is due falls on a weekend, it will instead be due on the business day prior to
the weekend. If both the next scheduled date and the due date fall on a weekend
when this setting is enabled, both dates will be shifted to the business day prior to
the weekend when they occur, i.e., each will shift to the closest Friday before the
weekend it falls on.

10. Click Create to save the recurring schedule configurations.

Managing Scheduled Recurring Invoices
Recurring invoice schedules are managed from the Recurring Invoice Schedules page in the
application. From this page you can view, edit, deactivate/reactivate and view occurrences of
recurring invoices. Note: In order to manage recurring invoices, you must have the Create
Recurring Invoice permission. Administrators with the AP Configuration permission can also
manage invoices from the Recurring Invoice Schedules page.

Important Note: If the status of an invoice used to create a recurring invoice changes to
Canceled, the schedule will automatically be deactivated.
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1. Go to Accounts Payable > Invoices > View Recurring Invoice Schedules.
2. By default, only active schedules display on the page. To display all schedules, click

Filter, then select All in the Status field.
3. The information displayed includes:

l Name - The name configured for the recurring invoice.
l Supplier - The supplier on the invoice.
l Original Invoice - The number of the invoice from which the
recurring invoice was scheduled.

l Scheduled By - The user that created the recurring invoice
schedule.

l Start Date - The original start date of the schedule.
l Next Scheduled Date - The next date and time that an invoice
is scheduled to be created.

l Next Due Date - The date that the next invoice will be due
based on the Due Date settings.

l End Date - The scheduled end date (if configured).
l Remaining - The number of recurrences left before the
scheduled end-date. If the schedule is deactivated, the value is
0. If no end-date is scheduled the value is -. If the original
invoice has not completed workflow the value is Pending.

4. Take action on a schedule by clicking on the Actionsmenu. The following options
are available:

l Edit the schedule.
l Deactivate or reactivate the schedule.
l View occurrences of the recurring invoice.

Tax Calculation on Invoices
Customers may choose to implement an integration whereby tax calculated by a third-party
system is included on the buyer invoice within the application. With this integration, organizations
may also compare tax amounts on supplier invoices with calculated tax amounts from the tax
engine integration, and implement workflow rules to route invoices for defined discrepancies.
JAGGAER ONE integrates with the tax engineOneSource™, by Thomson Reuters. Customers
must contact JAGGAER andOneSource™, to implement this feature, as there may be additional
modifications to your invoice document required.

When calculating the tax, the integration takes the following fields in consideration:

l Ship To address
l Fulfillment address
l Commodity code
l Commodity code type
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Calculate Tax on the Invoice
When the tax integration is enabled, a Calculate button is available on invoices. The button is
available on draft and in-workflow invoices, anywhere the header tax information is displayed on
the main invoice document. A user must have permission to edit the invoice.

The button is inactive until the following information is entered on the invoice:

l Invoice Date
l Shipping Address
l Invoice Line(s)

A Supplier Tax value should also be entered before the Calculate button is selected. This value is
not required, but cannot be entered after the callout has been completed.

When this button is selected, the tax is calculated by theOneSource™ system and returned to
the invoice.

Note: If a tax value is overridden in the Discount, Tax Shipping & Handling section, neither
the tax details nor the tax value are updated from OneSource™, i.e., once a tax value is
manually overridden, it will retain that value.
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New invoice experience view

Classic experience view
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History for the invoice captures that a successful callout to the tax engine was executed. If
history indicates that the callout failed, contact JAGGAER for assistance. Once the callout
happens, the following changes are made to the document:

l The supplier tax can no longer be added
l The tax amount becomes a clickable link that may be selected to review Sales Tax Details
l The amount shown in the tax field is changed to what was returned from the tax engine
l The Calculate button is no longer shown
l Line level tax amounts are displayed as clickable links

New invoice experience view
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Classic experience view

Within the Sales Tax Details overlay, users can:

l View the tax provided by the supplier. This is the estimated tax entered before the callout.
l View the tax provided by the tax engine. This displays the total tax value received from the
tax engine. This is updated after every successful callout.

l View the tax discrepancy amount. This is the difference between the supplier tax and the
engine tax.

l Override the tax value for individual lines if you decide not to use the tax engine amount.
l Click the Show line level tax details link to see details, including the Tax Authority Name,
Tax Authority Description, Taxable Basis, Tax Amount, Tax Rate, and ERP Tax Code. Details
will vary depending on your organization's configuration.

Note: If your organization does not want users to manually calculate the tax on the invoice, this
field may be hidden via Field Management
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New invoice experience view

Classic experience view
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VAT Registration Number
If your organization operates internationally, you may want to configure that Value Added Tax
(VAT) determinations be utilized in tax calculations, when applicable. When configured, the
system sends the supplier's VAT Registration Number as provided in the supplier's profile in the
invoice message.

Along with the supplier's VAT Registration Number, the Ship From and Ship To location
elements are available in the tax callout message. The location elements contain country and
province information associated with the invoice. These elements are used to determine tax
calculations as follows:

Ship From Ship To Tax Determination

US US Sales/Use Tax

International US VAT

US International VAT

International International VAT

You must contact JAGGAER Support to enable the configuration to use VAT for tax calculations.

Shipping and Handling Charges
Contact JAGGAER if you would like the tax callout message to include Shipping Charges and/or
Handling Charges in the tax calculation for invoices. You can also direct JAGGAER to include a
Shipping Commodity Code or Handling Commodity Code to be passed in the callout message.

You may also choose to have shipping and/or handling charges applied to taxable items only. See
Allocate Shipping and Handling Charges to taxable Items for additional information.

Discount Amounts
Any discount amounts on the invoice are included in the tax callout message. The discount
amount for each line equals the sum of the line discount, allocated header discount, and the
allocated term discount.

If the organization chooses to Allocate Discounts on Taxable Items, then the discount amount
is applied to those items flagged as taxable only.

Use Tax
In some cases, the tax integration may be set up to calculate use tax. Use tax is calculated for
purchases from suppliers who do not collect the tax themselves. In this case, the purchasing
organization may be responsible for collecting the tax internally.
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The calculation of use tax is based on a rule setup between Invoicing and the tax engine. For
example, there may be a rule that if a supplier with a specific supplier class returns a sales tax
value of 0.00 then use tax must be calculated. Note: If you are unsure if your organization
calculates use tax, or for the specific rules used to calculate use tax, please contact your system
administrator.

If you would like to see Initial Use Tax in the Full Export of invoice search results, contact
JAGGAER to enable Activate Use Tax for your organization.

Automatic Tax Recalculations
Tax engine call outs are automatically done after fields that would modify the invoice tax amounts
are changed. This assures customers that the invoice will not contain stale tax information if an
invoice is updated. Automatic tax calculations are only done if a successful tax calculation has
been done previously.

The tax will automatically be recalculated when any of the following fields are changed:

l Shipping Address
l Discount
l Shipping
l Handling
l Quantity
l Price Estimate/Unit Price
l Invoice lines are added, removed, rejected or unrejected
l When the taxable status of a line is changed, if the organization has chosen to allocate
discounts on taxable items only.

Note: If a tax value is overridden in the Discount, Tax Shipping & Handling section, neither the tax
details nor the tax value are updated from OneSource™, i.e., once a tax value is manually
overridden, it will retain that value.

Tax Discrepancy Invoice Workflow
The tax integration system keeps track of the difference between the supplier's estimated tax
value (Tax Provided by Supplier field) and the tax returned by the third party tax engine (Tax
provided by Tax Engine field). This value is populated after a manual tax call-out completes.
Invoices can be routed to specific workflow folders based on a configured discrepancy amount.
Contact JAGGAER to configure your workflow process according to your defined discrepancy
thresholds.
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New invoice experience view

Classic experience view

Allocate Discounts on Taxable Items
You can configure your tax calculation option to allocate discounts on taxable items only on
your invoice and/or credit memo document configuration.

l If enabled, this option will configure the discount based on the taxable flag for each line.
Taxable items will include the allocated header and term discounts, while non-taxable
items will only include the line discount. Also, if the option is enabled, an automatic
recalculation of taxes will occur if the taxable flag for an item changes.

l If this option is disabled, the discount amount using allocated values will be applied to all
items using the standard discount amount formula (sum of the line discount, allocated
header discount, and the allocated term discount).
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Allocate Shipping and Handling Charges to
Taxable Items
You can configure your invoice and credit memo documents to allocate shipping and/or
handling charges to taxable items only.

l If an option is enabled, the shipping and/or handling charges will be based on the taxable
flag for each line. Taxable items will include the shipping and/or handling charges, while
non-taxable items will not.

l If an option is disabled, the shipping and handling charges will be applied to all items if the
option to Include Shipping in Tax Calculation or Include Handling Tax Calculation is
enabled.
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Withheld Taxes
For Global Invoicing customers, an invoicing requirement in Mexico and some European countries
dictates that invoices must include Withholding Tax fields to show the taxes that the buyer will
pay on behalf of the supplier, such as VAT or income tax. The withheld taxes are subtracted from
the invoice total since this represents the total amount that the supplier is paid. Some non-Global
Invoicing customers also need Withholding Tax fields, for example, for paying independent
contractors when either state tax or federal tax requirements need to be met.

Organizations can addWithholding Tax 1 andWithholding Tax 2 fields to support the ability to
withhold tax on invoices. If these fields are configured for your organization, users can enter a
numerical value in the Withholding Tax field(s) on invoices that represents the amount of tax
being withheld because it will be paid by the buyer on behalf of the supplier. The amounts
entered in the Withholding Tax fields are automatically subtracted from the total on invoices, and
automatically added to the total on credit memos.

l Values are entered in the Withholding Tax fields, up to two decimal places.

l The amount in the Withholding Tax fields will be automatically subtracted from the invoice
total and automatically added to the credit memo total. On the calculated Totals summary,
Withholding Taxes are displayed as negative numbers on invoices and positive numbers on
credit memos.

l The value of Withholding Taxes should never exceed the total amount of the invoice or
credit memo. An error message will indicate if a user has entered a Withholding Tax amount
greater than the total document amount.
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l Fields are not editable if a document's issuance status is Pending, Not Required,
Completed, or Error.

l On the eInvoice PDF, Withholding Tax values are displayed in the DTSH section of the
invoice or credit memo.

On sales invoices imported from the supplier portal, Withholding Tax values entered by the
supplier are displayed on the invoice. They can be modified by the buyer user on the invoice, but
the change is not copied over to the associated sales invoice in the supplier portal.

Sharing Invoice Details with Suppliers
Suppliers will often have questions concerning the status of their invoices. Invoicing customers
can enable a feature that will show invoice details including status and payment information to
suppliers through the supplier network, helping to reduce the number or phone calls and emails
from suppliers requesting this information. Organizations can choose to show invoices details to
all suppliers in their network by default, and also configure the setting on a supplier-by-supplier
basis.

A supplier must have a supplier network portal in order to see invoice details. Suppliers will be
able to see the customer’s invoice and payment information and have the ability to send
messages directly from the invoice.

Note: Only suppliers with an active supplier network portal can view invoice details. If a supplier
does not have a network portal, you may send the supplier instructions on how to register for the
JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network through your organization's configured process.

Supplier View of the Invoice Details
Status fields that will be viewable by the supplier may include:

l Invoice Number
l Payment Record Date
l Payment Record Number
l Payment Method
l Payment Grand Total
l Payment Status
l Invoice Submit Date
l Payable Date
l Paid Date
l Canceled Date
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Step-by-Step

To Set at the Organization Level - Applies to All Suppliers
You must have the AP Configuration permission to perform this task.

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure AP Settings.
2. The Supplier Configuration Parameters section, note the setting for Enable

Supplier Portal.
l With the Enable Supplier Portal field enabled, all suppliers will have
the ability to view invoice details in their Supplier Network Portal,
unless specifically disabled in the supplier's profile.

l With the Enable Supplier Portal field disabled, no suppliers will have
the ability to view invoice details, unless specifically enabled in the
supplier's profile.

3. Select to Save the configuration on the page.

To Set for a Specific Supplier:
You must have the Manage Supplier Profile permission to perform this task.
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1. Navigate to Suppliers > Search for Suppliers.
2. Search for the supplier by supplier name or ID.
3. Select the supplier, and navigate to the About > System Settings page, AP

Configuration section of the profile.
4. Note the setting for Enable Supplier Portal. The field will indicate that it has

inherited the organization setting, unless the setting has been manually overridden
for this supplier.

a. To override the setting, select theOverride Defaults checkbox.
b. Enable or disable the checkbox for Enable Supplier Portal, as

appropriate.
5. Save the changes.
6. To know if a supplier can view invoice details or not, note the setting for Supplier

Portal Active on the About > System Settings page of the supplier's profile. (This
setting is below the Enable Supplier Portal setting on the supplier profile.)

a. Red x - indicates the supplier does not have a portal, and therefore
cannot view invoice details. You may want to ask the supplier to
register for the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network.

b. Green check - indicates the supplier has a portal, and therefore can
see invoice details if the setting is enabled for the supplier.

Displaying Custom Fields on Portal Invoices
Organizations can choose to display custom fields to suppliers on sales invoices. If this is set up
for your organization, suppliers can enter values in custom fields on sales invoices and the data is
transferred to the buyer invoice. This makes it easier for organizations to gather information from
suppliers so that buyer invoices generated through the portal have all the relevant custom field
data from suppliers without requiring the buyer to touch the invoice.

This option is available for manual PO and non-PO invoices. It is not available for credit memos or
invoices that are created from contracts.

If the feature is enabled for your organization, the visibility of custom fields on sales invoices is
set as an organization-wide default that can be overridden on individual supplier profiles.
Businesses also define, at the organization-level, which custom fields they want displayed to
suppliers on sales invoices.

Note: A supplier must have a supplier network portal in order to see custom fields. If a
supplier does not have a network portal, you may send the supplier instructions on how to
register for the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network through your organization's configured
process.
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See Make Custom Fields Visible to Suppliers on Portal Invoices for information about configuring
this feature.

Overview

On the buyer side

l If custom field visibility settings are enabled for a supplier, the custom fields that are
flagged for supplier viewing are copied from the buyer invoice to the sales invoice on
invoice creation. The supplier must have a primary remittance contact with a valid email
address.

l Custom field values entered by suppliers are copied from the sales invoice to the buyer
invoice when the supplier clicks Send to Customer.

Supplier view of custom fields

l In the supplier portal, suppliers will see an Additional Invoice Fields link with a view/edit
link next to it on sales invoices.

l Suppliers click the view/edit link to open the Invoice Custom Fields Detailswindow,
where the custom fields that have been flagged for supplier viewing are displayed.

l Suppliers complete the fields the Invoice Custom Fields Detailswindow. Required
custom fields must be completed before the invoice can be submitted.

l When the supplier clicks Send to Customer, the custom field values entered by the
supplier are copied into the buyer invoice.

Messages on Supplier Invoices
Suppliers with access to invoice information can send messages to the customer directly from
the invoice. Organizations can receive and respond to messages related to the invoice on the
Supplier Messages tab. Suppliers are required to select a category for the message: Invoice,
Payment orOther. A user may choose to receive an email when a message is submitted for a
specific category. For example, if a user has the New message from Portal – Payment
notification preference activated, that user will be notified by email when a supplier submits a
message in the Payment category.

A user may navigate to the invoice document to view the message and also reply to the message
within the invoice document. The supplier will see any message/response the customer provides
within the invoice. Use of the messaging functionality within the application allows the
organization /user to have a history log of communication related to this invoice.
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Supplier-initiated messages
Suppliers with access to invoice information can send messages to the customer directly from
the invoice. Organizations can receive and respond to messages related to the invoice on the
Supplier Messages tab.

Step-by-Step
1. To enable the appropriate notification preferences for receipt of supplier invoice

messages, navigate to your Notification Preferences under the View My Profile link
under your name at the top right banner.

2. Navigate to the Accounts Payable section of Notification Preferences. Enable any
of the following:

l NewMessage - Payment
l NewMessage - Invoice
l NewMessage - Other

3. When the supplier sends a message on an invoice categorized as above, you will
receive an email informing you that a message has been sent by the supplier on an
invoice. The email contains a link to the message on the invoice. Click on the link to
be taken to the message.

4. You may choose to open the Message directly from the application by navigating to
the appropriate invoice and select the Supplier Messages section.

5. Click on the to expand and view the message. Message information will include
the date and time the message was sent.

6. If you would like to reply to the message click the Reply link. TheMessaging dialog
box will display.

7. If you would like other users to be informed that you have responded to the
message, click the add email recipient link to search and select the users. Note:
The users you select will be emailed for all future related messages both from you
and the supplier.

8. Enter the message text, up to 5000 characters.
9. When you have finished configuring your message, click the Add Message button.

The reply will be sent to the supplier.

Customer-initiated messages
Invoice owners can send messages to suppliers directly from an invoice. This task is also
performed from the Supplier Messages tab on the invoice. Important Note: In order to initiate
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messages with a supplier, the Enable Supplier Portal setting must be option must be active for
that supplier. This setting is located in the supplier profile. Select the About > System Settings
page. Scroll to the AP Configuration section and enable the setting. The supplier must exist
within and have an active portal registration on the customer organization.

1. Access the invoice and access the Supplier Messages section.
2. In the New invoice experience view, click the add icon . In the Classic experience

view, click the Add Messages button. A dialog box will display.
3. In the Category drop-down, select the category option; Invoice, Payment orOther.
4. Configure the message by entering a subject and text in the appropriate fields.
5. Any supplier user who is configured to receive notification of an invoice message will

do so when you add the message. To notify an internal user, click the add email
recipient... link. Locate and add the user.

6. When you have finished configuring the message, click the Add Message button.
The message will display on the Supplier Messages tab.

Integration for Electronic Invoices
Invoices can automatically be sent to the system either through cXML or via invoices that a
supplier creates in the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network. We recommend that you work with your
JAGGAER contact to determine which of your suppliers are candidates for electronic invoices. 
Suppliers must receive Purchase Orders from JAGGAER via cXML in order to provide an electronic
invoice. Additionally, JAGGAER can work with suppliers to assist them in the creation of invoices
via the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network.

Suppliers provide electronic invoices to JAGGAER either real-time or in nightly loads. These
invoices are matched to the purchase order based on the PO’s payload id, PO number or PO
number/PO date. Once the invoice has been matched to a purchase order, the lines are compared
by PO line number and catalog number.  For invoices that match the purchase order and purchase
order lines, the invoice is created in the Invoicing solution.

Organizations can optionally choose to receive substituted items on invoices. JAGGAER
identifies a substituted item as an item that does not match the catalog number of the original
purchase order. Allowing substituted items on the invoices is controlled by the organization and
can be set by supplier. Note: JAGGAER must configure suppliers to allow substituted items on
electronic invoices.

When electronic invoices arrive in the system, they are set with a status of in process.
Depending on your setup, you may review these manually and set the appropriate invoices to
payable OR you may configure automated matching.

Note: If there is specific information that an organization needs passed to the invoice fields other
than the basic elements, JAGGAER will need to determine if the supplier can provide such data in
the integration.
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Digital Mailroom
The Digital Mailroom is available as an option for Invoicing customers. Digital Mailroom offers
organizations the ability to route paper, fax and email invoices directly to JAGGAER for scan and
capture. Each day mail is processed, all documents are scanned, and the invoices are indexed.
Once final visual verification is completed to ensure accuracy, the invoices are available to the
organization for matching and approval in the system. This feature can significantly improve
productivity within Accounts Payable departments. Organizations that currently use paper
invoices and manual entry processes are able to "outsource" this work to JAGGAER to free their
staff for more strategic initiatives.

The image of the supplier invoice is attached to the invoice in the system and can be viewed
throughout the invoice life cycle. Images are also available to be exported to an external system if
desired. A user must have the permission to View Secure Invoice Import Attachments in order
to see the attachment associated with the invoice. If a user does not have this permission, they
will see a locked notation next to the attachment name.

An organization also has the option to view the scanned pdf image of the invoice as an embedded
image as part of the simple manual entry screen. The organization must have the Show
embedded attachment view enabled on the AP Configuration page. Users have the option of
collapsing the embedded view to see the standard simple screen.

An organization can search for invoices that have been imported through the Digital Mailroom by
selecting the Digital Mailroom Import option as the Invoice Source in the advanced Document
Search for Sales Invoices.

Note: If the supplier name for a Digital Mailroom invoice is not matched, or has multiple matches,
a notification is visible by the invoice owner at the top of the invoice view. The invoice owner is
instructed to search for, and select, the appropriate supplier.

How it works:
l Suppliers are provided USPS, fax and email in invoice billing addresses to provide to
supplier. Suppliers then change their billing addresses to route directly to the JAGGAER-
provided addresses.

l JAGGAER opens mail, scans invoices, and processes fax and emails into images. Images
are indexed and verified. Once verification is complete, the electronic version of the
invoice is available in the system. Note: If the supplier name is not recognized on an invoice
imported through Digital Mailroom, a message will display at the top of the invoice notifying
you of the issue. You can search for the correct supplier and update the invoice.

l Data issues with an invoice can be routed to a workflow folder for correction. Examples
include: The date is formatted incorrectly or the PO number provided is not found. The
customer can define workflow folders based on their business needs.
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l By default, imported invoices cannot be associated with rejected or closed purchase
orders. You may enable the option to Allow Invoice Creation Against Rejected/Closed
POs for Invoice/DMR Imports in order to associate closed or rejected purchase orders
with an imported invoice. The setting is available at Accounts Payable > AP
Administration > Configure AP Settings in the Invoice Import/PO Total Tolerance
section.

l Fields that are indexed and available include:
l Header fields: Supplier invoice number, PO number, Invoice type, Due date, Invoice
date, Supplier account, Number, Invoice owner first and last name, Bill to address,
Remit to address, Discount amount, Subtotal, Grand total, Supplier name, Shipping,
Handling, Tax 1 and Tax 2, Contract Number.

l Line fields: PO number, PO line number, Quantity, Catalog number, Description, Unit
of Measure, Size, Unit price, Tax 1 and Tax 2, Shipping, Handling, Discount amount,
Contract Number.

Custom Fields/Codes in OCR/DMR Invoice Import

The OCR / DMR Invoice Import integration can include support for custom fields and account
codes. Header and line level custom fields/codes are supported, and fields can be included for
both PO and Non-PO Invoices.

Two settings are available for the customer to choose whether or not to overwrite purchase order
custom fields and/or account codes from the OCR/DMR Invoice Imports. If enabled, the
information in the import message, rather than what is present on the associated purchase order,
is used for the invoice. The settings are available in the Invoice Import/PO Total Tolerance
section of the AP Configuration page (Accounts Payable > AP Administration >
Configure AP Settings):

l Overwrite Purchase Order Custom Field Values with Values from Invoice/DMR
Imports - If enabled, it doesn't matter what custom fields are on your POs, it will pull the
value that is specified on the import; if not enabled, it will only pull the values from the
import if there is no value on the PO.

l Overwrite Purchase Order Codes with Values from Invoice/DMR Imports - If enabled,
it doesn't matter what's on your PO for codes, it will pull the values that is specified on the
import; if not enabled, it will only pull the values from the import if there is no value on the
PO.

Validations at the header and line levels include:

l The custom field/code that is not on the invoice document configuration.
l The distribution type is not valid. There are three distribution types available: Percent of
Price, Quantity of Price, and Amount of Price. If the message does not contain one of these
types, a notification will display.
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l Invalid context - Context refers to the different components on the invoice like the
Discount, Tax1, Tax2, Shipping, Handling, etc., for which individual alternate distributions
can be set up. "Line" refers to the default context.

l Invalid split index- Split index refers to the number of split distribution values for a
particular context. For example, if the context is split by PercentOfQuantity by 40% and
60%, the split index is 0 and 1 respectively in the import file.

l The distribution value does not equal to 100% or to the document subtotal.

View Digital Mailroom Exceptions
A user with the View Digital Mailroom Reports permission can navigate to view a report on
Digital Mailroom exceptions. The default address for the exception information is the Electronic
Digital Mailroom (EDM) portal that JAGGAER uses for digital mailroom information. However, if
your organization manages its own digital mailroom integration, you may choose to link to a
specific address other than the EDM portal to view exceptions. Contact JAGGAER if the address
for your report needs to change.

Navigate to Accounts Payable > Reports > View Digital Mailroom Exceptions. A separate
window will open for the EDM portal or specific address you have designated. If you are viewing
the EDM portal, you will enter your username and password for EDM. If you are managing your
own integration with digital mailroom, you will enter the login criteria as defined by your
organization.

Please contact JAGGAER if you do not have access to the EDM portal or reports for Digital
Mailroom exceptions as expected.

Verify Invoices with JAGGAER Digital
Capture
If the JAGGAER Digital Capture feature is enabled for your organization, the JAGGAER Digital
Capture option can be used to automatically capture data from paper or PDF invoices without
using an external OCR partner.

How it works

l Invoices from suppliers are processed by JAGGAER Digital Capture.

l Invoices that need verification are placed in the JAGGAER Digital Capture Verification
queue.

l Users open JAGGAER Digital Capture to review invoices that need verification and add or
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update data where needed.

l When the review is complete, the invoice is automatically pushed into JAGGAER with the
verified data, and the invoice can be processed in JAGGAER.

Note: Currently there are some known browser issues in Chrome. We recommend using
Firefox for this feature at this time.

Verify Invoice Data
Verify imported invoices as follows. The Access to Invoice Capture permission is required to
perform this task.

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > Invoice Capture. TheQueues page
opens.

l The Verification queue displays the number of pending invoices that need
verification, the number of personal tasks assigned to you, and the priority of the
tasks.

l The Exceptions queue contains invoices that failed to be delivered to your
organization after verification. If you have reviewed an invoice and submitted it to
the JAGGAER workflow but it failed to be received, it will appear in the Exceptions
queue. This queue may or may not be available to you, depending on your
permissions.

2. Open an imported invoice that needs to be verified in one of the following ways:

l In the Verification panel, select Explore queue to see a list of invoices to be verified
and processed, then select an invoice by clicking on any file number in the Task ID
column.

l In the Verification panel, click the Get Task button to open the next invoice that
needs verification.

l Click the Get any task button. This option allows you to work through the invoices in
your queue sequentially without returning to the menu.
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3. The imported invoice opens. It is displayed in three panels.

l On the left, a thumbnail for each page of the imported invoice is displayed to ensure
it was captured in the correct order.

l In the middle panel, the scanned invoice image is displayed. Highlighted fields
indicate the fields that were scanned.

l In the right panel, the data that has been captured is displayed in fields identical to
the scanned invoice.
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4. (optional) Give yourself more room to work by dragging the divider between a panel to
resize it, or click the icon in the top right corner of a panel to collapse it.

5. Verify the imported data in the panel on the right. There are several ways that JAGGAER
Digital Capture highlights the data that needs verification:

l The Status field at the top lists the major problems with the import.

l The invoice fields are color coded to show their status:

l Green indicates invoice data that is valid.

l Yellow indicates data that may require further manual verification before it is
submitted.

l Red indicates missing data, data that requires verification, or data that has not
been imported due to rule conflicts. Note: For imported non-PO invoices, the
line item details will always be displayed in red, and each line needs to be
marked as valid by a user since there is no PO to match.

l The FIND fields can be used to search for data in the application and add it to the
appropriate field.

l The section on the bottom of the panel shows more information about why fields are
highlighted. The icons on the top left can be used to tab through errors, and the
flags on the right can be clicked to display a list of fields with errors, warnings, or
missing data. Click on a link in the list to take you to that field. Note: If you have
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clicked in a FIND field, this section changes to provide search options.

6. Review the invoice and update invoice fields using one of the following methods. When you
are in a field, you can tab or use the F6 key to go from one error to next.

l Capture data - In the right panel, click in a field that needs to be updated, then use
your mouse to capture data from the corresponding field in the invoice image on the
left. This "teaches" Digital Capture where the field is located on the invoice, and it
will know where to find the data for next time. Over time, fewer fields will need to be
updated by the user.

The opposite is also true – select a field in the invoice image and the corresponding
field will be selected on the right. In some cases, you can click a field in the invoice
image and select the appropriate field from a drop down list.

If you captured the wrong information, click the red X on a highlighted field to delete
it
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l Search and Select - Click in the FIND fields to search for and select the appropriate
data from the system. Use the search options in the bottom of the right panel to help
you search. Click the x in the top right corner to close the panel.

If an invoice arrives but the Bill To address cannot be found, you can enter an
address manually by clicking the icon and completing the fields listed (at
minimum the required fields). You can click the reset icon to refresh the fields.
Click Save and Select. The system will check to verify the manually entered
address. Note: Your business process may require that you send the invoice to the
Exceptions queue so that a senior verification operator can add a Bill To address.
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l Manual Entry - Type data in a field manually. If a field is highlighted because data is
missing, or if the system has highlighted a field because it isn't sure about the data
(for example, it can't tell whether the value contains a comma or a decimal), you can
enter missing data or type in the correct value to resolve the error. On line items,
click the Is valid checkbox to verify a line item is correct.

7. At the top of the right panel, click Check Rules to process the changes and see if there are
any other issues with the invoice.

8. (optional) If something is not working, click one of these icons on the right sidebar to reject,
postpone, or send the invoice to another stage or to the Exceptions queue. Complete the
fields in the popup window and save.
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l Reject Task - Select to return the invoice to the Verification queue.

l Postpone Task - Select to save your work and keep the invoice to work on
later. The next time you access Invoice Capture, the top menu will show a
Postponed Tasks tab that you can use to access your postponed invoices.

l Send Task to Stage - Select to send the invoice to another processing stage.
In the popup window, select the stage to send it to, select a user to assign it to,
select the priority and add a note, then click Send.

l Send Task to Exceptions - Select to send the invoice to the Exceptions queue
for a senior verification operator to review.

9. Once the invoice is complete and correct, click the green Complete Task button on the
right. The invoice will be automatically pushed into JAGGAER with the invoice data, and it
can be processed in JAGGAER. The invoice image from JAGGAER Digital Capture will be
included in the invoice document in JAGGAER.

Full Mode - Change Language
Users can click the Switch Mode button to switch the view from mini-mode to full-mode. This
allows users to change their language settings and perform some advanced administrative
functions.

Please note that changing the language settings here does not affect language settings in the
application, only the language settings in JAGGAER Digital Capture.

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > Invoice Capture.

2. On any page, click the Switch Mode button to switch the view from mini-mode to full-
mode. Full-mode is easily identifiable by a FlexiCapture Verification banner displayed
across the top of the page.

3. Select Leave Page.

4. To select a different language for invoice display, click the icon in the top right corner of
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the screen and select Account Settings.

5. Expand the menu under the user icon and select a language from the drop-down.

6. Click Switch Mode again to return to mini-mode.

Full Mode - Modify User Accounts
When a user is added in your JAGGAER application who also requires access to JAGGAER Digital
Capture, they first must be given the Access to Invoice Capture permission in the application.
Then, from within the JAGGAER Digital Capture Administration and Monitoring station, they must
be assigned a role and provided with an email address.

Update a user account in JAGGAER Digital Capture as follows:

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > Invoice Capture.

2. On any page, click the Switch Mode button to switch the view from mini-mode to full-
mode. Full-mode is easily identifiable by a FlexiCapture Verification banner displayed
across the top of the page.

3. To select a different language for invoice display, click the icon in the top right corner of
the screen and select Account Settings.

4. Select Administration and Monitoring Stations. If a message indicates that the browser
can't open the page, clickOpen Site in New Window.

5. Click Settings in the top toolbar.
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6. Click Users in the left menu. A list of user accounts is displayed.

7. Click New User and enter the user name exactly as it is in JAGGAER One.

8. In the E-mail field, enter an email address. This can be a non-usable email address.

9. In the Permission section, assign at least one role to the user. In most cases it will be one
or both of these roles:

l Verification Operator - Users with this role have access to the Verification queue
only, and only have the option to click Get Tasks to open invoices to review.

l Senior Verification Operator - Users with this role have access to the Exceptions
and Verification queues, and have the option to Get Tasks, Get Any Tasks, or click
the Explore queue to review invoices.

10. Save Changes.

11. Close the browser window and then use the breadcrumb to return to Invoice Capture.
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Matching
Matching is the process used to determine what goods and services should be paid by your
organization. Invoicing provides two different types of matching:manual and automated, each
of which are discussed in this lesson.

The matching process helps ensure that the invoice is for goods or services that have been
received and that the amount invoiced was previously authorized via purchase order. Many
organizations use this as a strict control procedure to ensure that the goods being paid for have
been previously authorized.

Matching determines the relationship between two or more accounting documents. Accounting
documents consist of Purchase Orders, Receipts, and Invoices (or credit memos). These
documents are compared – either manually or through automated processes – to determine
whether or not an invoice should be paid – and if so – what amount should be paid.

Some organizations require a two-way match meaning that at least two of the accounting
documents must “match”, whereas some organizations require a three-way match where the PO,
receipt, and invoice must all share the same information in order to pay the supplier.

Matching and Matching Setup
Determining the parameters for matching is an important part of any successful accounts payable
process. By determining specific information about when and why two and three-way matches
are required and tolerance details, an organization can minimize the number of invoices that must
be processed manually. The setup of this information is typically handled by an administrator and
is configured during implementation, and occasionally updated on an as-needed basis.

This setup and assigned approvers/reviewers determine “who” does “what” work in an
organization. Matching configuration options including rules and tolerances are configured at AP
Administration > Matching Rules and Tolerances pages. For more details, please see
Configuring Matching Setup.

Matching Terminology
The following are terms used to describe matching. These matching “groups” are also used to
categorize the PO/Invoice/Receipt matches in the system.

l Matched - These are PO’s/Invoices/Receipts which have been “matched”.
l Within Tolerance - These are PO’s/Invoices/Receipts which are considered to be within
the matching tolerances as set up by the organization.

l Outside of Tolerance - These are PO’s/Invoices/Receipts which are outside of the
matching tolerances as set up by the organization.
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l Do Not Match - These are PO’s/Invoices/Receipts have not met any matching criteria.
l Receipt Lead Time - The number of days required for a shipment to be received by the
end user and the receipt to be entered into the system. Receipt Lead Time is used by the
auto-match robot to “hold” unmatched invoices that are missing receipts until:

l The receipt has been entered and the invoice has been matched, or
l The number of days for the Receipt Lead Time has been reached.

Types of Matching
Two types of matching can occur in the application.

l Two-Way Match. The invoice and purchase order are typically compared and reviewed in
a two-way match. Oftentimes when purchasing services or other types of intangible items,
there is not a receipt available for a three-way match. Occasionally an organization may
choose to do a two-way match using a receipt such as an invoice and receipt match,
where a PO is not relevant.

l Three-Way Match. The three way match is the most comprehensive match because all
three documents – invoice, PO, and receipt are compared. The downside of this is that the
matching process cannot be complete and the invoice paid until all items are invoiced from
the supplier.

Manual Matching
Manual matching occurs when someone in the Accounts Payable department is manually
reviewing the different accounting documents to compare them and determine whether or not an
invoice is authorized for payment. In some cases, manual matching is required due to tolerance
issues. Tolerance issues occur when the information on one document does not match the
information on another document. For example, if the cost is different, the item quantity different,
or the agreed upon shipping costs are different between an invoice and a purchase order, there is
a tolerance issue. Organizations configure the specific tolerance criteria.

Forcing Matching Invoices in Match
Exceptions
Based on the invoice workflow set up for your organization and the “type” of invoice you are
reviewing, your role as an approver may be to review invoices that are out of tolerance. This task
focuses on the Accounts Payable clerk’s role as a reviewer and approver. Note: The user must
have the permission to Force match documents.
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Step-by-Step
This task assumes that you are working with documents that were found to have tolerance issues
and the invoice must be completed for payment.

1. Navigate to the Invoice Approvals page in any of the following ways:

a. From the Action Item next to your name in the top right of your browser
window, go toMy Assigned Approvals and select Invoices.

b. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals > Invoices to Approve.

c. Navigate toOrders > Search > Invoices.
2. Open the invoice by clicking on the invoice number. Note: The invoice must be in

one your assigned approval folders.
3. Once the invoice is open, go to theMatching section. From there, the tolerance

issue(s) will be listed.
4. If you would like to ignore the matching issues and continue processing the order,

select Assign & Approve/Complete and Match from the Actions drop-down.
Note: This selection is only available when viewing the invoice. It is not available in
the list of options from the approval folders view.

5. A pop-up will be displayed to include an optional note for a Force Match reason.
Note that the checkbox to Force Match the invoice is checked by default. Uncheck
the option to approve the invoice without marking the invoice as Matched.

6. Click Approve/Complete Step button.
7. If this is the LAST step in the workflow process, when approving/completing, the

invoice document will automatically be set as matched as “OK to pay.”

Automated Matching
With automated matching, an organization establishes “when” and under what circumstances an
invoice is automatically eligible for payment and if “matched” items meet these criteria, the
invoice is marked for payment automatically – with no human intervention. This process saves a
lot of time because AP staff can focus on questions or issues around exception invoices instead
of the ones where all parties are in agreement on the goods or services rendered.

An organization must determine what criteria will be considered for automated matching and
Invoicing Workflow must be set up by JAGGAER to enable this process. For example, your
organization may only require a two-way match between the PO and Invoice and set tolerances
of 3% above the cost and 10% below the cost. Whenever documents meet these criteria, the
invoice is automatically “matched” and marked as payable. All orders outside of this criteria
requires require manual review.
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In addition to tolerances, the automated matching process can hold invoices pending receipt
entry. This is known as the Receipt Lead Time and is determined by the organization and set by
JAGGAER as part of the automated match configuration. For invoices that require a receipt for
matching but the receipt has not been entered, these are identified as match exceptions.

The automated matching process has the capability to hold an invoice until it’s been matched or
the Receipt Lead Time has expired. Once the invoice has been matched or the Receipt Lead Time
has expired, the invoice continues the invoice approval flow. Important note if you allow non-PO
lines on invoices: The automatic process of holding invoices until matched should not be used if
you have invoices with non-PO lines. The process will attempt to match all lines on the invoice,
and therefore an invoice with non-PO lines may not complete the workflow step, depending on
your specific configuration.

Matching is also triggered after the invoice status is changed to In Process, Payable or Paid -
ensuring both the invoice and PO reflect the correct match status.

Ideal Scenario for Matching…
In a typical environment the purchase order is created prior to the invoice arriving from the
supplier. Ideally, the goods will arrive and the accounts payable department will have both
receiving information and purchasing information available by the time the supplier invoice
arrives. In this scenario, automated matching is ideal. Advantages to automated matching:

l Paperwork is reduced.
l Electronic approval workflow and reconciliation shortens cycle time, reduces billing errors
and over-payments.

l Automated files do not get lost as easily as paper files.
l The searching, sorting, and routing capabilities of an automated process expedites the
matching process.

l Company-level policy and options can be set up to control how, or under what
circumstances, matching and exceptions should occur.

l Allows organizations to review only true invoice exceptions by continually matching for a
specified number of days. End users will have to receive the shipment and enter the receipt
before the invoice is marked as an exception to be entered.

If your organization is interested in enabling automated matching and/or additional invoice
approval steps, please contact JAGGAER Support or your Project Manager for more information
or see Invoice Workflow Uses.
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Reviewing Matching Rules on an Invoice
A common request from AP staff is to understand why or how invoices were not automatically
matched and marked for payment. To better understand why or why not an invoice is matched,
the matching history can be viewed on a per invoice basis. This helps AP staff better understand
why the invoice was stopped in the current folder for handling.

Step-by-Step
1. Open the invoice that needs review.

2. Click theMatching tab.

3. Choose one

New experience view

l Click the show matching rules icon . A pop-up displays with PO details, Tolerance
details, and Rules Evaluated. The first rule that is listed is the step where the invoice
stopped. The steps that were passed through display next.
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Classic experience view

l Click the show matching rules link below theMatching Method column. A pop-up
displays with PO details, Tolerance details, and Rules Evaluated. The first rule that is
listed is the step where the invoice stopped. The steps that were passed through
display next.
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Invoice Workflow and Approval
Invoice workflow is used to automatically match purchase orders, receipts, and invoices, so that
the number of invoices requiring manual intervention is minimized. Workflow is set up during
implementation but can be modified to accommodate changes to your organization’s business
process. For details about workflow configurations and setup, see the Workflow and Approval
topics in the online searchable help.

Invoice Workflow Uses
Invoice Workflow is used to primarily determine when and why invoices are processed
automatically and when they require manual intervention. Invoice workflow allows the
organization to:

l Route invoices with a “matching” purchase order differently than those that do not have a
matching PO in the application.

l Route invoices with substituted lines, an indicator that the order may require more
attention.

l Allows end users to review invoices for their order to approve payment – Route invoices
based on invoice owner(s), the person who placed the original order.

l Verify suppliers adhering to contracted terms – Compare the payment terms of the invoice
to the payment terms of the PO, supplier or contract.

l Streamline the invoice review process and reduce costs by allowing the system to match
invoices to POs and receipts (Auto matching).

l Partial invoices may not require review – Add unit price tolerance, add above and below
order amount tolerance checks.

l Allows approvers to comment on invoices. For example, with a non-purchase order invoice,
AP staff may send a comment to the requester to confirm that the invoice is OK for
payment.

l Identify invoices with due dates in the past and automatically change them to the current
date.

l Identify invoices with price discrepancies.

Places in the System where Workflow Displays
l My Invoice Approvals
l Shared Folders
l Invoice Outbox
l “Super user” permissions
l Search by Approver

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/16. Internal/Workflow Setup/workflowsetup.htm
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For more information, refer to Automated Matching. Contact JAGGAER Customer Support or your
Project Manager for more information on implementing this feature.

Invoice Workflow for Business Units
For organizations with the Multi-Business Unit license, Invoice Workflow can be configured
differently for each Business Unit. By default, each Business Unit will inherit the default
organization workflow. However, the settings can be overridden for individual Business Units.
See Creating Business Units in the online searchable help for additional information.

Invoice Financial Approval
Financial approvals allow organizations to trigger approvals based on a user’s financial limits. If
this type of workflow approval is used by an organization, it is typically the first manual approval
step in the workflow process. This means that outside of auto-rejections and other system
validations, a user’s financial approver is the first person to review and approve or reject the line
items in the invoice.

How Financial Approval Works
Financial approval is required when a user submits an invoice that is above their allowed limit, in
which case, approval is required by a specified approver. For example, David Jones has an
invoicing limit of $400. He submits an invoice for $45 which does not require financial approval.
He submits a second invoice for $600, and financial approval is required.

Setup for Financial Approvals
To use invoicing limits in the workflow process, contact JAGGAER to include the Financial
Approval step in your organization's workflow. Also, the users who will be submitting invoices
must have invoicing limits and financial approvers set up in their user profile.

1. Assigning Invoicing limits to users. These limits determine when a user requires financial
approval. These limits are set on the user's profile or at the role level underOrdering and
Approval Settings > User Purchasing and Approval Limit Values. The limits that can be
set are:

l Invoice Limit - Financial limit for the total invoice value. If the total invoice amount
exceeds this limit, financial approval will be required.

l Invoice Line Item Limit - Financial limit for individual line items in the invoice. If any
one line item exceeds this limit, financial approval will be required.
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l Invoice Approval Limit - Financial limit for an approver's approval limit. If an invoice
total amount exceeds this amount for an approver, an additional financial approval
step will be required.

l Invoice Line Item Approval Limit - Financial limit for an approver's line item approval
limit. If any line items in the invoice exceed this amount for an approver, an additional
financial approval step will be required.

2. Assigning Financial Approvers for each user. Some organizations assign approvers to
each of its users and others allow their users to determine who can approve their orders.
Each user can have one or more financial approver assigned. The financial approvers are
configured on the user's profile under Default User Settings > Financial Approvers.

For information about setting financial approval limits for a user, please seeManaging Financial
Approvers and Approval Limits in the User Profile in the Site Basics Handbook or online
searchable help.

Invoice Workflow Permissions
The permissions for invoice workflow are very similar to those used for a requisition and purchase
order. These include standard “approve invoice” permissions, along with super user permissions
that can help AP staff expedite an order through if required. For more information, refer to
Invoicing Permissions.

Invoice workflow permissions and actions similar to Requisition and PO:

l Automatic Approval - An option is available that allows automatic approvals of a workflow
step when the approver in the step placed the order. For example, if someone in the AP
staff places the order, steps in which they are assigned as an approver can be bypassed.
This should provide considerable time savings for approvers, especially if multiple approval
steps are required. Enable the Allow Automatic Approvals setting for the particular
workflow step in order to activate this feature for Invoicing.

l Automatically Close Fully Matched POs - An option is available that allows fully-matched
purchase orders to automatically close. This option sets the status of a PO to closed once it
has been fully matched using your existing matching parameters. Once closed, another
option is available to place any incoming invoices against the purchase order in an
exception folder in workflow, allowing approvers to review and reject or accept the invoice.
This feature will make end-of-year accrual and finance tasks easier, and ensure
encumbrances are relieved once a purchase order has been fulfilled. This option is OFF by
default and must be requested. Please contact your project manager or support contact for
more information.
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l Allow users to approve invoices and credit memos they create and Allow users to
approve invoices and credit memos they own - These options are available to allow
approvers the ability to manually approve invoices and credit memos that they submit
and/or own. These options are under theWorkflow Options on the Setup > Workflow
Setup > General Workflow Settings page.

Sample Invoice Workflow
An example of invoice workflow is described below:

l What happens when Matching is Not Required…This is a match type referred to as
Do Not Match. If matching is not required based on an organization’s criteria (such as
$500, etc.), the invoice is automatically set as OK to Pay and the PO is closed. No manual
steps are required, but these orders can be reviewed via invoice history.

l Within Tolerance for 2-Way Match…Your organization employs two-way matching
between a PO and Invoice. If there is a “match” within tolerances for a PO and Invoice, the
invoice is automatically set to OK to Pay and the PO is closed. No manual steps are
required, but these orders can be reviewed via invoice history.

l Outside of Tolerance for 2-Way Match… Orders that fall outside of tolerances are placed
in the “Matching Exceptions” invoice workflow folder. From there, the orders are reviewed
and either 1) force matched or 2) PO/Invoice updated to allow matching. After the
document is approved/completed, it is marked as OK to Pay and the PO is closed.

l Approvals for Non-PO Invoices (i.e. – check requests)… Non-PO invoices will be
handled differently and will go through a number of steps, similar to the standard
requisition workflow set up at the organization. Departmental approvals, IT approvals,
etc.… Once the final approval has occurred, the invoice will be marked as OK to Pay.

ERP Budget Validation for Invoices
Organizations with external ERP systems used for budgeting can validate a purchase requisition
from JAGGAER ONE against the ERP information through a PR Validation step in workflow.
Invoices generated from the validated purchase orders do not need an additional ERP check.
However, if a non-PO invoice is required, an invoice workflow step and integration is available to
validate a non-PO invoice against an external ERP system (not Banner specific). The workflow
step can allow for automatic approval, return, or rejection of the invoice at the header or line level.
Notifications can be sent to the invoice owner upon returns or rejections. The workflow is
available for any invoice, including those associated with a PO. An invoice export DTD (1.14)
version or later is required.

With this integration and workflow enabled, a non-PO invoice will be automatically approved,
returned, or rejected:
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l The non-PO invoice request is sent to the organization's ERP system to verify funds.
l If no lines on the invoice can be validated for available funds, the invoice will reject at the
header level.

l When one or more lines (but not all lines) get rejected, the invoice is returned at the header
level.

You must contact JAGGAER to include the new workflow step in your organization's invoice
workflow process, and to enable the appropriate invoice export DTD version.

Viewing Approvers for Invoices in Workflow
When an invoice is created, in the users can refer to the Approvals section of an invoice to see
what steps are required to complete workflow, what is the current step, and what approvers are
responsible for any steps requiring manual approval. In the example below, an invoice was
created. The invoice is currently in the matching exceptions step, where it can be reviewed by
one of the two listed approvers. Additionally, a user can click on the email address link for either
of the approvers to send an email.
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New invoice experience view
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Classic experience view

Assigning Approvers to Invoice Approval
Folders
Invoicing workflow functions just as PR and PO workflow in the application. Invoicing workflow
can use both dynamic workflow and static workflow. For example, a dynamic step may be set up
for approvals of check requests. Most approval queues used by an Accounts Payable department
are static steps that are set up to handle documents that are outside of tolerance.

This task shows administrators how to set up approvers – or reviewers – for static workflow
folders. For example, your organization may set up a folder for all documents that are outside of
tolerance to be routed. Each of the AP clerks working on these would need to be set up as
approvers.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > Invoice Workflow Setup > Shared
Workflow Folders.

2. On the left side of the screen is a list of all workflow folders set up for your
organization. These names were determined during your site design and can only be
renamed by JAGGAER.

3. By default, all workflow folders for your organization display. To see a filtered list of
only active workflow folders, select the Show Active Workflow Folders checkbox.
When selected, only the folders used in the logged-in user's workflow process will
display. (Most often, this will be the organization's default workflow. However, if the
user belongs to a business unit with a different workflow process, the workflow
folders assigned to that business unit process will display.)

4. Click on the appropriate workflow folder under the Folders list.
5. Click the Add Approvers button. The user search pop-up displays.

a. Search for and select the user to add as the approver for the selected
workflow folder. Note: Only those users with invoice approval
permissions are eligible for selection. Click the [select] hyperlink for
each user. It is recommended to have more than one person assigned
to each workflow folder in case there are unexpected absences,
vacations, etc.

b. When you are done selecting users in the pop-up, click the Add
Selected Users button.

6. Once an approver is added to a workflow folder, if the user has the appropriate
notification preferences enabled, they will begin receiving notifications of invoices
that move into that workflow step.

7. To remove a user from a workflow folder, click the Remove button to the right of the
user's name in the selected folder.

Contract Invoice Approvers
Organizations with the Contract Compliance Tracking or Contracts+ solutions have the ability to
define a set of users who are authorized to approve invoices assigned to a contract. Invoice
Approvers can be assigned to individual contracts rather than have one rule with approvers that
applies to all contracts.

If there are invoice approvers on a contract, when invoices or invoice line items are assigned to
that contract, they can be routed to the invoice approval folder and approved by one of the
invoice approvers named on the contract. To utilize contract invoice approvers, the following is
required:
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l The organization must be configured to allow contract invoice approvers under the AP
Administration settings.

l Contract Invoice Approvers must be configured on the contract.

l An Invoice ADW (Advanced Dynamic Workflow Rule) must be configured to identify
invoices associated with contracts with or without contract invoice approvers. One
approver must be assigned to the rule in order for it to activate during workflow. However,
only the invoice approvers included on the contract will be considered approvers for the
associated invoice.

l The organization's invoice workflow must include the ADWworkflow step.

Step-by-Step

Contract Invoice Approver Setup

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure AP Settings
> AP Configuration.

2. In the Accounts Payable Settings section, enable Use Contract Invoice
Approvers on contracts, and click Save. This will allow the Invoice Approvers
section to display on a contract. Note: This setting cannot be disabled if the current
workflow configuration uses contract invoice approvers.

3. Configure the Invoice Approvers for a contract. See Define Contract Users and
Contacts in the Contracts+ Handbook or online searchable help for more
information.

Invoice Approver Workflow Setup

1. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > Invoice Workflow Setup > Advanced
Dynamic Workflow.

2. If there is not already a Rule Group you want to add the Contract Invoice Approver
rule to, create a new rule group. See Configuring Advanced Dynamic Workflow in
the online searchable help for detailed instructions for adding rule groups.

3. Select the Rules Management tab, and select to Add Rule. See Configuring
Advanced Dynamic Workflow in the online searchable help for detailed
instructions for adding rules.

a. Select to add a new document-level rule for Contract Invoice Approver,
and click Go. An overlay displays options related to the Contract
Invoice Approver.

b. Select from the choices of All, Any, or No Contract Lines have an
Invoice Approver, and select Save.
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c. Click Add Approver to add one approver to the workflow step. This
approver will NOT be an approver assigned to an invoice meeting the
workflow criteria. Only the Invoice Approvers listed on the contract on
the invoice will be considered approvers for invoice workflow
associated with the contract.

4. Contact JAGGAER to update the organization invoice workflow process to include
the Contract Invoice Approver rule.

Assign an Ad-Hoc Approver to an Invoice
The Invoice Ad-Hoc Approver feature allows approvers of an invoice to send it to a user who is
not in the regular workflow for a one-time approval. The ad-hoc approver can approve the invoice
to send it to the next workflow step, or send it to a different ad-hoc approver if they have the
appropriate permissions.

Step-by-Step

Send an Invoice to an Ad-Hoc Approver

These elements must be in place before you can send an invoice to an ad-hoc approver:

l The feature must be enabled for your organization.
l You must have the Add Ad-Hoc Approver for Invoice Approvals permission
(Permission Settings > Approvals > Requisition Approvals).

l You must be an approver on an invoice approval workflow step.
l The invoice must be assigned to you.

1. Open the invoice you want to send to an ad-hoc approver.

2. Click the Select link next to the Ad-Hoc Approver field on the invoice header. The Ad-Hoc
Approver window opens.

3. In the Ad-Hoc Approver window, select a user in the Ad-Hoc Approver field using the
type-ahead or search options.

Note: The users who are available for selection as ad-hoc approvers are defined by
user permissions and organization settings.

4. Enter notes in the Comments field. These will be displayed in the Comments section of the
invoice and in the text of the email notification.
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5. Click Save. The name of the person selected as an ad-hoc approver is displayed next to
the Ad Hoc Approver field. Comments are displayed in the Comments section of the
invoice.

Note: The ad-hoc approver can be changed or deleted as long as the invoice has not
been approved and is still assigned to the person who added the ad-hoc approver.

6. Approve the invoice. Once the original approver approves the step, the invoice is
automatically assigned to the ad-hoc approver.

The ad-hoc approver can review the invoice and perform regular approval tasks. Once they
select Approve/Complete Step from the Available Actions menu, they have approved the
invoice and it continues to the next approval workflow step.

Approve an Invoice as an Ad-Hoc Approver

If you have been assigned to approve an invoice as an ad-hoc approver, you can find the invoice
assigned to you for approval in your My Approvals folder, or by clicking the email link in the
notification you have received, which will take you directly to the invoice to be approved.

You need the Perform Invoice Ad-Hoc Approvals permission (Permission Settings > Approvals>
Requisition Approvals) to complete this task.

1. Open the invoice that has been assigned to you for approval. It can be accessed from your
My Approvals folder (Documents > Approvals > My Approvals), or click the email link in the
notification you have received.

2. Review the information.

3. Click the Available Actionsmenu and Approve/Complete Step to approve the invoice
and send it to the next workflow step.

Receiving Workflow Notifications
AP staff or approvers can be notified of invoices that require their review and approval in several
ways:

Action Items

Action Items in the top right banner provides approvers with a summary of the documents
available for review in workflow.
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1. Navigate to the top right banner of the application.

2. Click the Action Items icon .

3. In theMy Assigned Approvals section, select the Invoices link to navigate to a list of
invoices in your own approval queue.

4. In the Unassigned Approvals section, select the Invoices link to navigate to a list of
invoices that are waiting assignment/approval.

Notifications

An approver may choose to be notified via an email and/or in-application notificationwhen a
document has been routed to their personal folder or to one of their assigned workflow folders.
The email notification contains a link that takes the recipient directly into the appropriate approval
area. It is important to remember that multiple people may receive the same email if more than
one approver is allowed to approve the same type of order. Access notifications by selecting the

Notifications icon in the top right corner of the banner.

To enable notification preferences so that you are notified when an invoice is routed to an
assigned workflow:

1. Navigate to your User Profile by clicking the user profile icon in the top right corner of
the banner.

2. Select View My Profile, then select Notification Preferences and navigate to the
Accounts Payable section.

3. Enable the desired notifications for workflow approval. Users may enable notifications that
relate to invoices they submit, and/or notifications related to approval of invoices in
workflow. Note: Notification Preferences are displayed depending on user permissions.

Accounts Payable Approvals

The Approvalsmenu option under Accounts Payable can be used to access Invoices, AP
Requests and Receipts that are awaiting approval. You can also view invoices that have recently
been approved, assign substitute approvers and view approval notifications from this menu.

To find a list of invoices waiting for approval, navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals >
Invoices to Approve.
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AP Home

The AP Home page has an Approvalswidget where you can quickly navigate to the My Invoice
Approvals folder, as well as other approval folders to which you are assigned. You can choose to
view only your approvals, and to group the documents by approval folder.

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Home.

2. In the Approvals box, select the appropriate approval folder, or select to navigate to
specifically assigned or unassigned invoices.

Moving Invoices to Approvals Folder
When working with Shared Folders – such as the “Matching Exceptions” folder, a user (typically
an AP clerk) must indicate to the system which invoices he/she will be working with. By placing
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the pending invoices in their Approvals folder, it signifies that the approver is responsible for the
current step of workflow for the item(s). If multiple approvers are assigned access to a folder,
then, by moving an item into the Approvals folder, the approver is indicating their intent to review
(approve or reject) the invoice.

Step-by-Step
1. Navigate to the Invoice Approvals page in any of the following ways:

l Click the Action Items icon next to your name in the top right of
your browser window, and select the Invoices link in the Unassigned
Approvals section.

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals > Invoices to
Approve.

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Home. In the Approvals
widget, select options to view all approvals or click a folder name to
view invoice approvals for that folder in the Invoice Approvals page.

2. If necessary, expand the appropriate folder to view the invoices in a workflow folder.
Notice the filters available on the left. You may select to filter on a particular criteria,
such as the reason for a Matching Exception.

3. Note the invoice documents with an Assigned Approver value listed as Not
Assigned. Invoices that have been assigned to other approvers will not have the
Assign option available.

4. To assign one invoice to your approval folder:
a. Click the Assign icon on the invoice row. This will assign the invoice

to your Approvals folder without opening the invoice document.
b. Open the invoice by selecting the Invoice No. from the Actions drop-

down, select Assign.
5. To assign multiple invoices to your approval folder:

a. Select the checkbox for each applicable invoice while in the approval
folder view. The Actionsmenu opens in a pop-up window near the
bottom of the page when one or more documents are selected.

b. Select Assign from the drop-down actions.
6. The invoice(s) is/are now in the user’s personal approvals folder, and the approver’s

user name is now listed under the Assigned Approver column.
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Processing and Approving Invoices in
Workflow
Based on the invoice workflow set up for your organization and the type of invoice you are
reviewing, your role as an approver may be to review invoices that are out of tolerance, review
Non-PO Invoices, or handle some other type of invoice review scenario. This task focuses on the
Department Buyer role as a reviewer and approver.

Step-by-Step
This task assumes that you are working with documents with some type of information requiring
review and approval (e.g. invoice contains a substitute item).

1. Navigate to the Invoice Approvals page in one of the following ways:

l Click the Action Items icon next to your name in the top right of your browser
window, and select Invoices from theMy Assigned Approvals section or
Unassigned Approvals section.

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals > Invoices to Approve.

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Home. In the Approvalswidget, select
options to view all approvals or click a folder name to view invoice approvals for that
folder in the Invoice Approvals page.

2. Notice the filters available on the left. You may select to filter on a particular criteria, such
as the reason for a Matching Exception.

l To approve from the list of invoices, select the checkbox for the appropriate invoice
in the list. The Actionsmenu opens in a pop-up window near the bottom of the page
when one or more documents are selected. Select Approve/Complete in the
dropdown.

l To open the invoice for review and approval, click on the appropriate Invoice No.:

l Select the Buyer Invoice > Summary tab to review the invoice information.
Review other information as needed.

l In the New invoice experience view, click Approve/Complete in the top right
corner of the page or click the drop down icon next to the Invoice heading
at the top of the page and select Approve/Complete. The option may be to
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Approve/Complete and Match if matching has not been performed.

l In the Classic experience view, select Approve/Complete in the dropdown,
then select Go. The option may be to Approve/Complete and Match if
matching has not been performed.

3. The invoice will continue to the next step in the Invoice Workflow.

Marking Invoices as Rejected or Canceled
An option is available that allows a user to reject or cancel an entire invoice with a single action.
This functionality is available through invoicing workflow. (Note: The user does not need to
reject/cancel individual items). This task focuses on the Account Payable Clerk’s role as a
reviewer and approver.

Step-by-Step
This task assumes that you are working with documents that were found to have tolerance issues
and the tolerance issues have been corrected by updating the purchase order or invoice.

1. Navigate to the Invoice Approvals page in any of the following ways:
l Click the Action Items icon next to your name in the top right of your
browser window, and select Invoices from theMy Assigned Approvals
section or Unassigned Approvals section.

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals > Invoices to Approve.
l Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Home. In the Approvalswidget,
select options to view all approvals or click a folder name to view invoice
approvals for that folder in the Invoice Approvals page.

2. If the invoice is not assigned to you, select to Assign the invoice to yourself.
3. Open the invoice by selecting the Invoice No.

a. Select theMatching section to review any tolerance issue(s).
b. Choose one:

l In the New invoice experience view, click the drop down
icon next to the Invoice heading at the top of the page
and select Reject.

l In the Classic experience view, from the Actions drop-
down select Reject/Cancel, then select Go.

c. Enter an optional Reject Reason, and click the Reject/Cancel button.
4. The invoice will not be marked asOK to Pay and will be marked as

rejected/canceled.
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Forwarding an Invoice for Approval / Review
Occasionally, an approver may decide that a different individual is a more appropriate approver
for a particular invoice. Forward is a function provided in the workflow process where a
document can be sent to a different approver for review. Note: The substitute function is
recommended if you will be on vacation or do not want to handle invoices for a specified time
period normally assigned to you.

A user must have the Forward Invoice permission to perform this action.

Step-by-Step
1. Navigate to the Invoice Approvals page in any of the following ways:

a. Click the Action Items icon next to your name in the top right of your
browser window, and select Invoices from theMy Assigned Approvals
section or Unassigned Approvals section.

b. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals > Invoices to Approve.

c. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Home. In the Approvalswidget,
select options to view all approvals or click a folder name to view invoice
approvals for that folder in the Invoice Approvals page.

2. Select to forward the invoice from the list or from an open invoice document:
a. To forward the invoice from results without opening the invoice document,

select the checkbox for the appropriate invoice and choose Forward... from
the dropdown actions below search results.

b. To open and forward the invoice, select the Invoice No. from the list. Review
the invoice details, then

l In the New invoice experience view, click the drop down icon
next to the Invoice heading at the top of the page and select
Forward....

l In the Classic experience view, select Forward... from the
Actionsmenu, and click Go.

3. In the User Search overlay, enter specific user criteria to find the recipient of the
forwarded invoice, Click the Search button.

4. Select the appropriate user using the [select] hyperlink.
5. Enter a Forward Reason for the user that describes the reason to forward the

invoice.
6. Click the Forward button.
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Returning an Invoice to the Invoice Owner or
Invoice Creator
In some cases, approvers may want to send an invoice back to the creator or owner for edits or
additional information before taking an approval action. JAGGAER ONE allows approvers to
automatically return an invoice to the invoice owner or invoice creator. The user can make
updates to the invoice and return it to approval workflow.

Step-by-Step
1. Navigate to the Invoice Approvals page in any of the following ways:

l Click the Action Items icon next to your name in the top right of your
browser window, and select Invoices from theMy Assigned Approvals
section or Unassigned Approvals section.

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals > Invoices to Approve.
l Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Home. In the Approvalswidget,
select options to view all approvals or click a folder name to view invoice
approvals for that folder in the Invoice Approvals page.

2. If the invoice is not assigned to you, select to Assign the invoice to yourself.
3. Open the invoice by selecting the Invoice No., then

l In the New invoice experience view, click the drop down icon next to the
Invoice heading at the top of the page and select Return Invoice.

l In the Classic experience view, from the Actions drop-down select Return
Invoice. The Return Invoice window displays.

4. Choose the user to which you would like to return the invoice. The associated user's
names display, along with how each user is associated (invoice owner, invoice
creator).

5. Enter text in the Description field. Note: This step is not required but it is highly
recommended that you use this field to help the user understand why the invoice is
being returned.

6. Click Submit. The chosen user will receive notification that the invoice has been
returned.
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Assigning a Substitute Approver for Invoices
The event an approver is absent or does not have access to the application, he/she can
designate another approver as their substitute. The substitute is able to review documents
routed to the original approver. Substitutes are assigned at the folder level from the Approvals
screen. You can choose to use a substitute approver for documents in all folders (shared folders,
My Approvals, etc.) or a select folder.

Step-by-Step
1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals > Assign Substitute Approvers-
Invoices.

2. Choose other criteria from the left panel as needed, such as another approver's
folders.

3. To assign substitutions:
a. For a single folder, select Assign button for the folder.
b. For multiple folders, select the checkbox next to the folders, and select

Assign Substitute to Selected Folders from the Substitution
Actions dropdown below the list of folders.

c. For all folders for the particular document type for the selected user,
select the button Assign Substitute to All Invoice Folders (button
displays appropriate document type).

4. An overlay displays.
a. If you would like to schedule the substitution for a future date range,

select the option to Include Date Range for Substitution. Begin
entering the user name to select from available users. Enter the
appropriate start and end dates, and click the Assign button.

b. If the substitution should begin immediately, begin typing the
Substitute Name to see a list of users. Once the user is selected, click
the Assign button.

5. To end the substitution:
a. For a specific folder, select the Remove button for the folder.
b. For multiple folders, select the checkbox next to the folders, and select

Remove Substitute for Selected Folders from the Substitution
Actions dropdown above the list of folders.

c. For all folders for the particular document type for the selected user,
select the button End Substitute for All Invoice Folders (button
displays appropriate document type).
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Adding a Comment to an Invoice Document
After an invoice is created, you may want to add comments. Comments can be used to
communicate with the requisitioner to make sure the item has been received or to request
information if the invoice is out of tolerance. Comments are especially helpful with “non-po”
invoices (i.e., invoices without a matching purchase order).

Comments can be added after the invoice is created.

Step-by-Step
The goal of the task is to enter a comment for one or more individuals regarding an invoice.

1. Find the invoice you want to add a comment to in any of the following ways:
l Click the Action Items icon next to your name in the top right of your
browser window, and select Invoices from theMy Assigned Approvals
section or Unassigned Approvals section.

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals > Invoices to Approve.
l Navigate to Accounts Payable > Invoices > Search for Invoices or
View Draft Invoices.

l (New search) Navigate toOrders > Search > Invoices.
l (Classic search) Navigate toOrders > Search > Search Documents and
select Invoice as the type of document.

2. Open the invoice for which you would like to add the comment by selecting the
Invoice No.

3. Select the Comments tab.
4. In the New invoice experience view, click the add icon . In the Classic experience

view, click the Add Comment button. An overlay window displays:
5. Choose who you would like to send an email regarding the comment. By default, the

current user (typically AP staff) and the requisitioner are listed. Users are listed with
their relationship to the invoice (i.e. Receipt Creator, Requisition prepared by, etc.) If
you would like to email other users, click the add email recipient... link and locate
those users.

6. In the text box, enter the comment, up to 1000 characters.
7. If you would like to attach a file to the comment, such as a document or URL, select

the appropriate Attachment Type, and input the file/URL name as required. For
documents, click the Browse button and locate the file.

8. Click Add Comment to save the comment, and attachment (if applicable).
9. The comment can be viewed from the history and comments sub-tab. The user(s)

selected will be emailed with the information.
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Workflow Approver Outbox
An approver or AP clerk can review the invoices that they have reviewed and processed. The
Workflow Approver Outbox allows approvers to quickly have a snapshot of what orders they have
processed.

You can view the invoices that the current user was responsible for reviewing
(approving/rejecting line items). You can view invoices by month, day, or select a date range.

Step-by-Step
1. Navigate to the Invoice Approval Outbox in any of the following ways:

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > Approvals > Invoices Recently
Approved By Me.

l Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Home. In the Searcheswidget,
select the Invoice Approval Outbox.

l Navigate toOrders > Invoices > My Recent Approvals.
2. The action performed is noted in theMy Action column. The page also showsMy

Approval Date/Time and the workflow step the invoice was in at the time it was
approved in theMy Workflow Steps column.

3. Select the Invoice No. to open the invoice document and view the audit history or
any other details regarding the document.

Approving an Invoice from an Email
Your organization may allow invoice approvers to take approval action directly from an email
without having to log in to the application. If that functionality is enabled, and you, the user, have
the appropriate permission and email notification settings enabled, you will receive an email with
the invoice details and can take action directly from the email.

Important Note: In order for a user to have this functionality the following must be true:

l The organization has an approval step set up in the invoice workflow and the user is
assigned as an approver in that step.

l The organization has enabled the setting to allow email invoice approvals.
l The user has the Allow approvers to take action on invoice via email permission.
l The user has Approve Invoices and/or Reject Invoices permissions.
l The user Invoice Pending Workflow notification set to Email or Email & Notification.
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See Emails Approval Setup and Configuration for additional information. If you are unsure
about your organization's setup or your own permissions please contact the system
administrator.

Step-by-Step
1. The email will be sent to the email address in the user profile.
2. Open the email and review the invoice details. Invoice information includes general

invoice information and line item information.
3. When you have reviewed all of the information, click the Take Action button. A

window will display with available approval actions. The actions available will
depend on your individual permissions. Note: An invoice must be in the Shared
approval folder in order to be managed from an email. If the invoice has been moved
to an assigned folder, or has been approved or rejected already, a notification will
display and you will be directed to log in to the application to review the invoice
status.

4. Select the radio button associated with the appropriate action. Enter a comment in
the Comment box (this is an optional step but it is recommended, particularly if you
are rejecting an invoice). If your organization requires an approval code, a field will
be available for the code.

5. Click the Submit button to submit the approval action.
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Customer Branding for Suppliers
Suppliers in the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network have access to a Portal where they can manage
basic business information, upload catalogs and pricing, view customer purchase orders and
send invoices, if configured for the customer. Customers with Supplier Management, Invoicing,
Sourcing, or Contracts+ can provide suppliers with a branded portal within the JAGGAER ONE
Supplier Network portal that is customized for the organization. The portal allows for interaction
with the customer for invoices, registrations, sourcing events, contracts, and more. By enabling a
branded experience for your suppliers, those suppliers become more self-sufficient related the
tasks you require, thereby decreasing the amount of time your organization spends interacting
with suppliers on high-effort, low-value tasks. Features of the Supplier Portal include:

l Supplier Portal Configuration - You may configure the login page as well as the home
page for your branded supplier portal. On this page you will configure your organization's
branded view to suppliers in the supplier's JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network Portal.

l Supplier Registration Configuration - You may configure a registration process for
suppliers that includes a customized login page, registration page, profile data, and more.
For more information about supplier registration, see Supplier Registration Overview in
the Supplier Management Handbook or online searchable help.

l Ongoing Profile Management - Once a supplier has completed their registration, they
may continue to manage their profile in the customer-branded view of their portal. As a
customer, you will see information for the configured fields in the supplier's profile. For
additional information about managing company information, seeManage Supplier
Company Information in the Supplier Profile in the Site Basics Handbook or online
searchable help.

l Share Invoice Details - Organizations with the Invoicing solution can select to share
invoice details with suppliers.

l Invite to Sourcing Events - Organizations with the Sourcing solution can send suppliers
sourcing events for bid.

l Contracts - Customers with the Contracts+ solution can choose to share contract
information with suppliers.

l Diversity Classifications - If you are asking suppliers to select Diversity Classifications in
their business profile, you may select which standard classifications you would like the
supplier to choose from. On this page is a list of standard federal and state classifications,
as well as some miscellaneous other classifications. By selecting a classification to be
Visible, the supplier will see that value as an available classification to select when
completing the Diversity Classification information in their customer-specific profile. If you
will not ask suppliers to complete Diversity Classifications, you can disregard configuring
this information. A user must have theManage Diversity Classification permission to
configure the diversity settings. See Diversity Classification Configuration in the Supplier
Management Handbook or online searchable help.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/4. Supplier Registration and Invitation/4.1 Supplier Registration/Supplier Registration Overview.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/2. Basic Tasks/8. Supplier Profile Management/Supplier Company Info/profileinfo.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/2. Basic Tasks/8. Supplier Profile Management/Supplier Company Info/profileinfo.htm
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l Commodity Codes - You may ask suppliers to select from your organization's commodity
codes for doing business. In this area, you may manually enter commodity codes. You may
also import/export commodity codes. Only active commodity codes will be seen by
suppliers when selecting a commodity code. A user must have theManage Commodity
Codes permission to configure the supplier portal settings. Note: If your organization
shops via JAGGAER, Commodity Codes are managed under the Setup > Hosted Catalog
and Ordering Configuration section of the application and a user must have the Catalog
Management permission.

l Dynamic Qualification - Supplier Management customers with the Dynamic Qualification
module can design questionnaires to gather and store additional information about a
supplier. See Dynamic Qualification in the Supplier Management Handbook or online
searchable help.

l 2nd Tier Reporting - Supplier Management customers with the 2nd Tier Reporting module
can allow suppliers to report diversity information for the sub-suppliers they work with that
contribute to the products and services provided to your organization. See 2nd Tier
Reporting in the Supplier Management Handbook or online searchable help.

Supplier Portal Configuration
Your organization configures the two places that suppliers will access when working with the
Customer Branded Supplier Portal - the Login page, and the Home page of the portal.
Organizations configure these settings under the Suppliers > Configuration Settings >
Supplier Portal Configuration.

Supplier Portal Information
l External Display Name - Enter the name you would like suppliers to see as your
organization name.

l Supplier Portal Login URL - not configurable. This is the URL you provide to suppliers to
access the customer portal as well as for new supplier registration

Supplier Portal Login Page
l Supplier Portal Login Image - Upload an image that will show as a banner on the supplier
login page.

l Supplier Portal Login Message - This message displays to suppliers on the login page.
l Supplier Portal New Suppliers Message - This text displays if you want to allow new
suppliers to create a portal account through your login page. If you choose to display this
message, it will appear above a Create Account button on the customer's supplier login
page. In addition to configuring the actual message, you must enable the setting to allow
unsolicited supplier portal access.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/10. Dynamic Qualification/1 dynamicqual.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/8. 2ndTier Reporting/2nd Tier Reporting.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/8. 2ndTier Reporting/2nd Tier Reporting.htm
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l Enable Unsolicited Supplier Portal Access - This setting controls the display of the
Supplier Portal New Suppliers Message and a Create Account button on the login page.
Suppliers registering with this option will go through the standard account creation process
using the registration form and processes defined by your organization. Please note you
must configure the appropriate registration information under Registration Configuration in
order for the supplier to have all the information they need to create a new account.
Supplier Management customers will see additional options when this setting is enabled:

l Entity Registration Type - Select the form from the dropdown that will be used for
suppliers registering as an entity. See Supplier Registration Types in the Supplier
Management Handbook or online searchable help for additional information about
the different forms available for registration.

l Enable Individual Registration Type - Enable this checkbox if you would like to
give suppliers the option to register as individuals (with a Social Security / Social
Insurance Number). If this option is enabled, suppliers will have to first select the
option to register as a supplier with or without an SSN/SIN before proceeding with
creating an account.

l Enable Unsolicited Supplier Portal Access with Invoice Verification - This setting
displays to Invoicing customers, and also controls the display of the Supplier Portal New
Suppliers Message and Create Account button on the login page. Suppliers will register,
and will enter an invoice number to confirm they have a relationship with your organization.
Invoices from the prior two years are considered as potential matches. If your organization
uses the Supplier Management solution and this setting is enabled, an additional option
displays:

l Entity Registration Type for Invoice Verification - Select the form from the
dropdown that will be used for suppliers registering via invoice verification.

l You may select to Preview Supplier Portal Login page to see how all of your configured
information will show to a supplier.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/4. Supplier Registration and Invitation/4.1 Supplier Registration/Supplier Registration Types.htm
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Supplier Portal Home Page
l Supplier Portal Header Image - This is the image that will be displayed to the supplier at a
header level when they navigate within your customer-branded pages of the supplier
portal.

l Supplier Message - This message displays on the customer-branded home page in the
supplier portal.

l Contact Information For Supplier - Information for the supplier's main point of contact at
your organization. This information will display on the customer-branded home page in the
supplier's portal, and in a Need Help?widget available to suppliers when they are
navigating in the portal.

l You may select to Preview Supplier Portal Homepage to see how all of your configured
information will show to a supplier in their customer-branded portal.
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Language Support for Messages

You can choose to create message content in other languages supported by your organization. In
the Edit Translations overlay, select the desired language and enter the content for that
language. When users visit the page, they will see a button to select another language.

Step-by-Step
The goal of this task is to configure your organization's branded view to show to suppliers in their
JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network Portal.
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1. Navigate to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Supplier Portal
Configuration.

2. In the Supplier Portal Information area, enter the External Display Name for your
organization. Suppliers will see this as the name for your organization.

Configure the Supplier Portal Login Page
1. Select a Supplier Portal Login Image by clicking theManage... dropdown button

and choosing to Select An image... from your organization's image library, or
Upload An Image... to provide a new image not currently stored in your organization
list. The recommended size is 800w x 100h.

2. Select Edit Message for the Supplier Portal Login Message. An Edit Translations
overlay displays:

a. Enter a message that will display on the Login page of your customer branded
portal. You may use the formatting bar to customize your message, up to
16000 characters.

b. Select from your organization's configured Languages to open a message
area for the selected language. Enter the message in the selected language
using the formatting tools.

c. When all translations have been entered, select Save in the overlay. The
overlay closes and the page is displayed with the default language configured
message.

d. Click the Preview Supplier Portal Login Page link to preview the message.
3. Select Edit Message for the Supplier Portal New Suppliers Message if you are

allowing new suppliers to register with your organization from the login page. An Edit
Translations overlay displays:

a. Enter a message that will display on the Login page of your customer branded
portal above the Create Account button. You may use the formatting bar to
customize your message, up to 16000 characters.

b. Select from your organization's configured Languages to open a message
area for the selected language. Enter the message in the selected language
using the formatting tools.

c. When all translations have been entered, select Save in the overlay. The
overlay closes and the page is displayed with the default language configured
message.

d. Click the Preview Supplier Portal Login Page link to preview the message.
4. Depending on your organization's licenses, enable the setting(s) to allow suppliers to

register from the login page:
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a. Enable Unsolicited Supplier Portal Access - Select this option if you want to
allow suppliers to register for an account from your login page. If enabled, the
following options display to Total Supplier Manager customers:

i. Entity Registration Type - Select which registration form should be
completed by suppliers registering as an entity.

ii. Enable Individual Registration Type - Select this checkbox if you
want suppliers to have the option of registering as an Individual, using
the Individual Registration Profile form.

b. Enable Unsolicited Supplier Portal Access with Invoice Verification -
Select this option if you want suppliers to register by using an invoice to verify
your organization's relationship with the supplier. If enabled, the following
options display to Total Supplier Manager customers:

i. Entity Registration Type for Invoice Verification - Select which
registration form should be completed by suppliers registering via
invoice verification.

5. Save changes to the page.
6. Select the Preview Supplier Portal Login Page hyperlink to see how your configured

information will display on the login page.

Configure the Supplier Portal Home Page
1. Select a Supplier Portal Header Image by clicking theManage... dropdown button

and choosing to Select An image... from your organization's image library, or
Upload An Image... to provide a new image not currently stored in your organization
list. The recommended size is 1400w x 600h.

2. Select Edit Message for the Supplier Message. An Edit Translations overlay
displays:

a. Enter a message that will display on the Login page of your customer branded
portal. You may use the formatting bar to customize your message, up to
5000 characters.

b. Select from your organization's configured Languages to open a message
area for the selected language. Enter the message in the selected language
using the formatting tools.

c. When all translations have been entered, select Save in the overlay. The
overlay closes and the page is displayed with the default language configured
message.

d. Click the Preview Supplier Portal Homepage link to preview the message.
3. Enter Contact Information for Supplier that will display in your specific customer

pages in the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network Portal.
4. Save your changes.
5. Select the Preview Supplier Portal Homepage link to see how your configured

information will display in the supplier portal.
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Supplier Registration
The way to build a comprehensive and highly usable supplier database is to include the best,
most qualified suppliers for your organization. Supplier registration is one of the core
competencies of the Supplier Management solution. Customers with Invoicing, Sourcing, or
Contracts+ also have abilities for supplier invitation and registration. Supplier registration
enables suppliers to be in your database and also to qualify for doing business with your
organization based on the goods and services they provide, past performance, references and
additional variables as required.

Supplier Registration Configuration
Organizations can configure a registration process that allows suppliers to self-register for
participation in the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network. The registration process can be customized
to capture in order to capture supplier details that are most important to your organization. This
information can include a customized login page, registration page, profile data and more.

Registration Help
On the Registration Help pages located under Suppliers > Configuration Settings >
Registration Configuration, you will configure the information you want suppliers to see when
they arrive at your provided URL to register as a new supplier.

Entity Vs. Individual Registration Help

Supplier Management customers will configure both Entity Registration Help and Individual
Registration Help. When a user is first navigated to the registration pages, they are asked to
choose whether or not they are registering with a Social Security Number/Social Insurance
Number or not. This selection determines if the supplier will be directed to the Entity
Registration or Individual Registration.

All other organizations that utilize supplier registrations will configure only the Entity
Registration Help. The user directed to the registration page for those organizations will not see
the option to choose which type of registration to complete.
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Registration Help Messages

Registration Welcome Message - Configure the message that you want suppliers to see when
they arrive at your customized URL to register with your organization. Include information about
your registration process and any other helpful information.

Registration FAQ Message - You may include Frequently Asked Questions content that is
displayed on the registration page to suppliers during registration to reduce the number of
inquiries you may have from suppliers.
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Registration Create Account Page Message - When a new supplier needs to create an
account, you can configure text to display at the top of a Create Account Page. Note that on the
Create Account page, no other fields for creating the account are configurable. These are
standard fields required to create a user account for a JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network Portal.
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Message Configuration in Other Languages

If you have configured any of the messages in other languages, the user can select it from the top
left button on the page. The page will then display the message you have configured for that
language. Note: The page is not automatically translated. The alternate text displays only if you
have configured the message in other languages.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Registration Configuration
and select the Entity Registration Help page.

2. Select Edit Message for the Registration Welcome Message. An Edit
Translations overlay displays:

a. Enter a welcome message for suppliers who will be starting the registration
process. You may use the formatting bar to customize your message, up to
16000 characters.

b. Select from your organization's configured Languages to open a message
area for the selected language. Enter the welcome message in the selected
language using the formatting tools.

c. When all translations have been entered, select Save in the overlay. The
overlay closes and the page is displayed with the default language configured
message.

d. Click the Preview Message link to preview the message.
3. Select Edit Message for the Registration FAQ Message. An Edit Translations

overlay displays.
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a. Enter a list of Frequently Asked Questions to which suppliers can refer from
the Registration page. You may use the formatting bar to customize the
message, up to 5000 characters.

b. Select from your organization's configured Languages to open a message
area for the selected language. Enter the welcome message in the selected
language using the formatting tools.

c. When all translations have been entered, select Save in the overlay. The
overlay closes and the page is displayed with the default language configured
message.

d. Click the Preview Message link to preview the message.
4. Select Edit Message for the Registration Create Account Page Message. An Edit

Translations overlay displays:
a. Enter a message that suppliers will see when they are creating a new account

during the registration process. You may use the formatting bar to customize
the message, up to 5000 characters.

b. Select from your organization's configured Languages to open a message
area for the selected language. Enter the welcome message in the selected
language using the formatting tools.

c. When all translations have been entered, select Save in the overlay. The
overlay closes and the page is displayed with the default language configured
message.

d. Click the Preview Message link to preview the message.
5. View the History tab to see a log of changes made to these messages.
6. Select the Individual Registration Help page (Supplier Management customers) to

configure the messages for suppliers registering as Individuals.

Supplier Registration Profile
Once a supplier has initiated the registration process through the customer's website, the
supplier completes a registration profile according to the customer's registration configuration
settings. The Registration Profile is made up of sections and standard fields available in the
application such as Legal Name, Annual Sales, Addresses, etc.

Registration Profile Configuration
Once the supplier has registered for a portal, they can complete additional information you
require. You can configure the information you want a supplier to complete as part of doing
business with your organization. You may configure registration options for Entities and
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Individuals separately. You may select to simply include types of information you want the
supplier to complete, or require that the supplier complete specific information in order to submit
their registration. After the supplier has completed the required information, they will select to
Certify and Submit that the information is complete.

In addition to the standard fields, Supplier Management customers can configure your own
custom profile fields to be included in the supplier registration. You may customize information
for some sections as well.

Entity and Individual Registration
You may configure the fields that are visible and/or required for entities in the Entity Registration
section. You may configure fields differently for an Individual Registration. Some field
configurations must be the same for both types of registrations. In those cases, you will not see
the ability to edit the configuration in the Individual Registration.

Some configurations are only made on the Entity registration page, and will be inherited to the
Individual Registration page.

See Entity Registration Configuration and Individual Registration Configuration in the Supplier
Management Handbook or online searchable help for additional information.

Instructional Text
You may choose to configure Instructional Text for fields in the following sections of the
registration profile:

l Company Overview
l Business Details
l Certify and Submit
l Custom profile fields (available to customers with Supplier Management)

Supplier Management customers can configure Instructional Text for the same fields on the
Individual Registration as well.

Note: Default Instructional Text exists and is enabled with the Inline Help Style for Dun
& Bradstreet, Legal Structure, and Annual Revenues/Receipts. You can choose to edit the default
text or change the Help Style for these fields.

To enable Instructional Text, select a Help Style for the field. The default value is None,
meaning no instructional text will display to the supplier. Once you have selected a Help Style,
click the Edit Instructional Text button to enter the text and apply formatting. Select from your
organization's configured Languages to also enter instructional text in a different language. Click
Save to save your text. Click Save for the field on the registration profile configuration.

l Inline help is displayed above the field in a blue informational bar.
l Icon help will display when a user hovers over the blue help icon for the field.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/4. Supplier Registration and Invitation/4.1 Supplier Registration/Individual Registration.htm
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You can also manage Instructional text from the Manage Translations page. SeeManage
Translations for Instructional Text and Custom Profile Registration Fields for additional
information.

Registration Profile Fields
Customers can configure registration profiles to collect the appropriate information by supplier
type or relationship. Standard profile fields can be made required or optional, or excluded from a
registration profile entirely. In addition to configuration of the standard profile fields, Supplier
Management customers can add unlimited custom profile fields to up to four registration profile
types. Custom profile field types include: text box, text area, checkbox, drop-down list, radio
button group, multi-select, calendar date, file attachment, and HTML area. Any custom profile
field can be deemed an “internal only” field and will not be exposed to the supplier during the
registration process.

When configuring the registration fields, you will select:

l Required - Enable this option if you want the supplier to be required to complete the field
before they can Certify and Submit their registration.

l Review required for subsequent edits - You will see this option if your organization is
configured to review supplier changes for selected profile fields. Enable this option if you
want to review supplier changes made to this field. Customer users with appropriate
permissions will then be notified when a supplier makes a change to this field and the
customer will have the opportunity to approve the change. Note: This option is enabled at
the field level and cannot differ per registration configuration (i.e. individual vs. entity).

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/4. Supplier Registration and Invitation/4.1 Supplier Registration/ManageTranslations.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/4. Supplier Registration and Invitation/4.1 Supplier Registration/ManageTranslations.htm
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l Alternate Display Name in the Accounts Payable section - Supplier Management /
Onboarding customers. For all payment method options under the Accounts Payable
registration section, an Alternate Display Name can be indicated. This allows customers
to display a different name from the default payment method name that may be more
familiar to the supplier.

l When viewing the available payment methods in the Customer Branded Portal,
suppliers will see the Alternate Display Name, if provided.

l If an Alternate Display Name is indicated, it will apply to all registration types. For
example, the Alternate Display name cannot be different for Entity vs. Individual
registration forms.

l Registration types - Supplier Management customers can configure where the field will
show. This differs for Entity Registration vs. Individual Registration

l For entities, you will indicate if the field should show on Profile 1, Profile 2, and/or
Profile 3.

l For individuals, you will indicate if the field should show on the Individual profile.
l If you do not select the field to show on any profile, it will be available for the
customer's internal use only.

l Instructional Text - If you want to configure help text for some of the fields, select a Help
Style from the dropdown. Instructional Text can be displayed as inline help, or when
hovering over a help icon. See Supplier Registration Profile for additional information.

Within each section, you may include a Note to Supplier to explain the information you are
requesting on that page.

Note: Most supplier profile fields are configured to show in the organization's branded view in the
supplier's portal. Some fields are required by default. You may edit whether or not the field shows
to the supplier in your customer-branded view. For all fields except Legal Company Name and
some address fields, you may choose to not require that the supplier complete the information in
order to Certify and Submit their registration.

Supplier Management customers can create Custom Sections for the registration profile
configurations, and indicate which profile(s) should have the section displayed. Custom fields can
be created for all sections except for Addresses and Contacts.

For details on the fields available for registration configuration, please see Entity Registration
Configuration or Individual Registration Configuration .

Conditional Visibility
You may select to configure a field to display based on another field's value. For example, the
NAICS Code field may only apply for suppliers in certain countries. In that case, you would select
the NAICS Code field, and make the conditional visibility based on the appropriate Country of
Origin value(s). A field configured with conditional visibility will inherit the parent question's
settings for which profile forms the field displays, but you may choose to enable or disable a child
field on any of the profile forms, regardless of the parent question setting.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/4. Supplier Registration and Invitation/4.1 Supplier Registration/Individual Registration.htm
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To create a condition for the field visibility:

1. Click Add. The Add Conditional Visibility overlay displays.
2. Select the field that will control visibility. Click Next.
3. Select the value(s) for the conditional field that will control the display of the profile field. If

multiple values are selected, visibility is based on if any of the selected values are
provided. When finished, click Add.

4. The overlay closes, and the Conditional Visibility field displays the configuration.
5. Click Edit to modify the conditional visibility settings.
6. Click Remove in the Edit dropdown to remove the conditional visibility settings.

Note: Only one field can be used in configuring conditional visibility for a single field. The
following field types can be conditional fields: checkbox, drop-down, radio button or multi-select.

Entity Registration Configuration
Entity Registration is configured for most supplier organizations. The profile fields available for
configuration reflect a business organization with employees and multiple addresses and
contacts.

The following fields are available for configuration in the Entity Registration:

Company Overview

Section Configuration:

l Keep the default or edit the Note to Supplier with instructions for the section.
l Select one or more of the registration types for which the section should be visible.
l Select if you would like to display Instructional Text for specific fields to the supplier user.

Company Information:

l Legal Company Name
l Doing Business As (DBA)
l Country of Origin
l Dun & Bradstreet Number (DUNS)
l Legal Structure (may choose to enable/include instructional text about this field)
l Tax ID Number
l VAT Registration Number
l VAT Exempt
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l Are you exempt from backup withholding?
l For this field, you have options for allowing the withholding documents to be
attached and to require that documents be attached.

l Website
l Custom Profile Fields - configure your own questions to include in the Company Overview
section.

l The following fields are available for Global Invoicing customers. See Global Invoicing -
Administration and Setup in the online searchable help for additional information about
the Global Invoicing solution.

l Supplier Tax Representative ID 
l Commercial Registered Court
l Supplier Registered Seat
l Supplier Commercial Registration Number

Business Details

Section Configuration:

l Keep the default or edit the Note to Supplier with instructions for the section.
l Select one or more of the registration types for which the section should be visible.
l Select if you would like to display Instructional Text for specific fields to the supplier user.

Business Details:

l Year established
l Number of Employees
l Business Description
l The following fields are available for Global Invoicing customers. See Global Invoicing -
Administration and Setup in the Invoicing Handbook or online searchable help for
additional information about the Global Invoicing solution:

l Supplier Capital
l Supplier Shareholders

l Annual Revenue/Receipts (past 3 years) (may choose to enable/include instructional text
about this field)

l Geographic and State Service Areas
l NAICS codes (includes Primary and Secondary)
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l Commodity Codes
l Keywords
l Custom Profile Fields - configure your own questions to include in the Business Details
section

Addresses

Section Configuration:

l Select which Fulfillment Center PO Distribution Methods should be visible to suppliers.
l Keep the default or edit the Note to Supplier with instructions for the section.
l Select one or more of the registration types for which the section should be visible.

Address

l Fulfillment Center Address
l Physical Address
l Remittance Address

Contacts

Section Configuration:

l Keep the default or edit the Note to Supplier with instructions for the section.
l Select one or more of the registration types for which the section should be visible.

Contact

l Catalog Contact
l Corporate Contact
l Customer Care Contact
l Diversity Contact
l Fulfillment Contact
l PO Failure Contact
l Remittance Contact
l Sales Contact
l Technical Contact
l Other Contact
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Locations (available with Onboarding option)

Section Configuration:

l Select the Location Types that should be visible to suppliers.
l Keep the default or edit the Note to Supplier with instructions for the section.
l Select one or more of the registration types for which the section should be visible.

Location

l Location Label
l Location Type
l Location Description
l Effective Date

Diversity

Section Configuration:

l Keep the default or edit the Note to Supplier with instructions for the section.
l Select the registration types on which diversity will be displayed.

Diversity

l Diversity Information (Diversity classification visibility is set on the Suppliers >
Configuration Settings > Diversity Configuration tab)

l Custom Profile Fields - configure your own questions to include in the Diversity section.

Insurance

Section Configuration:

l Click the Requires at least one Insurance Type to complete this section checkbox if
you are requiring at least one type of insurance from suppliers.

l Keep the default or edit the Note to Supplier with instructions for the section.
l Select the registration types on which diversity will be displayed.
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Insurance Setup

l Automobile Liability
l Business Liability
l Business Owner
l Commercial Automobile Liability
l Commercial General Liability
l Cyber Liability
l Employer’s Liability
l Employment Practice Liability
l Errors & Omissions
l Excess Liability
l Fire and Marine
l General Liability
l Malpractice
l Product Liability
l Professional Liability
l Property Damage
l Public Liability
l Umbrella Liability
l Workers Compensation
l Other
l Custom Profile Fields - configure your own questions to include in the Insurance section.

Accounts Payable (available with Onboarding option)

Section Configuration:

l Click the Requires at least one Payment Type to complete this section checkbox if you
are requiring a payment type upon registration.

l Keep the default or edit the Note to Supplier with instructions for the section.
l Select the registration types on which diversity will be displayed.

Accounts Payable Setup

l Direct Deposit / Automated Clearing House option information
l Credit Card option information
l Check option information
l Wire Transfer option information
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l ePayable option information
l Pay Mode option information
l Custom Profile Fields - configure your own questions to include in the Accounts Payable
section.

Visible Setting

The Visible setting allows buyers to dictate which fields they want displayed to suppliers based
on the selected payment type. Note: This configuration only impacts supplier visibility. Customer
users continue to have the ability to view and edit all fields for a given payment type.

Country Association for Payment Methods

You can configure the supplier registration profile form to restrict the types of payment methods
available based on the country selection for the payment method. By default, all payment
methods will apply to all countries. When a payment method is restricted to specific countries, the
restriction applies to supplier users in the Customer Branded Portal as well as buyer users viewing
the Supplier Profile in their organization solution.

l In the Country Associations section for the payment method, select the Edit
Associations icon . A Country Options overlay displays.

l Countries are displayed by regions. Click the Select All link for the region to select
all countries in that region. You can also individually select countries across different
regions.

l When all selections are made, click Done. The overlay closes and the associated
countries appear for the Payment Method.

l Click Save to save your changes.

l To remove an associated country, you can select the trash icon next to the country, or
select the Edit Associations icon to deselect/select multiple values.

l Note: A country association cannot be removed from a payment method if there is
an active association.

Tax Information (available with Onboarding option)

Section Configuration:

l Click the Requires at least one Tax Document Type to complete this section
checkbox if you are requiring a tax document upon registration.

l Click the Enable eSignature check box to allow suppliers to certify the attached tax
documents electronically.*

l Click Enable DocuSign to allow suppliers to sign tax documents via DocuSign or Adobe
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Sign.*
l Keep the default or edit the Note to Supplier with instructions for the section.
l Select the registration types on which diversity will be displayed.

*Note: You must have a valid DocuSign or Adobe Sign connection configured for your
organization under Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Registration Configuration >
eSignature Settings. See eSignature Documents Using DocuSign in Supplier
Registration and eSignature Tax Documents Using Adobe Sign in Supplier Registration
for instructions on setting up the eSignature connection for DocuSign or Adobe Sign.

Tax Document Setup

l W-9
l W-8BEN
l W-8BEN-E
l W-8ECI
l W-8EXP
l W-8IMY
l 8233
l Custom Profile Fields - configure your own questions to include in the Tax Information
section.

Custom Settings

l You have the option of configuring separate sections with customized questions.
l You may base the visibility of the section on a previous question / response.
l You can choose to enable Instructional Text for custom questions.

Certify and Submit

l Here you can select information you would like suppliers to complete as they certify the
information they have entered for their profile.

l Select if you would like to display Instructional Text to the supplier user.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/4. Supplier Registration and Invitation/4.1 Supplier Registration/eSignDocs_CustomField.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/4. Supplier Registration and Invitation/4.1 Supplier Registration/eSignDocs_CustomField.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/5. Total Supplier Manager/4. Supplier Registration and Invitation/4.1 Supplier Registration/eSignDocs_AdobeSign.htm
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Registration
Configuration.

2. Select Entity Registration to configure the options for suppliers registering as
entities/organizations.

a. Select a section by clicking the next to the section name.
b. Select the Section Configuration link.
c. You may choose to use the default Note to Supplier, or make edits

according to your organization's requirements for this section.
i. To make changes, select the Edit Message button. An
overlay displays for editing content in the organization
default language.

ii. Select from the organization's configured Languages to
create/edit content for the message in other languages.

iii. Select Preview Message to see how your content will
appear.

d. To choose the profile(s) in which the section heading should show,
click the appropriate profile(s) in the Visible on the Following
Registration Types section.

e. If applicable for the section, select if the section is required (available
for Insurance, Accounts Payable, and Tax Information sections).

f. Some sections may have additional configuration options.
g. Select a subsection to view individual fields for configuration.

i. For the selected field, select an option for Required. If you
enable the Required option, the supplier must complete that
information before certifying/submitting that their business
profile information is complete. If you disable the Required
option, the supplier does not have to complete that information
in order to certify/submit their registration.

ii. Select the option for Review required for subsequent edits
(Supplier Management customers only). With this option
enabled, users with appropriate permission will be notified when
a supplier makes a change to this field and the customer will
have the opportunity to approve the change. Note: If this field is
enabled for any address type, contact type, or location, the
setting applies to all address types, contacts, and locations.

iii. In the Visible on the Following Registration Type section,
select the appropriate profile(s) on which the field should
display.
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iv. Select a Help Style if you would like to display Instructional
Text to the supplier user. Click the Edit Instructional Text
button to enter and format content. Select additional Languages
to enter and format content for other languages as appropriate
(this option is not available for all fields).

v. Click to Save your changes after each field configuration.
3. Select the History tab to view configuration changes.

Commodity Codes
Organizations may ask suppliers to select Commodity Codes in their registration profile. When
managing your commodity code list, you can manually enter commodity codes and import/export
commodity codes in bulk. Only active commodity codes will be seen by suppliers when selecting
a commodity code.

Organizations that do not have the eProcurement license manage commodity codes via
Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Commodity Codes.

Organizations that do have the eProcurement license manage commodity codes via Setup >
Hosted Catalog and Ordering Configuration > Category, Commodity and UOM Mapping
Sets. Additional information is available in the Product Category Management and Mapping
topics in the eProcurement Shopping and Ordering Handbook or online searchable help.

Organizations may choose to use a tree structure for commodity codes. See Commodity Code
Tree Structure in the eProcurement Shopping and Ordering Handbook or online searchable
help for additional information.

Step-by-Step

Note: The following instructions are for organizations that do not have the eProcurement
license. If your organization does license the eProcurement product, see Product Category
Management and Mapping in the Administration and Configuration Handbook or online
searchable help for instructions on managing commodity codes.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/3. eProcurement/8. Administrator Tasks/Category Management and Mapping/catmgmtmap.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/3. eProcurement/8. Administrator Tasks/Category Management and Mapping/commoditycodetreestructure.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/3. eProcurement/8. Administrator Tasks/Category Management and Mapping/commoditycodetreestructure.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/3. eProcurement/8. Administrator Tasks/Category Management and Mapping/catmgmtmap.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/3. eProcurement/8. Administrator Tasks/Category Management and Mapping/catmgmtmap.htm
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Creating and Editing Commodity Codes in the User Interface

Create a new commodity code:

1. Go to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Commodity Codes. TheManage
Commodity Codes tab displays by default.

2. Click button for Create New Commodity Code.
3. Enter a value for Commodity Code.
4. Enter a Description for the Commodity Code.
5. Select if you want the commodity code to be active now.
6. Click Save. The Commodity code and description now shows in the list.

Edit a commodity code:

1. Go to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Commodity Codes. TheManage
Commodity Codes tab displays by default.

2. Search for commodity codes by entering a Commodity Code value or Description,
and select the Search button.

3. Select a Commodity Code from the list. The details display on the right.
4. Edit the appropriate fields, the Commodity Code, Description, or Active status.
5. Click Save.

Delete a commodity code:

1. Go to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Commodity Codes. TheManage
Commodity Codes tab displays by default.

2. Search for commodity codes by entering a Commodity Code value or Description,
and select the Search button

3. Select a Commodity Code from the list. The details display on the right.
4. Click the Remove button.
5. The Commodity Code no longer shows in the list.

Search for a commodity code:

1. Go to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Commodity Codes. TheManage
Commodity Codes tab displays by default.

2. Enter a commodity code value or description in the search box.
3. Click the Search button.
4. The list displays commodity code values meeting your search criteria.
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Manage Commodity Codes via Import/Export

Export the list of current commodity codes

This task can be used to provide a “blank” template if no commodity codes have been entered or
to see an organization’s current list of commodity codes in the application

1. Go to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Commodity Codes. TheManage
Commodity Codes tab displays by default.

2. Click the Commodity Code Import/Export sub-tab.
3. Select Export from the Action drop-down box.
4. Enter a description of the export in the Description box. For example, Current

Commodity Codes.
5. Click Submit.
6. Under Recent Activity on the right side of the screen, your file may display in a

Pending state or may be Completed. TIP: You may need to click the Refresh button
to update the file from a Pending to Completed state. The description of the file is
shown in Bold.

7. To save and/or view the file, click the Click to download… link below the (internal)
file name. The file name and link is only available once a file is completed. It is
recommended to save, and then open the file in MS Excel. From there, you can make
edits or review the data. Refer to the next task to learn more about the data in the
file.

8. Select the Click to delete… option to the right of the file name if you no longer need
the file export.

Update the Commodity Code spreadsheet

Using MS Excel, or some other tool, you can update the commodity code information, and then
save the file for import

1. Open the commodity code export file using MS Excel. The file is a .txt file, but you
can open it in MS Excel and make updates from there.

2. There are a number of columns in the file. You cannot move or delete any of these
columns, but they can be hidden while you are working. You may want to make
changes to the following columns or add additional rows of data (i.e. – additional
commodity codes)

3. Commodity Code Value: This is the current name for the commodity codes in the
system. No changes should be made to this column. Note: If you delete a row from
this column, it will remain in the application.

4. New Value. Enter a new name for the commodity code if you would like to rename
the value. You can also add a NEW commodity code by leaving the commodity code
value blank and entering a value in the New Value field. 
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5. Commodity Code Description. The current commodity code descriptions are
listed. This is an optional field. If changes are made, the records will be updated.

6. Active. Enter True if you would like the commodity code to be active (i.e. used) and
False if you do not want it used at this time.

7. After all items have updated and added, save the file in a .txt format.

Validate updated commodity codes

This task walks you through the validation process, which is recommended prior to importing
data.

1. Go to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Commodity Codes. TheManage
Commodity Codes tab displays by default.

2. Click the Commodity Code Import/Export sub-tab.
3. Select Validate from the Action drop-down box.
4. Enter the Description of the import file. Make the description useful in

understanding your purpose for the file.
5. Browse and locate the file to be imported in the File Name field. The file must be in a

.txt format.
6. Click the Submit button. The import file displays on the right side of the screen
7. If there are any issues, they will be listed on the right side of the screen. These

issues should be corrected before importing the data. Details after you submit an
export or import file:

Import an updated Commodity Code file

1. It is assumed that the file has been validated. After the file is validated and found to
be without errors or warnings, click the Click to import… link under the file name in
the Recent Activity table.

2. A validation window displays. ClickOK. The data will be updated and a message will
display confirming the import has completed.

3. You can view any changes or additions in theManage Commodity Codes tab.

Diversity Classification Configuration
Organizations may ask suppliers to select Diversity Classifications in their registration profile. The
organization may select which standard classifications to make available to the supplier.
Selection is made in Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Diversity Configuration. A user
must have theManage Diversity Classifications permission to edit this page.
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On this page is a list of standard federal and state classifications. A section for other diversity
classifications not specific to federal or state categories is also available. By selecting a
classification to be Visible, the supplier will see that value as an available classification to select
when completing the Diversity Classification information in their customer-specific profile. If you
will not ask suppliers to complete Diversity Classifications, you may leave all selections off. You
may also configure the option for a supplier to Decline to Answer (N/A). However, the selection
Does Not Qualify as a Diversity Supplierwill always be available.

All configuration changes are captured on the History tab.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Diversity Configuration.
2. Note the checkboxes in the Visible column. A check means the classification is

visible to suppliers in their customer-branded portal view.
3. Select the checkbox above all checkboxes to make all Diversity Classifications

active.
4. Select the checkbox for the classifications you want suppliers to see in the

customer-specific profile view in their portal. Uncheck the box if you do not want the
classification shown to the supplier.

5. Under No Classification options, the option to select Does Not Qualify As A
Diverse Supplier is on by default, and is not configurable. The option for Decline to
Answer (N/A) is ON by default. Deselect it if you do not want suppliers to have this
option.

6. When you deselect a classification, you will be asked to confirm your selection.
When you deselect a classification, that classification will be removed from any
suppliers where it had been saved.

7. As you select or deselect classifications, click Save to save your changes. Changes
are logged on the History tab.

TealBook Supplier Data Enrichment - Diversity Information
TealBook is a supplier data AI resource that can be utilized to enrich supplier profile data.
Organizations with a TealBook account can request that the supplier diversity information be
enriched from the TealBook supplier information. .

Users with the Send data to TealBook for enrichment permission have the ability to select
single or multiple suppliers to send to Tealbook for federal diversity data enrichment.

Note: Only certified federal diversity information supported by TealBook is validated.
Information in the supplier profile for federal diversity types not supported by TealBook may
be removed when validation occurs. State diversity information is not affected.
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Select the option to Enrich Data with TealBook from supplier search results or an individual
supplier profile:

l From supplier search results (Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a
Supplier), select the option to Enrich Data with TealBook:

l For a single supplier, in theManage dropdown.
l For multiple suppliers, in the Available Actions.

l From a supplier profile (Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier >
[selected supplier]), in the Supplier Actions dropdown.

Note: Up to 200 suppliers can be sent to TealBook per batch, since the maximum number of
supplier search results per page is 200. No more than 20,000 suppliers can be sent in one
day.

The following fields from the Supplier Network Profile are sent to TealBook in order to identify the
appropriate supplier:

l JI Supplier Unique ID
l Domain*
l Name*
l Secondary Name
l Address (primary fulfillment address)
l Secondary Address (primary remittance address)
l Phone Number (associated with primary address)
l Secondary Phone Number (associated with secondary address)
l Email (associated with primary portal contact)
l DUNS Number
l Tax ID
l *Domain and Name values are important for TealBook to identify matching suppliers

Federal diversity information supported by TealBook is returned and populated in the supplier's
profile. Certificate information is not included in the refreshed Federal diversity information.

U.S. Postal Format Setting for Registration
Profile
Organizations can restrict the postal code format for United States vendors for both addresses
and accounts payable direct deposit (ACH) entries. Customers and suppliers are required to use
the configured postal format in the supplier profile.
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Postal configuration is configured in the Registration Settings tab which is available under
Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Registration Configuration.

The setting for Postal Code Format is set to No Format Restriction by default. To change the
restriction, select the appropriate format type from the drop-down. Options include:

l 5 digits only
l 9 digits (ZIP +4)
l 5 digits or 9 digits only.

Note: If you leave the setting on No Format Restriction, users will be able to enter free-form text
in the field.

Supplier Registration Invoice Validation
Organizations may configure a registration process where suppliers can self-register for
participation in the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network. Organizations can customize the
registration process in order to capture important supplier details. Supplier verification is secure,
and is validated against key criteria that are specific to the customer-supplier relationship.

If you have selected to Enable Unsolicited Supplier Portal Access with Invoice Verification in
the supplier portal configuration settings, a Create Account button will show on your portal login
page. Suppliers registering with your organization must provide information to ensure they are
doing business with you. Upon selecting to create an account, the following conditions must be
met:

l The supplier is configured in the customer organization in one or both of the following:
l The supplier is configured with the Enable Supplier Portal setting (either via the
organization's inherited setting, or for the specific supplier).

l The supplier has the ability to “flip” PO’s to invoices in the Supplier Portal by
configuring the Receive Portal Invoices setting for the organization or a specific
supplier.

l The supplier must be active for the customer.
l The supplier must enter the exact invoice number and grand total amount for a unique
invoice entered in the customer site within the last 24 months.

When a supplier navigates to the provided URL and selects to Create Account, they complete
basic information and then are provided with a confirmation email which will give them access to
the Customer Branded Portal you have configured. At that point, the supplier's registration
method is indicated as Unsolicited with Invoice Verification. The Registration Status will display
as In Progress until they certify and submit their registration.
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Step-by-Step
1. Ensure you have configured the Supplier Portal Information, Supplier Portal Login

Page, and Registration information located under Suppliers > Configuration
Settings.

2. Ensure the Enable Unsolicited Supplier Portal Access with Invoice Verification
setting is ON (found on Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Supplier Portal
Configuration page).

3. Refer to the Supplier Portal Login URL contained at Suppliers >Configuration
Settings > Supplier Portal Configuration.

4. Publish the Supplier Portal Login URL to suppliers via publication or other external
email.

a. The supplier must be active, and one that has an invoice with your
organization which to validate their relationship.

b. The supplier must be configured with Enable Supplier Portal and/or
Receive Portal Invoices. See Supplier Configuration.

5. Suppliers entering the registration process who have not been invited via the
application will be indicated as Unsolicited with Invoice Verification, In Network,
and In Progress until they have submitted the registration.

For information on enabling a supplier to use the supplier portal or to receive portal invoices from
a supplier, see Sharing Invoice Details with Suppliers.

Ongoing Supplier Management
Supplier Management is key functionality for all products in JAGGAER ONE. A supplier profile is
created when the supplier is added in the application. All information about a supplier is stored
and organized in the supplier profile. Data captured in the supplier can include address and
contact information and general company information such as organization name and DBA, tax id
information, products and services offered, diversity classifications and more.

For more information about Supplier Management features such as profile management, ERP
integration, searching for suppliers, etc., see the Supplier Management section in the online
help.
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Reporting and Analysis
Activity dashboards and reporting tools help prioritize payments to maximize discount savings
and minimize late payment penalties. This lesson focuses on the AP Home page and the
reporting available in the system.

The Accounts Payable Home Page
The Accounts Payable Home Page is specifically designed to help Accounts Payable staff better
perform their jobs. The system default home page includes many of the important invoicing tasks
performed by these employees so that AP staff can quickly see a snapshot of the things that
require attention, a way to quickly create invoices and credit memos, and more.

The default AP Home page looks and feels similar to other admin pages in the application, but it is
specific to Accounts Payable. The information that is available for viewing on the dashboard is
dependent on your permissions. The home page can be customized with widgets related to AP or
other functions for the organization or specific users. See Configurable Dashboards in the Site
Basics Handbook or online searchable help for details.

The home page can be accessed by navigating to Accounts Payable > Invoices > AP
Home. Users who frequently use this page may also want to bookmark the AP Home as a favorite
page, or even make the AP Home the user's home page in the application. For details on
bookmarks and configuring your home page, please see Site Navigation in the Site Basics
Handbook or online searchable help.
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Widgets Available on the AP Home Page:
l Approvals - As an approver, the user will see links to approval folders that have invoices or
credit memos waiting for action. The user can see howmany in a particular approval folder
are Assigned, Unassigned, or Assigned to that user.

l Create Invoice - A user with the permission to create invoices will see this widget. It is
used to quickly create invoices and credit memo's, create non-PO invoices and credit
memos, and create invoices or credit memos from an ad hoc supplier. A user with
appropriate permissions can also create receipts from this widget.

l Document Search - Here, the user can perform a quick search of documents using a
supplier name, invoice number, PO number, etc. Or, the user may select Advanced Search
to use the Invoice Advanced Search features.

l Expiring Discounts - A user must have the permission to view organization invoices or to
approve/reject invoices to see this widget. In this area, the user can select to show
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invoices with discounts that are expiring within a specific number of days (1-10). A list
displays showing invoices along with the discount amount and date. The user may select
the Invoice number to navigate to the document. You may select themore... hyperlink to
navigate to Document Search for additional pending invoices.

l Organization Message - A message from your organization's administrator that may give
you important general information about your application. This is informational only, but
may include helpful links.

l Past Due Invoices - Users will see invoices that have a due date that is before the current
date. The user can configure the date range to show invoices that are coming due today or
during the next week.

l Quick Searches and Reports is a quick snapshot of all the draft invoices you have
created, invoices recently entered/processed, and a number of quick searches. Also
included are links to reports and report extracts. Description of the quick searches:

l All In Process Invoices - Select this option to view all invoices that have not been
processed (i.e. – matched, not matched, etc.).

l Non-PO invoices to be marked OK to Pay - Select this option to see a list of non-
PO invoices that need to be reviewed for payment.

l In Process Invoices Past Due - Select this to option to view all invoices that were
due before today (i.e. – late).

l In Process Invoices due 15 days - Select this option to view all invoices that should
be paid over the next 15 days.

l In Process Invoices with discount date in 15 days - Select this option to view all
of the invoices that are eligible for a discount over the next 15 days.

l Export AP Invoice Aging Report (in the Reports widget) - Exports the report. This
report provides information about invoices and credit memos based on the invoice
due date. The report evaluates the due date vs. the current date and groups them
accordingly. For example, if the due date is in the future, the invoice is in the Current
group. If the due date was 30 previous to the current date, it is in the 1- 30 group,
etc. The report is exported to Microsoft Excel that can be accessed from the View
Report Exports link.

Early Payment Analysis and Discount Detail
Reports
The Early Payment Analysis and Discount Details reports allow organizations to see visualize their
potential opportunities for early payment discounts, drill down into the details, as well as apply
"what if" scenarios. Users may drill down from the Analysis Report to see details. The report uses
theWorkflow Complete Date and the Target Date to perform the analysis.
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Early Payment Discount Analysis

Navigate to the Early Payment Discount Analysis by selecting Accounts Payable > Reports
> Early Payment Analysis. The report reviews all Early Payment Discount eligible invoices which
have completed workflow within a selected date range. It then compares the date your invoice
completed workflow to the target date and categorizes the early discount as follows:

l Potential - if theWorkflow Complete Date is on or before the Target Date.
l Unrealized - if theWorkflow Complete Date is after the Target Date.

Using the Target Date filter, you can perform "what if" scenarios to see what happens to your
early payment discount amount if you shorten or lengthen the time between yourWorkflow
Complete Date and the Target Date. The Target Date is the date by when the organization
wants invoices to be payable / paid in relation to the discount date. For example, some
organizations may need the invoice to complete workflow 3 days before the discount date in
order to have time to pay the invoice in time to realize the terms discount.

Select from the available Date Range and Target Date filters to perform different scenarios.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > Reports > Early Payment Analysis.
2. In the Date Range dropdown, select an appropriate date.
3. In the Target Date dropdown, select an appropriate value.
4. Upon reviewing results, click within a block of data in the chart to see further details.
5. You are navigated to the Early Payment Discount Details for your selected data

point.
a. The Date Range is shown for the data point you selected. You may

select another Date Range.
b. The Target Date is shown for the data point you selected. You may

select another Target Date.
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c. The Discount Status is for the data point you selected. You may select
another Discount Status.

d. Select to sort by any of the columns in the table.
6. (optional) Select the Export hyperlink to create an export request.

Early Payment Discount Details Report
You may navigate to the Early Payment Discount Details report directly or by selecting a specific
data point within the Early Payment Analysis report. Navigate directly to the report by selecting
Accounts Payable > Reports > Early Payment Discount Details.

You may select a Date Range, Target Date, and Discount Status to perform different scenarios.

l Using the Date Range filter, you can show results for the selected date range.
l Using the Target Date filter, you can perform "what if" scenarios to see the impact to your
early payment discount opportunities if you shorten or lengthen the lead time between
your Workflow Complete Date and the Target Date.

l The Discount Status filter allows you to view Potential, Unrealized, or Both of your
discount categories.

l All columns on the report are sortable. The default sort is on the Target Missed Days from
the highest number of Late Days to the highest number of Early Days.

Invoice Cycle Time Reports
Cycle Time reports analyze the time it takes for a purchasing document to go through workflow.
These reports are useful in helping organizations to determine areas for process improvements
by identifying where delays are happening in the workflow process. A user must have the
Transaction Reports (Permissions > Administration > System Administration) or the View
Operational Reports (Permissions > Accounts Payable > Accounts Payable) permission to see
Cycle Time Report and Export options.
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Basic Cycle Time Reports
The following basic Cycle Time reports are available via the Accounts Payable > Reports
menu or Reporting > Operational and Site Usage Reports > Cycle Time Reports page:

l The Invoice Create to Invoice Export report allows organizations to measure the time
that invoices are in a draft mode.

l The Invoice Submit to Invoice Export report can help organizations identify areas of
concern and give them the ability to drill down to associated documents and key details.

For information about running these basic reports, please see Cycle Time Reports in the online
searchable help.

Cycle Time Reports with Workflow Transition Detail
The Cycle Time - Invoice Workflow report provides the information in the basic reports, as well as
additional details about the transition between each workflow step for the invoice. A Cycle Time -
Export page is available to access export requests generated from this report. These options are
available via the Accounts Payable > Reportsmenu.

Note: The Cycle Time - Invoice Workflow report analyzes data starting July 28, 2017.
Invoices created or submitted before that time will not be included in the new report.
Invoices created or submitted prior to July 28, 2017 can be analyzed in the basic reports.

Report Criteria

You can generate the report based on the following criteria:

l Invoice Workflow Status - Select Pending to display invoices that have not yet completed
the invoice workflow process. Select Completed to see invoices that have completed the
invoice workflow process. Select Rejected to see invoices that were rejected during
workflow.

l Within - Select the time frame for the Invoice Workflow Status. The default select is Last 30
days. Click the dropdown arrow to see other selections.

l Invoice Report Type - The Invoice Created to Invoice Export displays all invoices that
have been created within the time period selected and meeting the other filter criteria. The
Invoice Submit to Invoice Export displays invoices that have been submitted into
workflow within the time period selected and meeting the other filter criteria.

l Select theMore Options hyperlink to see additional filter criteria:
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l Supplier - To view results for a specific supplier, begin typing the supplier name in
the field or select the search icon to search. Matching suppliers will display. Select
the correct supplier.

l Cycle Time - This is the number of days between the Create or Submit date and the
Current or Complete date (see below). By default, the report displays All Days of the
cycle time buckets. You can use this filter to view data only for a specific bucket. If
you choose Custom Days, a Between option displays where you can enter a range of
days.

l Number of days is calculated as follows:
l Invoices in Pending or Rejected status: Days between the Create or
Submit date (depending on Report Type selected) and the Current
date.

l Invoices in Complete status: Days between Create or Submit date
(depending on Report Type selected) and the Completed date.

l Invoice Source Type - This filter allows you to view the report by a specific invoice
source. Select an option from the drop-down choices.

l Owner - You can choose to view results for invoices with a specific owner. Begin
typing the owners name in the field or select the search icon. Matching names will
display. Select the correct user.

l Business Unit - If your organization utilizes Business Units, you can select to view
results for invoices from a specific business unit. Business Units display depending
on the organization's configuration related to restricting access to business units,
the user's permissions, and the user's access to Business Units. For example, if the
organization has 10 active business units and the user issuing the report has access
to two of those business units, only the two business units (along with All and No
Business Unit selections) will display. If All is selected, all the business units to which
the user has access will be applied to the results.

Note: The following must be in place for the Business Unit
filter to display only accessible values:

l Organization is configured to Restrict Access by
Business Unit (Setup > Organization Structure and
Settings > Add/Manage Business Units > General
Settings)

l User DOES NOT have permission to View or Edit
Organization Orders (Permission Settings > Orders
> My Orders/Organization Orders) or to View
Organization Invoices (Permission Settings >
Accounts Payable > Accounts Payable)

l User is restricted to Business Units in the user
profile (User Roles and Access > Access > Business
Unit Assignments: Document Search settings).
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l Department - If your organization utilizes Departments, you can select from the
drop-down list to view results for invoices from a specific department. Please note
that all Departments (active and inactive) are displayed. The search is NOT
restricted to departments to which the user has access.

Report Results

The report results are organized into sections that are expanded by default: Graphs, Summary
and Detail.

l The Graphs section displays two images. You can click on an area in the graph or pie chart
in the report to view filtered data:

l The bar chart displays the Number of Invoices, by source type, grouped by Time
Distribution (days). You can select an Invoice Source Type from below the graph to
remove it from the display.

l The pie chart displays percentage of each invoice source type. Select a source type
from below the pie chart to remove it from the display.

l The Summary section displays the bar chart information in a table format: Time Distribution
(Days), Avg. Invoice Cycle Time (Days), # of Invoices, % of Invoices, # of Invoice Lines, % of
Invoice Lines.

l The Details section displays a list of the invoices meeting the search criteria and contains
the following information: Invoice Number, Invoice Workflow Status, Supplier Invoice #,
Associated POs, Invoice Create Date OR Invoice Submit Date (depending on selected
Report Type), Invoice Export Date, Number of Days, Supplier Name, Owner, Invoice
Subtotal, Payment Status, Invoice Source Type.

l Payment Status displays the appropriate status for the invoice as reported by the
ERP.

l Select an Invoice Number to navigate to the invoice document. Select the

quickview icon to see a summary of the invoice in an overlay.
l Click the information icon in the Invoice Workflow Status column to View
Status Transition details for the invoice in an overlay, including how long the
invoice was in each workflow step.

l When a step was approved or assigned, the action and user will show.
l If a step entered into an error state, the details are displayed.
l The automated steps display enter and exit time.
l The pie chart values are based on the total duration of each step.

l The Invoice Export Date depends on the invoice triggers for your organization
(Setup > General Site Settings > Document Export Settings > trigger mgt).

l You can sort by any of the columns in the Details table by selecting the arrow at the
top of the column.

l The Invoice Export Date depends on the invoice triggers for your organization
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(Setup > General Site Settings > Document Export Settings > trigger mgt).
l Imported invoices (OCR or DMR) must have a specific step in workflow in order to display
in the Invoice Submit to Invoice Export report. Contact JAGGAER if you are unsure if your
workflow has the appropriate step.

Exporting the Cycle Time - Invoice Workflow Report Results

Select the Export button to export the Invoice Workflow Report results to an Excel spreadsheet in
a zip file. A confirmation message displays with a link to navigate to the Cycle Time - Exports
page. You can also manually navigate to Accounts Payable > Reports > Cycle Time -
Exports page.

l By default, your requests are displayed. To see all Cycle Time - Invoice Workflow export
requests, select Yes for Show Company Requests.

l Filter results by Type and Status. Currently, Invoice Workflow is the only Type available.
Click Apply to see results.

l If a request is in process, click Refresh this Page to see updated information.
l To delete requests, select the appropriate checkbox and click the Delete Selected link.
l Select to open or download the File.
l The file will be automatically deleted from the page based on the Expires In days (six days
from the time the export is generated).

The Export file contains two tabs - the InvoiceExport tab and the Status Transition Details tab.

l The Invoice Export tab contains the graphs, the criteria used to run the report, Summary
and Details information as reflected in the UI.

l The Status Transition Details tab the criteria used to run the report and the details of how
each invoice transitioned through workflow.

l Invoice Number - The number of the invoice.
l Status Transition - The status of the workflow step.
l Description - The name of the workflow step.
l Event Entry Action - Displays what action started the workflow step.

l Entered Shared Folder - The invoice entered a shared folder based on the
step criteria.

l Entered Personal Folder - The invoice entered a user's personal folder.
l Automated - An automatic workflow step generated by the system.
l Assigned - The invoice was assigned to a user for the workflow step.
l Error - Indicates that the steps is or was in an error state.

l Event Assigned To - Displays the user to which the step was assigned, if
applicable.

l Start Time - The date and time when the workflow step started.
l End Time - The date and time when the workflow step ended.
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l Duration - The amount of time between the start and end times for the workflow
step.

l Event Exit Action - The result of the workflow step.
l Approved - The workflow step was approved.
l Bypassed - The workflow step was skipped.
l Completed - This action is indicated for automated steps when the step was
completed without error.

l Error - The step is or was in an error state.
l Restarted - The workflow step was restarted, usually after an error state.
l Returned to - The document was returned to a shared folder or to the Invoice
Owner.

l Rejected - The document was rejected at this workflow step.
l Forwarded - The invoice was forwarded to another user.
l Put on Hold - The invoice was put in a Hold status.

l Event Exited By - The user that executed the event exit action, if appropriate. A
user will show for steps that were bypassed or approved, rejected, forwarded, etc.

Using the Cycle Time Reports
The purpose of cycle time reports is to provide information regarding purchasing documents that
have completed workflow within a specified time-frame. These reports provide insight into how
long it takes documents to complete workflow to help identify areas for process improvements.

The reports organize the documents into cycle time "buckets" based on the number of days it
took to complete the specified workflow (e.g. 0 days, 1 day, 30+ days etc.). For all of the reports,
you can analyze documents based on a time-frame such as a day count or a fiscal year. For
several of the reports, additional filter criteria is available that allows you to evaluate the data
based on users, business units, departments and more.

Step-by-Step
You must have the Transaction Reports permission (Permission Settings > Administration >
System Administration) to perform this task.

1. Go to Reporting > Operational and Site Usage Reports > Cycle Time Reports. The
Operational Reports screen displays.

2. Select the report to run. Information about each cycle time report option is below.

Time from PR submission to PR completion Report
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This report shows the PRs that have completed the Requisitionworkflow within the
specified number of days. It evaluates the PR submit date to the PR completion date.

1. Select Time from PR submission to PR completion link. The report displays.
The Time Distribution bar chart on the left shows the number of requisitions
that have completed workflow for each cycle time bucket. The Summary
view on the right displays more detailed information about the cycle time
buckets. Use the filter criteria at the top of the report to filter results.

2. To view requisitions for a particular cycle time bucket, click the bar that
represents that bucket on the bar chart. To view a list of requisitions for the
entire report, click the Details button located above the bar chart. The cycle
time bucket is located in the # of Days field in the list.

3. To export the report, click the Export link in the top-right corner. To print it,
click the Print link.

Time from Invoice Create to Invoice Export

This report analyzes how long it takes for an invoice document to go from being
created to invoice export. In order to display in this report, an invoice must have
completed workflow and have a status of Paid or Payable.

1. Select Time from Invoice Create to Invoice Export link. The Time
Distribution chart on the left shows the number of invoices that have been
submitted for each cycle time bucket in a bar-chart format. The Invoice
Source Type chart on the right shows similar information in a pie chart. The
legends located below the charts shows what each area of the chart
represents. You can click on the item in the legend to remove it from the
report display. The Summary view on the right displays more detailed
information about the cycle time buckets. Use the filter criteria at the top of
the report to filter results.

2. To view invoices for a particular cycle time bucket, click the bar that
represents that bucket on the bar chart. To view a list of invoices for a
particular invoice source, click the representing area on the pie chart. To view
a list of invoices for the entire report, click the Details button located above
the charts. The cycle time bucket is located in the # of Days field in the list.

3. To export the report, click the Export link in the top-right corner. To print it,
click the Print link.

Time from Invoice Submit to Invoice Export
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This report analyzes how long it takes for an invoice document to go from being
submitted to being exported. In order to display in this report, an invoice must have
completed workflow and have a status of Paid or Payable.

1. Select Time from Invoice Submission to Invoice Export link. The report
displays. The Time Distribution chart on the left shows the number of
invoices for each cycle time bucket in a bar-chart format. The Invoice Source
Type chart on the right shows similar information in a pie chart. The legends
located below the charts shows what each area of the chart represents. You
can click on the item in the legend to remove it from the report display. The
Summary view on the right displays more detailed information about the
cycle time buckets. Use the filter criteria at the top of the report to filter
results.

2. You view a list of the invoices in the report. To view invoices for a particular
cycle time bucket, click the bar that represents that bucket on the Time
Distribution chart. To view a list of invoices for a particular invoice source,
click the representing area on the pie chart. To view a list of invoices for the
entire report, click the Details button located above the Time Distribution
chart. The cycle time bucket is located in the # of Days field in the list.

3. To export the report, click the Export link in the top-right corner. To print it,
click the Print link.

Time from PR Submission to Original PO Revision

This report shows a count of requisitions that have completed the PR to PO creation
workflow within a specified number of days. Specifically, the report analyzes the
time frame between PR submission date and original PO revision date, which is the
date the PO was created.

1. Select Time from PR submission to original PO revision link.
2. The Date Range Options window displays. Select the date range you would

like to analyze. Note that only documents completed by midnight on the day
before you run the report will be included.

3. Select Export. Your report will be scheduled for processing. Processing time
is dependent on the number of records.

4. When your export is complete, a link to the export file displays on the Export
Report Results screen. There are two sheets in the file. Sheet 1 contains
information in both a pie and bar chart. Sheet 2 contains the report details in a
summary list. Fields include:
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Time from PR Submission to Last PO Revision

This report shows a count of requisitions that have completed PR and PO workflow
within a specified number of days. Specifically, the report analyzes the time frame
between PR submission date and last PO revision date.

1. Select Time from PR submission to last PO revision link.
2. The Date Range Options window displays. Select the date range you would

like to analyze. Note that only documents completed by midnight on the day
before you run the report will be included.

3. Select Export. Your report will be scheduled for processing. Processing time
is dependent on the number of records.

4. When your export is complete, a link to the export file displays on the Export
Report Results screen. Click the link to open the report. There are two sheets
in the file. Sheet 1 contains a pie chart. Each area of the pie represents a cycle
time bucket. Sheet 2 contains the report details in a summary list.

Time from PR Submission to Invoice Export

This report shows a count of requisitions that have completed PR, PO and Invoice
workflow within a specified number of days. Specifically, the report analyzes the
time frame between PR submission date and Invoice Export to ERP date.

1. Select Time from PR submission to last Invoice Export link.
2. The Date Range Options window displays. Select the date range you would

like to analyze. Note that only documents completed by midnight on the day
before you run the report will be included.

3. Select Export. Your report will be scheduled for processing. The processing
time is dependent on the number of records.

4. When your export is complete, a link to the export file displays on the Export
Report Results screen. Click the link to open the report. There are two sheets
in the file. Sheet 1 contains a pie chart. Each area of the pie represents a cycle
time bucket. Sheet 2 contains the report details in a summary list.

Operational Invoice Reports
Operational Invoice reports are available from the Reporting menu. Navigate to Reporting >
Operational and Site Usage Reports > Invoice Reports, and select from the available report
types. For information about running these reports, please see Invoice Reports in the online
searchable help.
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The Invoice Source report gives the organization information about the amount and types
(electronic vs. paper) of invoices they are receiving. The report will also show from what sources
the invoices are originating, such as from an import or from the supplier's portal.

The Invoice Source by Supplier report gives organization information about the amount and
types (electronic vs. paper) of invoices they are receiving for each supplier. The report also
shows from what sources the invoices are originating, and is grouped by supplier.

The Invoice Matching report gives a summation of invoices by auto-match status and forced-
matched status.

The Invoice Tolerance by Source report allows organization to see the number of invoices
received by source (i.e. electronic, manual, import, supplier portal, etc.) and see what totals are
for each match time (i.e. exact, outside tolerance, etc.).

Using the Invoice Reports
These reports are applicable to organizations that do invoicing through JAGGAER. The purpose of
the invoice reports is to provide insight into information regarding invoice documents that are
being managed in the application. Reports include supplier reports, tolerance reports and
matching reports. Additionally, most of the invoice reports can be viewed by the source by which
they are entered in the system (manually, automatically, imported, etc.). This type of insight can
help you identify areas for process improvements regarding invoice entry.

Step-by-Step
You must have the Transaction Reports permission (Permission Settings > Administration >
System Administration) enabled to perform this task.

1. Go to Reporting > Operational and Site Usage Reports > Invoice Reports. The
Operational Reports screen displays.

2. Select the report to run. Information about each invoice report option is below.

Invoice Source Report

This report shows provides information about the source of your invoices, source
meaning how the invoice was entered into the system. For example, invoices can be
recurring, entered manually, originate from a form request, etc. Understanding how
invoices are being entered can help you to identity areas for improvement,
particularly related to manual entry. Select the Invoice Source link to run this report.

Invoice Source By Supplier Report
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The Invoice Source by Supplier report gives your organization a view of invoices, by
supplier, based on how they were entered. The report tells you how many invoices
were automated, imported and entered manually. Presented as a table, this report
allows the organization to see the count of each invoice source for each supplier.
Click the Invoice Source by Supplier link to run this report. Note: This report can
also be run if you have the View Operational Reports permission enabled to
perform this task.

Invoice Tolerance by Source Report

The Invoice Source by Tolerance report allows you to see the number of invoices
received by source (Electronic, Manual, Invoice Import, Supplier Portal, Inventory
Management and Automated) and see what the totals are for each match type
(Exact Match, Outside Tolerance Above, Outside Tolerance Below, Within
Tolerance, and Do Not Match). This report allows organizations to analyze invoice
workflow rules to determine if updates can be made to reduce the need for manual
intervention. Click the Invoice Tolerance by Source link.

3. The Date Range Options window displays. Select the date range you would like to
analyze. When you select a date range you will get a report on all invoices that were
completed within that time frame. Note that only invoices completed by midnight on the
day before you run the report will be included. Invoices completed on the current day will
not be in the report.

4. Select Export. Your report will be scheduled for processing. Note that, depending on the
number or records that need to be retrieved, your report should be processed on the same
day you run it.

5. When you click Export, you are taken to the Export Report Results screen. If you click
away from the page before the export is complete, the path to navigate back is Reporting

> Reports Exports and Extracts > Download Report Export and Extract Files. When
your export is complete, a link to the export file displays. Click the link to open the report.
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Invoicing Administration and Setup
This section discusses setup tasks for the Invoicing solution, including options for matching,
invoicing parameters, and more.

AP Administration
AP Administration settings are available from the Accounts Payable menu. Included in AP
Administration is the ability to configure Accounts Payable settings, set up matching rules and
tolerances, and manage rules for accounting codes on non-PO invoices. A user must have the AP
Configuration or System Configuration permission in order to view this tab and perform the
associated functions. The AP administration pages allow administrators to configure various
settings such as:

l assigning a number wheel to invoices or receipts
l determining whether or not your organization allows item substitutes and non-PO invoices
l configuring automated closing of PO and receipt reminders
l determining matching and tolerance parameters
l managing rules for accounting codes for non-PO invoices
l managing payment terms for the organization

From the AP administration menu, there are three areas where the organization may configure
AP settings:
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l Configure AP Settings - This page is used for general settings related to your Accounts
Payable processes, as well as to view a history of changes to the settings. Sections on this
page include:

l Number Wheel - Configure the numbering scheme for invoices and receipts.
l Accounts Payable Settings - Enable/Disable options for general AP settings
including to warnings, invoice import attachments, price splits and more.

l Supplier Configuration Parameters - Select options for supplier invoicing, non-PO
invoices, item substitutions, and organization payment terms and remit addresses.

l PO Auto Close - PO Auto Close is an automated workflow step that closes fully
invoiced, fully matched POs without manual intervention. The settings in this area
allow you to configure how and when POs are closed by the Auto-Close step.

l Receipt Reminder Emails - If the organization wants to send receipt reminders, set
the appropriate options in this section.

l Invoice Import/PO Total Tolerance - This area contains settings that control when
the system will add price mismatch notifications to imported invoices.

l Matching Rules and Tolerances - In this area, set up your organization's rules for
matching tolerances. Rules may be imported/exported.

l Manage Non-PO Code Rules - You may configure rules specifically for non-PO invoices.
Also in this area, you may create and manage account codes to be applied to non-
PO invoice rules.

l Manage Payment Terms - You may configure up to 150 payment terms that may be
available for selection on an invoice instead of having to manually enter the terms on the
invoice.

General AP Configuration Options
Invoicing customers have various settings available for configuring the accounts payable
processes within the application. These settings determine whether or not early payment
discounts are applied to invoices, if item substitution is allowed, if non-PO invoices are allowed,
and more. The settings detailed here are set up at the organization-wide level, meaning they
apply to all invoices and all suppliers. Many of the settings can also be enabled or disabled at the
supplier level.

Step-by-Step
You must have the AP Configuration or System Configuration permissions to perform this task.
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1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure AP Settings.
You are now on the AP Configuration page.

2. Configure the invoice and receipt number schemes. This feature indicates how
invoices and receipts created in the system will be numbered/named. By default, the
numbers are system generated. You may choose from other configured number
wheels in the drop-down. Note: To create a new number wheel, go to Setup >
General Site Settings> Configure Number Wheel.

3. From the Accounts Payable Settings section, various settings can be enabled,
including:

a. Use org managed list of payment terms - With this setting enabled,
users can select from the organization-configured list of invoice
payment terms (Managed Org Payment Terms) on the invoice
document. Note: If Standard Payment Terms are enabled for an
organization, this setting will NOT be respected because Standard
Payment Terms functionality allows users to select only from
organization Standard Payment Terms.

b. Prevent users from manually entering payment terms on Invoices
and Credit Memos - This setting controls whether or not users can
manually enter payment terms on credit memos and invoices. When
this setting is ON users are prevented from manually entering payment
terms on the document. If the option is enabled, users can manually
enter payment terms. If the option is also enabled to Use org managed
list of payment terms, users can select from the list as well. Note: If
Standard Payment Terms are enabled for an organization, this setting
will NOT be respected because Standard Payment Terms functionality
allows users to select only from organization Standard Payment Terms.

c. Warn user of tolerance issues before receipt is submitted - When
this setting is on users will be notified of matching and tolerance issues
with a warning at the top of the draft receipt document.

d. Prevent Receipt Submission if Over Received - If this option is
enabled, the user cannot submit an invoice if it is associated with a
purchase order that has been over-received. An error message will
display, and the user will not be allowed to complete the receipt
process.

e. Prevent Receipt Submission if PO Line Cancelled - When this option
is enabled, if the PO for any line on a receipt has been cancelled, the
Complete button is disabled and a receipt cannot be created. When the
checkbox is blank, it is possible to create receipts when a PO has been
cancelled.

f. Warn user of tolerance issues before invoice is created - When this
setting is on users will be notified of matching and tolerance issues with
a warning at the top of the draft invoice document.
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g. Early payment discount calculated from - This setting determines
what the early payment discount is calculated from. If Invoice Sub-
Total is selected, the invoice sub-total amount is used when
calculating the early payment discount. The sub-total does NOT
include the tax, or shipping and handling fields. If Invoice Grand Total
(default value) is selected, then the early payment discount would be
calculated from the grand total which DOES include the tax and
shipping and handling fields. This setting is available only at the
organization level and cannot be set by supplier.

h. Auto-apply early payment discount to invoice - When this setting is
on the early payment discount will be automatically applied to the
invoice depending on the payment terms, due date, and current date.
When this setting is off the early payment discount will never be
automatically applied to invoices, regardless of the payment terms.
This setting is available only at the organization level and cannot be set
by supplier.

i. Show negative values on credit memo and negative invoice lines
for amount of price splits - Automatically adjust split value sign on
credit memos and negative invoice lines for amount of price splits.
When this setting is turned on, credit memos and negative invoice lines
with an amount of price split will show the split values with a negative
sign. The split values in the UI and in exports will show the negative
sign.

j. Only show "create cost receipt" option for flagged POs - This option
allows organizations to restrict the ability to create cost receipts only
for POs configured to require cost matching. When this setting is on,
the option to create a cost receipt will only be visible on documents
flagged as requiring cost receiving. All other POs will only have the
option to create quantity receipts. The option to create a cost receipt
will only be visible on the flagged documents themselves, and not from
any document search screen.

k. Convert PO amount of price splits to a percentage - With this option
on, amount of price splits will appear as corresponding percentage
splits on subsequent invoices. For example, if a PO has an amount of
price split with $5 on split-line 1 and $5 on split-line 2, the invoice would
have the same splits with 50% on each line. With this setting OFF, any
price difference between an amount of price-split PO and the invoice
will require the splits to be manually recalculated.

l. Enable Receipt Mapping for Invoices - Select this option to allow
receipts to be mapped to invoices based on a custom field. Additional
configuration is necessary for this feature. When selected, a field for
selecting the custom field displays:
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l Custom Field for Receipt Mapping - Select a custom
field to automatically map receipts to invoices. The
available custom fields in this list meet these criteria:

l Does not allow splits
l Has placement in custom field configuration
l Is on the Default active Invoice Document
Configuration - line level only

l May or may not have values in custom field
configuration

m. Restrict visibility of Invoice Import Attachments - When this is ON,
only users with “View Secure Attachments” permission will be able to
view invoice attachments originating from the Invoice Import or Digital
Mailroom integration points. When this setting is OFF, all Invoice
Import/Digital Mailroom attachments will be visible to anyone with
permission to view the invoice.

n. Default Internal Attachment PDF as Invoice Image - When this
option is enabled, the initial PDF file associated with an invoice will be
designated as an invoice image. See Invoice Attachments Setup and
Invoice Attachments for more information.

o. Do not transfer PO attachments to invoice - When this setting is
enabled, attachments on a purchase order are not copied to invoices or
credit memos. This includes all attachments: header, line-level, internal,
and external attachments. After a PO is converted to an invoice,
attachments can be added to the invoice or credit memo manually.

p. Add Miscellaneous fees to invoice header - Up to 15 Miscellaneous
fee fields can be added for use on invoices and credit memos. Begin
entering text or click the search icon to see a complete list. You can
rename any of the Miscellaneous Fee labels via Field Management.
Fields should only be enabled after the Miscellaneous Fees field has
been added to the active buyer invoice document configuration.

q. For PO Invoices when the Invoice Owner is modified - Select if you
would like the Invoice Business Unit and/or Invoice Department to
change if the Invoice Owner on a PO invoice changes. If an option is not
enabled, the user can manually change the business unit and
department values on the invoice.

l Set the Invoice Business Unit to the Owner's Business
Unit - If this option is enabled and the Invoice Owner for
PO Invoice changes, the Business Unit will be updated to
the new Invoice Owner's business unit.

l Set the Invoice Department to the Owner's
Department - If this option is enabled and the Invoice
Owner for PO Invoice changes, the Department will be
updated to the new Invoice Owner's department.
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r. Update Invoice Custom Field values based on Invoice Owner - This
setting must be enabled in order for the logged in user to see the
Invoice Owner's account codes / custom fields for selection on the
invoice. If the setting is OFF, no custom fields values will be updated if
the Invoice Owner changes. The values, however, can be manually
edited on the invoice. If the setting is ON, the custom field values will
automatically update based on the Invoice Owner for non-PO invoices
only.

s. Use Contract Invoice Approvers on contracts - This setting allows
for the use of invoice approvers on contracts for an organization. This
will cause the "Invoice Approvers" option to be displayed in the Users
and Contracts page under the Internal Users heading, where contract
managers can select invoice approvers for a contract. Users added
here will be able to approve invoices created from the contract and
invoice line items assigned to the contract. This feature also requires
workflow configuration. To disable the setting, all contract invoice
approvers must be removed from contracts.

t. Use Invoice Date instead of Create Date to calculate exchange
rates (when applicable)* - This setting allows organizations to
calculate foreign exchange rates on invoices based on the Invoice Date
rather than the Create Date. If the setting is ON, the system will use the
Invoice Date to calculate exchange rates on an invoice if the Invoice
Date is the current date or a past date. If the Invoice Date is in the
future, the system will use the default setting (i.e., the Invoice Create
Date) to calculate exchange rates. If the setting is OFF, the system will
always use the Invoice Create Date to determine the exchange rate on
an invoice. The Invoice Date and Create Date fields must be configured
on the active buyer invoice document configuration.

u. Display Payment Term Discounts after discount date has passed -
Allows organizations to display payment terms discount amounts at all
times. If the setting is ON, payment terms discount amounts will always
be displayed, even after the Discount Date has passed. Payment terms
discount amounts will also be included in the XML. If the setting is OFF,
payment terms discount amounts will NOT display after the Discount
Date has passed unless there is a payment record with a date equal to
or before the Discount Date. The XML will display payment terms
discount amounts as "0.00".

4. In the Supplier Configuration Parameters section are the following options
(selections may vary depending on the Accounts Payable features your organization
has enabled):

a. Receive Portal Invoices - When enabled, the organization is
configured to receive invoices from all suppliers with a JAGGAER ONE
Supplier Network Portal unless explicitly disabled on a supplier profile.
When disabled, no suppliers are allowed to submit invoices via the
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JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network Portal unless explicitly enabled on a
supplier profile. While this setting configures a default value that
inherits to all suppliers, it can be overridden at the supplier level.

b. Show Invoice Owner On Sales Invoice - When enabled, all suppliers
will have the ability to see invoice owners and assign customer users as
owners on draft sales invoices in the Supplier Network Portal. This
setting can be disabled or enabled at the supplier level.

c. Make Invoice Owner Required - Enabling this setting will require all
invoices coming from supplier to include an Invoice Owner before being
sent to the customer organization. The organization setting can be
overridden (enabled or disabled) at the supplier level.

d. Show Custom Fields On Sales Invoice - This sets the organization
default for the visibility of custom fields in the supplier portal. If the
setting is enabled, the custom fields that have been flagged for display
are visible to all suppliers on sales invoices by default, but the visibility
setting can be enabled or disabled at the supplier level. If the setting is
disabled, custom fields are not visible to suppliers on sales invoices and
the visibility setting cannot be enabled or disabled at the supplier level.

e. Configure Custom Fields for Sales Invoice - If the Show Custom
Fields on Sales Invoices option (above) is enabled, this setting is used
to select which custom fields are displayed to suppliers in the supplier
portal. These are organization-wide settings. The custom fields
selected here are visible to all suppliers that have the Enable Custom
Fields on the Portal Invoices option enabled.

l Configure - Click to select the custom fields that are
displayed on sales invoices. All custom fields are available
for selection except for those that are splittable or are
child fields in a parent-child hierarchy. A maximum of 10
custom fields can be mapped.

f. Show Contract Number on Sales Invoice - When enabled, all
suppliers have the ability to view and assign contracts to sales invoices
in the Supplier Network Portal. If disabled, no suppliers by default will
have the ability to view and assign contracts. The setting can be
enabled or disabled at the supplier level.

g. Make Contract Number Required - When this setting is enabled
suppliers are required to attach a contract number to each sales invoice
line item, or use the No Contract button to indicate a contract should
not be associated.

h. Show External Invoice Attachments on Sales Invoices - If the
checkbox is selected, external attachments on a buyer invoice are
visible to suppliers on the corresponding sales invoice in the supplier
portal. This applies to attachments at both header-level and at line
level. If the checkbox is blank, external attachments on buyer invoices
are not visible to suppliers in the portal.
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Important Note: This is setting is immediately applied to both new
and existing invoices in any status. This means that any external
attachments currently on invoice documents will be visible to
suppliers as soon as the setting is enabled.

i. Check Contract Applicability on Sales Invoice - This setting controls
what the system does when a contract line item does not match
applicability settings defined on the contract.

The default value is Ignore, meaning that validation will be skipped and
no message is displayed to the user. Select Warning if you want to
display a message indicating the error, but the invoice or credit memo
can be sent to the customer without the supplier correcting the
information. Select Error to display a message, and the invoice or credit
memo cannot be sent to the customer until the error is fixed.

j. Check Item Quantity and Contract Spend Limits on Sales Invoice -
Controls what the system does when a contract line item line manually
added by a supplier exceeds the maximum setting for contract spend
or line item quantities set on the Budget and Spend page of the
contract. Note: This validation applies to maximum settings only.

The default value is Ignore, meaning that validation will be skipped and
no message is displayed to the user. Select Warning if you want to
display a message indicating the error, but the invoice or credit memo
can be sent to the customer without the supplier correcting the
information. Select Error to display a message, and the invoice or credit
memo cannot be sent to the customer until the error is fixed.

k. Check Contract Item Price on Sales Invoice - Controls what the
system does when the price on a contract line item is different from the
price set for the item on the contract. Note: This setting does not apply
to credit memos.

The default value is Ignore, meaning that validation will be skipped and
no message is displayed to the user. Select Warning if you want to
display a message indicating the error, but the invoice can be sent to
the customer without the supplier correcting the information. Select
Error to display a message, and the invoice cannot be sent to the
customer until the error is fixed.

l. Enable Supplier Portal - This setting inherits to all supplier profiles.
When enabled, all suppliers can see detailed invoice information, as
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well as other requirements and information in a customer-branded view
of the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network Portal. If disabled, no suppliers,
by default, can see invoice information in the portal. The setting can be
overridden at the supplier level.

m. Prevent Duplicate Supplier Invoice Numbers - This setting prevents
a duplicate invoice or credit memo from being entered into the system.
A duplicate invoice is an invoice with a supplier invoice number that
matches a previously received invoice. For electronic invoices, an
invoice with a duplicate supplier invoice number will be rejected back to
the supplier. For manually entered invoices, the user will be prohibited
from submitting the invoice. When enabled, duplicate invoices are not
permitted. This setting will inherit to all supplier profiles, but can be
enabled or disabled at the supplier level.

n. Reject OCR/DMR Invoice Import with Duplicate Supplier Invoice
Number - This setting prevents a duplicate invoice or credit memo that
is imported via OCR/DMR from being entered into the system. A
duplicate invoice is an invoice with a supplier invoice number that
matches a previously received invoice.

l If the setting is enabled, on import, if the supplier invoice
number on an invoice already exists for the supplier, the
invoice is not imported and an error message will indicate
that an invoice with the supplier number already exists.

l If the setting is NOT enabled, OCR/DMR invoice import will
allow duplicate supplier invoice numbers on imported
invoices but will show an error on the imported invoice
based on the customer's invoice document configuration
settings.

l IMPORTANT NOTE: Enabling this setting will prevent
duplicate supplier invoices from importing into JAGGAER,
but when an invoice gets rejected, there is no notification
and no means of retrieving and resubmitting the rejected
invoice.

o. Allow Non-PO Invoices - This setting allows users to create non-PO
invoices and credit memos. Additionally, this setting allows suppliers to
include non-PO invoices as part of the cXML invoice integration and
from the supplier portal. Non-PO invoices are invoices that are not
associated with a purchase order from JAGGAER Order Manager. When
enabled, non-PO invoices are permitted for all suppliers. This setting
can be enabled or disabled at the supplier level.
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p. Allow non-PO invoice lines - This setting allows users to create non-
PO lines on any invoice or credit memo. This means that for an invoice
that is associated with a PO, a non-PO line may be added to the
invoice. When enabled, non-PO invoice lines are permitted for all
suppliers. This setting can be enabled or disabled at the supplier level.

q. Allow Item Substitution - This setting allows suppliers to invoice for a
different item than the one originally ordered. The item difference can
be based on catalog number (SKU) and/or UOM. This setting allows the
organization to optionally accept cXML invoice messages where the
catalog number (SKU) and UOM do not match the original order. If
enabled, the organization will allow cXML invoice messages with
substituted items for all suppliers. The substituted information will be
saved to the invoice and the invoice will be flagged as Has Substitute
Items. Additionally, the invoice line will be identified as containing a
substituted item. If this setting is not enabled, cXML invoice messages
containing items not matching the original order will be returned to the
supplier as an error. This setting inherits to all supplier profiles, but can
be enabled or disabled at the supplier level.

r. Use Organization Payment Terms - When this setting is enabled,
invoices received via cXML or the supplier portal will contain the
payment terms (if any) configured by your organization rather than the
payment terms sent by the supplier on the invoice or any associated
contract. If the setting is disabled, the payment terms entered by the
supplier or associated with applicable contracts will be accepted and
visible on the invoice. This setting inherits to all suppliers, but can be
disabled or enabled at the supplier level.

s. Use Organization Remit To Address - When this setting is enabled,
invoices received via cXML or the supplier portal will contain the remit-
to address (if any) configured by your organization for the supplier,
rather than the remit-to address sent by the supplier on the invoice. If
the setting is disabled, the remit-to address on the electronic invoice
will be accepted and visible on the invoice. This setting inherits to all
suppliers, but can be disabled or enabled at the supplier level.

t. Use Organization Remit to Address for Invoice/DMR Imports - For
organizations with Digital Mailroom, enable this setting if you want the
remit-to address configured by your organization for the supplier to be
used instead of the address on the invoice. With this setting off, the
remit to address on the invoice will be used. This setting inherits to all
suppliers, but can be enabled or disabled at the supplier level.

u. Allow Supplier Invoice creation against closed POs - When this
setting is enabled, suppliers will be able to create invoices through the
portal against closed POs. When the setting is off, suppliers will have
invoices associated with a closed PO rejected (if via cXML), or will not
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have the option to create the invoice in the portal. This setting does not
impact supplier invoice import (EDI or cXML) or supplier CSV invoice
import. This setting inherits to all suppliers, but can be disabled or
enabled at the supplier level.

v. Enable Validation of Price and Taxes in Sales Invoice - This setting
is used to validate the pricing and taxes in a supplier portal sales
invoice and cXML invoices before the supplier is allowed to submit the
invoice to the customer. If enabled, the unit price and tax amount on
the sales invoice must equal to or be less than the associated purchase
order lines in order for the supplier to submit the invoice to the
customer. This setting inherits to all suppliers, but can be disabled or
enabled at the supplier level.

w. Countries requiring Invoice Image for non-Electronic Sales Invoice
- This setting is used to make an invoice image attachment mandatory
for sales invoices in the supplier portal. Organizations can apply the
setting based on the country of a supplier's Remit To address. Search
for and select the countries where an invoice image attachment is
mandatory. If a country is selected in this field, suppliers with a Remit
To address in that country will be required to upload an invoice image
attachment before they can submit an invoice.

Note: The extra image files received by enabling this setting will
count against an organization's total allotted storage for
attachment files.

Note: For organizations with Global Invoicing only, if the invoice
Legal Type is set to blank or Paper, an invoice image attachment
will be required if the Remit To address country is configured to
make it required. If the invoice Legal Type is electronic, an invoice
image attachment will not be required, regardless of the Remit To
address country.

5. PO Auto Close configuration - This section is used for those organizations that use
a workflow step that automatically closes a PO that has been fully invoiced. These
options allow organizations to set a delay time if needed so that the closed PO
arrives at the ERP after the invoices are sent over. By default, the delay time is 0
days, but can be set at a specific number of days, hours, or minutes.

a. Delay between PO Soft Close and Close - This setting controls how
long to wait between soft closing a PO and the final "hard" close. To
enable soft closing of invoices, set the delay to a value greater than 1.
To turn off soft closing of POs (both auto-close and manual), set the
value back to 0.
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b. Wait for paid status update to close PO - When this setting is
enabled, soft-closed POs will not move to closed status until all related
invoices have been marked as "Paid". In order for auto-close to work
without manual intervention, this should only be enabled if the invoice
status update integration is in place.

c. Allow receipts against soft-closed POs - With this setting enabled,
any user with permission to create receipts may enter a receipt against
a PO in Soft Close status. Receipts can be created directly from the
PO document or from document search. Once the PO has been set to
Closed, receipt creation will no longer be available.

6. Receipt reminder notifications are used to manage the receiving process and send
reminder emails to desktop and central receiving when AP is waiting for an item. See
"Enabling Central Receiving Reminders" on page 51 for additional information.

7. Define the criteria for Invoice Import/ PO Total Tolerance. This section contains
settings that control when the system will add price mismatch notifications to
imported invoices.

a. Total provided in Invoice Import XML exceeds the expected
Invoice Total - Enter the appropriate amount as a percentage (% of
Total) or dollar amount (Amount in). When the value of the Imported
XML Invoice exceeds the expected invoice total (un-invoiced amount
on the PO) by the indicated percentage or dollar amount, a tolerance
notification is added to the invoice.

b. Total provided in Invoice Import XML is less than the expected
Invoice Total- Enter the appropriate amount as a percentage (% of
Total) or dollar amount (Amount in). When the value of the Imported
XML Invoice is less than the expected invoice total (un-invoiced
amount on the PO) by the indicated percentage or dollar amount, a
tolerance notification is added to the invoice.

c. Flip PO information when a PO number and totals match - This
option is available to AP customers with Invoice Import or Digital
Mailroom modules. When this setting is enabled and the subtotal or
grand total of fields in the imported invoice XML match the subtotal of
an un-invoiced PO, line item information including item number,
description, and UOMwill come from the PO rather than the imported
invoice XML. The PO "flip" will not occur for a PO with partial invoices. If
both the subtotal and grand total fields are provided in the XML, the
subtotal will be used. This reduces errors related to catalog number
mismatches, but removes the ability to flag substitute items.

d. Merge multiple invoice lines against a single line cost matched PO
- This option is available to Invoicing customers with Invoice Import or
Digital Mailroom products. When this setting is enabled, multi-line
invoices against a single-line cost-matched PO (also known as a
flagged blanket order) will have all invoice lines merged into a single-
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line invoice. The single line total will reflect the sum of the individual
merged lines. This is helpful to customers whose ERP requires an exact
match between the number of lines on a PO and the corresponding
invoice.

e. Copy PO Line Description to Invoice – This option appears when the
Merge multiple invoice lines against a single line cost matched PO
setting is enabled. With this setting enabled, line description
information will come from the PO rather than from the imported multi-
line invoice XML. If this setting is not enabled, the invoice will display a
concatenation of the imported invoice line item descriptions.

f. Show embedded attachment view - This option is available when
Invoice Import or Digital Mailroom is enabled. This setting controls the
embedded PDF view for OCR/Digital Mailroom invoice imports. When
the setting is ON, the PDF will be embedded into the invoice simple
entry screen. When the setting is OFF, the PDF will not be embedded
into the simple entry screen, and the user can view attachments from
the attachment area of the invoice. Note: If the organization has
enabled Restrict visibility of Invoice Import Attachments the user
will need View Secure Invoice Import Attachments permission to
view the image.

g. Allow Invoice Creation Against Rejected / Closed POs for
Invoice/DMR Imports - With this option enabled, invoices created via
Digital Mailroom can be associated with closed or rejected purchase
orders.

h. Overwrite Purchase Order Custom Field Values with Values from
Invoice/DMR Imports - If enabled, it doesn't matter what custom fields
are on your POs, it will pull the value that is specified on the import; if
not enabled, it will only pull the values from the import if there is no
value on the PO.

i. Overwrite Purchase Order Codes with Values from Invoice/DMR
Imports - If enabled, it doesn't matter what's on your PO for codes, it
will pull the values that are specified on the import; if not enabled, it will
only pull the values from the import if there is no value on the PO.

j. Merge Non-PO Code Rules with Codes from Invoice/DMR Imports -
If enabled, the application will import invoices with splittable custom
fields from OCR imports and use Non-PO Code Rules to populate
custom fields on the same imported invoice document. The setting is
off by default.

k. Matching Line on Unit Price - If enabled, the system will match on unit
price when invoices are imported via OCR or DMR. Matching on unit
price will be the last check run and invoices not matched will go into the
match exception queue. If the setting is not enabled, invoices with a PO
number and unit price that match will be imported as a non-PO lines.
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l. OCR/DMR Invoices error instead of warn if a non-PO line is present
on a PO-based invoice - This setting is used to prevent users from
submitting a PO-based invoice into workflow until all non-PO lines are
associated with a PO line.

l If the checkbox is selected (on) - PO-based invoices
imported via OCR/DMR that contain non-PO lines that
have not been associated to a PO line will stop and display
the error message: “Invoice line imported was created as
non-PO line, POs do not match with PO Number". Users
will not be able to approve/complete a manual step or
submit the invoice into workflow until all non-PO lines are
associated with a PO line.

l If the checkbox is blank (off, default setting) - A
notification is displayed if a PO-based invoice that has
been imported from OCR/DMR contains non-PO lines that
are not associated with a PO line. It is possible to
approve/complete a manual step and submit the invoice
into workflow.

m. Do not reject invoices with different PO currency - This setting is
used to import OCR/DMR invoices that have a currency that is different
from their associated purchase order. They will be imported as non-PO
invoices, and notifications on an imported invoice will indicate that the
PO was not linked due to the conflicting currencies.

l If the checkbox is selected (on) - Invoices imported via
OCR/DMR with a currency that is different from their
associated purchase order will be imported as non-PO
invoices. Notifications on an imported invoice will indicate
that it was created as a non-PO invoice due to the
currency not matching the one on its associated PO (the
PO number is provided).

l If the checkbox is blank (off, default setting) - Invoices
imported via OCR/DMR with a currency that is different
from the one on their associated PO will be rejected.

n. Allowed tolerance for difference in Invoice Import XML total and
current Invoice Total - This setting allows customers to enforce a
maximum tolerance difference between the Invoice Import "Grand
Total" on invoices and credit memos, and the current total amount on
invoices and credit memos. Once configured, a message will alert users
if the difference between the two totals is greater than the tolerance
allowed.

a. Enter a value in the Amount in field that represents the
maximum difference allowed between the Grand Total
displayed on invoices and credit memos imported via XML
and the current Invoice Total or Credit Memo Total
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amount in the application.
l The Amount in field is blank by default.
When field is blank, this means the feature is
not enabled. If the field is populated, the
feature is enabled.

l The field will display in the organization's
base currency.

8. Click Save to save changes.
9. Navigate to the History sub-tab to view all changes made to AP Configuration.

To update a setting at the supplier level:

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Search for a Supplier.
2. Search for and locate the supplier to update. From the search results, click on the

supplier name to view the supplier profile.
3. In the About section, select the System Settings page. In the AP Configuration

section, configure the following options:
a. Enable Supplier Portal - This setting inherits from the organization

setting under AP Configuration options. Selecting or deselecting will
allow or not allow the specific supplier to utilize a customer specific
portal to view invoices, see payment status, and send and receive
invoice messages.

b. Allow inactive supplier to create portal invoice - When this setting is
enabled, if the supplier is made inactive, the supplier can continue to
invoice the customer through the supplier portal. This may be helpful if
the customer is no longer doing business with the supplier, but there
are outstanding purchase orders that need to be invoiced. If the setting
is disabled and the supplier is made inactive, the supplier will not have
the ability to create and submit invoices to the customer.

c. Enable Validation of Price and Taxes in Sales Invoice - Select to
override the organization setting for validating the pricing and taxes on
a supplier invoice before the supplier is allowed to submit the invoice
from the portal.

d. Enable PO based Email Invoices - Select this option to allow the
supplier to create an invoice from an email for a distributed Purchase
Order. When enabled, a customer user can select to manually send the
email from a distributed PO. Also, the organization can configure a
workflow process to allow for the email to be sent automatically when
the PO is distributed. The supplier primary remittance contact receives
the email, can select the link in the email, and create the invoice without
having to log into the portal or another system to complete the invoice
process.
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4. Select the Integration Settings page, and note the Integrations Settings section.
Select options related to e-invoicing, portal invoices, and supplier invoicing. Contact
JAGGAER with questions about any of these options.

Receipt and Invoicing Number Wheels
Similar to Purchase Orders, receipts and invoices can be assigned a customizable number wheel
to identify each document. By default, the receipt and invoicing numbers are randomly generated
by JAGGAER. To create a number wheel specific to your organization – or even for a specific
supplier – to identify receipts or invoices, it is recommended to create a customized number
wheel. Details on setup are found in Setting up and Management a Number Wheel in the online
searchable help.

After a number wheel is created, it can be assigned at the organization-wide level and overridden
at the supplier level.

l Number wheels are assigned to invoices and credit memos at the organization-wide level
on the Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure AP Settings > AP
Configuration, Number Wheel section.

l Number wheels are assigned at the supplier level via the Suppliers menu on the
supplier profile > Fulfillment Centers > Ordering > Setup, Invoice Configuration
section.

Invoice and Credit Memo Configuration
An organization can control the way invoices and credit memos look in the application. Via
document setup, you can determine what fields display on the invoice and credit memo, which
fields are required, the layout of the information, and more.

l You can design a document from an existing configuration, or start with a blank, new
configuration.

l Unlimited custom fields may be added.
l Custom fields are not required to be on the PO.
l Values will copy from PO.
l Non-splittable custom fields may be added to Manual Entry page.
l An organization can choose whether to allow multiple POs on a single invoice.
l An organization can set a default allocation method.
l The invoice total element is an element that can be added to the invoice/credit memo
configuration.
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By default, JAGGAER will provide a template that you can begin with. You can add or update
information from there. To make updates to document configuration, you must be a system
administrator.

Basics of Document Configuration
Navigate to invoice and credit memo document configuration at Setup > Configure
Documents > Configure Buyer Invoice Document. The active invoice and credit memo
configurations are listed, as shown below:

l There must be an active configuration for Buyer Invoice and Buyer Credit Memo if you
intend to generate both types of documents.

l If your organization utilizes Business Units and you have a different invoice and/or credit
memo document configuration enabled for your (logged in user) business unit, it will
display below the organization default configuration. See Creating Business Units in the
online searchable help for more information about defining a specific invoice document
configuration for each business unit.

l Expand the Templates selection from the list of Configuration options to see a "starting
point" invoice and credit memo provided by JAGGAER.

l Whenever a change is made to a configuration, a new version must be saved. Therefore,
you may have a number of configurations listed in your site.

l Click the New Configuration button to create a brand new configuration.
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Document Configuration Options
Before you can “edit” or “create” a configuration for a invoice or credit memo, you should have a
high-level understanding of each of the configuration options and how they are designed to be
used for document setup. The purpose of the table below is to provide a detailed explanation of
each of the options that you have when working in document setup and the fields that you see on
the screen.

General Configuration Options

The following options display when a new configuration is created or when an existing
configuration is accessed. To access an existing configuration, select the configuration name on
the left side of the screen, then click the Draft button to view the following.

Configuration
Option (on screen) Description and Details

Configuration Name Descriptive name for the configuration. The default name is “New
Configuration”. It is listed in bold on the left side of the page.

Configuration
Description

Description for the configuration. The default is blank.

Version Description A brief description of the version of the draft configuration you are
finalizing. The description is displayed below the version on the left-hand
side of the configuration page. The default is blank.

Invoice Type If you are creating the buyer invoice document, select Invoice. If you are
configuring the credit memo document, select Credit Memo.

Allow users to hide
header sections on
summary page

Controls the ability to hide the header portion of the summary page. The
header portion includes all the sections above the line items. A user can
collapse this portion of the review page to look at items only.

Enabled - The user can hide the header portion of the invoice / credit
memo summary page (all the sections above the line items).

Disabled - Hiding the header portion of the summary page is not permitted.
The option is not shown on the summary page. This should be disabled if
your organization wants to ensure the header portion of the invoice/credit
memo is visible at all times on the summary page.

Allow users to hide
line details on
summary page

Controls the ability to collapse/hide the expanded line details section on
the summary page. This is applicable only to the summary page.

TRUE – The user can hide the expanded line details section for all lines on
the summary page.

FALSE – Hiding the line details section on the summary page is not
permitted. The option is not shown on the summary page. This checkbox
should be turned off if the organization wants to ensure the additional
details are visible at all times on the summary page.
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Configuration
Option (on screen) Description and Details

Show Approvals tab Show or Hide the Invoice Approvals tab in the navigation bar. Set the value
to TRUE to display the tab or set to FALSE to hide the tab.

Use this function if you do not want users to be able to view the Invoice
Workflow steps.

Number of product
attributes

Controls the number of product attributes that appear in the left-most
column of the full line details view of the purchase order summary page.
The more attributes that are displayed, the more vertical space will be used
for each line item.

Number of note
characters to display

Controls the number of characters to display for an existing note in the
invoice. The interface will display the first X characters of a note, where X is
the number entered here. Any notes that contain a greater number of
characters have a link for the user to view the remainder of the note. This
setting controls notes in the header, line and history. (audit trail) tab.

Pre-populate Invoice
Date

Controls the Invoice Date field being pre-filled with the current date for
manually created invoices or credit memos. If enabled, the Invoice Date will
be pre-filled with the current date when the invoice / credit memo is
created. If unchecked, the Invoice Date field will be blank when created by
the user.

Allow Invoice
Number Edit

Controls the ability for users to be able to enter a invoice number on draft
invoices and credit memos. If enabled, the user will have the ability to enter
a value in the Invoice No. field on any draft invoices or credit memos. This
value will be used as the permanent invoice number. If unchecked, the
Invoice No. will be read-only and can only be assigned by the system.

Allow copy to other
lines for line notes

Allows a user to copy line notes to other lines in the invoice.

If line level custom
field values are
provided, ignore
empty header value

If enabled, the system will ignore empty custom field values at the header
level, if custom field values are present for each line.

Display groups that
contain splittable or
grouped custom
fields on Simple
Manual Entry page

When this option is enabled, the Account Codes section with your
configured splittable or grouped custom fields are displayed on the Simple
Manual Entry page. The fields are editable on the Simple Manual Entry page
and the Buyer Invoice (codes) section. Values can be updated on either
page.

Display groups that
contain splittable or
grouped custom
fields on Detailed
Manual Entry page

When this option is enabled, the Account Codes section with your
configured splittable or grouped custom fields are displayed on the
Detailed Manual Entry page. The fields are editable on the Detailed Manual
Entry page and the Buyer Invoice (codes) section. Values can be updated
on either page.

Allocation Method Allows users to set a default method for distributing Discount, Tax,
Shipping & Handling. Users can select an allocation method of equally,
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Configuration
Option (on screen) Description and Details

weighted, or sum of all.

Allocate Discount to
Taxable Items Only

Allocates header and term discount amounts to lines that are flagged as
taxable on the document. If enabled, the discount is configured based on
the taxable flag for each line. Taxable items will include the allocated
header and term discounts, while non-taxable items will only include the
line discount. Also, if the option is enabled, an automatic recalculation of
taxes will occur if the taxable flag for an item changes. If this option is
disabled, the discount amount using allocated values will be applied to all
items using the standard discount amount formula (sum of the line
discount, allocated header discount, and the allocated term discount).

Allocate Handling to
Taxable Items Only

Allocates header handling amounts to lines that are flagged as taxable on
the document. If enabled, the handling charges will be based on the taxable
flag for each line. Taxable items will include the handling charges, while
non-taxable items will not. If the option is disabled, the handling charges
will be applied to all items if the organization is configured to Include
Handling in Tax Calculation (contact JAGGAER to confirm if this setting is
enabled or not).

Allocate Shipping to
Taxable Items Only

Allocates header shipping amounts to lines that are flagged as taxable on
the document. If enabled, the shipping charges will be based on the taxable
flag for each line. Taxable items will include the shipping charges, while
non-taxable items will not. If the option is disabled, the shipping charges
will be applied to all items if the organization is configured to Include
Shipping in Tax Calculation (contact JAGGAER to confirm if this setting is
enabled or not).

Restrictions: One PO
per invoice/credit
memo

Allows an organization to implement a control that limits an invoice or credit
memo to being associated to a single purchase order in Order Manager. For
manually created invoice/credit memos, users will only be restricted to
creating invoices from a single PO. Further, the user will not be able to add
additional purchase orders to the invoice. For electronic and portal
invoices, the system will not accept invoices/credit memos from suppliers
that are associated to more than one purchase order.

Configuration Actions

The following table details functions that can be performed when configuring an invoice or credit
memo. The options are available above the configuration details.
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Configuration
Option (on screen) Description and Details

Preview manual
entry page

This action displays a preview of the invoice manual entry page based on
the configuration options that have been selected. The preview screen
contains the fields configured by the organization and is to be used for
configuration validation purposes.

Preview review page This action displays a preview of the Review page of the invoice based on
the configuration options that have been selected. The preview screen
contains the fields configured by the organization and is to be used for
configuration validation purposes.

Finalize configuration
version

Finalize the configuration once it is complete. Finalizing a revision creates a
new version within the configuration. The version is not active until the
activation process is complete. See the Activation section for more
information.

A version can be finalized, but not active to the user community. This allows
an organization to “lock-down” a version, then release it when appropriate.

Copy to a new
configuration

The user can use an existing version as a starting point for a new
configuration version by copying. The user selects an existing version and
selects “copy to a new configuration”. A new configuration section is
created and the configuration options are copied to a new draft version
within the configuration.

Copy to an existing
configuration

The user can copy a version to an existing configuration. The user selects
the existing configuration in which the new version should be created from
a list. The settings from the selected version replace the current Draft
within the selected configuration.

This action is helpful when an organization wants to base one configuration
off of another while only making minor changes to an existing version. In
addition, this action can be used if an organization is not happy with a
particular working draft and would like to “start over” with a known
configuration.

Revert to last version This action allows the user to clear any changes made to a draft
configuration and “reset” the settings to the latest version. Reverting to the
version resets the settings to the last “finalized” version within that
configuration.

Revert to last version is helpful when a user has been experimenting with
many options; however the end result is not desirable. The user can quickly
clear the changes through this action. A warning message appears
requesting confirmation of this action.
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Configuration
Option (on screen) Description and Details

Export This feature is used to export a configuration and import it into a different
environment. For example, you are working in your UIT site and want to
update your Production or Training environment. This process saves time
and reduces errors by eliminating the need to “re-configure” the same
version in another environment.

The user can export a configuration version to a file for promotion or
storage purposes.

Note: DO NOT EDIT an exported configuration manually. The import
process is designed to work specifically with a valid configuration exports.
Importing an edited export may cause unpredictable results.

The custom field names in the export file reference the custom field internal
name.

Activate Select this action to make the selected version the active version in the
application. The active version replaces the configuration for all draft and
future invoices or credit memos. Pending and Completed invoices / credit
memos are not affected, as they maintain the version used to point of
submission.

New configuration This button in the top left corner of the configuration options is used to
create a new configuration. The application creates a new configuration
with a draft version. This function creates a new blank configuration with no
sections, groups, or fields.

New section Select the Layout Details page of the version configuration you are editing
to see this option. This creates a new section within the configuration.
Once you create the section, then you can place groups and fields in the
section.

New group Select the Layout Details page of the version configuration you are editing
to see this option. This creates a new group within a section of the
configuration. Once you add the group, then you should place fields into
the group.

Configuring Layout Details

The following table details how to configure the sections on the Layout Details page of the
document. Select a section on the Layout Details page, or select the New Section button to see
these options.
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Configuration
Option (on screen) Description and Details

Internal name Use this field for an internal (e.g. referenced) name for the section. The
internal name is used as a reference to this section, but is not displayed
within the user interface.

Provide a static section name for future reference regardless of section title
changes.

Top left This setting represents part of the placement coordinates of this section
within the document. An organization can place sections anywhere in the
document. The “top left” setting represents the coordinates for the top left
most corner of the section. This coordinate, when combined with the
bottom right coordinate, controls the “span” of the section within the
document. The user may reference the document grid to find the
appropriate coordinates. The application validates that the settings do not
overlap with other sections.

Bottom right The “bottom right” setting represents the coordinates for the bottom right
most corner of the section. This coordinate, when combined with the top
left coordinate, controls the “span” of the section within the document.

Show section title The section title can be shown on the invoice / credit memo document as
appropriate. When this option is selected, the section title will display on
the document as appropriate.

Title The section title is essential the display name for the section. The title
should be descriptive enough so that the user understands its purpose.
Title is not a required field. If left blank, the section’s internal name is shown
to the user as the Section Title.

Help text Help text is used to provide specific section-level help within the
document. Add organization-specific help concerning the section’s
purpose.

Languages If your organization is configured for different languages, select this
hyperlink to expand a list of your organization's supported languages. You
can choose to Override default values and provide a language-specific
title and help text for the section.

Configuring Groups

The following table details how to configure a group within a section. The actual physical location
varies based on the configuration options selected.
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Configuration
Option (on screen) Description and Details

Group A group is a set of fields that are displayed and edited together. A group
can represent fields that are related to each other in meaning or purpose.
Fields in a group are edited together (i.e. there is a single edit link for the
whole group which will allow for the whole group to be modified at one
time).

Use a group to represent a set of fields that are related to each other. For
example, a typical group can contain custom field accounting codes. Also,
use a group to simplify editing as grouped fields are edited together.

Groups are assigned to a section in the document.

Internal name Use this field for an internal (e.g. referenced) name for the group. The
internal name is used as a reference to this group, but is not displayed
within the user interface.

Provides a static group name for future reference regardless of group title
changes.

Contains elements of
this type

Certain fields have specific restrictions concerning their display and
editability. In order to accommodate these unique features, certain fields
can only be placed into specific group types. The group definition must
have a setting that states that type of fields it contains. Options include.

General - This type is used for the majority of groups and is assigned to
any group that does not contain a field with unique requirements.

Shipping Address - Shipping Address must be in a group by itself. Select
this option when creating a group for Shipping Address (e.g. Ship To).

Billing Address - Billing Address must be in a group by itself. Select this
option when creating a group for Billing Address (e.g. Bill To).

Remit to - Remit To Address must be in a group by itself. Select this option
when creating a group for Remit To Address (e.g. Remit To)

Splittable or grouped custom fields - Groups that contain custom fields
that are grouped and/or can be split need to be explicitly defined. The
functionality within such a group is different than groups that contain single
custom fields, therefore this needs to be identified at the group level.

Orientation Controls the orientation of fields within the group. The options are:

Vertical: Fields within the group are displayed vertically (i.e. from top to
bottom with each field below the previous field). Vertical works well with
most group configurations and uses the least amount of screen space.

Horizontal: Fields within the group are displayed horizontally (i.e. from left
to right with each field to the right of the previous field). Horizontal works
well with accounting code fields, especially those that can be split. Any
custom fields that can be split must have a horizontal orientation.
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Configuration
Option (on screen) Description and Details

Section Select the section in which this group resides. The group can only be in one
section; however a section may have multiple groups.

Display order Enter a numeric value that controls the order in which groups are displayed
within the section. Groups are displayed in ascending order; therefore
lower numbers appear first in the user interface. In order to allow for
adjustments in the future, it is recommended that you space out the
numbers (e.g. 10, 20, 30, etc.).

Show group title The group title can be shown within the purchase order as appropriate.
Displaying the title provides more information to the user; however it may
clutter the interface more. Each organization decides what is appropriate
for each group.

Title The group title is essentially the display name for the group. The title should
be descriptive enough so that user understands its purpose.

Help text Help text is used to provide specific group-level help within the document.
Add organization-specific help concerning the group’s purpose.

Languages If your organization is configured for different languages, select this
hyperlink to expand a list of your organization's supported languages. You
can choose to Override default values and provide a language-specific
title and help text for the group.

Configuring Fields

The following table provides information on how to configure fields in an invoice or credit memo
document. The options available will vary by field. Note: Traditional field management DOES NOT
work in this area of the application.
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Configuration
Option (on screen) Description and Details

Editable by header /
line

Organizations configure the level that fields are editable. This configuration
is on a field by field basis. There are several fields that are header level only
(e.g. Accounting Date) and cannot be edited at the line level. The
application does not provide an option for this setting for those fields. The
organization has three options:

l Header Only: The field may only be edited at the header level.
Users cannot assign multiple line level values for this field on a
document. This is used if an organization requires a single
shipping method per document.

l Line Level Only: The field may only be assigned at the line level.
The user cannot set a header, or global, value for this field in
the document. This is used if an organization uses a custom
field on the line that relates to the type of item, therefore a
global value is not appropriate in the purchase order.

l Header and Line: The field may be assigned at both the header
and line levels. The user can apply a global value if it is the
same for all lines or change specific lines as needed. This is
used if Accounting Codes can be the same for all lines or differ
across lines if necessary.

Review page
placement

Controls the group in which the field is located. Each field can only be in
one group. If the organization does not want the field to appear in the
interface, choose the “do not show” option.

Display order Enter a numeric value that controls the order in which the field is displayed
within the group. Fields are displayed in ascending order; therefore lower
numbers appear first in the user interface. In order to allow for adjustments
in the future, it is recommended that you space out the numbers (e.g. 10,
20, 30, etc.).

Show on advanced
manual entry page

Select this option to show the field on the Detailed Manual Entry page of
the draft invoice. If this option is not selected, the field will be shown as
otherwise indicated in the layout configuration options, but not on the
detailed manual entry page.

Show on simple
manual entry page

Select this option to show the field on the Simple Manual Entry page of the
draft invoice. If this option is not selected, the field will be shown as
otherwise indicated in the layout configuration options, but not on the
simple manual entry page

Manual entry page
header

Select which column in which the field should display on the manual entry
page. This option only displays if you have selected the option to show the
field on a manual entry page.
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Configuration
Option (on screen) Description and Details

Manual display order Enter a numeric value that controls the order in which the field is displayed
on the manual entry page. Fields are displayed in ascending order;
therefore lower numbers appear first in the user interface. In order to allow
for adjustments in the future, it is recommended that you space out the
numbers (e.g. 10, 20, 30, etc.).

Maximum length The maximum number of characters that can be entered by the user. This
value cannot exceed the maximum size allowed by the application which is
to the right of the entry box.

Submit Validation
rules – If empty

Submit Validation
rules – If invalid

For some fields, you may select to generate a warning or error if the field
value is empty or invalid before the invoice is submitted. The default value
is to Ignore empty and invalid values. Other options are:

Warning - If this option is selected, a warning message will display,
indicating the field should be populated or changed to a valid value.
However, the user will still be able to submit the document into workflow.

Error - If this option is selected, an error message will display, indicating
the field must be populated or changed to a valid value in order to submit
the invoice into workflow.

Workflow Validation
Rules

Workflow validation -
If empty

Workflow validation -
If invalid

For some fields, you may select to generate a warning or error if the field
value is empty or invalid once the invoice has entered workflow. The
default value is to Ignore empty and invalid values. Other options are:

Warning - If this option is selected, a warning message will display,
indicating the field should be populated or changed to a valid value.
However, the document can continue through workflow and be completed.

Error - If this option is selected, an error message will display, indicating
the field must be populated or changed to a valid value in order to move
through workflow.

Step-by-Step

Creating a New Configuration from an Existing Configuration

1. Go to Setup > Configure Documents > Configure Buyer Invoice Document.
2. Select the template or existing configuration you would like to review and “start

with.”
3. Select Copy to existing configuration from the For the selected configuration

dropdown options.
a. In the Target configuration dropdown, select an existing configuration

to which the version will be copied.
b. Click Go. The page will refresh with the new version under the selected

configuration.
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4. On the General tab, enter a new Version Description. Select other options as
appropriate. Click to Save your changes.

5. Select the Layout Details tab. Expand current sections and groups, and select fields
that were copied from the previous version. Edit the field placement or other options
as appropriate.

6. Select to expand Unassigned Fields, and choose additional fields for placement.
Select the appropriate options for each field, including the area it should be placed
from the Review page placement dropdown. Click Savewhen finished.

7. Select to Preview manual entry page and Preview review page to validate fields
appear as you expect. The preview is a static representation of the configured
sections, groups, and fields as they would appear in the user interface.

8. Select to Finalize configuration version from the dropdown, and click Go. A
confirmation message displays. ClickOK to continue.

9. Select to Activate the configuration from the dropdown and click Go. This action
makes the configuration the current active invoice (or credit memo) for new
documents.

Receipt Document Configuration
The receipt document is a standard configuration that is initially set up by JAGGAER during your
organization's implementation. Usually, few changes are needed to the configuration. The receipt
document fields are managed via field management. There is no separate document
configuration for receipts.

Key Points about Receipt Document Configuration
l The Receipt layout (moving of fields, rearranging of sections) is not configurable.
l The majority of the “system” fields on the Receipt can be renamed, hidden or made
required via Field Management.

l Note: Use caution when renaming or hiding/requiring fields. Many fields are used in
multiple areas of the application. For example, a field may be on the receipt
document and also in the search criteria for receipts. If you hide or rename the field,
the action applies to all areas where the field is displayed. Contact JAGGAER if you
have questions about hiding or renaming fields.

l There are three additional “flexible” fields available for the organization to use/customize:
l Flexible Text Field: Free Form text field, Maximum length 100 characters
(configurable), can be renamed, hidden or made required.

l Flexible Text Field 2: Free Form text field, Maximum length 100 characters
(configurable), can be renamed, hidden or made required.

l Flexible Drop Down: Configurable pull-down menu, values created in Field
Management.
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See About Field Management in the online searchable help for more information about managing
fields.

Receipt fields - Field Management

The fields are managed via field management by navigating to Setup > Field Management >
Manage Field Names and Text. Receipt document fields are located in the Accounts Payable >
Receive > Summary section of field management. A user must have Field Management
(Permissions > Administration > System Administration) permission to have access to field
management.

Receipt Document Fields
The following fields display when viewing the Summary tab of the receipt document, and are
available for configuration in Field Management.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/9. Setup and Configuration Tasks/General/Field Management/fieldmgmt.htm
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Header Information

Field Name
(on screen) Description and Details

Header Information This section of the receipt contains the Receipt Name, Receipt Create
Date, and lists the source of the receipt. Also in this section is the Receipt
Number, Receipt Date, Packing Slip Number, Supplier Name, the Received
by User, Receipt Address, and Delivery information. If the organization is
displaying flex fields, those are listed in this area as well. Also, an area for
Attachments and Notes is available.

Receipt Name The name for the receipt provided by the user (or the system default value).

Receipt Create Date The date and time the system created the receipt and displays to users as
read-only.

Source Indicates if the receipt was created manually but a user or via an import.
Value is defined by the system and cannot be edited.

Receipt Number For draft receipts, the indication To Be Assigned will display. Once the
receipt has been submitted a number is assigned according to your
organization's configured Receipt Numbering Scheme.

Receipt Date The Date of the receipt, defaulted to the current date.

Packing Slip No. User can enter the packing slip number included with the received goods, if
applicable.

Supplier Name Automatically populated with the information from the purchase order or as
entered by the user.

Received by User name (and business unit if applicable) that created the receipt.

Receipt Address This value defaults to the Ship To address from the first PO selected for the
receipt. The value can be changed by selecting a different Ship To address
from the dropdown list. The Ship To address must be in the user's profile to
appear in the dropdown.
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Field Name
(on screen) Description and Details

Location If the default location is incorrect, the user can select the correct address
from the pull-down list only. Only values in the user's profile are available in
the pull-down.

Delivery The Delivery section includes information about the carrier, method of
delivery, tracking number, and other fields you may choose to include:

Carrier - The user can select from Carriers configured for the organization.
If "Other" is selected, a text field will display to enter the carrier name. Note:
You have the option of hiding "Other" as an option in the dropdown list by
making the field not visible.

Method - The user can enter the method of delivery of the goods (ground,
2nd day air, etc.)

Tracking No. - The user can enter the tracking number provided by the
carrier.

Flexible Text Field - An optional text field the organization can rename
appropriate for their processes. Or, the organization may choose to not
make this field visible if no additional information is needed.

Flexible Text Field 2 - An optional text field the organization can rename
appropriate for their processes. Or, the organization may choose to not
make this field visible if no additional information is needed.

Flexible Drop Down - An optional dropdown field the organization can
rename appropriate for their processes. Select the view/edit list values...
hyperlink for the Associated list to enter list values the user should have to
choose from when completing the receipt. For example, you may want to
include a field for "Receipt Condition", and have list values of "Damaged",
"Good", "As Expected", etc.

Attachments - This field is available for the user to attach files or insert URL
links for reference with the receipt.

Notes - User can enter notes for the receipt, up to 1,000 characters.

Line Details

Field Name
(on screen) Description and Details

Quantity
Receipt
Details
Field

Cost
Receipt
Details
Field

Receipt Lines Section with the line details. The Line
Details section is slightly different for a
Quantity Receipt vs. a Cost Receipt.

PO No. The PO Number associated with the
receipt.
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Field Name
(on screen) Description and Details

Quantity
Receipt
Details
Field

Cost
Receipt
Details
Field

PO Line No. The item's corresponding PO Line
number.

Product Name The name of the product copied from the
PO.

Catalog No. The catalog number as provided on the
PO.

Previous Receipts Area that lists any other receipts
associated with the item. For example, if
a partial quantity was received
separately.

Qty/UOM ordered The packaging quantity and UOM (1/EA,
12/PK) for the line item as copied from
the PO.

Qty/Cost Ordered The packaging and UOM (1/EA, 12/PK) for
the line item as copied from the PO.

Quantity Enter the quantity of the item received.

Cost Enter the cost of the item received.

Previous Receipts All previous receipts that have included
the line item are listed.

Net Received If applicable, the net quantity/cost
received ({Quantity Received} - {Quantity
Returned} ).

Line Status Indicates if the item was received,
returned on cancelled.

- Received: Receive the quantity / cost
entered.

- Returned: Return the quantity / cost
entered.

- Cancelled: To reduce the open
quantity/cost on a purchase order, enter
the quantity/cost remaining that will not
be received.

Actions On a draft invoice, the user has the
option to Remove Line or Receive
& Return.
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Field Name
(on screen) Description and Details

Quantity
Receipt
Details
Field

Cost
Receipt
Details
Field

Select Remove Line to remove the item
from the receipt. (Note: To remove
multiple items, select the checkbox next
to the item and choose "Remove
Selected Items" from the dropdown
above the line items).

Select Receive and Return when an item
arrives and is immediately returned due
to damage, over shipment or other
reason.

Add to Inventory If the organization has Supplies Manager
and has linked this item to inventory, you
will see the option to Add the item.

Receipt Messaging in Field Management
The Field Management tree also lists several fields for New Receipt Confirmation and Receipt
Complete Allocationmessages that display in the application. These fields are listed separately
but display together to create one message when a receipt is created. You can edit any or all of
the components of the message as appropriate for your organization.
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Allow Users to Approve Invoices they Create
or Own
Most organizations prefer a second level of security and do not want users to approve invoices
that they have created or own. An organization is configured, by default, to not allow users to
approve invoices/credit memos they create/own. It is typically recommended to keep this setting
turned OFF in the Test environment for easier testing of the application. However, if the
organization processes allow for users to approve their own invoices/credit memos, there are two
organization-wide settings that may be enabled. These settings cannot be controlled at the user
level.

Note: A user must have the appropriate approval permissions in order to have the option to
approve invoices.

Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > General Workflow Settings >
Workflow General > Workflow Options.

2. Enable the following option: Allow users to approve invoices and credit memos
they create. With this option enabled, the user may approve invoices/credit memos
they submitted. With this option disabled, users will not be allowed to approve
invoices/credit memos they have submitted. Note: There is a separate option to
control approving requisitions/POs submitted by the user.

3. Enable the option: Allow users to approve invoices and credit memos they own.
With this option enabled, the user may approve invoices/credit memos that they
own.

4. When settings are configured, click Save.
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Invoice Attachments Setup
The following permissions and organization settings affect how invoice attachments work in your
application.

Permissions
Users with access to view an invoice can open and view the attachments. However, the following
permissions control the ability to edit invoice attachments:

l Accounts Payable > Accounts Payable > Edit Invoices - This permission is required to
make any changes to invoices.

l Administration > System Administration > Manage Document Attachments - Users
with this permission can remove or change the visibility setting of attachments on
requisitions, purchase orders, invoices, forms and requests in any workflow status. The
document does not need to be assigned to them.

If an organization has the eProcurement solution, the following additional permissions are
required:

l Shopping, Carts & Requisitions > Carts / Requisition > Header-level external
attachments - This permission controls the ability to manage external attachments at the
header level on all documents, including invoices.

l Shopping, Carts & Requisitions > Carts / Requisition > Header-level internal
attachments - This permission controls the ability to manage internal attachments at the
header level on all documents, including invoices.

l Shopping, Carts & Requisitions > Carts / Requisition > Line-level external
attachments - This permission controls the ability to manage external attachments at the
line level on all documents, including invoices.

l Shopping, Carts & Requisitions > Carts / Requisition > Line-level internal
attachments - This permission controls the ability to manage internal attachments at the
line level on all documents, including invoices.

Additional permissions are also required to manage imported attachments – see the Imported
Invoice Attachments section below.
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Make External Attachments Visible to Suppliers
An organization setting controls whether external attachments on buyer invoices are visible to
suppliers on sales invoices in the supplier portal.

Important Note: This setting is immediately applied to both new and existing invoices in
any status. This means that any external attachments currently on invoice documents will be
visible to suppliers as soon as the setting is enabled.

This setting can be enabled as follows.

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure AP Settings and
scroll down to the Supplier Configuration Parameters section.

2. Select Show External Invoice Attachments on Sales Invoices checkbox. If the checkbox
is selected, external attachments on a buyer invoice are visible to suppliers on the
corresponding sales invoice in the supplier portal. This applies to attachments at both
header-level and at line-level. If the checkbox is blank, external attachments on buyer
invoices are not visible to suppliers in the portal.

Invoice Images
In order to distinguish the invoice image from all attachments listed on the Attachments page of
an invoice, customers can indicate a PDF attachment as an invoice image. Imported attachments
can also be indicated as invoice images.

A configuration option is available that allows for the first PDF file attached to an invoice to
automatically be marked as an invoice image.

To configure this option:

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure AP Settings, and
view the Accounts Payable Settings section.

2. Enable the Default Internal Attachment PDF as Invoice Image on Buyer Invoice setting
if appropriate. When this option is selected, the first internal PDF file associated with an
invoice will automatically be marked as an invoice image. When an invoice is copied, the
invoice image indications are copied to the new invoice. Additional images must be
manually indicated.

Note: Suppliers can also add a PDF copy of the sales invoice to the sales invoice and it is
transferred as an invoice image to the buyer invoice.
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Imported Invoice Attachments
Attachments can be imported via Digital Mailroom or Invoice Import. On the Attachments tab,
imported invoice attachments are indicated by Internal (invoice import) next to the attachment.
They are also listed in the Internal Attachment section of the Simple Invoice Entry, Manual
Detailed Entry, and Buyer Invoice Summary tabs. Invoice import files in PDF format are indicated
as invoice images.

Based on user permissions, the imported attachments can be removed from the invoice, or can
be deselected as an invoice image. The Select Invoice Image button on the attachments page is
used to designate invoice images, as well as to remove the Invoice Image designation from an
imported attachment.

You can restrict the visibility of imported image attachments in the Attachments tab via two
settings:

l The AP Configuration setting for Restrict visibility of Invoice Import Attachments, and
l The user permission to View Secure Invoice Import Attachments.

When the organization is configured to restrict the visibility of invoice import attachments, only
those users with the View Secure Invoice Import Attachments permission enabled can view
imported attachments.

Set Up the Ad-Hoc Approver Feature for
Invoices
The Invoice Ad-Hoc Approver feature allows an invoice approver to send it to a user who is not in
the regular workflow for a one-time approval. The ad-hoc approver can approve the invoice to
send it to the next workflow step, or send it to a different ad-hoc approver if they have the
appropriate permissions.

Who can be an ad-hoc approver?

l Only users who have the Perform Invoice Ad-Hoc Approvals permission are available for
selection as ad-hoc approvers.

l If an organization restricts searches by business unit, those settings will affect the users
who are available for selection as ad-hoc approvers.

l A user who has an active substitute approver cannot be selected as an ad-hoc approver.

l An approver cannot select themselves as an ad-hoc approver.
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Additional Information

l Adding an ad-hoc approver to an invoice affects that record only. They are not added as
approvers to any other invoice.

l Only one ad-hoc approver can be selected on a workflow step. If there are multiple
approvers for a step, only one of them can designate an ad-hoc approver.

l An ad-hoc approver can assign a different ad-hoc approver if they have the Add Ad-Hoc
Approver for Invoice Approvals permission.

l Administrators with the appropriate permission can approve on behalf of designated ad-
hoc approver.

The steps below show how to enable the feature for invoices. The Ad-Hoc Approver feature is
also available for requisitions in eProcurement, and setup instructions can be found under Set Up
the Ad-Hoc Approver Feature for Requisitions .

Step-by-Step
1. Enable the Ad-Hoc Approver feature for the organization.

a. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > General Workflow Settings.

b. In the Workflow Options section, select the checkbox next to Allow users to add
ad-hoc approvers for invoices. This makes the Add Ad-Hoc Approver for Invoice
Approvals and Perform Invoice Ad-Hoc Approvals permissions visible in the
application. The setting is off by default.

2. Add the Ad-Hoc Approver element to the active Buyer Invoice Document configuration.

a. Navigate to Setup > Configure Documents > Configure Buyer Invoice
Document.

b. Open the Draft version of the active buyer invoice document configuration.

c. Click the Layout Details tab.

d. Expand the All fields option and select Ad-Hoc Approver.

e. In the panel on the right, complete these fields:

l Editable by header / line - Select Header only.
l Review page placement - Select the section to display the Ad-Hoc Approver
field in, such as General Information.

f. Configure additional options and click Save.

g. Finalize and activate the version.
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3. Set up users or user roles with following permissions. There are two types of user
permissions to grant:

Users who can add an ad-hoc approver

l The Add Ad-Hoc Approver for Invoice Approvals (Permission Settings >
Accounts Payable > Invoice Approvals) permission allows an invoice approver to
send the document to a user who is not in the regular approval workflow for a one-
time approval. Users with the permission can select, change or delete an ad-hoc
approver while they are an approver assigned to an invoice. They cannot modify
other invoice fields unless they also have editing permissions.

Note: These users also need the Approve Invoices permission, as they need
to be an approver assigned to the invoice before they can select an ad-hoc
approver.

Users who can be selected as an ad-hoc approver

l The Perform Invoice Ad-Hoc Approvals (Permission Settings > Accounts Payable
> Invoice Approvals) permission allows users to accept or reject invoices only as an
ad-hoc approver and at no other time.

Note: The Invoice pending Ad-Hoc Workflow approval notification is
available to users with this permission to alert them that they have been
assigned to an invoice as an ad-hoc approver and that it is awaiting their
approval. It is located under Notification Preferences > Accounts Payable.

4. (optional) The Comments field on the Ad-Hoc Approver overlay can be made mandatory
through Field Management settings, so that users are required to enter a comment when
adding or changing an ad-hoc approver. This setting applies to the Comments field for
both invoices and requisitions. For example, once the setting is changed for invoices, it will
also be changed for requisitions, and vice versa. The field is not required by default.

a. Navigate to Setup > Field Management > Manage Field Name and Help Text.

b. In the Browse Fields panel, choose one of the following paths to open the
Comments field.

l Orders - Requisitions - Elements - Ad-Hoc Approver - Select - Comments or
l Accounts Payable - Buyer Invoice - Elements - Ad-Hoc Approver - Select -
Comments.

c. Select the checkbox next to the Required setting to enable the checkbox.

d. Select the Required checkbox.

e. Click Save.
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Once the configuration is complete, the Ad-Hoc Approver field is visible on the invoice header to
users with the Ad-Hoc Approver permission who have been assigned to an approval workflow
step. Clicking the Select link opens a window where they can choose an ad-hoc approver.

Configuring Matching Setup
Determining the parameters for matching is an important part of any successful accounts payable
process. By determining specific information about when and why two and three-way matches
are required and tolerance details, an organization can minimize the number of invoices that must
be processed manually. The setup of this information is typically handled by an administrator and
is configured during implementation, and occasionally updated on an as-needed basis.

l How it works:

l The first step is to create Tolerances. The tolerances are named and attributes
assigned, and eventually will be assigned to matching rules. Tolerances contain
basic information such as a description, what the matching threshold is, and what
should happen above and below the threshold, and whether or not
tax/shipping/handling is included in the matching for the tolerance. Note: Tolerances
can be assigned to one or more rules.

For more information about creating tolerances please refer to Creating Tolerances

l Rules are created. Rules are named, assigned to a specific tolerance (created
previously), and the criteria for the rule is indicated. For example, you may have a
tolerance for 3 way match over $1000. You can then assign that rule to a specific
supplier.

For more information about creating matching rules please refer to Creating
Matching Rules

l Rules are activated and ordered appropriately. Most organizations have multiple
rules that are being evaluated, and the order in which they display is important. The
first (or top) rule is evaluated first for each line item, then down the list. It is
recommended to put the most specific rule first, and end with a general (catch-all)
rule. The rule order can be modified by dragging and dropping the rules.

For more information about ordering matching rules please refer to Ordering
Matching Rules

l Options for matching configuration may differ depending on the features you have enabled
within the Invoicing solution.
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l Options at Document and Line Level
l Document Level Options:

l Document total amount - Evaluates the sum of the line extended
prices for on a document. Select the operator from the drop-down list
and enter the monetary value in the amount field. The rule element is
evaluated as true if the document meets the criteria entered here.

l Business Unit - Create a rule element based on the Business Unit
associated with the document. Select the Business Unit(s) from the list
in the left column and click the right arrow to move it to the right
column. The document is routed to a folder when the Business Unit
associated with the document matches one of the selected Business
Units in this rule. Select include blank values from the drop-down box
to route a document with no associated Business Unit. The default
setting is ignore blank values, which does not look for an empty
Business Unit.

l Department - Create a rule element based on a user's department.
Select the department(s) from the list in the left column and click the
right arrow to move it to the right column. The document is routed to a
folder when the user's department matches one of the selected
departments in this rule. Select include blank values from the drop-
down box to route a document with no associated department. The
default setting is ignore blank values, which does not look for an empty
department.

l Document dates - Evaluates the date on a document. Select the type
of date you want to compare, and when you want to compare the date
(i.e. before, after, etc.) Finally, enter a static date or select a relative
date option. The rule element is evaluated as true if the document
meets the criteria entered here. Note: If the date that the rule is
evaluating is blank or empty, the rule will evaluate as false. If using a
relative date, the rule evaluates the date based on the date the
document is going through that workflow step.

l Spend total against a product type - Evaluates the total amount
associated with a specific product type value. Select the product type
from the drop-list. Next, select an operator from the drop-down list and
enter the monetary value in the amount field. The rule element is
evaluated as true if the product type value is found on a document and
it meets the criteria entered here.

l Spend total against a single custom field value - Evaluates the total
amount associated with a specific custom field value. The rule
considers the actual amount applied to the value, including
consideration for multiple line items and account code splits. Select the
operator from the drop-down list and enter the monetary value in the
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amount field. Next, select the custom field name from the drop-down
box and enter the value in the textbox provided. The rule element is
evaluated as true if the referenced custom field value is found on a
document and it meets the criteria entered here.

l Spend total against a set of custom field values - Evaluates the total
amount associated with a list of specific custom field values. The rule
considers the actual amount applied to the each value, including
consideration for multiple line items and account code splits. Select the
operator from the drop-down list and enter the monetary value in the
amount field. Next, select the custom field name from the drop-down
box and enter the values in the text area provided. Each value must be
separated by a carriage return. The rule element is evaluated as true if
the total cost assigned to all of the values in the list meets the criteria
entered here. If the requirement is to evaluate a list of values
individually (i.e. multiple values against a specific amount), multiple
spend total against a single custom field value rule elements must be
created.

l Single custom field value or range - evaluates the presence of a
specific custom field value or range of values. Select the custom field
name from the drop-down box. Next, select the operator from the
drop-down list and enter the custom field value(s) into the textbox
provided. The rule element is evaluated as true if the referenced
custom field value(s) is found on a document.

l Line-Level Options: (Note: Some options are available with Advanced
Dynamic Matching enabled)

l CAS Number - Evaluates the document against a list of specific CAS
values. Select to include or exclude CAS numbers. Select to ignore
blank values if it is okay to have an empty CAS value. Select to include
blank values to route a document with no CAS Number associated with
a line item. Next, list the CAS Numbers to evaluate. Each value must be
on a separate line. The rule element is evaluated as true if any of the
referenced values are found on the document.

l Cost matching - Evaluates whether the matching type is cost
matching or not on a document. Select the operator from the drop-
down list. The rule element is evaluated as true if the document meets
the criteria entered here. Note: If an invoice is cost matched, the
invoice lines are merged to create a single line with a cost to compare
against the PO that also has a single line item with a cost. Quantities are
not represented.
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l Line total amount - Evaluates the extended price for each individual
line on a document. Select the operator from the drop-down list and
enter the monetary value in the amount field. The rule element is
evaluated as true if any line in the document meets the criteria entered
here.

l Line unit price - Evaluates the extended price for each individual line
on a document. Select the operator from the drop-down list and enter
the monetary value in the amount field. The rule element is evaluated
as true if any line in the document meets the criteria entered here.

l Single custom field value or range - Evaluates the presence of a
specific custom field value or range of values. Select the custom field
name from the drop-down box. Next, select the operator from the
drop-down list and enter the custom field value(s) into the textbox
provided. The rule element is evaluated as true if the referenced
custom field value(s) is found on a document.

l Set of custom field values - Evaluates the presence of a list of
specific custom field values. Select the custom field name from the
drop-down box. Next, select the operator from the drop-down list and
enter the custom field value(s) into the text area provided. Each custom
field value must be separated by a carriage return. The rule element is
evaluated as true if the referenced custom field values are found on a
document.

l Range of commodity code values- Evaluates the document to
determine if the line has a commodity code between two commodity
code values. Select the operator from the drop-down list and enter the
commodity code value(s) into the text area provided. The rule element
is evaluated as true if the commodity code on the line is between, or
not between, the minimum and maximum range.

l Set of commodity code values - Evaluates the document against a list
of specific commodity code values. Select the operator from the drop-
down list and enter the commodity code value(s) into the text area
provided. Each commodity code value must be separated by a carriage
return. The rule element is evaluated as true if any of the referenced
values are found on a document. Select include blank values from the
drop-down box to route a document with no commodity code value
associated with a line item. The default setting is ignore blank values,
which does not look for an empty commodity code. For more
information on the specific options for this rule element, click the ? in
the upper right corner.

l Form type - Evaluates a one or more Form Types on a document.
Select the Form Type(s) from the list in the left column and click the
right arrow to move it to the right column. The document is routed to a
folder when a Form Type is found on the document that matches one of
the selected values in this rule.
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l Form field - Evaluates a Form Field from a specific form on a
document. Select the Form from the list in the left column. A list of
available fields will display. Select from the available fields, then
configure the rule to include or not include the entered values. The
document is routed to a folder when the Form Field value on the
document meets the rule criteria.

l Form name - Evaluates one or more Form Names on a document.
Select to include or exclude the available form names. Next, select the
Form Name(s) from the list in the left column. The document is routed
to a folder when the Form Name value on the document meets the rule
criteria.

l Product type - Evaluates a one or more Product Types on a document.
Select the Product Type(s) from the list in the left column and click the
right arrow to move it to the right column. The document is routed to a
folder when a Product Type is found on the document that matches
one of the selected values in this rule.

l Product Flags - Evaluates one or more Product Flags on a document.
Select to include or exclude the available product flags. Next, select
the Product Flag(s) from the list in the left column. The document is
routed to a folder when the Product Flag value on the document meets
the rule criteria.

l Supplier class - Evaluates a one or more Supplier Classes on a
document. Select the Supplier Class(s) from the list in the left column
and click the right arrow to move it to the right column. The document
is routed to a folder when a Supplier Class is found on the document
that matches one of the selected values in this rule.

l Supplier number - Evaluates the document to determine if the supplier
number exists for the supplier. Select the operator from the drop-down
list and enter the supplier number value(s) into the text area provided.
Each supplier number value must be separated by a carriage return.
The rule element is evaluated as true if any of the referenced values are
found on a document's supplier profile.

l Supplier name - Evaluates the document to determine if one of the
defined supplier names is present. Select the operator from the drop-
down list and enter the supplier(s) into the multi value text box
provided. The rule element is evaluated as true if any of the referenced
values are found on a document's supplier.

l Fulfillment center - Evaluates the document to determine if one of the
defined fulfillment centers are present. Select the operator from the
drop-down list and enter the fulfillment center(s) into the multi value
text box provided. The rule element is evaluated as true if any of the
referenced values are found on a document's fulfillment center.
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l Contract type - Evaluates a one or more Contract Types on a
document. Select the Contract Type(s) from the list in the left column
and click the right arrow to move it to the right column. The document
is routed to a folder when a Contract Type is found on the document
that matches one of the selected values in this rule.

l UNSPSC - Evaluates the document against a list of specific UNSPSC
values. Select to include or exclude UNSPSC numbers. Select to ignore
blank values if it is okay to have an empty UNSPSC value. Select to
include blank values to route a document with no UNSPSC associated
with a line item. Next, list the UNSPSC values to evaluate. Each value
must be on a separate line. The rule element is evaluated as true if any
of the referenced values are found on the document.

l Options At Line Level Only
l Line total amount
l Supplier class
l Supplier number
l Supplier name
l Fulfillment center

l A rule import and export are available, which allows administrators to create rules via a
Tab delimited or xml file. This import is very similar to other tools in the application, and can
be used if a large number of rules are being created at one time.

Creating Tolerances
The first step to setting up the matching rules for accounts payable is creating tolerances.
Tolerances contain basic information such as a description, what the matching threshold is, and
what should happen above and below the threshold, and whether or not discounts, taxes,
shipping and handling charges are included in the matching for the tolerance. Some organizations
may have only one tolerance rule, while others may have multiple tolerance rules that are
associated with different scenarios.

Tolerance Settings

When you select to create a new tolerance, a Tolerance settings panel will display. There you can
enter the basic criteria for the tolerance level, such as the matching threshold, what kind of match
to perform if the document is below threshold or above threshold, and how (or if) to include
discounts, shipping, handling and tax amounts.
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l Matching Threshold - If the type of matching differs based on the total of the purchase
order (invoice for 2 way invoice-receipt,) enter the threshold value here. PO's less than or
equal to the threshold are matched using the first matching style. For PO's above the
threshold, the second style is used.

l At or below Threshold - Select the matching method for purchase orders (invoices for 2
way invoice-receipt) at or below the set threshold value.

l Above Threshold - Select the matching method for purchase orders (invoices for 2 way
invoice-receipt) above the set threshold value.

l The threshold selections include:
l Do Not Match - Select this option if no matching is to be performed. Document sets
falling in to this criterion appear on the Do Not Match tab of the matching screen.

l 3 Way - Select this option to perform 3 way matching. 3 way matching involves the
document set of purchase order, its associated receipts, and its associated invoices.
Both invoice and receipt tolerances are used to determine if the document set is
matched. For matching to occur, either receipt tolerance must be met, and both
invoice tolerances must be met.

l 2 Way PO/Invoices - Select this option to perform 2 way matching between the PO
and its associated invoices. For matching to occur, both invoice tolerances must be
met.

l 2 Way PO/Receipts - Select this option to perform 2 way matching between the PO
and its associated receipts. For matching to occur, either the receipt quantity or cost
tolerances must be met. Both do not need to be satisfied for a match to occur.

l 2 Way Receipts/Invoices - Select this option to perform 2 way matching between
an invoice and its associated receipts. For matching to occur, either the receipt
quantity or cost tolerances must be met. Both do not need to be satisfied for a
match to occur.
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l Include Discount, Shipping, Handling & Tax - Select an option for including discounts,
taxes, shipping and handling in the tolerance:

l None - Excludes taxes, shipping and handling from the tolerance
l Discount, Tax, Shipping, Handling Together- Allows you to set a % tolerance for
discounts, taxes, shipping and handling combined.

l Discount, Tax, Shipping, Handling Separate - Allows you to set an individual %
tolerance for discounts, taxes, shipping and handling.

l Tax Separate, Discount, Shipping & Handling Together - Allows you to set a
separate tolerance % for taxes but combine discounts, shipping and handling.

Once you set the basic parameters of the type of tolerance rule you need, additional
configuration options will display for Tolerance parameters, depending on your threshold
selections.

Receipt Parameters

Configure specific percentages for the receipt parameters if you have selected to include
receipts in your threshold matching. Any parameters you do not want to use should be left blank.
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Tolerances can be set for both the quantity and extended price cost for receipts relative to the
matching document. For example, for three way matching, the tolerances are applied to the
differences between the receipts and invoices relative to the purchase order. The percentage
and numeric values are applied as one OR the other, i.e., if either tolerance is exceeded, the
documents are considered to not be matched.

l Receipt Quantity exceeds PO/Invoice quantity - Enter the maximum quantity or
percentage difference allowed for Quantity Receipts greater than the PO/Invoice. If both
the quantity and percentage difference are set, exceeding either parameter causes the
documents to be outside tolerances for matching.

l Receipt Quantity less than PO/Invoice quantity - Enter the maximum quantity or
percentage difference allowed for Quantity Receipts less than the PO/Invoice. If both the
quantity and percentage difference are set, exceeding either parameter causes the
documents to be outside tolerances for matching.

l Receipt Cost exceeds PO/Invoice Price - Enter the maximum amount or percentage
difference allowed for Cost Receipts greater than the PO/Invoice. If both the amount and
percentage difference are set, exceeding either parameter causes the documents to be
outside tolerances for matching.

l Receipt Cost less than PO/Invoice Price - Enter the maximum amount or percentage
difference allowed for Cost Receipts less than the PO/Invoice. If both the amount and
percentage difference are set, exceeding either parameter causes the documents to be
outside tolerances for matching.

Invoice Configuration

Configure specific percentages for the invoice parameters if you have selected to include
invoices in your threshold matching. Any parameters you do not want to use should be left blank.

l Invoice Quantity exceeds PO/Receipt quantity - Enter the maximum quantity or
percentage difference allowed for the quantity of the Invoice greater than the PO/Receipt.
If both the quantity and percentage difference are set, exceeding either parameter causes
the documents to be outside tolerances for matching.

l Invoice Quantity less than PO/Receipt quantity - Enter the maximum quantity or
percentage difference allowed for the quantity of the Invoice less than the PO/Receipt. If
both the quantity and percentage difference are set, exceeding either parameter causes
the documents to be outside tolerances for matching.

l Invoice unit price exceeds PO/Receipt price - Enter the maximum amount or percentage
difference allowed for the unit price of the Invoice greater than the PO/Receipt. If both the
amount and percentage difference are set, exceeding either parameter causes the
documents to be outside tolerances for matching.

l Invoice unit price less than PO/Receipt price - Enter the maximum amount or
percentage difference allowed for the unit price of the Invoice less than the PO/Receipt. If
both the amount and percentage difference are set, exceeding either parameter causes
the documents to be outside tolerances for matching.
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l Invoice extended Price exceeds PO/Receipt Price - Enter the maximum amount or
percentage difference allowed for the extended price of the Invoice greater than the
PO/Receipt. If both the amount and percentage difference are set, exceeding either
parameter causes the documents to be outside tolerances for matching.

l Invoice extended Price less than PO/Receipt Price - Enter the maximum amount or
percentage difference allowed for the extended price of the Invoice less than the
PO/Receipt. If both the amount and percentage difference are set, exceeding either
parameter causes the documents to be outside tolerances for matching.

Discount, Shipping, Handling & Tax Parameters

Configure specific percentages discounts, shipping, handling and tax parameters if you have
selected to include them in your threshold matching. The options that display depend on
configuration for Include Discount, Shipping, Handling & Tax in the Tolerance Settings section.
Any parameters you do not want to use should be left blank.

When Discount, Tax, Shipping, Handling Together:

l Invoice Discount, Shipping, Handling & Tax exceeds PO Shipping, Handling & Tax -
Enter the tolerances for matching discounts, shipping, handling, and tax greater than the
purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and invoices to be
considered matched with respect to discounts, shipping, handling, and taxes. Percentage
tolerance is calculated as a total for each document and not by line level like other
matching rules.

l Invoice Discount, Shipping, Handling & Tax less than PO Shipping, Handling & Tax -
Enter the tolerances for matching discounts, shipping, handling, and tax less than the
purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and invoices to be
considered matched with respect to discount, shipping, handling, and taxes. Percentage
tolerance is calculated as a total for each document and not by line level like other
matching rules.

When Discount, Tax, Shipping, Handling Separate:

l Invoice Discount exceeds PO Discount - Enter the tolerances for matching discounts
greater than the purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and
invoices to be considered matched with respect to discounts. Percentage tolerance is
calculated as a total for each document and not by line level like other matching rules.

l Invoice Discount less than PO Discount - Enter the tolerances for matching discounts
less than the purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and
invoices to be considered matched with respect to discounts. Percentage tolerance is
calculated as a total for each document and not by line level like other matching rules.

l Invoice Shipping exceeds PO Shipping - Enter the tolerances for matching shipping
greater than the purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and
invoices to be considered matched with respect to shipping. Percentage tolerance is
calculated as a total for each document and not by line level like other matching rules.
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l Invoice Shipping less than PO Shipping - Enter the tolerances for matching shipping less
than the purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and invoices to
be considered matched with respect to shipping. Percentage tolerance is calculated as a
total for each document and not by line level like other matching rules.

l Invoice Handling exceeds PO Handling - Enter the tolerances for matching handling
greater than the purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and
invoices to be considered matched with respect to handling. Percentage tolerance is
calculated as a total for each document and not by line level like other matching rules.

l Invoice Handling less than PO Handling - Enter the tolerances for matching handling less
than the purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and invoices to
be considered matched with respect to handling. Percentage tolerance is calculated as a
total for each document and not by line level like other matching rules.

l Invoice Tax exceeds PO Tax - Enter the tolerances for matching tax greater than the
purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and invoices to be
considered matched with respect to taxes. Percentage tolerance is calculated as a total for
each document and not by line level like other matching rules.

l Invoice Tax less than PO Tax - Enter the tolerances for matching tax less than the
purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and invoices to be
considered matched with respect to taxes. Percentage tolerance is calculated as a total for
each document and not by line level like other matching rules.

When Tax Separate, Discount, Shipping & Handling Together:

l Invoice Discount, Shipping and Handling exceeds PO Discount, Shipping and
Handling - Enter the tolerances for matching discount, shipping and handling greater than
the purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and invoices to be
considered matched with respect to discounts, shipping and handling. Percentage
tolerance is calculated as a total for each document and not by line level like other
matching rules.

l Invoice Discount, Shipping and Handling less than PO Discount, Shipping and
Handling - Enter the tolerances for matching discounts, shipping and handling less than
the purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and invoices to be
considered matched with respect to discounts, shipping and handling. Percentage
tolerance is calculated as a total for each document and not by line level like other
matching rules.

l Invoice Tax exceeds PO Tax - Enter the tolerances for matching tax greater than the
purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and invoices to be
considered matched with respect to taxes. Percentage tolerance is calculated as a total for
each document and not by line level like other matching rules.

l Invoice Tax less than PO Tax - Enter the tolerances for matching tax less than the
purchase order. Both tolerances must be met for purchase orders and invoices to be
considered matched with respect to taxes. Percentage tolerance is calculated as a total for
each document and not by line level like other matching rules.
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Step-by-Step

1. Go to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Matching Rules and
Tolerances.

2. You should default to the Tolerance Setup >Tolerance Management sub-tab.
3. Select the Create New Tolerance button. The Tolerance Settings screen will

appear.
4. Enter tolerance information into the Tolerance Settings screen:

a. Name - Enter a reference name for the tolerance. This field is required.
b. Description - Enter a description for the tolerance.
c. Active - Select this checkbox to activate the tolerance for use in matching

rules.
d. Matching Threshold - If the type of matching differs based on the total of the

purchase order (invoice for 2 way invoice-receipt,) enter the threshold value
here. POs less than or equal to the threshold are matched using the first
matching style. For POs above the threshold, the second style is used.

e. At or below Threshold/Above Threshold in the drop-down boxes, select
the matching method for POs based on their relation to the threshold.

f. Select an option for Include Discount, Shipping, Handling & Tax.
5. Depending on your tolerance settings, configure additional Receipt Parameters,

Invoice Configuration, and/or Discount, Shipping, Handling & Tax Parameters.
6. Select Save to save the tolerance. You can continue adding tolerances or move on

to the next step of creating the matching rules.

Creating Matching Rules
The second step in creating matching rules for Invoicing is to create the rules themselves. Each
rule is associated with a tolerance, therefore the appropriate tolerance must be created prior to
defining the matching rule. Most organizations have a large number of matching rules so that they
can control when invoices are matched and when they require manual intervention. After rules
are created the next step is order them appropriately so they will be evaluated in the correct
order.

For more information about creating tolerances please see Creating Tolerances. For more
information about ordering matching rules please see Ordering Matching Rules.

Rules are named, assigned to a specific tolerance (created previously), and the criteria for the
rule is indicated. For example, you may have a tolerance for 3 way match over $1000. You can
then assign that rule to a specific supplier.
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Step-by-Step

1. Go to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Matching Rules and
Tolerances.

2. Select the Rule Setup > Rules Management sub-tab.
3. If you are creating the initial rule, select the Add Rule button. If there are existing

rules, select Insert Rule in the Actions column. Note: The new rule will be
automatically placed above the rule from which you insert it. You will be able to
move the rules, which will be discussed later in this task.

4. Edit rule information.
a. Select the Edit link in the Rule Info area of the screen.
b. Enter a Rule Name, Rule Display Name and Description for the rule.

Select the Active checkbox to make the rule active.
5. Select the tolerance for the rule.

a. Click Select Tolerance button from the Tolerance area of the screen.
b. Locate the tolerance you want to assign to the rule and click the Select

link.
c. The tolerance information will display. To change the selected

tolerance click the Change Tolerance button and select a new one. To
remove the tolerance click the Remove Tolerance button.

6. Depending on the Invoicing features your organization has enabled, you may see the
Document-Level section. Click on the Add a New Rule for drop-down box and
select from the available options and follow the directions for each rule type
configuration.

7. Click Save. To edit a rule, select the edit link to the right. To delete a rule, select the
remove link.

8. In the Line-Level Rules section of the screen, click on the Add a New Rule for
drop-down box.

9. Select Save to save the rule. To edit a rule, select the edit link to the right. To delete
a rule, select the remove link.

10. The matching rule will automatically be saved.

Ordering Matching Rules
Most organizations have multiple matching rules that are being evaluated, and the order in which
they display is important. The first (or top) rule is evaluated first for each line item, then down the
list. It is recommended to put the most specific rule first, and end with a general (catch-all) rule.
The rule order can be modified by dragging and dropping the rules. Matching rules must be
created before they are ordered.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable >AP Administration > Matching Rules and
Tolerances.

2. Select the Rule Setup > Rules Management sub-tab.

3. Locate the rule you want to move. Use the arrows to move the rule up or down
in the order.

4. Continue this process for each rule you would like to move until the rules are in the
desired order.

5. View a history of changes in the Rules History tab.

Importing and Exporting Matching Rules
Organizations can import and export matching rules. This allows you to bulk load and update rule
information and to export that information from the system as necessary.

Step-by-Step

Getting started – Downloading the template or exporting
current rules
This task is relevant if you are starting “new” and would like to begin adding rules. If you want to
make edits to current departments AND add departments, refer to the next task.

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Matching Rules and
Tolerances > Import/Export.

a. To work from the blank template: To the right of the Dynamic
Rules/Rule Groups XML Template label, select the Click to
download… link.

b. To update current rules: Select Export as the Action, and enter a
Description. Click Submit. The file will show under Recent Activity as
available for download.

2. When prompted, save the files.

Update the rules data
After you have exported your rule data or downloaded the template file, the next step is to begin
updating these files.
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1. Open the file(s) and make updates.
2. After all items have updated and added, save the file in a .txt or XML format.

Validating rules data

1. Go to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Matching Rules and
Tolerances > Import/Export.

2. Choose the appropriate file format - Tab Delimited Text (txt) or XML.
3. Select Validate from the Action drop-down box.
4. Enter the Description of the import file. Make the description useful in

understanding your purpose for the file.
5. Browse and locate the file to be imported in the File Name field.
6. Click the Submit button. The validation file displays on the right side of the screen. If

there are any issues, they will be listed on the right side of the screen. These issues
should be corrected before importing the data.

Importing rules data
1. It is assumed that the file has been validated. After the file is validated and found to

be without errors or warnings, click the Click to import… link under the file name in
the Recent Activity table.

2. A validation window displays. Click OK. The data will be updated and the import can
be viewed via the application.

Advanced Dynamic Matching
Advanced Dynamic Matching (ADM) allows organizations to manage highly complex matching
rules through the application or an import process. For example, you can create a rule that allows
you to set up two-way matching at a specific threshold if a specific commodity and a range of
account codes is used. Additional examples of how Advanced Dynamic Matching may be used:

l Three-way match is required if an order is placed from the Research business unit, if the
commodity code is lab equipment, and the Capital Assets form is used.

l Two-way match is required for orders from the Operations Department when hosted items
are ordered under $500.

Advanced Dynamic Matching rules are set up in the same way that more basic matching rules are
configured. The main difference is the availability of document-level matching options and
additional line-level matching options.

For additional information about setting up matching rules please see Configuring Matching
Setup or refer to the Tasks.
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Invoice Export - Custom Field Mapping
Many customers must use configurations such as Webmethods to define integration mapping for
invoice export or other integration points. You can work with JAGGAER to identify attributes to
apply to custom fields for your various integration points. Your organization must be configured
with Invoice Export DTD 2.0 or higher to utilize this feature.

Contact JAGGAER to enable the appropriate DTD version and to set up the attribute mapping
appropriate for your organization.

Make Custom Fields Visible to Suppliers on
Portal Invoices
Organizations can choose to display custom fields on buyer invoices to suppliers on sales
invoices. If this is set up for your organization, suppliers can enter values in custom fields on sales
invoices and the data is transferred to the buyer invoice. This makes it easier for organizations to
gather information from suppliers so that buyer invoices generated through the portal have all the
relevant custom field data from suppliers without requiring the buyer to touch the invoice.

This option is available for manual PO and non-PO invoices. It is not available for credit memos or
invoices that are created from contracts.

The visibility of custom fields on sales invoices is set as an organization-wide default that can be
overridden on individual supplier profiles. Businesses also define, at the organization-level, which
custom fields they want displayed to suppliers on sales invoices.

l If custom field visibility settings are enabled for a supplier, the custom fields that are
flagged for supplier viewing are copied from the buyer invoice to the sales invoice on
invoice creation.

l In the supplier portal, suppliers will see an Additional Invoice Fields link with a view/edit
link next to it on sales invoices. They click the view/edit link to enter information into the
custom fields. Once the sales invoice is submitted, the data is transferred to the buyer
invoice.

Note: A supplier must have a supplier network portal in order to see custom fields. If a
supplier does not have a network portal, you may send the supplier instructions on how to
register for the JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network through your organization's configured
process.
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Step-by-Step
1. Set the organization default for the visibility of custom fields in the supplier portal.

a. Go to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure AP Settings.

b. Under the Supplier Configuration Parameters subheading and select the Show
Custom Fields On Sales Invoice checkbox and Save. The setting is OFF by default.

l If the setting is enabled - The custom fields that have been flagged for display
are visible to all suppliers on sales invoices by default. The Enable Custom
Fields on Portal Invoices checkbox is displayed on all supplier profiles and
can be used to override the organization custom field visibility setting for
individual suppliers.

l If the setting is disabled - Custom fields are not visible to suppliers on sales
invoices and there is no way to turn it on for individual suppliers. The Enable
Custom Fields on Portal Invoices checkbox is not displayed on supplier
profiles.

2. (optional) Override organization custom field visibility settings for individual suppliers.
Suppliers need a primary remittance contact with a valid email address to use this feature.

a. Open a supplier profile and go to System Settings > AP Configuration.

b. To override the organization default settings, click the checkbox in theOverride
Defaults column, then select or clear the Enable Custom Fields on Portal Invoices
checkbox, and Save. The checkbox is only displayed when the organization setting
Show Custom Fields On Sales Invoice is enabled.

3. Choose the custom fields that are displayed to suppliers. A maximum of 10 custom fields
can be mapped.

a. Go to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure AP Settings.

b. Under the Supplier Configuration Parameters subheading, click the Configure link
next to Configure Custom Fields for Sales Invoice. The Configure Custom Fields
for Sales Invoice window opens.

c. In the Configure Custom Fields for Sales Invoicewindow, select which custom
fields are displayed to suppliers in the supplier portal. These are organization-wide
settings. The custom fields selected here are visible to all suppliers that have the
Enable Custom Fields on the Portal Invoices option enabled.
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i. In the Custom Fields column, select a custom field from the drop down list.
All custom fields are available for selection except for those that are splittable
or are child fields in a parent-child hierarchy.

Note: The custom fields selected here should also be editable fields on
the active Buyer Invoice Document configuration.

ii. In the Required on Supplier Portal column select Yes or No to indicate
whether it is mandatory that suppliers complete the field before they can
submit the invoice.

iii. Click Add Selected.

d. Repeat to add more custom fields. Click Remove to delete a custom field that has
been added.

e. Click Submit once all the custom fields have been added. The custom fields will be
displayed to suppliers on future sales invoices.

Note: If a custom field flagged for display is changed after a buyer or sales invoice is
created, it is not updated on existing buyer or sales invoices. The change is applied to
new records.

Once the feature is configured, custom fields that have been flagged for display to suppliers are
copied from the buyer invoice to the sales invoice on invoice creation. Custom field values
entered by suppliers are copied from the sales invoice to the buyer invoice on "Send to
Customer".

Configuring Miscellaneous Fees on Invoices
A customer can add non-PO lines to an invoice to capture additional charges or fees associated
with the product or service, such as an Excise fee or Recycling fee. However, if your system is
configured to add tax to the invoice, these fees and charges will be taxed at the configured rate.
If an organization needs to allow for fees that should not be taxable, you can configure up to 15
miscellaneous fees to display on an invoice. Miscellaneous fees are listed in the totals section of
an invoice if they have been enabled by your organization.

See alsoMiscellaneous Fees on Invoices.
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Miscellaneous Fees on Invoices

New invoice experience view

In the New invoice experience, miscellaneous fees are displayed in blue and clicking on the
Miscellaneous Fees valuewill open the Miscellaneous Fees overlay.

Classic experience view

In the Classic experience view, clicking the view/edit hyperlink link will open the Miscellaneous
Fees overlay.
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In the overlay, a user with appropriate permissions to edit the invoice can adjust the fees as
necessary.

New invoice experience view

Classic experience view
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Displaying Miscellaneous Fees

If at least one Miscellaneous Fee is configured to show on the invoice, theMiscellaneous Fee
field will automatically display in the totals section of all invoices and credit memos. There is no
additional document configuration necessary. If no fees are configured to show, the
Miscellaneous Fees field does not display.

To displayMiscellaneous Fees on invoices and credit memos, a user with AP Configuration
permission must designate which Miscellaneous Fees to show. See the Configure
Miscellaneous Fees to Display on Invoices and Credit Memos section below for instructions.

Miscellaneous Fee Field Names

The Miscellaneous Fee field label names can be changed via Field Management. See Field
Management in the online searchable help for additional information. Five of the Miscellaneous
Fees have preset labels that are the more common miscellaneous fees:

l Dry Ice Fee
l E-Waste Fee
l Hazardous Fee
l Installation Fee
l Rental Fee

The remaining 10 miscellaneous fees have generic labels that can be modified to suit your
organization's needs. Miscellaneous Fee fields cannot be hidden via Field Management, but they
will not display to end users unless configured to show in the Configure AP Settings section.

Miscellaneous Fees and Suppliers

Suppliers see the Miscellaneous Fees a customer has configured on the sales invoice displayed in
the supplier's portal. When creating an invoice from a purchase order in the supplier portal, the
supplier can add values for the customer's configured fees. The supplier can only add values for
the customer's configured fees to a portal-generated invoice. If the customer initiates an invoice
that the supplier views as a sales invoice in the supplier portal, the supplier can view the
Miscellaneous Fees entered by the customer, but cannot edit the value. Customers can edit the
values provided by a supplier-generated invoice.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/9. Setup and Configuration Tasks/General/Field Management/fieldmgmt.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/9. Setup and Configuration Tasks/General/Field Management/fieldmgmt.htm
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Importing/Exporting Miscellaneous Fees

Miscellaneous fees can also be passed via Digital Mailroom, OCR, cXML invoice import and
invoice import from suppliers. The supplier must know the Internal Name for the fee field. The
Internal Names are found on the Configure AP Settings page where the Miscellaneous Fees are
configured. Select the search icon for the Add Miscellaneous fees to invoice header option to
see all fee names, including the Internal Name.

Miscellaneous Fees can be included in the Invoice Export message. Contact JAGGAER to ensure
you have the appropriate DTD configured that includes Miscellaneous Fee fields.

Miscellaneous Fee fields are included in the Full Export from invoice search results, and are also
available for including on custom export templates. See Document Search and Export in the
Site Basics Handbook or online searchable help for more information about exporting document
search results.

Miscellaneous Fees not Configured by an Organization
Imported invoices can contain miscellaneous fees that are not configured by your organization. It
is recommended that your invoice workflow process include a step to identify invoices with
miscellaneous fees associated that have not been configured by the organization. Invoices with
such non-configured fees associated will also display with a warning message to the customer in
the UI.
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Also, if a previously configured Miscellaneous Fee field is displayed and populated on a buyer
invoice, and the customer removes the field from the configuration, a warning message will
display, considering the field as one that is not configured for use.

If the customer enters a value of 0.00 for any field, including non-configured fields, the fee will no
longer display.

Step-by-Step

Configure Miscellaneous Fees to Display on Invoices and Credit Memos

1. Navigate to Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Configure AP Settings, and
go to the Accounts Payable Settings section.

2. Locate the Add Miscellaneous fees to invoice header option.

3. In the text box, begin entering a Miscellaneous Fee label name, such as "dry ice" or
"miscellaneous". Or, click the search icon to see a list of all available fee fields.

4. Select the miscellaneous fees you want to display on invoices and credit memos. As you
select labels, they are added to the text box.

5. To remove a miscellaneous fee, select the X next to the fee label in the text box.

6. Click to Save your changes.

7. To change Miscellaneous Fee field names, follow the instructions in Field Management in
the online searchable help.

Configure User-Defined Tax Codes
The User-Defined Tax Code feature allows organizations to create custom tax codes and rates
that can be used on shopping carts, purchase requisitions, purchase orders and invoices. Users
with the appropriate permission can select the customized tax codes in cases where vendors are
located in areas where different tax rates apply.

If the feature is enabled, users can select a user-defined tax code from a specifically configured
custom field on shopping carts, purchase requisitions, purchase orders and invoices, and the
associated tax rate is applied to the Tax1 field as follows:

l On shopping carts, requisitions and purchase orders, the Tax1 field is recalculated and the
user-defined tax rate replaces any default tax settings. The tax rate is displayed as a
percentage, along with the total calculated amount of tax for the item. The re-calculated
value is displayed on every page where the Tax1 field is displayed, i.e., General, Shipping,
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Billing, Notes and Attachments, Codes, Review pages, etc.

l On the Taxes/S&H tab, the Tax1 field on taxable items will display the adjusted rates and
corresponding tax values. In this tab, (overridden) is displayed next to the Tax1 field if a
line item has overridden the setting populated from the header.

l On invoices, a user-defined tax code can be selected, but the totals in the Tax1 field are
not re-calculated.

Users require the View Personal List permission for the custom field associated with the user-
defined tax codes to see the field and select the user-defined tax codes.

Where is the custom field displayed?

Organization settings determine where the tax code custom field is displayed on shopping carts,
requisitions, purchase orders and invoices.

l If a user-defined tax code is selected at the header level, all lines inherit the selected tax
codes and the associated rates are applied to the Tax 1 field.

l Rates inherited from the header can be overridden on individual line items.

l If commodity codes have been mapped to the user-defined tax code custom field, when a
linked commodity code is selected, the associated tax rate is applied to the Tax1 field and
overrides the Tax1 default settings.

Custom field requirements

Prior to enabling the tax code feature, determine which custom fieldwill be used to select the
user-defined tax codes. For example, this could be a custom field named "Tax Codes" that will
display a list of user-defined tax codes in a drop down menu. It can be a new custom field or an
existing custom field, but it must meet the following criteria:

l The custom field style setting must beOrganization-wide list.

l Must be non-splittable (the Allow Code Splits setting must be disabled).

l The values for the custom field must be identical to the tax codes that will appear for
selection in the field.

l Must be assigned to a Header-Internal location.
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l Must be an editable field on the active Requisition Document Configuration at minimum.
We recommend adding it to the Purchase Order and Buyer Invoice Document for full
functionality.

Note: At minimum, the user-defined tax code custom field must be on the active
Requisition Document Configuration and we highly recommend adding it to the PO
and Buyer Invoice Document configurations for full functionality. If it is only on the PR
document configuration, the field will be inherited on purchase orders and invoices
created from requisitions with the field, but the field will not be editable on PO's and
invoices.

Step-by-Step
The user configuring this feature must have the View Personal List permission for the custom
field that will be associated with the User-Defined Tax Codes.

1. Prior to enabling the tax code feature, configure the custom field that will contain the
user-defined tax codes and rates. You can create a new custom field or update an existing
field:

a. Navigate to Setup > Configure Documents > Manage Custom Fields.

b. Click the Definitions tab and ensure the following fields are completed as indicated.
Other fields can be completed as desired:

l Allow Code Splits (Codes Section Only) - Ensure the checkbox is BLANK.

l Custom field style - SelectOrganization-wide list.

c. Click the Values tab and enter a value for each user-defined tax code. Each value
entered here will be a user-defined tax code that can be selected from the custom
field's drop down list. The tax codes and rates will be later be defined on the User
Defined Tax Codes table.

d. Click the Placement tab and ensure that the custom field has the Application
Location set to Header - Internal Information.

2. Configure the user-defined tax code custom field to display on requisitions, purchase
orders and buyer invoices. At minimum, the user-defined tax code custom field must be on
the active Requisition Document Configuration and we highly recommend adding it to the
PO and Buyer Invoice Document configurations for full functionality.
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a. Navigate to document type you want to configure, under Setup > Configure
Documents, i.e., Configure Requisition Document, Configure Purchase Order
Document, or Configure Buyer Invoice Document.

b. On the Draft version of the active configuration, expand the All fields link, then
select the user-defined tax code custom field that was configured in step 1, i.e.,
Tax Code.

c. Ensure the following fields are completed as indicated. Other fields can be
completed as desired. Finalize and activate the version when it is ready to go:

l Editable by header / line - For requisitions, select Header and line. For
purchase orders and buyer invoices, you can select Header and line or Line
only.

l Review page placement - Select the location where you want the field
displayed, for example General.

Note: For more information on document configuration, see Document Setup
and Configuration in the online searchable help.

3. Now enable the feature and add user-defined tax codes and rates:

a. Navigate to Setup > Hosted Catalog & Ordering Configuration > Default
Ordering Settings (eg. Tax, S&H, Payments).

b. Click the Tax tab.

c. In the User Defined Tax Codes section, select the Enable User Defined Tax
Codes checkbox to enable the feature. The Custom Field For Tax Codes field is
displayed.

Note: The Enable User Defined Tax Codes checkbox is not visible if the
Enable Tax Estimation checkbox is blank.

d. In the Custom Field For Tax Codes field, click theMap Custom Field To Tax Code
Table link and select the custom field that will display the list of the user-defined
tax codes, then click Submit. Once a custom field is selected, the User Defined Tax
Codes table is displayed. Note: Users need the View Personal List permission for
the custom field to see it in the drop down list.

../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/9. Setup and Configuration Tasks/General/Document Design/documentdesign.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/1. Indirect/9. Setup and Configuration Tasks/General/Document Design/documentdesign.htm
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e. Click Submit. The User Defined Tax Codes table is displayed.

Note: The custom field selected here can be changed after tax rates have been
assigned to it, but the existing tax codes and rates will be deleted, and the User
Defined Tax Codes table will need to be reconstructed based on the newly
selected custom field.

f. In the User Defined Tax Codes table, add tax codes and assign tax rates. Duplicate
tax codes are not allowed. Duplicate tax rates are allowed:

i. For each tax code, complete these fields in the row:

l Tax Code - Select a tax code from the drop down list. These are active
values from the custom field selected in theMap Custom Field To Tax
Code Tablewindow. Inactive values are displayed in gray, italic text
and cannot be added to the table.

Note: Tax codes cannot be changed here. Changes to tax codes
must be made by first changing values on the custom field and
then updating them in this table. If a custom field value is changed,
it is displayed in red text in this table and can be edited. If a
custom field value is inactivated, it is displayed in gray, italic text in
the table and cannot be edited. Inactive tax code/values will not
be displayed in the tax code custom field on documents.

l Description (optional) - Enter a description of the tax code for easy
identification.

l Tax Rate - Enter a number with up to 3 decimal places that represents
the tax rate as a percentage value. This is what will be applied to the
Tax1 field when the tax code is selected.

ii. Click the + Add Tax Code button.

iii. Repeat to enter additional tax codes. Click Remove to delete a tax code.

iv. To edit a Description or Tax Rate, click on the value you want to change and
edit it, then click the green check mark and click Save button.

g. Click Save once all tax codes and rates are entered. The tax code custom field is
displayed on shopping carts, purchase requisitions, purchase orders and invoices as
configured, for users who have the View Personal List permission to see the field.

4. Ensure the users or user roles who can select a user-defined tax code have the View
Personal List permission for the custom field that contains the user-defined tax codes
(Permission Settings > Custom Fields).
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5. (optional) Commodity codes can be linked to the user-defined tax code custom field. If
this is done, when a commodity code is selected while shopping, the user-defined tax
code that is linked to the commodity code is applied to the item in the Tax1 field, but can be
changed at the line level. SeeMapping Custom Field Values to Commodity Codes (Free
Form) ) in the online searchable help for more information.

Configure Tax Calculation Rules for User-
Defined Tax Codes
Tax rules can be configured for a user-defined tax code based on items such as the supplier,
supplier fulfillment addresses, Remit To Address country, Bill To and Ship To addresses,
commodity codes, UNSPSC, business units and Tax Exempt Supplier. Once set up, the system
will check POs, PRs, and invoices for values defined on tax rules. If it finds a match, it will apply
the tax rate from the user-defined tax code associated with the rule to the document.

Important Note: Each customer is responsible for knowing the tax laws for their region and
configuring the appropriate tax rules and tax rates. JAGGAER is not responsible for any tax
miscalculation due to incorrect rates or determination rules being defined by the customer.

When are tax rules evaluated?

In the cart, at checkout, and on PRs, POs and invoices:

l The system will evaluate rules from top to bottom. As it finds a match between the rules
and the cart, the engine will apply the tax code with its rate and recalculate the tax amount
based on the rule per line. If it doesn't find a rule match, it will use the default Tax 1 rate set
for the organization.

l The system will run a reassessment when the following changes are made to a document
in case the changes cause a different tax code or rule to be applied:

l At PR Proceed to Checkout and document entry into workflow.

l On line items, changes to the price or quantity, or the addition or removal of a line.

l Changes to these fields: Bill To Address, Ship To Address, Business Unit,
Commodity Code, Fulfillment Center, UNSPSC, Taxable Flag.

On invoices:

l Users must click the Calculate button in the Discount, Tax, Shipping & Handling section
to manually initiate the tax engine. The system will calculate the tax rate and amount based
on the tax rules and automatically update the document.
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What will users see?

If there is a match to a tax rule, users will see the tax rates that have been applied in the Tax 1 field
as follows: 

l On PRs and POs - In the Taxes/S&H section, the Tax1 field displays "(overridden)" on line
items where tax rates have been applied because there is a match to a tax rule. The tax
amount in the Tax1 field becomes a clickable link on each taxable line. Users can click the
link to open the Tax Details overlay and review tax information.

l On invoices - In the Discount, Tax, Shipping & Handling section, users must first click
the Calculate button at the header level to manually initiate the tax engine. The system will
calculate the tax rate and amount based on the tax rules and automatically update the
document. The tax amount in the Tax 1 field becomes a clickable link on each taxable line.
Users can click the link to open the Sales Tax Details overlay and review tax information. In
the overlay users can also check theOverride box to edit the tax amount. In this case, the
manually entered amount will override tax engine calculations. If the checkbox not
selected, the system will calculate tax amounts based on tax calculation rules.

Note: If a user does not manually initiate the tax calculation, the invoice workflow
robot will start the process. The Calculate button disappears after it is used the first
time. After the Calculate button is clicked or the tax engine is initiated by invoice
workflow, the document will update automatically based on changes relevant to the
tax engine.

Override options

For users with permission to edit tax information, anOverride Tax Engine Tax checkbox on the
Edit tax, shipping and handling overlay on requisitions tells the system to use the manually
entered override rate when the tax engine runs, rather than letting the tax engine reset the tax
rate. Here is how it works:

a. Open a requisition and click the Taxes/S&H tab.

b. Click the edit button next to the Tax1 field on a taxable line item.

c. In the Edit tax, shipping and handling window, select the override option in the Tax1 field,
then enter the override tax rate.

d. Click theOverride Tax Engine Tax checkbox to keep the manually entered override rate
when the tax engine runs, rather than letting the tax engine reset the tax rate based on tax
calculation rules. If the checkbox is not selected and there is a match to the tax code rules,
the manually entered tax rate will be replaced by the one applied by the tax engine.

This setting and its override rate is copied to purchase orders and invoices so that the system
uses the override rate rather than letting the tax engine reset the rate.
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Step-by-Step
The System Configuration permission (Permission Settings > Administration > System
Administration) is required to perform this task.

Note: User-defined tax codes must be configured before tax calculation rules can be
applied to them. See Configure User-Defined Tax Codes.

1. Please contact JAGGAER to enable integration settings for this feature.

2. Enable the Enable Rule Based Tax Estimation setting to allow your organization to
perform rule-based tax estimations as follows. It is Off by default. This setting is visible
only if the "Enable Tax Estimation" setting is enabled.

a. Navigate to Setup > Hosted Catalog and Ordering Configuration > Default
Ordering Settings (eg. Tax, S&H, Payments).

b. Click the Tax tab.

c. In the top section, ensure the Enable Tax Estimation checkbox is selected.

d. Click the Enable Rule Based Tax Estimation checkbox to enable the setting.

e. In the Tax Rates section, locate the Default User Defined Tax Code for Tax 1 field
and select the user-defined tax code that will be used by default if there is no tax
rule match on a cart, PR, PO or invoice.

f. Click Save.

3. Configure and manage the tax rules for user-defined tax codes. Tax rules are defined on
the Rules Management tab under the Manage Tax Code Rules menu.

Note: Tax code rules and rule conditions can also be uploaded via import/export,
which allows administrators to create rules via a tab delimited or xml file. This import is
very similar to other tools in the application, and can be used if a large number of rules
are being created at one time. See Import/Export User-Defined Tax Code Tax
Calculation Rules for more information.

a. Navigate to Setup > Hosted Catalog and Ordering Configuration > Manage
Tax Code Rules.

b. Click the Rules Management tab.

c. Click Add Rule button. If there are existing tax rules, click Insert or Edit to add or
update tax rules.
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d. In the Rule Info panel, click Edit and complete these fields:

l Rule Name - Enter an internal system name for the rule

l Display Name - Enter the name that will be displayed for the rule. This can be
the same as the rule name.

l Rule Description - Enter a brief description of what the rule does.

l Click the Active checkbox to enable the setting.

e. Click Save.

f. In the Tax Code panel, click the Select Tax Code button and select the user-
defined tax code you want to associate with the rule.

Note: See Configure User-Defined Tax Codes to configure the tax codes that
are available for selection here. Inactive Tax Codes are not available for
selection.

g. Add tax rules at the Document-Level and/or Line-Level. These are the rules
needed to determine which user defined tax code populates a document and then
its tax rate is applied. Select an option from the Add a new rule for a field and click
Go or Add and complete the fields as directed.

Document-Level Options

l BillTo Address - Evaluates a document to determine if one of the attributes
of the Bill To address on a document (such as the City or State), matches the
one defined on the rule. Select which attribute of the Bill To address you want
the system to search for in the BillTo Address field, then choose an option in
the Comparison field and select or add the values you want the system to
search for.

l Business Unit - Evaluates a document to determine if the business unit on
the document matches the business units defined on the rule. First choose
whether to include or exclude selected values, and whether to include or
ignore blank values. Next, select the business unit(s) that you want the
system to search for by selecting a business unit in the left column and
clicking the right arrow to move it to the right column.

l RemitTo Address - Evaluates an invoice to determine if the country, city,
state or zip code of the Remit To address on an invoice matches those
defined on the rule. First select which attribute of the Remit To address you
want the system to search for in the RemitTo Address field (i.e., Country, City,
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State or Zip Code), then choose an option in the Comparison field and select
or add the values you want the system to search for. Note: This rule only
applies to invoices as requisitions and purchase orders do not have a Remit
To address.

l ShipTo Address - Evaluates a document to determine if one of the attributes
of the Ship To address on the document (such as the City or State), matches
those defined on the rule. First select which attribute of the Ship To address
you want the system to search for in the ShipTo Address field, then choose an
option in the Comparison field and select or add the values you want the
system to search for.

l Single Custom Field value or range - Evaluates a document to determine if
it has custom field values or ranges that match the ones defined on the rule.
First select the custom field to evaluate, then choose an operator and enter
the custom field value(s) in the text area provided. Note: The custom field
must be on the requisition, purchase order and invoice document
configuration. Custom field splits will associate the proper tax code and rate
to an item as long as one of the values in the split evaluates as true for one of
the tax code rules.

l Pre Tax Total amount - Evaluates a requisition, purchase order or invoice to
determine if the sum of prices on a document, excluding taxes, matches the
amount defined on the rule. First select an operator, then enter a monetary
value, and select the currency (if your organization uses multiple currencies
and allows for currency selection here).

Line-Level Options:

l Fulfillment center - Evaluates a document to determine if one of the defined
fulfillment centers are present. First choose whether to include or exclude
selected values, then click Add fulfillment center. Search for and select the
supplier with the fulfillment centers you want to evaluate on the rule. You can
add multiple supplier fulfillment centers, but they must be added one at a
time. A Remove fulfillment center option is also available.

l Range of Commodity Code values- Evaluates a document to determine if a
line has a commodity code that falls between two commodity code values.
First choose a comparison option, then enter the minimum and maximum
values for the range in the text fields provided. The rule element is evaluated
as true if the commodity code on a line is between, or not between, the
minimum and maximum range.
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l ShipTo Address - Evaluates a document to determine if one of the attributes
of the Ship To address on a line item (such as the City or State), matches
those defined on the rule. This can be used to create a rule that applies taxes
at the line level based on a line-level Ship To address. First select which
attribute of the Ship To address you want the system to search for in the
ShipTo Address field, then choose an option in the Comparison field and
select or add the values you want the system to search for.

Note: Rules are applied in the order that the user lists them. If there are two
ShipTo Address rules, one at the header level and one at line level, the rules
will be applied as follows:

l If the header-level rule is reviewed first and it matches, then it will
populate the tax code of all lines according to that rule and it will not
review the next rules.

l If the line-level rule is reviewed first and it matches, then it will populate
the tax code according to that rule and will not consider the header rule
for that line.

l Single Custom Field value or range - Evaluates a document to determine if
it has custom field values or ranges on a line item that match the ones defined
on the rule. First select the custom field to evaluate, then choose an operator
and enter the custom field value(s) in the text area provided. Note: The
custom field must be on the requisition, purchase order and invoice document
configuration. Custom field splits will associate the proper tax code and rate
to an item as long as one of the values in the split evaluates as true for one of
the tax code rules.

l Set of Supplier Commodity Code Values - Evaluates a document against a
list of specified commodity code values. First choose whether to include or
exclude selected values, and whether to include or ignore blank values. Next,
enter the commodity code value(s) into the text area provided. Each
commodity code value must be separated by a carriage return.

l Single Supplier Commodity Code Value- Evaluates a document for the
presence of a specific commodity code value. First choose an operator, then
enter a single commodity code value into the textbox provided. The rule is
evaluated as true if the commodity code on a line is equal to, or not equal to,
the value defined on the rule.

l Supplier - Evaluates a document to determine if one of the defined supplier
names is present. First choose whether to include or exclude selected values,
and whether to include or ignore blank values. Next, use the search option to
search for and select the suppliers you want to evaluate on the rule.
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Note: For optimal performance, we have set a limit of 150 suppliers (or
3000 characters for supplier IDs) that can be added to a supplier tax
code rule, and added text on the rule creation overlay to indicate that
limit. For organizations that need more than 150 suppliers for their
supplier tax code rule, you can create multiple supplier rules, split
suppliers among them, then prioritize these rules together for processing
order.

l UNSPSC - Evaluates a document against a list of specific UNSPSC values.
First choose whether to include or exclude selected values, and whether to
include or ignore blank values. Next, list the UNSPSC values to evaluate on
the rule. Each value must be on a separate line.

l VAT Exempt Supplier - Evaluates a document to determine if suppliers on
the document have the Vat Exempt setting on their supplier profile set to
True.

h. Tax rules can be updated on the Rules Management tab.

l In the Actions column, click Insert to add a rule or Edit to change a rule. Use
the arrows to change the order in which the rules will be evaluated.

l Remove one or more rules by selecting the check boxes on the right and
clicking the Remove Selected button.

Import/Export User-Defined Tax Code Tax
Calculation Rules
Tax code rule and rule conditions can be imported and exported on the Import/Export tab. This
allows administrators to create or update tax code rules and rules conditions via a tab delimited or
xml file. This import is very similar to other tools in the application, and can be used if a large
number of rules are being created or updated at one time.

A template containing the configuration required for imports can be downloaded from the page.

Important Note: Each customer is responsible for knowing the tax laws for their region and
configuring the appropriate tax rules and tax rates. JAGGAER is not responsible for any tax
miscalculation due to incorrect rates or determination rules being defined by the customer.

See Configure Tax Calculation Rules for User-Defined Tax Codes for more information.
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Step-by-Step

1. Navigate to Setup > Hosted Catalog and Ordering Configuration > Manage Tax
Code Rules.

2. Click the Import/Export tab.

3. Download the template or export the existing tax rules and conditions:

l Download the template - Click the link next to Dynamic Rules/Rule Groups XML
Template

l Export existing tax rules - Choose a File Format, select Export in the Action field,
enter a Description, and click Submit.

4. Enter or update tax code rules by completing this information in the template or exported
file and saving it to your computer. The Rule Internal Name, Rule Display Name, Sequence,
Type, and Value fields are all required on the file:

l Rule Internal Name (required) - Enter the rule name that will be used by the system
to identify it.

l Rule Display Name (required) - Enter the rule name that will be displayed in the
application. It can be the same as the Rule Internal Name.

l Rule Description - Enter a short description of what the rule does.

l Sequence (required) - Enter a number that indicates the order in which the system
will evaluate the rule.

l Tax Code - Enter the user-defined Tax Code that the rule applies to. The value must
be an exact match to a user-defined tax code in the system. Note: Rules with a blank
Tax Code value can be imported as long as it has document or line level rules. If a
rule is imported with a blank tax code, it will be set to inactive and disregard the
setting in the import.

l Active - Indicate whether the rule is active or inactive. Acceptable values are: true,
false, t, f, on, off, yes, no, y, n.

l Type (required) - Indicate the rule type. These are the options displayed in the "Add
a new rule for a" field when configuring a rule in the application. Acceptable values
are:

l Document-Level - BillToAddress, BusinessUnit, RemitToAddress,
ShipToAddress.

l Line-Level - RuleType_FulfillmentCenter, CommodityCodeRange,
CommodityCodeMulti, CommodityCodeSingle, RuleType_SupplierName,
UNSPSC, VatExemptSupplier.
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Note: If a rule does not have any document or line level rules, it is not exported.

l Value (required) - Enter the rule values in a format where each element of the rule in
the Edit Dynamic Rule Element window is separated by a pipe delimiter. For example,
a document-level rule set up to find the country of USA on a Bill To address that
ignores blank values would be entered as "oneOf|0|false|Main BillTo Address".

5. To import a file, first Validate the file to ensure that tax code rules and conditions are
correct before you import. This is highly recommended to avoid problems caused by data
errors. Complete these fields.

Note: If you are updating a rule, the Rule Internal Name, Rule Display Name and
Sequence fields should match an existing rule, otherwise the import will throw errors.
If you are adding more rules, the sequence number should continue the order of the
existing rules.

a. In the File Format field, select the format used by the import file.

b. In the Action field, select Validate.

c. In the Description field, enter a note about the action.

d. In the File Name field, click Choose File and select the import file.

e. Click Submit. Once the request has been submitted, click the Refresh this Page link
to update the status of the download. The status of the request will be displayed
under Recent Activity. Once the request is complete, the system will show the
details of the request such as how many records had an error, how many records
were successful, etc.

f. In the Recent Activity panel, click one of the links next to File to open and view the
file. Errors and warning are displayed in the left column.

g. Correct any errors in the original file.

6. Import the file when it is complete and correct:

a.  In the File Format field, select the format used by the import file.

b. In the Action field, select Import.

c. In the Description field, enter a note about the action.

d. In the File Name field, click Choose File and select the import file.

e. Click Submit. Click the Refresh this Page link to update the status of the download.
The Recent Activity panel will indicate when the import is complete.
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7. If you are importing tax rules, once the import is complete, the rules have been uploaded
into the system and can be viewed in the Rules Management tab under Setup > Hosted
Catalog and Ordering Configuration > Manage Tax Code Rules.

Configure Withholding Taxes
For Global Invoicing customers, an invoicing requirement in Mexico and some European countries
dictates that invoices must include Withholding Tax fields to show the taxes that the buyer will
pay on behalf of the supplier, such as VAT or income tax. The withheld taxes are subtracted from
the invoice total since this represents the total amount that the supplier is paid. Some non-Global
Invoicing customers also need Withholding Tax fields, for example, for paying independent
contractors when either state tax or federal tax requirements need to be met.

Organizations can addWithholding Tax 1 andWithholding Tax 2 fields to support the ability to
withhold tax on invoices. If configured, users can enter a numerical value in the Withholding Tax
field(s) that represents the amount of tax being withheld because it will be paid by the buyer on
behalf of the supplier. The amounts entered in the Withholding Tax fields are automatically
subtracted from the total on invoices, and automatically added to the total on credit memos.

l Values are entered in the Withholding Tax fields, up to two decimal places.

l The amount in the Withholding Tax fields will be automatically subtracted from the invoice
total and automatically added to the credit memo total. On the calculated Totals summary,
Withholding Taxes are displayed as negative numbers on invoices and positive numbers on
credit memos.

l The value of Withholding Taxes should never exceed the total amount of the invoice or
credit memo. An error message will indicate if a user has entered a Withholding Tax amount
greater than the total document amount.

l Fields are not editable if a document's issuance status is Pending, Not Required,
Completed, or Error.

l On the eInvoice PDF, Withholding Tax values are displayed in the DTSH section of the
invoice or credit memo.

On sales invoices imported from the supplier portal, Withholding Tax values entered by the
supplier are displayed on the invoice. They can be modified by the buyer user on the invoice, but
the change is not copied over to the associated sales invoice in the supplier portal.

Step-by-Step
This feature can be enabled by adding theWithholding Tax fields to the active buyer invoice
document configuration as follows:
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1. Navigate to Setup > Configure Documents > Configure Buyer Invoice Document.

2. Open the Draft copy of the active buyer invoice document configuration and click on the
Layout Details tab.

3. Locate theWithholding Tax 1 andWithholding Tax 2 fields and add one or both fields to
the document layout. The fields can be added to any header section on the invoice, but
they will always appear in the DTSH section on the eInvoice PDF.

4. For organizations with Global Invoicing only - Define how the field appears for each global
invoicing country by completing settings in the Supplier Country Specific Configuration
section. See Configure Buyer Invoice Document in the online searchable help for more
information on these global invoice settings.

Note: In the Country Configuration settings, if the PDF/XML Field Name field is left to
the default setting (i.e., blank), the Withholding Tax fields will be translated in the
language associated with the invoice. If the default value is overridden in this field, it
will not be translated.

5. Save changes.

6. Finalize and activate the document configuration. The Withholding Tax fields are displayed
on buyer and sales invoice header, where they have been placed in the buyer invoice
document configuration. On eInvoice PDFs, they always are displayed in the DTSH section
of the invoice. The eInvoice PDF shows both Withholding Tax amount and rate

Set Up Receipt Workflow
Receipt workflow uses the standard workflow setup with the Advanced Dynamic Workflow,
Shared Workflow Folders and Workflow Process tabs.

Step-by-Step
Follow these steps to set up Receipt Workflow for your organization.
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1. Contact JAGGAER to enable the Receipt Workflow feature and set up your initial workflow.
Organizations require the Receipt Manager license to use this feature.

2. Once the receipt workflow is configured, administrators can add approvers and configure
ADW rules as needed:

a. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > Receipt Workflow Setup. These ADW
rules are available for an ADWworkflow step:

Document-Level

l Contract Custom Fields (Document-Level and Line-Level) - Routes receipt
approval based on the contract custom field data on contracts associated
with the POs for the receipt.

l Document Dates (Document-Level) - Routes receipt approval based on
document dates. Date options are Create Date and Received Date. The rule
evaluates as true if the document dates meet the selected criteria

l Document Total Cost (Document-Level) - Allows workflow to evaluate the
total cost of a document. It can be used to evaluate Cost receipts only. Enter a
monetary value and select a currency. The rule evaluates as true if the total
amount on the document meets the criteria entered in the field.

l Document Total Quantity (Document-Level) - Route receipt approval based
on the total quantity on a receipt. The rule will trigger when the quantity of
items on a receipt meets the number defined on the rule.

l Flex Fields 1-3 (Document-Level) - Routes receipt approval based on these
three Flex Fields on the receipt header.

l Number of Lines on Receipt (Document-Level) - Route the receipt approval
based on the number of lines on a quantity or cost receipt. The rule will trigger
when the number of lines on a receipt meets the number defined on the rule.

l Receipt Address (Document-Level) - Route the receipt approval based on an
element in the receipt address. The rule will trigger when an element of the
receipt address meets the element defined on the rule.

l Receipt Total Amount (Document-Level) - Route receipt approval based on
the receipt total amount. The rule will trigger when the receipt total amount
from all documents on the receipt meets the amount defined on the rule.

l Receipt /PO Total Amounts Compared (Document-Level) - Route receipt
approval based on the amount of the receipt document cost compared to the
related purchase order open amount. The rule evaluates as true if the receipt
and purchase order amounts meet the criteria entered.
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l Receipt /PO Total Quantities Compared (Document-Level) - Route receipt
approval based on the quantity of the receipt document compared to the
related purchase order open quantity. The rule evaluates as true if receipt and
purchase order quantities meet the criteria entered.

l Single Custom Field value or range (Document-Level and Line-Level) -
Route receipt approval by custom field data. The rule evaluates the custom
field of the PO or POs associated with a receipt.

l Supplier (Document-Level) - Allows workflow to evaluate for supplier names
on a receipt. Select the supplier names to be evaluated for the rule. The rule
evaluates as true if any supplier name for the PO associated with a receipt line
meets the criteria set in the rule.

l Supplier Class (Document-Level) - Route receipt approval based on supplier
class. The rule will trigger if a supplier on the receipt matches a supplier class
defined on the rule.

l User (Document-Level) - Routes receipt approval based on the person
named as the "Received by" user on the receipt.

b. Line-Level

l Business Unit (Line-Level) - Allows workflow to evaluate the business unit for
the PO associated with the receipt line. Select the business units to be
evaluated for rule. For receipts with multiple POs, the rule evaluates as true if
any one of the PO's business units meets the criteria set in the rule.

l Capital Expense (Line-Level) - Allows workflow to evaluate each PO line on a
receipt as to whether that line item is designated as a capital expense or not.

l Contract Custom Fields (Document-Level and Line-Level) - Routes receipt
approval based on the contract custom field data on contracts associated
with the POs for the receipt.

l Contract Number (under Contract Data, Line-Level) - Allows workflow to
evaluate all lines on receipt for contracts associated with the PO on that line.
Select contract number value to be evaluated for rule. The rule evaluates as
true if any contract number for the PO associated with a receipt line meets the
criteria set in the rule.

l Flex Fields 1-3 (Line-Level) - Routes receipt approval based on these three
Flex Fields on receipt line items. The system compares each line until a match
is found.
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l Line Total Amount (Line-Level) - Routes receipt approval based on the line
item total amount. This rule applies to Cost receipts only, not Quantity
receipts. The rule will trigger if the total amount total amount on any line on a
receipt meets the amount defined on the rule.

l Line Total Quantity (Line-Level) - Route receipt approval based on the
quantity of line items on the receipt. The rule will trigger if the quantity of a line
item on a receipt meets the amount defined on the rule.

l PO Department (Line-Level) - Allows workflow to evaluate each PO line on a
receipt as to whether the PO associated with that line meets the set criteria
based on the PO owner's department. Select the departments to be evaluated
for rule. The rule evaluates as true if any single line on a receipt meets the
qualifications of the rule.

l Product Flags (Line-Level) - Routes receipt approval for line items by
Environment, Health and Safety flags.

l Range of Commodity Code values (Line-Level) - Allows workflow to
evaluate each PO line on a receipt to determine if a line has a commodity code
between two commodity code values. The rule evaluates as true if the
commodity code on a line item meets the number defined on the rule.

l Receipt Date compared to PO Date (Line Level) - Allows workflow to
evaluate each PO line on a receipt as to whether the PO associated with that
line meets the set criteria (for the comparison between Receipt Date and PO
Date). Enter the number of days between Receipt Date and PO Date you want
evaluated. The rule evaluates as true when the Receipt Date is greater than or
equal to X days after the PO Date, where X is the entered value.

l Receipt/PO Line Amounts Compared - Route receipt workflow based on the
amount of the receipt line cost compared to the related PO line open amount.
The rule evaluates as true if receipt and purchase order line amounts meet the
criteria entered.

l Receipt/PO Line Quantities Compared - Route receipt workflow based on
the quantity of the receipt line compared to the related purchase order line
open quantity. The rule evaluates as true if receipt and purchase order line
quantities meet the criteria entered.

l Single Custom Field value or range (Document-Level and Line-Level) -
Route receipt approval by custom field data. The rule evaluates the custom
field of the PO or POs associated with a receipt.
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l Visual Compliance Alert (Line-Level) - Allows workflow to evaluate all lines
on receipt for Visual Compliance Alert Type associated with the PO on that
line. The rule evaluates as true if any Visual Compliance Alert Type for the PO
associated with a receipt line meets the criteria set in the rule.

3. (optional) Configure these organization settings related to Receipt Workflow:

a. Navigate to Setup > Workflow Setup > General Workflow Settings.

b. Enable these settings if needed:

l Allow users to manually approve receipts they have submitted - Select
the checkbox to allow approvers to manually approve receipts they own. The
setting is off by default.

l Enforce unique approvers in Receipt Workflow - Select the checkbox to
enforce unique approvers across Receipts Workflow so that the same
approver cannot approve a receipt more than once. An approver also cannot
reject a receipt if they have previously approved it in an earlier step. The
setting is off by default.

4. Define how imported receipts are handled as follows:

Note: If Receipt Workflow is enabled for an organization, the Complete Date field on a
receipt is ignored on import. If Receipt Workflow is not enabled, the Complete Date
field is a required field.

a. Navigate to Setup > Configure Documents > General Document
Configuration Settings.

b. Locate the Handle required fields on Receipt Import setting under General
Configuration.

c. Choose one of these options:

l No validation, Submit to Receipt workflow. - There is no validation. If a
receipt is missing required data or invalid data is found, a "Success with
warnings" message is displayed. The system imports the receipt and places it
into workflow so that approvers can update the missing or invalid information.

l Return errors to external system. Receipts are not created. - If a receipt is
missing required data or invalid data is found, an "All documents failed"
message is displayed and the receipt is NOT imported. This is the default
setting.
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l Validate with Checkout rules. - If a receipt is missing required UI data or
invalid data is found, a "Success with warnings" message is displayed. The
receipt is imported and placed into Draft status and assigned to the receiver,
who can update the missing or invalid information. If a receipt is missing
required DTD data or invalid data is found, an error message is displayed and
the receipt is not imported.

5. Enable mobile app settings (optional) - An organization setting allows approvers to take
action on receipt approvals via the mobile app. When setting enabled, a new mobile
approval Receipt permission is available. Users with the permission can view pending
receipts in a workflow folder for which they have approval authority:

a. Enable the setting for an organization:

i. Navigate to Setup > General Site Settings > Manage Mobile
Configuration.

ii. Select the Approvers may take action on Receipts via mobile checkbox.

iii. Click Save. Enabling this setting causes the Receipt permission to be
displayed (Mobile > Mobile Approval).

b. Add mobile permission to user roles or user profiles:

i. Open the appropriate user role or user profile.

ii. In the left menu click Permission Settings > Mobile.

iii. In theMobile Approval section, enable the Receipt permission.

6. Enable Receipt Approvals permissions (Permission Settings > Approvals) and notifications
(Notification Preferences > Receipts) for users or user roles:

l User profiles - Go to Administer > Manage Users > Search for Users.

l User roles - Go to Setup > Organization Structure and Settings > Manage
User Roles.

System Email Management
Some email content is managed via field management through the Setup menu. However,
Invoicing customers may manage most system emails via an Email Management interface.

A user must have theManage Emails permission to have access to the Email Management
pages.
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From the Administer > Email Managementmenu, a user can:

l View and edit system emails.
l Configure system email default settings such as From Name, From Email Address, and
Reply-To Email Address. The default settings for including URLs and the preferred email
format may also be configured.

l View changes to Emails. An entry is logged if changes were made to any of the settings for
the system email or if a content change was made.

l View a log of Emails sent, the recipient, and when it was sent.

Step-by-Step

Configure Default Email Settings:

1. Navigate to Administer > Email Management > Email Configuration.
2. Enter the Default From Name for the organization that you want displayed in the

email.
3. Enter the Default From Email Address for the organization. This can be the same as

or different from the Reply-to Email address.
4. Enter the Reply-to Email Address for the organization. This is the email address that

will receive emails when a recipient selects to reply to the system email.
5. Select the option to Exclude URL links in document-based emails if needed. This will

remove any URL links from the text of the email.
6. Select the Organization preferred email format - HTML or Plain Text.
7. Navigate to Email History to see any changes made to the settings.
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Edit a System Email

1. Navigate to Administer > Email Management > System Emails.
2. Select an email from the list on the left.
3. Edit the From Name, From Email, Reply-to Email if different from the default settings.
4. Select a different language for the email if applicable.
5. Edit any of the other fields as needed, including subject and content of the email.

a. You may use the formatting bar to edit content of the email.
b. Within the email content, you will notice placeholder fields. The system

will populate the appropriate values for these fields when the email is
sent - such as the recipient's name.

6. At any time, you may restore the default settings/content by clicking the Restore
System Defaults button.

7. Preview the email by selecting the Preview button.
8. Select to Save changes. Or, if you have made changes you do not wish to save, click

the Cancel button.
9. In the Email History, you will see if content changes were made (a notation that

content changes were made is logged, not all the details of the content changes).

Virtual Payment Setup for Discover
Virtual payment cards allow JAGGAER to offer improved fraud protection to our customers by
providing the ability to assign a one-time credit card number to an associated order amount.
Once the feature is enabled, a virtual payment card can be assigned to a transaction, and it will
provide a randomly generated credit card number valid for that specific amount and that specific
transaction. Suppliers can ‘swipe’ the card to receive full payment.
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How it works

The virtual payment option is used on PRs and POs as follows:

1. When a requisition is created with a supplier that accepts virtual payment, a message in the
Credit Card Info section of the Billing page indicates that payment will be handled using a
Discover virtual payment.

2. When a purchase order is created from the requisition, there is a dedicated workflow step
within the purchase order approval process that calls out to Discover to get a virtual
payment number to process payment. The History will indicate success or error.

l If there are two or more Discover virtual payment cards configured for the
organization and a user does not have a virtual payment configuration assigned to
them, the PO will stop on the workflow step until a virtual payment configuration is
selected on their user profile.

l If a supplier is not set up for a VCard, the workflow step is skipped and the PO is
processed as usual.

3. Once a virtual payment number is received from Discover, it is displayed on the purchase
order in the Credit Card Info section of the Billing/Payment page. Users with the correct
permission will be able to view the credit card information, otherwise the information is
masked.

4. The supplier on the PO will be able to accept virtual payments via Discover VCards within
JAGGAER.

Step-by-Step
These steps are required to configure this feature.

1. Contact JAGGAER. Please contact your JAGGAER representative to discuss what is
needed to use the Virtual Payment feature with Discover. JAGGAER will enable the Virtual
Payment Card feature, set up virtual payment cards and configure workflow.

2. Once the Virtual Payment feature is enabled by JAGGAER, system administrators perform
these tasks:

a. If it is not already set up, add the Credit Card field to the active requisition and
purchase order document configuration.

b. Assign virtual payment configurations to user profiles or user roles. The Virtual
Payment Options page is displayed only if the Virtual Payment feature is enabled. It
shows all active virtual payment options.
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i. Choose one:

User profiles

l Navigate to Administer > Manage Users > Search for Users.

l Search for and open the user profile to configure.

l In the left menu, click Default User Settings and select Virtual
Payment Options.

Note: Individual users inherit Virtual Payment Option settings based on
their role assignment. Role access can be overridden on a user profile.

User roles

l Navigate to Setup > Organization Structure and Settings >
Manage User Roles.

l Select the user role to change.

l In the left menu, expand the Purchasing section and select Virtual
Payment Options.

Note: If organizations anticipate that they will need to remove Virtual
Payment Options access for some users with that role at a future date,
we would recommend creating a new role specifically for Virtual
Payment Options. That way, the user’s access to the Virtual Payment
related role can be removed and the user’s other role assignments can
be maintained.

ii. In the Discover VCard field, select a virtual payment configuration from the
drop down list. Choose a different virtual payment configuration by selecting
another option in the Discover VCard field. Select Remove to delete the
selected card.

c. Add virtual payment options to supplier profiles. Follow the steps below to
manually update a supplier profile.

i. Search for and open the supplier profile to configure.

ii. In the left menu, click Contacts and Locations, then Contacts.

iii. Ensure that the supplier has an active Primary Remittance address with a
valid email address.

iv. In the left menu, click Contacts and Locations, then Fulfillment Centers.
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v. Click theOrdering tab, then the Payment Method sub-tab. If your
organization has enabled the virtual payment feature, a Discover Virtual
Payments section is displayed.

vi. Select the checkbox next to the Enable Discover Virtual Payment field to
enable the use of the Discover for the supplier.

l Enabling this setting indicates that a supplier is opting in to accept
virtual payments via Discover VCards within JAGGAER.

l The default settings for the supplier are respected, i.e., all fulfillment
centers will inherit the default setting unless it is overridden for a
particular fulfillment center.

vii. Click Save.

Virtual Payment Setup for J.P. Morgan Chase
Virtual payment cards allow JAGGAER to offer improved fraud protection to our customers by
providing the ability to assign a one-time credit card number to an associated order amount.
Once the feature is enabled, a virtual payment card can be assigned to a transaction, and it will
provide a randomly generated credit card number valid for that specific amount and that specific
transaction. Suppliers can ‘swipe’ the card to receive payment as long as the VCard is valid.
Customers can view the status of the payment by checking the ‘AP Status’ on the PO or when
performing a search. Clicking the A/P status link will display transaction details.

How it works

The virtual payment option is used on PRs and POs as follows:

1. When a requisition is created with a supplier that accepts virtual payment, a message in the
Credit Card Info section of the Billing page indicates that payment will be handled using
J.P. Morgan Single-Use Accounts.

2. When a purchase order is created from the requisition, there is a dedicated workflow step
within the purchase order approval process that calls out to the bank to get a single use
number to process payment. The History will indicate success or error.

l If a user does not have a virtual payment configuration assigned to them, the PO will
stop on the workflow step until a virtual payment configuration is selected on their
user profile.

l If a supplier is not set up for a VCard, the workflow step is skipped and the PO is
processed as usual.
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3. Once a VCard single use account number is received from the bank, it is displayed on the
purchase order in the Credit Card Info section of the Billing/Payment page. Users with the
correct permission will be able to view the credit card information, otherwise the
information is masked.

4. The supplier on the PO will then be able to use that VCard for either the full PO payment or
a partial amount of the PO while the card is valid, which is typically 30 days. Most suppliers
"swipe" the card within 3-5 days.

5. On VCard purchase orders, an A/P status field is displayed with a link that shows the
status of the VCard transaction. If the A/P status link is selected, an overlay will open and
display the Transaction Details of reconciliation with the PO and SUA (single use account)
card.

Users can also search for POs based on their virtual payment AP status by using the AP
Status filter on purchase order searches. This can be used for reporting purposes and to
perform manual reconciliation of their accounts. Note: The virtual payment AP Status
options are not available on other Advanced Search documents such as PRs and invoices.

l Open - If the A/P status has link of Open, the PO has completed but the VCard has
not been used to process payment. If the Open link is clicked, a message indicates
transaction details have not been found.

l Partial Payment Made - If A/P status has link of Partial Payment Made, the SUA
card has been used to process partial payment of the total PO amount, but the PO
has not yet been paid in full. If the Partial Payment link is clicked, users can see
transaction details in the Transaction Details window. In this status the amount in
the Total Order Amount column will be greater than the amount in the Transaction
Amount column.

l Complete - If A/P status has link of Complete, it indicates that the VCard has been
used to process entire payment of the total PO amount. If the Complete link is
clicked, users can see transaction details in the Transaction Details window. In this
status, the amount in the Total Order Amount column and the amount in the
Transaction Amount column will be equal, indicating that the PO has been paid in
full.

l Expired without Payment - If A/P status has link of Expired without Payment, there
is an authorized J.P. Morgan Chase VCard, but no payment or incomplete payment
has been processed and the authorization period has passed.

Step-by-Step

Configure
These steps are required to configure this feature.
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1. Contact J.P. Morgan. If you are interested in using J.P. Morgan VCards with your
organization, please first contact J.P. Morgan to complete the JAGGAER Getting Started
template for virtual card implementation.

2. Contact JAGGAER to enable the Virtual Payment Card feature, set up virtual payment
cards and configure workflow.

3. If it is not already set up, add the Credit Card field to the active requisition and purchase
order document configuration.

4. Configure PO Export to send POs to ERPs based on virtual payment AP statuses as follows:

a. Navigate to Setup > General Site Settings > Document Export Settings.

b. Open a PO Export trigger - On the document export tab, click Edit on the
appropriate trigger, or click the trigger mgt sub-tab.

c. In the Event field, select Accounts payable (A/P) status change and then choose
one of the new virtual payment options in the "status changes from:" and "to:" fields.
For example, a status change could be "Open" to "Complete" or "Partial Payment
Made" to "Complete".

d. Complete remaining fields and save changes. The PO Export trigger works as usual,
based on the selected schedule.

Note: To enable a PO Export, the Supports POs setting on the connection mgt tab
must be selected and the PO export needs to be scheduled (document export >
scheduling mgt).

5. Assign virtual payment configurations to user profiles or user roles. The Virtual Payment
Options page is displayed only if the Virtual Payment feature is enabled. It shows all active
virtual payment options:

a. Choose one:

User profiles

i. Navigate to Administer > Manage Users > Search for Users.

ii. Search for and open the user profile to configure.

iii. In the left menu, click Default User Settings and select Virtual Payment
Options.

Note: Individual users inherit Virtual Payment Option settings based on their
role assignment. Role access can be overridden on a user profile.

User roles
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i. Navigate to Setup > Organization Structure and Settings > Manage
User Roles.

ii. Select the user role to change.

iii. In the left menu, expand the Purchasing section and select Virtual Payment
Options.

Note: If organizations anticipate that they will need to remove Virtual Payment
Options access for some users with that role at a future date, we would
recommend creating a new role specifically for Virtual Payment Options. That
way, the user’s access to the Virtual Payment related role can be removed and
the user’s other role assignments can be maintained.

b. In the JPMorgan VCard field, select a virtual payment configuration from the drop
down list. Choose a different virtual payment configuration by selecting another
option in the JPMorgan VCard field. Select Remove to delete the selected card.

6. Add virtual payment options to supplier profiles. Follow the steps below to manually
update a supplier profile. Suppliers can also be enabled for VCards using the Supplier
Export/Import.

a. Search for and open the supplier profile to configure.

b. In the left menu, click Contacts and Locations, then Fulfillment Centers.

c. Click theOrdering tab, then the Payment Method sub-tab. If your organization has
enabled the virtual payment feature, a JPMorgan Chase Virtual Payments section
is displayed.

d. Select the checkbox next to the Use JPMorgan Chase VCard field to enable the
use of the J.P. Morgan VCard for the supplier.

l Enabling this setting indicates that a supplier is opting in to accept single use
account payments via J.P. Morgan Chase VCards within JAGGAER.

l The default settings for the supplier are respected, i.e., all fulfillment centers
will inherit the default setting unless it is overridden for a particular fulfillment
center.

Important Note: The J.P. Morgan VCard feature cannot be enabled if the
Corporate Payment Service vPayment feature is also enabled. The latter must
first be turned off.

e. Click Save.
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Reconciliation
If an organization has implemented J.P. Morgan virtual payment cards, transaction details can be
exported from PO search to help with virtual payment card reconciliation as follows:

1. Navigate toOrders > Search > Purchase Orders.

2. Click Add Filter and select the checkbox next to the AP Status filter. Select the
checkboxes next to the appropriate statuses (for example, Complete, Partial Payment
Made or Expired Without Payment) then click Apply. Search results are displayed.

3. From the PO Search results, click Export All or Export Selected Rows (top right corner).

4. On the Export Purchase Orders overlay, select either Full Export or Transaction Export
and click Submit.

5. Go toManage Search Exports by clicking the link in the confirmation message.

6. When export shows a status of Completed, click the Title link to download the export.

7. The export contains several files. From the list of downloaded files, open the downloaded
file that displays POData in the file name.

8. Find the Payment Transaction ID | Payment Transaction Amount column in the Excel
file, near the end of the listed columns. It displays the virtual payment Transaction ID and
Transaction amounts for POs.
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